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“I have traveled the length and breadth of this country and talked with the best people, and I can assure you that data processing is a fad that won’t last out the yeal:”



-Attributed to the chief editorfor business books, Prentice Hall, 1957 “There is nothing more dificult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things.”



-Machiuvelli This book arose during the process of revising the second edition of the Handbook of Fiber Optic Data Communication, when it became apparent that one book wasn’t enough to contain all of the technology developments in wavelength multiplexing, optically clustered servers, small form factor transceivers and connectors, and other emerging technologies. As a result, we decided to split off the four chapters on futures from the original handbook, combine them with many new chapters, and form this book, which can serve as either a companion to the original book or a stand-alone reference volume. Many new chapters have also been added to address the rapidly accelerating rate of change that has characterized this field. New component technologies for optical backplanes, parallel coupled computer architectures, and smart pixels are among the topics covered here. Open standards, which to a great extent have created the Internet and the Web (remember TCPDP?) also continue to evolve, and new standards are emerging to deal with the requirements of the next generation intelligent optical infrastructure; some of these standards, such as Infiniband, are covered in this volume. There are also new chapters on the history of communications technology (with apologies to those who have noted that it remains
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difficult to determine exactly who invented the first one of anything, and that the history of science is filled with tales of misplaced credit), and predictions of the future, as envisioned by some of the leading commercial technology forecasters. Given the rapid and accelerating rate of change in this field, it is inevitable that some topics of interest will not be covered. As this book goes to press, for example, there is growing interest in microelectromechanical devices (MEMs) and so-called micro-photonics, ultra high data rate transceivers (40 Gbit/s and above), advanced storage area networks and network attached storage, and other areas that are beyond the scope of this text. It is our hope that these and other topics will be incorporated into future editions of this book, just as the original Handbook of Fiber Optic Data Communication has grown through the years. An undertaking such as this would not be possible without the concerted efforts of many contributing authors and a supportive staff at the publisher, to all of whom I extend my deepest gratitude. The following associate editors contributed to the first edition of the Handbook of Fiber Optic Data Communication: Eric Maass, Darrin Clement, and Ronald Lasky. As always, this book is dedicated to my parents, who first helped me see the wonder in the world; to the memory of my godmother Isabel; and to my wife, Carolyn, and daughters Anne and Rebecca, without whom this work would not have been possible. Dr. Casimer DeCusatis, Editor Poughkeepsie, New York



Part 1 Technology



Chapter 1



History of Fiber Optics



Jeff D. Montgomery Chainnan/Foundel;EIectroniCast Corporation,San Mateo, California 94402



In this review of the history of communication via fiber optics, we examine this relatively recent advancement within the context of communication through history. We also offer projections of where this continuing advancement in communication technology may lead us over the next half century.



1.1. Earliest Civilization to the Printing Press 1.1.1. COMMUNICATION THROUGH THE AGES All species communicate within their group. The evolution of the human species, however, appears to have been much more rapid and dramatic than the evolution of other species. This human advancement has coincided with an increasingly rapid advancement in communication capability. Is this merely a coincidence, or is there a causal relationship? The earliest human communication, we assume, was vocal; a capability shared by numerous other species. Archaeological information, however, indicatesthat, tens of thousands of years ago, humans also began to communicate via stored information in addition to the vocal mode. Cave paintings and cliffside carvings have survived over time, to now, conveying information that at the time was useful. Findings also indicate signal fires existed in those early times, to transmit (via light) information, presumably the
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sighting of the approach of other humans, the appearance of game animals, or other intelligence. Smoke signal communication emerged along with nautical signal flags, followed by light-beam and flag semaphores. As civilization advanced (and humans apparently became much more numerous), communicationbecame increasingly complex. Symbolsto represent items of interest were conceived and adopted. Techniques were developed to carve these symbols in stone, or to paint them onto media such as walls or sheets made from papyrus reeds -the early communication storage media. The papyrus-enscribed messages were especially significant, in that they were transportable - the early telecommunication (“communication at a distance”). While the development of symbols and media was a major advancement, there were still some major handicaps. Carved messages, in particular, had very low portability. A more general problem was that forming the symbols into the media was a high-level skill that required years of training. Kings and common people could not write (and, in general, could not read). Beyond the limited number of scribes available, and the relatively high cost per message inscribed, was the time required to complete a message; hours to days for a simple scroll; lifetimes for stone carvings. Also, each copy, if wanted, required as much effort and time as the original. These general techniques, however, did not change dramatically over a span of thousands of years. A degree of “shorthand” symbols were developed for commercial messages, and the language became richer through development of more and increasingly refined symbols. Still, it remained a slow form of communication, limited to royalty, wealthy merchants, military leaders, and scholars. As the need for copies of messages, such as distribution of proclamations, increased,entrepreneurs developedthe technique of transferring a symbolic message from the original by applying ink and transferring the message to another surface. Printing! Naturally, as this technique evolved, message originators also evolved to sending out more copies. There also naturally evolved a tendency to create longer, more complex messages. So, although making multiple copies became feasible, crafting the original print master remained the role of a master craftsman and, as messages became longer, more time was required. Within this period, some messages became long enough to be “books.” Creating the print master for a book occupied a crew of engravers for many years. Although communication certainly was advancing,it remained expensive and slow to initiate in transportable, storable form.
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1.2. The Next 500 Years: Printing Press to Year 2000 1.2.1. PRINTING PRESS CHANGES THE RULES The invention of the movable-type printing press by J. Gutenberg, circa 1450, was a major breakthrough. By this time, the language of communication had evolved from pictorial symbols to words formed from a set of characters or other symbols. These were laboriously engraved into printing plates, requiring days to years per plate. With the availability of movable type pieces that could be arranged to construct a clamped-together plate, the time to create a plate was reduced by orders of magnitude; from days to minutes. Of equal importance, the plates could now be constructed by a technician having relatively modest training, instead of by a skilled artisan with years of training and apprenticeship. With the Gutenberg press, the cost of books could be greatly reduced, becoming financially available to a much larger segment of the populace. Over the ensuing 400 years, instruction books became widely available to all students, current news publication flourished, and entertainment books emerged. 1.2.2. THE CASCADE OF INVENTION With the evolution of the printing press, the worldwide exchange of information between scholars, inventors, and other innovators accelerated. Especially over the most recent two centuries, significant inventions cascaded, often standing on the shoulders of earlier inventions. Some of the key inventions related to the advancement of communication are noted in Fig. 1.1.Signal transmission through space by electromagnetics (Marconi), electrical conductance principles (Maxwell), mechanized digital computing (Babbage), the telephone (Bell) were landmark inventions that set the platforms for the just-completed Magnetic Century. Vacuum tube amplifiers and rectifiers emerged, making radio transmission and reception feasible (and, ultimately, ubiquitous and affordable). Electronic computing evolved, mid-century, from an interesting intellectual concept to become a tool, albeit very expensive, for controlling massive electrical power grids and for tackling otherwise overwhelmingly challenging scientific calculations. (It was visualized that several of these machines, perhaps dozens, might ultimately be useful worldwide; Thomas J. Watson, International Business Machines Chairman, postulated a potential worldwide market for perhaps five of their computing machines.)
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Over the 1633-1882 span, mechanical computation machines were of continuing interest, with concepts developed by Pascal, Leibnitz, and Schickhard, culminating in the first serious effort to build a mechanical calculator machine (by Charles Babbage, in 1882). The first working electromechanical calculator was built by IBM engineers in 1930 (the IBM Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator, Mark I), under the direction of Professor Aiken of Harvard University. [l]The first electronic calculator, ENIAC, was built by Eckert and Mauchly, of the University of Pennsylvania, in 1946. The Strowger switch, invented within Bell Laboratories, illustratesa significant point that keeps recurring in the evolution of communication (and in other fields): When a problem evolves and advances to the point that it threatens the continuing evolution of an important field, inventive minds find a feasible solution. The early wire-line telephone systems required switching, to connect a specific originating telephone to the desired other telephone instrument. This was done by an operator who received verbal instructions from the originator, then plugged a connection cord between the two appropriate receptacles on the switchboard. As the number of subscribers and the number of calls per subscriber steadily increased, it became apparent that within a relatively few years it would no longer be feasible to recruit enough operators to do the switching. Thus, the Strowger switch, doing the same task based on telephone-number-based electrical signals, was developed. This switch occupied a lot less physical space, and did the task faster, at less cost, and with higher 24-hour-per-day dependability and accuracy. The Strowger switch, introduced in the late 1800s, bridged the transition into the Electromagnetic Century. The advancement of telecommunication technology and facilities was especially dramatic through the first half of the 20th century. Telephone communication advanced from two-wire lines to hundreds of parallel voice grade lines, as illustrated in Fig. 1.2, colliding with another roadblock. The number of open, uninsulated lines routed along city streets and into major office buildings approached the physical space limits. This drove network developers to evolve to “twisted pair” insulated copper wires that greatly reduced the space required for transmission lines. (This was followed by the development of coaxial cables, which could transmit hundreds of voice signals multiplexed onto a single cable.) This evolved to large cables, “flexible as a sewer pipe,” enclosing hundreds of twisted pairs plus several coaxial cables. Most of this cable, installed from about 1930to date, is still in operation, mainly in metropolitan
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Fig. 1.2 Communication transport 19th-century evolution.



access networks in North America, Europe, and Japan, and still used for long-haul trunk lines in less developed countries. World War I1 interrupted the deployment of civilian communication networks, especially through 1940- 1945. Paradoxically, however, this global conflict accelerated the technology of microwave technology, deployed initially primarily in radar systems. Rocket vehicle technology also advanced dramatically during this relatively brief interval. With the return to peacetime priorities, point-to-point microwave communication relay products evolved from the radar components base. Led by AT&T, General Electric, and RCA, microwave picked up a large and rapidly increasing share of the long-haul transcontinental telecommunication transport, Terrestrial microwave relay communication expanded rapidly, but was limited by radio-frequency spectrum space availability, and also by the requirement for line-of-sight transmission. The microwave free space transmission beams also spread, as a function of the antenna dimensions (in wavelengths) and of the distance traversed, limiting networks to links of a few tens of miles. Fortunately, as terrestrial microwave relay became increasingly limited in expansion, especially in the most-developed regions,
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microwave technology was combined with the continuing rocket launch vehicle development to bring satellite microwave communication to commercial reality. Satellite microwave communication was a fierce competitor to fiber optic communication, especially through the 1975-1990 era, for long-haul high-volume communication. For transoceanic communication, in particular, before the optical amplifierbecame commercially available, fiber optic cable was not feasible, and satellite microwave took a major share of this market away from underseas copper telecommunication cable. Satellite microwave also was a strong competitor for terrestrial long haul, overcoming the line-of-sight limitations of terrestrial point-to-point microwave relay. At 2000, satellite microwave remains a major element of long-haul communication, business voice and data transport as well as residential television.



1.3. Fiber Optic Communication Advancement, 1950-2000 Communication technology and facilities advanced rapidly through the first half of the 20th century, evolving from dual open space wires to hundreds of open space wires, then to hundreds of twisted pair wires in cables, then augmented by terrestrial microwave relay, followed by satellite microwave. The expansion of microwave transmission, however, is limited by radio frequency (RF) spectrum availability (although advancing modulation technologies such as CDMA have greatly extended these limits). Copper wire transmission has a severe distance-times-bandwidth limitation. Fiber optic waveguide has become the next-generation transmission media, initially for long-distance, high-data-rate transport. As technologies and production volumes have advanced, with a dramatic fall in cost per gigabit-kilometer of transport, fiber optic networks have now also become the most economical solution for short/medium distance, modest-datarate transport in new installations, such as residential and business access, displacing copper. The evolution of fiber-optic-basedcommunication was built upon many different initial concepts that were then advanced through the years by succeeding scientists.The most significant of these were Transmission of light through a confining media, with very low loss per length
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A light source, at wavelengths corresponding to low media loss; modulatable at high data rates and having practical lifetime An amplifier of the light signal in the media These three legs of the fiber optic communication stool evolved somewhat in parallel, with impetus in one field coming from advancementsin another. These primary advancementswere augmented in later years, as the industry evolved to networks of much greater complexity, by advancementsin digital computing and in rapidly accessable memory storage. Serious signal transmission by lightwave was preceded by microwave signal transmission. Thus, it is not surprising that, through the past half century, many of the developers of lightwave communication technology, products, and application have moved over from the microwave field. 1.3.1. LONG ROAD TO LOW-LOSS FIBER The path to the current low-loss optical glass fiber has had many entrance points. Probably the most significant was the perception by Charles K. Kao, a native Chinese engineer working for Standard Telecommunications Laboratories (STL), UK, that eliminating impurities in glass could yield glass having very low light transmission loss, less than 20 dB per kilometer, building on the concept of total internal reflectance of light in a glass fiber core with a glass cladding of lower index of refraction. Working with microwave engineer George Hockham (1964-65), supporting data was collected, results were published in 1966, and application to long-distance communication over single-mode fiber was proposed. This effort was in the STL optical communications laboratory, headed by Antoni E. Karbowiak, who resigned in 1964 and was succeeded by Charles Kao. (Dr. Kao later retired from STL to return to China, joining the staff of a major university, where he has been a major influence in the current strength of China in the fiber optic communications field.) The research and initiative by Charles Kao leveraged from earlier work by Elias Snitzer at American Optical Corporation, and Wilbur Hicks (who started and developed the optical fiber components program at A 0 in 1953). Will Hicks later started his own nearby company, Mosaic Fabrications, which evolved into Galileo. He subsequently started Incom, which was acquired by Polaroid. Snitzer and Hicks demonstrated, in 1961, waveguiding characteristics in glass fiber, total internal reflectance, comparableto theory developed earlier in microwave dielectric waveguides. Elias Snitzer also is credited with being first to propose the principal of the optical fiber
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amplifier, in 1961 at AO, with first publication in 1964. The concept had to remain on the shelf, however, until an adequate light pump became available. Will Hicks was an early proponent of Raman amplifiers, and of wavelength-division multiplexers (WDM) based on circular resonant cavities as the wavelength-selectiveelement. The low-loss glass fiber concept, demonstration, and promotion by Charles Kao was followed by the development of commercially feasible optical fiber production in 1970by Donald Keck, Robert Maurer, and Peter Schultz at Corning Glass Works. High-purity glass core was achieved by depositing solids from gasses inside a heated quartz tube to form a rod from which fiber was drawn. This was soon followed by low-loss fiber producibility demonstrated at AT&T Bell Laboratories, by John MacChesney and staff. The development of optical communication fiber also drew from various glass fiber and rod experiments through the first half of the 20th century. Clarence W. Hansel1 in the United States, and John L. Baird in the UK, developedand patented the use of transparent rods or hollow pipes for image transmission. This was followed by experiments and results reported by Heinrich Lamm (Germany) of image transmission by bundles of glass fiber. This was followed, in 1954, by fiber bundle imaging research reported by Abraham van Heel, Technical University of Delft, Holland, and by Harold H. Hopkins and Narinder Kapany at Imperial College, UK. This in turn was followed, in the late 1 9 5 0 by ~ ~glass-clad fiber bundle imaging reporting by Lawrence Curtiss, University of Michigan.



1.3.2. LIGHT POWER TO THE CORE For practical communication transport over single-mode fiber, the light signal must be coupled into the fiber core (which is only a few microns diameter), must be modulatable at high data rates (initially, a few megabits per second; will reach 40 gigabits per second, commercially, in 2001), and must have a long lifetime (to ensure high reliability of the network). Early experiments used flash lamps, and the earliest optical communication links (generally in industrial or other specialized applications, rather than telecommunication) used light-emitting diodes (LEDs) with relatively large core multimode fiber. There was broad acceptance of the concept that the semiconductorlaser diode was the most promising long-term candidate, but its availability lagged behind the optical fiber. Theodore Maiman, of
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the Hughes Research Laboratory of Hughes Aircraft (U.S.), built the first laser, based on synthetic ruby, in 1960. Reliable solid state lasers still had many years of development ahead. Laser concepts go back to quantum mechanics theory, outlined in 1900 by Max Planck and advanced in 1905 by Albert Einstein, introducing the photon concept of light propagation and the ability of electrons to absorb and emit photons. This was followed by Einstein’s discovery of stimulated emission, evolving from Niels Bohr’s 1913 publication of atomic model theory. Microwave research during and after World War 11 set the stage for the next phase of laser development. Charles Townes, in 1951, as head of the Columbia University Radiation Laboratory, pursuing microwave physics research, working with James Gordon and Herbert Zeiger, built a molecular-based microwave oscillatorto operate in the submillimeterrange (evolving from mechanical-based centimeter-wavelength oscillators). Townes named this MASER (Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation). (Succeeding laboratories, pursuing governmentfunded research and development contracts, were heard to refer to this as Money Acquisition Scheme for Extended Research.) Further experimentation by Townes determined the concept could be extended into the lightwave region; for which, “Light” was substituted for “Microwave”; thus, LASER. Results were published in 1958, leading to the 1960 ruby laser announcement by Theodore Maiman. Early research and development of gas and crystal lasers used flashlamp pumps. Meanwhile, semiconductor device development was proceeding, sparked by the transistor invention in 1948, at AT&T Bell Laboratories, by William Schockley, Walter Brattain, and John Bardeen. Heinrich Welker, of Siemens, Germany, in 1952 suggested that semiconductors based on 111-V compounds (from columns 111and V of the periodic table) could be useful semiconductors. Gallium arsenide, in particular, appeared promising as a base for a communication semiconductor laser. Work on GaAs lasers progressed on several fronts, leading to operational GaAs lasers demonstrated in 1962 by General Electric, IBM, and Lincoln Laboratory of Massachusetts Institute of Technology. These early GaAs lasers, however, had very short life; seconds, evolving to hours, due to creation of excessive heat in operation. Cooling attempts were inadequateto solve the problem. The solution was to confine the laser action to a thin active layer, as proposed in 1963 by Herbert Kroemer, University of Colorado. This led to a multilayered crystal modified GaAs
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structure, doped with aluminum, suggested in 1967 by Morton Panish and Izuo Hayashi at AT&T Bell Laboratories. This led, after years of research and development by several leading laboratories, to operational trials of semiconductor communication lasers by AT&T, Atlanta (1976), and the first commercial laser-driven fiber communication deployment, in Chicago (1977). A major contribution to the lifetime of communication semiconductor laser diodes was the development of molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) crystal growth by J. R. Arthur and A. Y. Cho at AT&T Bell Laboratories. This achieved much greater precision of layer thickness, permitting higher operational efficiency, thus less heat and longer life (one million hours). Early deployment of telecommunication fiber links progressed slowly. The 1977-1978 deployment totaled only about 600 miles. The first significant thrust was the AT&T Northeast Corridor, 611 miles Boston to Washington, DC (later extended to New York City); plans submitted in 1980, deployment completed and service ‘‘turned up” in 1984. The Northeast Corridor was planned for 45 Mbps; upgraded to 90 Mbps during deployment.



1.3.3. LIGHT AMPLIFICATION FOR LONG REACH Early fiber communication systems, powered by laser diode transmitters, achieved relatively short link distances between regenerators (which detected the electronic signals from the light beam modulation, reconstituted the pulses, and re-transmitted). Higher power transmitters were not an early alternative, due to linearity and life problems. The regenerators were (and still are) expensive and a source of system failure. Thus, there was a need for periodic amplification of the light power level, along the trunk line. The concept of the optical fiber amplifier had been proposed earlier by Elias Snitzer at American Optical, and in 1985 the concept of using erbiumdoped optical fiber as the pumped amplification medium was discovered by S . B. Poole at the University of Southampton, UK. The short length of erbium-doped fiber functions as an externally pumped fiber laser. This concept was developed into a demonstration laser by David Payne and P. J. Mears at the University of Southampton and by Emmanuel Desurvire at AT&T Bell Laboratories. This was demonstrated by Bell Laboratories in 1991. These efforts led to the further development,rigorous life testing, and ultimate deployment of ultra-reliable optical amplifiers in the AT&T/KDD joint transpacific submarine cable.
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The preceding summary highlights only a few key efforts that contributed to the dynamic advancement of fiber optic communication. The City of Light, by Jeff Hecht, details many more of the breakthroughs and the recognized researchers. Behind this recognition were thousands of unrecognized researchers, worldwide, who moved this technology to the marketplace. (For a detailed, linear chronology of the development and commercial realization of communication-grade optical fiber, the reader is referred to the excellent, thoroughly researched book, City of Light, by Jeff Hecht.[2] The following discussion will highlight some of the key elements of this progression, and place them in context with other, parallel developments. The historical (and continuing) development of optical communication fiber is, indeed, impressive. Its commercial feasibility, however, has also benefited greatly from the serendipitous development of lasers (particularly, laser diodes), which supported optical amplifiers, as well as the development of magnetic data storage, semiconductorintegrated circuits, and other technical advancements. In the final analysis, also, all of these technical advancements have been greatly accelerated by the fact that they could be used to enable attractive returns on invested capital.) The manufacture of glass began thousands of years ago; initially, a precious commodity for decorative purposes, evolving very slowly (until the middle of the last millennia) to commercial use. Techniques for producing glass fibers emerged hundreds of years ago, and they were applied to practical light transmission for various illumination applications by the late 1800s. The concept and principals of using a bundle of glass fibers for image transmission was outlined by Clarence W. Hansel1 in 1926, laying the basis for a thriving imaging product industry. American Optical (AO), in Massachusetts, was an early leader in this field, with production accelerating from the early 1950s. A 0 was an early base for Will Hicks, a scientist/entrepreneur who has subsequently boosted fiber optic communication development in several contexts. He was a founder of the first fiber optics company, Mosaic Fabrications, in 1958, but continued to cooperate with AO, particularly in developing single-mode fiber, which subsequently was advanced by Elias Snitzer of AO. As already discussed, the post-World War I1 era brought the realization, by AT&T Bell Laboratories, Standard Telecommunication Laboratories (STL), and other major communication firms, that twisted-pair copper cable was approaching its limit as an economically viable long-haul transmission media. Driven by economics, numerous alternatives were explored; cylindrical millimeter microwave waveguide, satellite microwave, . . . and optical fiber. Charles K. Kao and George Hockham, in the STL optical
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communication program, were early pioneers, particularly through the late 1960s,in advancementof the technical and economic arguments for optical fiber communication. Moving into the 1970s, the commercial feasibility arguments advanced by Kao/Hockham at STL (later acquired by Northern Telecom), and others, convinced Coming to support the development of commercially producible low-loss optical fiber. A team of Robert Maurer, Donald Keck, Peter Schultz, and Frank Zimar achieved rapid successive breakthroughs in low-loss fiber development, especially through the early 1970s. Meanwhile, there remained the practical realization that low-loss optical transmission of signals was only an intellectual exercise, unless a light source capable of high-speed modulation could be developed. (The photodetector capability was also evolving, with less drama.) The primary candidate was the laser (first demonstrated by Theodore Maiman, of Hughes Research Laboratories, in 1960). More specifically, semiconductor diode lasers; but, early laser diodes had almost zero lifetime. Numerous parallel laser diode development programs proceeded, with Robert N. Hall’s group at General Electric first to demonstrate operation, in 1962 (but with short life, and only by operating in liquid nitrogen temperature). STL demonstrated 1 gigabit per second (Gbps) laser diode modulation in 1972. Bell Labs demonstrated 1000hours laser diode lifetime in 1973,and Laser Diode Labs (a spinoff from RCA Sarnoff Labs) demonstrated room-temperature operation of a commercial CW laser diode in 1975. In 1976, Bell Labs demonstrated 100,000-hour life of selected laser diodes, at room temperature. Also in 1976, Bell Labs demonstrated 45 megabits per second (Mbps) modulation of laser diodes, coupled with graded-index optical fiber. Thus, driven by major economic imperatives, the development of optical fiber and laser diodes advanced dramatically through the 1960-1975 span. This laid the base for the dawn of commercial deployment of optical fiber communication networks, starting with the AT&T Northeast Corridor project (Boston-New York-Washington, DC; initially planned as 45 Mbps transmission; deployed as 90 Mbps). (The first independent consultant forecasts of fiber optic communication deployment were published in 1976, led by Fiber Optic and Laser Communication Forecast, Jeff D. Montgomery and Helmut F. Wolf, Gnostic Concepts, Inc.) The last quarter century, 1975-2000, has seen the explosivedevelopment of technology and commercial realization of fiber optic communication. The global consumption of fiber optic cable and other components, for example, advanced by about 5 orders of magnitude, from $2.5 million in 1975 to $15.8 billion in 2000. Component development has proceeded through
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hundreds of laboratories, handing off to hundreds of factories, large and small. Fiber loss continued to drop, laser modulation speeds increased; an old concept, wavelength division multiplexing, found economic justification and catapulted into the marketplace. Much of this advancement, however, would not have occurred without support from the sidelines: the optical fiber amplifier. The optical fiber amplifier concept was first outlined by Elias Snitzer, in 1961, but for many years it went nowhere, for two reasons: (1) little commercial need was seen; (2) pump laser diodes, an essential component of the amplifier, were not available. The travails of the transmitter laser diode were previously discussed. The pump diode experienced similar difficulties. It needed to operate at much higher peak powers than the transmit diodes of that time; thus, lifetime was an even more severe problem. Also, it needed to operate at a significantly different wavelength than the transmit diodes, so it could benefit less from the earlier diode development. Early developmental pump diodes had lifetimes of milliseconds; gradually expanded to minutes, then hours, then thousands of hours. The evolution of the opticalfiber amplifier,in the context of other related components, is illustrated in Fig. 1.3.
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As with many other breakthroughs, the optical fiber amplifier became a commercial product because of its apparent economic payoff. Commercial realization was retarded by the pump lifetime problem previously mentioned, plus the very high cost of final development and life test/demonstration,plus the expectedhigh cost of production, after demonstration of technical feasibility. This barrier was broken by a partnership of AT&T Submarine Cable Systems and KDD (Japan), in development of a transpacific submarinefiber cable. Calculationsindicated that, if the amplifiers met specificationsand had sufficient lifetime, they could substantially boost the cable performancelcost ratio. The team funded the design, production, and life test of about 200 amplifiers,at an estimated cost of $40-50 million (an impressive amount at the time). The amplifiers were produced, demonstrated long life, and were deployed. This demonstration led other network developers, both submarine and terrestrial long haul, to consider optical amplifiers. Although they were initially quite expensive, they could eliminate a substantial share of the alsoexpensive opticaVeleGtricaVoptica1regenerator nodes in the network, so deployment accelerated. With increased production, costs dropped, opening additional markets. A point of this is, without the optical fiber amplifier, dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) over interexchange (long-haul) networks would not be feasible. So, although DWDM was not a dominant element in the initial amplifier development, it benefited and opened up a major new market. With DWDM, plus evolutionary developments (such as 40 Gbps transmission per wavelength), terabit-per-fiber transmission becomes feasible, as shown in Fig. 1.4. With cables now commercially available with over 1000 fibers, this provides a base for petabit-per-cable systems.



1.4. Communication Storage and Retrieval It is important to recognize that modem communication depends greatly on the storage of messages and other information, as well as on the technology of transmitting this intelligence from one location to another. With the early storage of communication by carving symbols into stone, transport was essentially impossible, the recipient had to travel to the message. Storage by inscription onto papyrus sheets was transportable, but required a lot of time to create and, generally, a lot more time (weeks to months) to deliver the scroll to the recipient. The printing press drastically shortened
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the printing time, and the parallel evolution of physical transportation shortened delivery time. Still, however, delivery of this stored message typically required hours to weeks. The telephone was the dramatic answer to shortening delivery time; essentially instantaneous. However, it simultaneously lost the storage capability. It was necessary for the recipient to handwrite the perceived message, typically in abbreviated and possibly erroneous format, or else have no storage at all. So, the telephone was a very useful advance for the transmission of personal viewpoints and general information, but problematic for conveying precise business data. As electronic computers emerged, integral data storage was essential for their operation. Earlier mechanical computers used exotic mechanisms for rudimentary storage, but this was infeasible for major machines. This requirement drove the early developmentof the individual-switchmagnetic wound core memory and the development of magnetic tape memory. The early computers (with much less capability than year 2000 electronic pocket calculators) depended on wound core and tape memory, vacuum tube switches and punched card instructions. This was adequate for the perceived demand of a few additional machines per year. Thus, there was
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relatively little pressure to pursue other than evolutionary advancement of storage (or switching, or input instruction) technologies. Quite unrelated, AT&T encountered a serious and steadily increasing problem with vacuum tubes. These tubes were key elements in the microwave relay transmitheceiveequipment that, leveragingfrom militarydeveloped microwave technology during World War 11, were used for transporting much higher volume of communication than had been feasible over the earlier wire line. Thousands of tubes were in operation in a system, and the average lifetime of the tubes was a few thousand hours, so, statistically, a tube failure in the system could be expected at an average hourly interval but, at the statistical edges, any minute. The solution to this problem was to deploy crews of technicians that continually replaced tubes in the system with new tubes, statistically far in advance of their expected failure time. It could be extrapolated that this, like the earlier switchboard operator roadblock, would become an impossible handicap within a few years. Substantial research was applied to improving tube lifetime, but with limited results. This dilemma drove AT&T Bell Labs to approach the signal amplification problem from a new base: semiconductor effects. This, within a relatively short period, emerged as the transistor. The transistor, serendipitously, turned out to be much more than the solution to the amplifier tube problem. Early on, it superseded the vacuum tubes in next-generation computers. The long operating lifetime of the transistor, its much smaller size, and its much lower cost in high-volume production, led to developing data storage based on the transistor. As transmission data rates inside computers and other digital machines move up to gigabits per channel, interconnect links are evolving from copper to optical. Guided wave internal optical interconnect links were widely used in digital crossconnect switches, servers, and other machines in 2000, and terabit free space links are being developed, under US DARPA sponsorship, for military/aerospace ultracompact systems. Historically, most computer internal interconnect has been from digital signal processors (DSPs) to memory, over copper; the various data streams combined into a single TDM stream by a serializer IC chip, and separated at the other end by a deserializer chip. As DSPs have progressed from 4-bit to 64-bit chips, and data rates per pin have advanced from a few megabits to gigabit level, the cost of serializer/deserializer sets has increased exponentially, and the reach of the copper link falls inversely proportional to
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data rates. With the cost per gigabit of optical links falling rapidly, optical links will dominate future short reach communication, as well as long haul. The early transistor, though a major advancement over the vacuum tube for most applications, still in its early years was an individually packaged and socketed device, with multiple transistors connected by discrete wiring, evolving to conductive patterns printed on “printed wiring” boards. A significant supporting technical advancement was the perception, by a team (led by Jack St. Clair Kilby) at Texas Instruments, that it might be useful to process the interconnection between transistors on the parent silicon wafer itself, rather than separating the individual transistor chips out of the wafer, connecting wire leads to the transistor, then connecting these leads to printed wiring board conductors to reach another transistor, etc. This interesting, demonstrated concept attracted little interest or enthusiasm for (in retrospect) a very long time, but it finally burst onto the commercial market as the “integrated circuit.” It found an early home in computers (which by this time had progressed beyond the market concept of a few units per year). Since then, the number of interconnected transistors has been doubling about every 18 months. This wasn’t very impressive in the early years (few equipment designers could envisage a need for 64 transistors in a single package). The interconnected transistors per chip, however, in 2000 had advanced well beyond the million-device level, and continuing. As fiber optic communication links advance to production of tens of millions per year, including internal interconnects numbering hundreds per equipment, pressure is increasing for both reduction of physical space per transceiver and reduction of cost per gigabit. In 2000, several major fiber component producers shifted into automated packaging and test of transceivers, optical amplifiers, photonic switches, and other components, achieving volume reduction of 75 to 99 percent. Parallel links also have evolved to production (by Infineon, in Germany); 12 transmitters per module. These trends demand major advancements in package design to meet heat transfer, optical, and electrical isolation requirements in micron-tolerance low-cost packages, as well as advanced assembly/test equipment. These trends are evolving to hybrid optoelectronic integrated circuit (HOEIC) packaging, which in turn will evolve to monolithic optoelectronic ICs over the 2000-2010 decade, supporting hundreds of optical channels per module. Closing the loop back to communication: about the same time that the transistor phased into widespread application and production, and the integrated circuit (IC) began its market multiplication, AT&T approached
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another “switchboard operator” roadblock with the Strowger switch. Telephone company central offices had large rooms filled with these electromechanical marvels, clanking away. Projections of switching demand indicated a new solution was needed, and soon. The integrated circuit became the key to telephone signal switching; quite similar technology to computer applications. Parallel to the application of the IC to telephone signal switching, computers (and other digital machines) found that digital data storage could be accomplished in ICs. The earliest application was as a replacement of the wound core memory, but this soon evolved for use also for archival storage. Also in parallel, however, magnetic disk memory superseded magnetic tape memory, with lower cost per memory bit, much less physical space, and faster storehehieve. The IC-based memory has become a key element in year 2000 communication equipment, as well as some computer sections. The magnetic disk, however, through aggressive increases in storage efficiency (bits per square inch), access speed, and size options, has maintained a strong commercial position in computers. 1.4.1. TASK NETWORKING AUGMENTED BY FIBER Along with the continuing advancement of digital signal processor speed, and the trend to harnessing many DSPs to build a mainframe computer, a parallel trend of computer networking has emerged. Networking has taken two forms: 1. Synchronized interconnection of a number of separately located mainframes, for simultaneous processing of different elements of a single problem 2. Digital communication between computers; data transfer, analogous to telephone voice networks Several interconnected high-end workstation computers can provide computing power matching supercomputers. This has evolved from concept to practice, 1965-2000, in both government laboratories and commercial organizations. Optical fiber is the only transmission media that is practical for this interconnection, due to the increasingly high data rates and long connection distances. The advancement of task-sharing computer networking owes much to the funding of research and development in this field by the U.S. Advanced Research Project Agency (ARPA; now DARPA), starting in the late 1960s.
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This led to the 1970 inauguration of the ARPAnet, precursor to the Internet, interconnecting four U.S. west coast universities. In 1972, the first International Conference on Computer Communication (ICCC) was held in Washington, DC, to discuss progress of these early efforts. The chairman of this conference was Vinton Cerf, who, along with Robert Kahn, would release the standard Internet protocol TCP/IP just four years later. It was also Cerf who proposed linking ARPAnet with the National Science Foundation’s CSNet via a TCPBP gateway in 1980, which some consider to be the birth of the modern Internet. The National Physics Laboratory in the United Kingdom and the Societe Internationale de TelecommunicationsAeronotique in France, in the 1960s, also explored similar concepts.



1.5. Future of Fiber Optic Communications, 2000-2050 Fiber optic networks in 2000 were transmitting several hundred gigabits per fiber; terabit per fiber capabilityhad been demonstrated. The throughput of fiber cables deployed in 2000 could be increased by typically two orders of magnitude by a combination of increased DWDM (more wavelengths per fiber) within currently developed spectral bands plus higher data rate modulation. Beyond this, the available spectral bandwidth will probably be expanded by at least 1OX over the 2000-2010 span. Beyond 2010, new fibers can extend the low-loss spectrum by hundreds of nanometers. And, of course, it will always be feasible to deploy additional cables. Unlike Whicrowave communication, which is limited by available spectrum, and copper cable transmission, which is limited by low data rate capability, high cost per transmitted bit, and the large physical space consumption, future fiber optic communication expansion is relatively unlimited. The key question is: who needs it? Is there a long-term commercial demand for rapidly increasing bandwidth per subscriber, at a rapidly falling price per transmitted bit? To those with a long-term background in integrated circuits and in computers, this is a familiar and long-since-answered question. To phrase the question differently: will there be new services, enabled by greater bandwidth, at declining cost per gigabit-kilometer, for which subscribers will see economic justification for purchase? Can higher data rate global communication, at little additional cost, enable a business to increase revenues; decrease costs; better negotiate business cycles through
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greater agility? Will there be bandwidth-dependent residential services offering greater subscriber satisfaction, at little additional cost? Will business and residential interests tend to merge? The history of commercial and residential communication services over the past 50 years, and especially the past 15, supports an affirmative response. E-business is now emerging, with fits and starts, but the underlying logic seems clear; there are numerous ways it can reduce costs and risks. E-business will require increasingly voluminous instant global transfer of numeric and graphic data. Global subscriber-to-subscriber internets will proliferate, with rapidly falling communication costs per bit. Personal videoconferencing, on the “back burner” for personal communication as an augmentation of the telephone over the past 40 years, is now entering through the back door; on the personal computer terminal, which is rapidly evolving to an internet data/voice/video communication terminal. This will evolve to higher resolution, color video, using orders of magnitude more bandwidth compared to voice grade lines. It will be affordable, because costs will drop rapidly with increasing volume use, and it will make communication more effective, thus of greater value. Residential entertainment video is still in an early stage of development. With analog broadcast TV, the TV set designer has been limited to whatever functions she could accomplish within about 4.5 GHz of bandwidth. Very impressive advancementshave been made within this restriction; evolution to color TV, and increased definition and/or larger screens. Another restriction has been the vacuum tube display screen; limited in size, although advancements have been achieved. With virtually unlimited bandwidth at very low cost, and with continuing evolution of high-resolution flat panel displays, life-sized three-dimensional “virtual window’’ displays will become technically and economically feasible. Coupled with entertainment content improvements made feasible by computer graphics/animation, 3D effects, and other innovations, a major future digital TV market appears likely; requiring megabits now; tens of megabits (per receiver) by 2010; gigabits within 50 years. 1.5.1. DYNAMIC, CREDIBLE VIDEO CREATION



Major advancementswere made, over the 1990-2000 decade, in the perception of quality of created (versus recordedheality) video. Much of this was driven by the economic returns from video games; their increased perception of reality added to popularity and profits. In broadcast entertainment
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and advertising, also, major advances were made in three-dimensional effects, animation, and nuance. This impressive advancement, however, was restricted by the high cost of massive computational power, size, and resolution limitations of video display screens, and the television receiver bandwidth restriction imposed by the requirement to transmit all program information within an imposed narrow segment of the radio frequency (RF) spectrum. Associated with this was the inevitable time required for the learning process, each incremental step building upon the accumulated knowledge. These restrictions are yielding to the continuing advancements of technology on many fronts.



1.5.2. ANIMATION TECHNOLOGY ADVANCING Within the 2000-2050 span, animators will create libraries of “actors” of virtually unlimited scope, with totally lifelikevisual and voice replication of a Marilyn Monroe, John Wayne, or any other then-known or fantasy actor. These animatons will be programmable for seamless performance. They will not be temperamental or temporary, and will not demand huge salaries. They will be instantly, continually available to program creators. Copyright laws will expand to protect the rights of both “real” and created actors. 1.5.3. SURGE OF VIDEO SCREEN DEVELOPMENT



The capability of “flat panel” video screens advanced impressively, 19902000, while the cost/performance ratio drastically dropped, driven by the economic returns available from improved portable computers, cellular phones, and other instruments. (This followed the path of semiconductors, which were accelerated into wide usage by Sony’s high-volume sales of semiconductor-based portable personal radios.) 1.5.4. FIBER BANDWIDTH SUPPORTS



RECEIVER REVOLUTION The use of a substantial segment of the RF spectrum for entertainment video transmission will be displaced, within the 2000-2050 period, in the more industrially advanced nations, by signal transmission over fiber. (Regionsthat cannot economicallybe served by fiber will receive TV broadcasts via satellite microwave and by local, low-power terrestrial microwave transmitters.) This will free television receiver designers from the current restriction of accomplishing all signal conversion and application within a
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bandwidth of about 4.5 MHz. By 2010, over 100 million homes globally will receive television entertainment over fiber at data rates up to 622 Mbps. By 2050, this will stretch to over one billion homes at up to 10 Gbps. This will enable the design and profitable supply of receivers presenting apparent life-size, three-dimensional television via instant selection from remote storage servers offering tens of thousands of programs. While television viewers continue to show strong acceptance of fictionaUfantasy presentations, there also is rapidly increasing demand for reality-based progams. The evolving technology of video program creation using computer-enabled script and character creation will make feasible lifelike evening programs based on same-day morning news. 1.5.5. MAJOR ADVANCEMENT OF



NON-ENTERTAINMENT VIDEO The 2000-2050 advancements in video content creation, including animation plus 3D screen presentation, enabled by broadband signal fiber transmission to homes and businesses, will support strong growth in video instruction for both formal education and instructional “how to” markets. The rapid (and accelerating) advancementof technology on all fronts means a person cannot complete their formal education and then remain proficient in their chosen field for their entire career through only workplace exposure. Continuing education will be required; fiber-enabledbroadband video increasingly will become the most economical medium to deliver this education. Instruction manuals will be displaced by video clips. 1.5.6. DYNAMIC FUTURE OF COMMUNICATION



FIBER OPTICS INDUSTRY The economics-driven growth of global, regional, and local fiber communication networks over the past 25 years has supported, and been enabled by, dynamic expansion of fiber network deployment. The global consumption of fiber optic components in communication networks exploded from only $2.5 million in 1975 to $15.8 billion in 2000. Continued growth to $739 billion in 2025 is forecast.[3] The value of fiber optic communication equipment and trunk lines incorporating these components in 2000 was more than twice the component value. While year-to-year growth rates varied significantly over the past quarter century, the overall trend was a pattern of gradually slowing investment growth rate, while communication transport capacity expanded at a relatively steady exponential rate.
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1.5.7. STANDARDS, INTEGRATION, MASS PRODUCTION KEYS TO FIBER UBIQUITY Transistors, in their early market, cost more than vacuum tubes. If that price relationship had continued, the advantages of semiconductors nevertheless would have supported a growing market. However, over the past 50 years the average price of a transistor has dropped by about six orders of magnitude. This enabled transistors to take market share away from vacuum tubes but, much more importantly, supported the design and economic production of a dazzling range of products that would not have been technically or economically feasible with vacuum tube technology. This includes nearly all of the computer market, portable electronics, most vehicular and space electronics, and much more. Keys to the unprecedented price drop achieved by transistors have included increasing integration (2001 laboratory demonstration: 400 million transistors on a chip) and related miniaturization, plus mass production enabled by substantial standardization and automation of processes, packaging, and testing. The production of fiber optic cable has become relatively mature by 2000, comparable to the copper communication cable of 1975. Other fiber optic components are much less mature; many new components entered the market 2000-2001, and many are yet to be conceived and developed.



1.5.8. COMPONENTS ARE FAR FROM MATURE



Fiber optic active and integratable products in 2000 were at a maturity stage comparable to semiconductor integrated circuits circa 1970 (a few transistors on a chip). Integration of active photonic components is now evolving aggressively in hybrid format, including multiple parallel channels, with production of over one million units projected for 2001. This will expand to over ten million units in 2010. Monolithically integrated optoelectronic circuits are now mainly developmental,but will exceed one million production units by 2010. Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) and parallel channel integration will combine to achieve ten-terabit interconnection fiber links, terminated in single small transmitlreceivemodules, well before 2050. Fiber optic component production has evolved, 1975-2000, from small quantities assembled by engineers plus semi-skilled labor, to quantities of hundreds per day assembled by highly skilled, tooling-assisted labor (mostly in low labor cost regions). The industry, in 2000, was at a very
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early stage of high-volume automated assembly, packaging, and testing along the path pioneered circa 1975by the semiconductorindustry. With the evolutionaryprogress through 2000, the price of optoelectronic transmitters and receivers (in current dollars), measured in megabits per dollar, dropped by about four orders of magnitude. An even larger decrease will occur over the 2000-2050 span. To achieve this, automation of alignment and attachment, especially of optical beam transmission components, to submicron tolerances is required. Standardized packages in several formats, metallic and nonmetallic, will be necessary, along with precision pickand-place machines. Heat transfer plus both optical and electrical crosstalk challenges must be met. The historic growth of the economically significant fiber optic component categories 1975-2000, and forecasted growth 2000-2050, are presented in Table 1.1.The total global consumption of fiber optic components in 2050 is forecast to reach about $28 trillion. While fiber optic cable has dominated component consumption value to date, active components will steadily move to dominance over the next half century as many passive functions are integrated into monolithic OEICs and as consumption quantities are dominated by much shorter links, requiring little fiber, compared to year 2000 mix. 1.5.9. ADVANCEMENT WILL BE EVOLUTIONARY The advancement of fiber optic components over the next 25 and 50 years will be evolutionary, in a pattern resembling the evolution of the semiconductor device industry over the past half century. The underlying trends will be toward Higher performance Higher integration (more functions per component) Miniaturization; functiodvolume ratio increased by more than four orders of magnitude Lower cost per function, by more than four orders of magnitude



1.5.10. OPTICAL PACKET SWITCHES BY 2010 Amazing progress along this trendline occurred over the 1998-2001 span, with two orders of magnitude size reduction along with one order of cost reduction in commercially available transmitters and receivers of
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fixed performance. Components with further dramatic advancements were demonstrated, in 2001, in numerous industry laboratories and will become commercially available 2002-2003. These include dozens of transmitterheceiver pairs in a single small package; dozens of optical amplifiers on a single small chip; photonic transparent nonblocking matrix switches with 10,000 x 10,000 port capability. The low-loss fiber transport spectrum, supported by available and emerging fiber and other components, will expand by more than an order of magnitude over the 2000-2025 span. Optical packet switching capable of 40 Gbps per channel, terabits per fiber throughput, supported by holographic memory and sub-nanosecond semiconductor optical switches, will be deployed in long-haul network packet switches by 2010. The anticipated trend of fiber optic communication over the 2025-2050 span becomes more hazy. It is highly probable that the basic function will continue to grow; rapidly in terms of capacity (throughput; gigabits x kilometers), and at a declining but still-positive constant dollar (i.e., after deducting inflation effects) investment rate. Throughput of a fiber cable will continue to increase, while the cost per gigabit-kilometer continues to drop. Expanded services that consume much more bandwidth will continue to emerge. Miniaturization, upward integration, and quantity increases will continue. Standard monolithic optoelectronic integrated circuits (MOEICs) will become the mainstream standard component category, but a major market in application-specificMOEICs also will emerge. Technical breakthroughs that have already been conceived, and perhaps demonstrated, as well as inventions through the 2000-2025 span, will have a major impact, not now identifiable, on 2025-2050 components. Who, in 1950, could project that transistors would largely supersede vacuum tubes, with many orders of magnitude per-function cost reduction, thus opening the way for major new, useful applications requiring multibillion-dollar annual equipment production? Who, even in 1975, could forecast that millions of transistors could be processed on a single tiny chip selling for a few dollars each, by 2000? (Indeed, there were scholarly treatises demonstrating this would be impossible.) Fiber optic communication will not progress in a competitive vacuum. Although copper cable will decline in relative significance (as have vacuum tubes over the past 50 years), it will still be deployed in some situations. More competitive will be radio-frequency wireless and unguided optical spacebeam communication, strongly supported by semiconductor-based encoding that greatly expands the available channels and usable bandwidth within a served area.
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By 2050, satellite-supported wireless will make video and high data transfer rates accessible to miniature portable units having immense memory, anywhere in the world, at a cost that is economically attractive to businesses and to professional people.



1.5.11. COMMUNICATIONEVOLUTION WILL CONTINUE Communicationwith,between, and among professional individuals in 2050 will extend commonplace technology beyond the 2000 perceived outer limits. At an economicallyjustifiable cost, the professional, wherever he or she travels in the world, can continuously send and receive voice, data, graphic, and video communication. This will include transfer of massive data and text, which can be stored in the personal terminal. Verbal language translation will be automatic. An immense library of public and private information will be instantly accessible. Voice-to-hardcopy translation in any commonly used language can immediately be printed. All known prospective contacts can be contactedconnected in seconds, and desired but unidentified contacts can quickly be identified and connected. This will be accomplished by the global communication network’s combination of fiber optic, satellite, and cellular transport. If these 2000-2050 forecasts seem aggressive, they should be judged in the context of advancement over the past 500 years, not the past 50. (This is the rule, mentioned earlier, that over half of the progress of any period has occurred during the last 10 percent of the period.) They should be judged alongside the probability that wealthy individuals (of which there will be millions) in 2050 can (and some will) have severalhundred children, with or without genetic relationship. The probability that nuclear fusion power (the 20-year future breakthrough forecast since 1960) can provide virtually unlimited low-cost clean electrical energy that can displace fossil fuels in transportation, heating, and industrial processes; and can achieve low-cost water purification and transport, supporting major greening of the planet and alleviation of hunger. The probability of space travel to solar planets. The probability of dramatic advancement in the treatment of common diseases. These and many other possibilities, viewed from 2000, appear more likely than the world of 2000 appeared to the thinkers of 1500. Communication is not a fad. Modem society considers it a necessity, and will see economicjustification for better, more responsive, ubiquitous
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communication. Fiber optics technologies and related markets will continue growth over the next 50 years, and beyond.
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2.1. Introduction Performing an effective market survey and business plan may be the most important aspect of any successful technology. However, because most engineers have little experience with this topic, one is seldom performed until late in a program and when done is usually poorly performed. This weakness has been especially true in optoelectronics. There are numerous examples of sound technology that did not get implemented because of the lack of market analysis or a sound business plan. It is hoped that this chapter will help the reader to avoid pitfalls.



2.2. The Need for Applications When Apple shipped its first MacIntosh in 1984 there were no customers crying for a product with its features. However, it was phenomenally successful. This success argues strongly against the philosophy of providing what the customer wants. Masseurs Job et al. anticipated what the customer would want and delivered a complete workable system. In today’s high-technology world, this approach is the true winner. The lackluster companies will be content to provide only what the customer wants. On the other end of the spectrum is a technology that is impressive and anticipates a need but is not complete. A good, but perhaps facetious example
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would be the delivery of a Pentium integrated circuit (IC) in 1985. It is truly a great accomplishment, but there is no infrastructure to support it or make it useful. No circuit boards or buses exist that can support the high clock speeds, and there are no applications that require the fast speeds or supporting software. This example stresses the need to have technology support a complete system that performs a useful function. Thus, when delivering a technology component there must be a need that it fills in the technology infrastructurefor an existing or future application. An optoelectronics example would be a very low-cost fiber distributed data interface (FDDI) transceiver module. The FDDI standard, although its use has not emerged as rapidly as hoped, now has applications and a complete technology infiastructure. Hence, someone producing this transceiver can find customers that have a use for it. In 1992 a major company developed a single-mode (SM) Gb/s transceiver module. It was initially developed for internal use but was eventually targeted for the external market. There was much excitement for it because it seemed to support the information superhighway, but in 1992no applications existed. Unfortunately, it did not attract much serious interestbecause the needed infrastructure did not exist.



2.3. Supporting Technology Infrastructure The issue of supporting technology infrastructure needs some clarification. The previous example of the FDDI transceiver is used. A transceiver such as this one requires much technology to support it. Printed circuit boards (PCBs) that can support Gb/s data rates typically need to handle 20 channels of 50 Mbh. In 1992 PCBs of this complexity were not common. The transceiver did have a built-in serialize/deserialize (similar to muddemux) function. Many transceivers do not, hence the availability of low cost ICs to perform this function is crucial. These ICs are often available. Other interface hardware to the system of interest is also needed. At leading-edge data rates it will typically not be available unless there is a driving application. Assuming that the hardware issues are settled, what about software? To be useful, a transceiver usually has to talk to systems with different types of protocols. An example might be IBM microchannel architecture to AppleTalk. This software did not exist. All these issues arose in late 1992when a team of electrical engineering students was commissioned to use two of the Gb/s tsansceiver modules to enable an IBM RISC workstation to communicate with a DEC workstation. This application was extremely simple compared to likely use for this
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product, in somethinglike a complex switch for the Fibre Channel Standard. The team initially felt that the assignment would be easy. However, after 8 months it could only produce a report on how it would solve the problem if it had more time and money. The following were their conclusions: 1. The data rate is so high that the team had to buffer the data between computers. 2. No software drivers existed that could handle the two different types of systems: IBM vs DEC. It would be a 10-man year effort to develop them for this simple application. 3. The team could find no PCBs or ICs to use to provide the hardware interface support needed to connect the module to the two computers. It should not be surprising that the developers of this transceiver could not sell it. There were few applications requiring this data rate and no supporting hardware and software that would be needed to implement an entire, sellable function. The technology that one is supplying must support a complete, sellable function for which there is a current or future application. If the technology predates the necessary hardware and software that are needed to support it, it may fail. One takes a tremendous risk if one produces a technology element for which the supporting elements are undeveloped.



2.4. Implementing a Market Survey Performing a marketing survey should be one of the first tasks in a technology program. Many technologists take pride in their understanding of the market, but this pride is often misplaced because a thorough knowledge of a technology market is a full-timejob. Marion Harper Jr., a marketing executive, once said: “To manage a business well is to manage its future: and to manage the future is to manage information” [ l l , p. 1031. A market analysis is the prelude of planning, implementation, and control of a marketing strategy. The launch of any new product must go through this process in order to be successful. Knowing your market is not an option, it is a prerequisite for anyone involved in the product’s design. The intent of this section is to offer a basic understanding of the major steps to follow when conducting a market analysis.
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2.4.1. FIRST STEP: INDUSTRY DESCRIPTION OUTLOOK The Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) manual is the first source to consult when one conducts market research. The researcher must give a detailed description of the primary industry in which the product is manufactured: size (present and over time), characteristics and trends, main customers (industrial, individuals, or government?), etc.



2.4.2. SECOND STEP: SEGMENT TARGET AND POSITION Segmenting the market helps to obtain a clear view of one’s customer. A segment consists of a group of potential customers (individual or organization) who are similar in the way that they value the product, in their patterns of buying, and in the way they use the product. In order to be effective, the segmentation must follow Kotler’s rule: It must be measurable, accessible, substantial, and actionable [ll,p. 2521. In every segment, all the following items should be checked: Price levels Purchasing behavior Helpful sources of information Best media Demographic information Competitive products Distribution channels For a clearer view of the target market, it is interesting to establish a segmentation grid that summarizes all the characteristics of each segment (Table 2.1). Once all the segments of the market have been identified according to different variables (demographic, geographic, psychographic, or behavioral), it is pertinent to select the segment that represents the most suitable opportunities to the company. To do so, the researcher must assess its size and anticipated growth as well as the company objectives and resources. In a target segment, not only strengths are required but also superiority over competition. Anticipating the market penetration can be achieved after the interpretation of the data collected during the market research. Thus, the company can estimate its market share, the number of its customers, and its geographic coverage. Any trend or expected change should always be kept in mind
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Segment No.



1



Products purchased Product benefits and attributes Key information sources and influences Best media Price limit Best distribution channels Demographic information Segment size (example) Market size = 100%



2



3



.................. .................. .................. ..................



. . . . . . . . . . . . ...... .................. .................. 35%



50%



15%



Note. From Harmer, R., New Pmduct Development Pmject Workbook.Boston: Boston University School of Management, 1994, pp. 3 4 .Comment: The highest percentagefor segment 2 does not mean that it is the most enticing but simply that it represents 50% of the entire market. The biggest segment of a market is not always the best suited to the company’sresources.



when making a decision. The environmental analysis shall never be forgotten. Its main parameters are economic forecasts, governmentalregulations, demographic and social trends, and technology breakthroughs. Even if the company greatly focuses on its target segment, it is wise to collect precious information, such as needs, demographics, and significant future trends, on the secondary target segments because they may become attractive in the future. The last assignment is the position step. This final stage can be achieved with the analysis of one’s competition. Ident@ing competitors and listing their strengths and weaknesses is a good way to refine one’s positioning strategy. The company must place its product, in the customer’s mind, at a higher value than any other competing products. It should emphasize the appropriate competitive advantages that the product may offer and base its communication on them.



2.4.3. THIRD STAGE: DEFINING THE MARKETING STRATEGY The third stage consists in defining the marketing strategy based on all the information collected throughout the market analysis (Fig. 2.1). It is clear that the marketing strategy is not a static formula but should always
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I Eovironmenral Analysis: m o m i c . demographic and social bends, technology breakthrough, government regulations



...



Fig. 2.1 The market analysis diagram. From Morvan, Y.,Universitk Jean Moulin, Lyon, France. Copyright 1996.



be modified according to the market evolution and the life cycle of the product. The “four P’s,” in marketing terminology, represent the four pillars of the strategy: product, price, promotion, and place (i.e., distribution). A market analysis on the transmitter optical subassembly (TOSA), presented in the Appendix, gives an illustration of most of the points discussed previously.



2.4.4. NOTE ON DATA COLLECTION A market analysis consists of collecting data that come in two forms: primary and secondary. Primary data are collected for a specific goal through methods such as personal interviews, focus groups, questionnaires, experiments, or observation. On the contrary, secondary data consist of information available at some source without a specific goal. Secondary data (Table 2.2) include the company’s internal information, government publications, periodicals and books, commercial data, and international data. Most secondary data can be obtained from public libraries or university libraries specialized in business. Let us point out that, nowadays, the Internet represents a wonderful source of information, often at no charge.



2.5. Business Planning Jeffry Timmons wrote in his book, New Venture CreationEntrepreneurship in the 1990’s,“Planning is a way of thinking about the future of a venture; that is, of deciding where a firm needs to go and how fast, how to get there,
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Table 2.2 Sources of Secondary Information



Industry analysis Directories: SIC manual, U.S. Zndustrial Outlook (USDOC),Standard & Poor’s Zndustry Surveys, Census of Manufacturers (USDOC), Industry Norms and Ratios (Dun & Bradseet), Market Share Reporter Databases: Nexis, Investext, AByInform, F&S Index: United States and International Others: Books, periodicals, Internet Competition analysis Directories: Ward’sBusiness Directory, Million Dollar Directory, Standard & Poor’s Register of Corporations, Moody’s Manual, Principal Zntemational Business, Zntemational Directory of Corporate Afiliations Databases: Nexis, Dialog databases,Dow Jones NewsRetrieval, Global Vantage PC Plus, American Business Disk Others: Company brochures, books, periodicals, Internet Environmental analysis Governmentpublications: Statistical Abstract of the U.S., County and City Data Book Periodicals and books: General business and economic magazines and newspapers such as Business Week or The Wall Street Journal, specialized newsletter and periodicals Company’s evaluation Internal source: Income statement,balance sheets, ratio analysis, prior research reports Note. From Morvan, Y., Univmit6 Jean Moulin, Lyon, France. Copyright 1996.



and what to do along the way to reduce the uncertainty and to manage risk and change.” Business planning aids in developing the marketing strategy to be carried out based on the market analysis described previously and on the resources and objectives of the company. It is commonly included in a document called “business plan.” Let us now evaluate the purpose of such a document and study its content. 2.5.1.



THE PURPOSE OF A BUSINESS PLAN



Figure 2.2 describes the main advantages of having a business plan. It sets the objectives of the company based on the knowledge of its resources (physical, financial, and human), its market, and its environment. It offers
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Fig. 2.2 Why a business plan? From Morvan,Y., Universit6 Jean Moulin, Lyon, France. Copyright 1996.



a long-term view for the manager, which helps to anticipate future trends. The business plan is a document that anyone inside the company can access to evaluate performance. It can also be utilized externally by the firm to attract investors or to communicate with outside players such as suppliers. The purpose of a business plan is to 1. 2. 3. 4.



Evaluate capacity and potential Set objectives Evaluate performance Communicate



2.5.2. THE CONTENTS OF A BUSINESS PLAN



A traditional business plan includes the following topics: Executive summary Company description Product description
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Market analysis and marketing strategy Financial analysis A business plan must be clear, comprehensive, and concise. Always keep in mind that your reader does not necessarily know the nature of your business; therefore, it is useless to overwhelm him or her with too many technical terms. The following outline can help to understand what a business plan should include. It is only a suggestion and should be regarded as such. Not all business plans are alike, simply because every company is unique: Business plan outline 1. Executive summary a. Purpose of the plan b. Market analysis c. Company and product descriptions d. Financial data 2. Company description a. Nature of business b. Ownership c. History d. Location and facilities 3. Market analysis a. Industry b. Market segmentation and target segments c. Competition analysis and positioning d. Environmental trends affecting the market 4. Product description a. Benefits and competitive advantages b. Product life cycle c. Copyrights and patents 5. Marketing strategy a. Market penetration strategy b. pricing strategy c. Distribution strategy d. Promotion strategy 6. Management and ownership a. Legal structure and organization chart b. Brief description of key managers (compensation, skills, etc.)
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c. Board of directors d. Shareholders 7. Financial data a. Historical documents Income statement Balance sheet Cash flows Key ratios analysis Break-even analysis b. Prospective documents Income statement Balance sheet Cash flows Key ratios analysis Break-even analysis Capital budgets 8. Appendices a. Resumes of key managers b. Pictures of products c. Professional references d. Market studies e. Pertinent published information f. Patents g. Significant contracts Writing an effective business plan is not an easy task but you can obtain precious help from college business schools, another business owner, the local chamber of commerce, libraryhookstore, or business association. Many software programs are also available to assist you in this work, especially with regard to the financial aspects.



2.6. Summary The key steps in market analysis are market segmentation, market targeting, and market positioning. The segment, target, and position process is the prerequisite for a successful commercialization. The market analysis is often included in the business plan. Business planning gives an evaluation of the capacity and potential of the company; it also sets objectives,
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evaluates performance, and represents an internal and external medium of communication.



Appendix: Market Analysis on a Transmitter Optical Subassembly Introduction This summary presents information obtained through literature research concerning the market analysis on a TOSA. The product has the following characteristics: Data rates above 1 Gb/s; distance without repeaters >20 km Single-mode light 1.3 or 1.55 p m in wavelength; rise and fall times under 0.3 ns; spectral width under 1 nm Most likely applications will be asynchronous transfer mode ( A m ) application at Gb/s speeds and Fibre Channel Standard applications at Gb/s speeds The purpose of this work is to assess the overall industry of fiber optic components, differentiate the segments of this market, define the target segment and its trends, and initiate a study of the competition.



Industry Description and Outlook DESCRIPTION The optical fiber, characterized by low transmission loss and immunity to electromagnetic interferences, provides the transmission speeds and highvolume data handling that are currently driven by the consumer needs. The U.S. fiber optics industry comprise cables, optoelectronic components (transmitters, receivers, and fiber amplifiers),connectors, and passive optical devices. Telecommunications, data networks, and cable television are the main users of fiber optic equipment. The transmission of all types of signal, including voice, and video data, will be predominantly digital beyond the year 2000. In 1993,50% of the
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Fiber optic networks. Source: Kessler Marketing Intelligence, 1993.



fiber optic networks carried only data, whereas 2 1% carried voice, data, and video at the same time [ 11 (Fig. A. 1).



INDUSTRY CHARACTERISTICS AND TRENDS More than 50% of U.S. fiber optic networks have been installed since 1991. The change from copper to fiber indicates that a greater capacity, or bandwidth, is required to deliver the broad array of services proposed for the superhighway. The need for greater bandwidth is evidenced in part by the fact that transmission of data over telephone is increasing by approximately 20% a year [2]. This industry is expected to enjoy continued growth throughout the 1990s. In 1993, the North American consumption of fiber optic components was worth $1.93 billion and is estimated to reach $9.14 billion in 2003. Therefore, the consumption of optoelectronics in North America is expected to grow at an average annual rate of 18.75% between 1993 and 2003 [3] (Table A. 1). Although telecommunications still leads demand (Table A.2), cable TV (CATV) and data communications are growing more rapidly (Table A.3), and have become significant markets with different needs because they consume more optoelectronic interfaces than does the telecommunication industry. The fastest fiber optic optoelectronics growth over the next decade should be in enterprise or premises data communications network applications. In this market, fiber optics must compete against the cost of unshielded twisted-pair copper wire, coaxial cable, and electronic terminations and connectors. The total North American consumption of optoelectronics components in enterprise networks should expand by 32% per year between 1993 and 2003. Over the



Table A I North American Consumption of Fiber Optic Components



Component type
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Cables Optoelectronics Connectors Passive optical devices Total production



Average annual growth rate (%/year)



2003



1998



1993



$(Billion)



%



$(Billion)
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$(Billion)



%



1993-1 998



1998-2003



1.19 0.57 0.12 0.05 1.93



61.6 29.5 6.4 2.5 100



2.28 1.35 0.31 0.21 4.15
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Table A.2 North American Fiber Optic Installation Apparatus



Telecommunications Premises data networks Cable TV



75.0% 18.0% 7.0%



Nore. Distribution of fiber market apparatus installationsis shown in percentage.Total market in 1992 was $384 million. Source: Lightwave, 1993 (August), p. 24,from Electronicast



cop.



next 10 years, the most important growth of optoelectronics-electronic demand in enterprise networks should be in premises ATh4 switches (Table A.4). Light-emitting diodes and laser diode-based transmitter/ receiver unit prices are expected to drop over the next decade. The laser diode-based transmitter/receiver share should rebound to 59%, or $1.67 billion, in 2003. New equipment used for multimedia applications (full-motion video and supercomputervisualization), digital high-definitionTV, video conferencing, distributed high-speed supercomputer networks, and other widebandwidth applications will enter the market within 5 years and drive an explosive expansion of bandwidth demand. Telecommuting and distance learning are also promising applications.



World Fiber Optics Industry The U.S. Department of Commerce notes that Asian-Pacific countries, with more than two-thirds of the world population, represent one of the fastest growing markets for fiber optic equipment. Emerging countries in the Caribbean, Latin America, and Eastern Europe will also provide opportunities as these countries upgrade antiquated networks (Brazil, Mexico, etc.). The world’s largest underdeveloped telephone market is China. The Chinese government wants to raise the ratio of 10 lined100 people to 40 lines by 2020 [4]. US.producers and consumers of fiber optic equipment appear to be increasingly optimistic about the potential demand for the expanded service offerings possible through fiber optic technology.



Table A.3 North American Consumption of Fiber Optic Optoelectronics (by Application) 1993
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Telecommunications Enterprise (premises) data Cable TV Military/aerospace Specialty applications Total consumption Source: Electronicast Corp.
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TableA.4 EnterpriseNetwork Consumption of Fiber Optic Optoelectronics(by Network Product Category) 1998
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Network product Premise ATM



FDDI Fast Ethernet



Fiber Channel Convcnt.iona1data



Communications Total consumption soulcc: Eleetronicastcap.
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Target Markets The optical communication market includes applications in telecommunication, computing cable television, and automobiles. Currently amounting to more than $3 billion, this market is supposed to grow to more than $39 billion by 2003, which represents an annual growth of 26% between 1993 and 2003 (Fig. A.2). Over the next 20 years, the technology used in both telecommunications and data communications is going to evolve. (Fig. A.3) presents the optical communications product road map. The data communications market for fiber optic equipment, which was just $0.8 billion in 1993, is forecast to grow to $2.6 billion in 1998 and to $6.3 billion in 2003 @e., annual growth of 23% from 1993 to 2003). The Optoelectronics Industry Development Association (OIDA) divides the optical communication equipment market in four segments: 1. Long-distance telecommunications (trunk and municipal area networks): This is the high-performance segment of optical communications, characterized by repeaterless spans of 5-100 km 70
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Fig. A.2 Optical communications market size. From Optoelectronics Industry Development Association [ 5 ] .
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and high speeds (0.6-2.5 Gb/s). A key requirement is high-performance lasers. 2. Shorter distance telecommunications (such as fiber in the loop): This segment is characterized by spans of 1-10 km and speeds of 50-622 Mb/s. This market segment is growing and is highly cost sensitive. U.S. industry lags behind Japan in this segment and needs improvement, primarily in the form of lower cost manufacturing, packaging and alignment technologies, and better epitaxial growth and processing of lasers. 3. High-performance data communications: This segment is characterized by long distances (for data communications) of 300-2000 m or relatively high speeds (200-1000 Mb/s). It is cost sensitive. U.S. industry is competitive, but improvements in the form of cost reductions are needed. 4. Low-cost data communications: This segment is characterized by short distances (< 300 m) or low speed (< 200 Mb/s). This segment is very cost sensitive. Component costs need to be competitive with wire or small relative to installation costs, and currently are in many cases. Individual U.S. suppliers are strong, but users would like more domestic suppliers. The main banier of this segment is the lack of familiarity with optical technology on the part of installers and users. Much of the market growth is expected to be in segments 2-4, which are all characterized by higher volumes and higher cost sensitivity than the first segment, which has been the largest segment to date [5]. The segment, high-performance data communications, which we are targeting, is expected to experience considerable growth during the next decade. HIGH-PERFORMANCE DATA COMMUNICATION SEGMENT



Characteristics The main drawback that the fiber optic industry is facing is the high cost of optoelectronic interfaces. The cost of optoelectronic transmitters, in particular, can add significantly to the cost of hardware such as hubs, concentrators, and network cards. In 1992, according to Frost & Sullivan, the
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Fig. A.4 Percentage of larger and smaller companies that expect to be evaluating higher speed transmission. Source: Sage Network Research & RFTC, Inc., 1993.



average price of any kind of fiber optic transmitter was $600, whereas the other components cost much less: an eight-fiber cable cost approximately 59$/ft, an average of $100 for a receiver, an average of $20 for a connector, and an average of $170 for a coupler [6]. Optical communication technologies are being used increasingly for shorter distance communication, where much of the growth is expected and where lower cost components are required. Therefore, the reduction of the transmitter cost is a crucial factor for the growth of the high-performance data communication segment. A faster local area network (LAN) is of concern to not only large companies but also small companies. According to Fig. A.4, companies earning between $50 and $500 million per year are also considering high-speed LAN solutions, in some cases more aggressively than larger firms. Fiber and optoelectronic component manufacturers are also expecting a local loop fiber explosion (Table A.5). Deepak N. Swamy, a senior analyst for KMI Corp., predicts that, By 2002, the U.S. market for fiber optic cable and equipment for loop applications will increase to more than $5 billion. By then, local exchange carriers will have installed 7.9 million local fiber access lines that may each connect hundreds
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Application



1993



1999



Long-haul terrestrial Under sea Subscriberloop MAN LAN



52.3 22.6 14.7 4.3 6.1



38.2 7.5 35.3 6.8 12.2



Note. According to World Fiber Optic Communication Markets,” a report released by Market Intelligence Research Corp., although long-haul fiber will continue to present the majority of total worldwide fiber cable revenues, it is expected to lose market share. Long-haul applications include terrestrial and undersea cabling. The strongest foreseen growth applicationfor fiber optics is the subscriber loop. Its revenues am expected to jump to well over double its present market share by the end of the decade. Other gainers are expected to be LANs and metropolitan area networks (MANS).MANS are already enjoying popularity as high-bandwidth communication links and are expected to continue to do so. Fiber deploymentin the LANs is expectedto continue increasing to address the gmwing needs of private network users. Source: Telecommunications, 1993 (September), p. 12.



of customers. Meanwhile, cable television companies will connect more than 40 million subscribersto small-radius nodes [6].



In short, the critical need for this segment is low-cost optoelectronic components able to sustain the increasing transmission of data. The TOSA would fully satisfy this need. High-speed telecommunications standards are synchronous optical net works (SONET) and synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH). The standard of the data communication segment is Fibre Channel Standard (FCS). SONET is a North American telecommunication standard for a highcapacity fiber optic transmission system. The transport system is based on the principles of synchronous multiplexing, which offers compatibility with today’s data rate and tomorrow’s capacity. The traditional speed rates are 51.84, 155.52, and 622 Mb/s, and 2.48832 and 9.95328 Gb/s. SDH is an international standard similar to SONET, but it uses the terminology transport module to refer to an optical transmission rate.
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Fig. A S North American Consumption of Fiber Optic Optoelectronics. Source: Electronicast C o p , 1993, Lightwave.



Fibre Channel is an example of a MAN that is optimized for transfers of large amounts of data between high-performance processors, disk and tape storage systems, and output devices, such as laser printers and graphic terminals. It converts bytes of data into a serial transmission stream at signaling rates of 132.813 and 256.625 Mbauds and 1.0625 Gbauds.



Tkends Although telecommunications remains the main customer of optoelectronic components much of the growth is expected to occur in enterprise data networks (Fig. A.5). On April 19, 1995, The Wall Street Journal stated, Institutions are rushing to build computer networks to use as competitive tools. . . . Much of the buoyancy in the industry’s fortunes also comes from changes in the way corporations use computers. The trend toward hooking computers into vast networks is accelerating, boosting sales of the “server” computers - like Sun’s and H.P.’s - that tie networks together as well as the software - such as Novel1 Inc.’s - that runs on networks. Sun attributed its earning surprise to strong sales in networking and Internet markets.



This trend is confirmed in Table A.6, in which the feededlocal telecom sector is expected to grow by 31.5% every year until 1998.
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The following chart shows the forecast revenues for sending high speed data communication over fiber optic cable: $(Billion) 1993 1998 2003



0.8 2.6 (Annual growth rate 22.9%) 6.3



Source: Data over fiber, OIDA, 1994, Computer Reseller News, p. 61. Copyright 01994 by CMP Publications,Inc., 600 CommunityDrive, Manhasset, NY 11030. Reprinted from Computer Reseller News with permission.



This chart demonstrates that high-speed data communicationhas a bright future because its revenues are expected to grow at an annual compound rate of 22.9%. The future of high-speed rate lasers or transmitters is in the short data transfer of the high speed computer interconnects. Distances are on the order of several thousands feet compared with telecommunication’s thousands of kilometers. The speed rate determined by the High Speed Committee of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) will be 500 Mb/s to 1 Gb/s. Video is another promising application for high-speed transmitters, especially CATV. The use of optical fibers and, therefore, the use of transmitters in subscriber loop systems will continuously increase. Indeed, the optical data Table A.6 Forecast Market for Fiber Optics (by Application



Sector) Year



Long-haul telecom FeederAocal telecom Multimode Cable TV Other Total



1992



1998



1668 1364 1807 198 120 4157



1,715 7,048 2,053 800 560 12,176



Annual growth rate (%) 0.5 31.5 16.8 26.2 29.3 19.6



Source: KWI Corp., 1993 (Decemberl), Lightwave, p. 9. Copyright 1993 by Lightwave, PennWell Publishing Co., Nashua, NH, USA.
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communications business should experience a tremendous development during the next decade as fiber is extended from the central office further toward business and residential customers and as the use of higher capacity local area networks increases. The different configurations of subscriber loops are the following: Fiber-to-the-curve (FTTC) Fiber-to-the-office (FIITO) Fiber-to-the-home ( m H )



F’ITC and FTTO use metallic cables near subscribers, whereas FITH brings the optical fiber directly to the home of the subscribers. Residences and small businesses would be the beneficiaries. FITH is considered to be the final step. However, FTTH is difficult to realize without lowering the cost of optical receivers and transmitters. Among the optical subscriber loop networks using single-mode fibers, the following different methods of multiplexing are used: Space-division multiplexing (SDM) Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) Directional-division multiplexing (DDM) Time-compression multiplexing (TCM) SDM is the most expensive because two fibers are needed; one for the upstream transmission and one for the downstreamtransmission. In WDM, two different wavelengths are performed over a single fiber (usually 1.3and 1.5nm) that require two lasers, increasing the cost. In DDM, the laser diode and photodiode are combined by using a coupler. A TCM system is close to DDM, when a diode is in the transmission mode and the other is in the receiving mode (“ping-pong transmission”). The maximum information bit rate in the TCM system is 1.5 Mb/s. SURVEY In order to present a clear evaluation of the high-speed data communication segment, a survey has been designed (Fig. A.6). Thanks to the results, we will be able to acquire precious information on the following:
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SURVEY Hello, Our company is intercskd in developing an optical transmitting subassembly for use in highspeed fiber datacommunication. We would like to develop a product with the following characteristics: Dah rates > 1 gigabitlsec, distances without repeaters >20 km.



Single-mode light 1.3 or 1.55 microns in wavelength, rise and fall times c 0.3 nanoseconds, spxtral width e 1 nanometer.



0



0



Most likely applications will be: Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM)applications at Gb/s speeds Fiber Channel standard applications at GWs speeds



Would you please take the time to respond to the following questions? Thank you. I) How would you describe your organization? a) Telccom Industry b) Enterprise Datacom Industry c) Cable TV d) Collepc/Univenity e) Government f ) Other



n) How many 1 Gbitls optical subassemblies does your organization currently purchase annually? a) 0 b) 1-99 e) loo-1000 d) 1ooO-10,OOO e) >lO.OOo nr) How many Gbit optical subassemblies does your organization foresee purchasing in



I996?



40



b) 1-99



C)100-1ooO d) 1ooO-10,OOO e) >lO,O00



IV) How much would you ex@ to pay for an optical subassembly as desaibed above? a) ~55OOO



b) 33oOO-54999 c) 51500-52999



d) $500-51499



4 4500 V) Do you believe that low price implies low quality? a) Yes b) No



Fig. A.6 Survey.
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VI) Which characteristic of current commercial optical subassemblies are you most dissatisfied with? a) Spetd b) Price c) Other VU) Which of the following applications does your organization presently use? a) FDDI b) A'IM c) Fiber Channel d) ESCON e) Hybrid (explain) f)O:hcr



-



VIII) Which type of fiber conectiori would you prder? a) FC b)ST



cjsc d)ESCON e) Other



E)What wavelength will your organization be using in I%? a) 1.55~



b) 1 . 3 ~ c) 700-900np X) a) b) c) d)



When do you envision such a transceiver would be desireable fdr your network?



Immediately 1-2 years 3-5 years over 5 years e) never



XI) From which of the following sou~ccsdo you receive information on optical transceivers? Rdessiond Journals b) Personal references c) TradeShows d) Trade Magazines d I ) Lastr Focus World d2) Lightwave d3)Lasers and Optronics d4)Photonics Speam ds)Fibcroptic Product news d6) Other e) Other a)



XII) How would you describe your position within your organization? a) Product Development b) Purchasing Sales d) Management e) Research f ) Other



c)



Fig. A.6 Continued
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Size of the target market Critical needs Price level Weight of each application (FDDI, ATM, Fiber Channel, ESCON, etc.) Media to use to reach this segment Measure of the desirability of the TOSA Forecasted sales Potential customers



Competition COMPANIES CONTACTED Approximately 25 companies in the United States were identified as manufacturers of digital transmitters in the Thomas Register and the buyer’s guide 1995from Laser Focus World magazine. Receiving catalogs and price lists of their products will enable a clear identification of the competition by product line. The following is a list of the companies contacted: Name of Company Advanced Fiber Optic Technologies (CA) Analog Modules Inc. (a) AT&T Microelectronics (PA) Broadband Communications Products Inc. (FL,) Fiber Optic Center (MA) Fiber Options Inc. (NY) Force Inc. (VA) Hewlett-Packard Co. (DE) Laser Diode Inc. (NJ) Lasertron Inc. (MA) Litton Poly-Scientific (VA) Math Associates (NY) MRV Technologies (CA) NEC Electronics Inc. (CA) Optical Communication Products Inc. (CA) SI Tech (IL)



Phone No. 8 18-357-0159 407-339-4355 610-712-5133 407-728-0487 800-473-4237 5 16-567-8320 703-382-0462 800-545-4306 908-549-9001 617-272-6462 703-953-4751 5 16-226-8950 8 18-773-9044 415-960-6000 8 18-701-0164 708-232-8640
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Name of Company United Technologies Photonics (CT) Ross Engineering (CA) Philips Broadband Networks (NY) Telecommunication Techniques Corp. (MD) Telco Systems (MA) LNR Communication,Inc. (NY) Fiber Corn, Inc. (VA) Optek Technology Inc. (TX)
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Phone No. 203-769-3000 800-654-3205 800-448-5171 800-638-2049 617-551-0300 5 16-273-7111 800-537-6801 214-323-2301



NEW PRODUCTS In this very high-technology market, it is important to be aware of the new projects undertaken by other companies that could create either direct or indirect competition. Scientists at Bell-Northern Research (BNR), the R&D arm of Northern Telecom, have developed a low-cost optoelectronic device. Known in scientific circles as a Mach-Zehnder (MZ) optical modulator, made of III-V semiconductor, it has a speed rate of 10 Gb/s. In a BNR test, scientists used the semiconductor MZ prototype to successfully maintain 10 Gb/s transmission over conventional glass fiber at distances exceeding 100 km with minimal distortion or signal loss. The BNR model is less than 1%of the size of existing units. Its semiconductor design requires less power and is more resistant to temperature and vibration than other units. BNR’s MZ also has the potential to be economically mass produced [7]. At Supercomputing ‘94, on November 15, the IBM Research Division demonstrated its new Rainbow 2 all-optical network. The network prototype can support 32 nodes, each running at 1 Gb/s. IBM said that, They are developing low-cost high-speed networks to answer increasing demands in scientific,medical, university and other research environmentsfor networks with one Gbps per node throughout rates. . . . Multimediaapplications,in particular, will take advantageof this speed in areas such as full-motion video and supercomputer visualization.. .. University and other research environments already need local area networks and metropolitan area networks that will provide supercomputer support of high-performanceworkstations with live-motion color graphics and supercomputervisualizations.Medical imagingis another important applications [8].
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Position The TOSA uses vertical cavity surface-emittinglaser (VCSEL) technology, which has become, according to the OIDA, a noticeable technology in data communication: The Fibre Channel Systems Initiative (FCSI) and the Fibre Channel Association (FCA) announced on March 14, 1995 a major leap in possible data communication speeds with the ANSI Committee adoption of Fibre Channel standards for 2 and 4 Gbps data rates. This effectively quadruples the previous Fibre Channel ANSI standard of up to 1 Gbps and provides the standards for the fastest data communication speed possible to date. This major advancement in data communication speed is made possible through Fibre Channel’s enabling implementation of Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) technology, a new technology that provides a practical, cost-effective means of using lasers to transmit data at ultra-high speeds. The ultra-high data transfer speed is ideal for such applications as motion picture and video production where large amounts of audio and other digitized information is manipulated [9]. VCSELs offer several important advantages over conventional edge-emitting visible diodes, including surface-normal output, ease of fabrication into twodimensional arrays, a circular beam with little angular divergence, wafer-level testing and additional control over the lasing wavelength. Visible VCSELs may be an enabling technology for many advanced applications such as plastic-fiberbased communicationsfor LANs, 2-D visible arrays for displays (including laserprojection), printing applications and optical memory [lo].



According to an articlepublished in Photonics Spectra in February 1995, VCSELs appear to be the “key technology for future data comm~nications.~~ It was first introduced on the market in 1992by Photonics Research Inc. and Bandgap Technology Corp., both of which later became a single company called Vixel Corp. VCSELs offer many advantages: Easy to manufacture Very low cost High performance Multichannel lightwave transmitters Compact



Low-divergence circular beams High wall-plug efficiency Low drive current of a few milliamps Low drive voltage of a few volts
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The primary applications of VCSELs are the following: Fiberoptic communication Optical storage Laser printing Laser scanning Optical sensing Applications of VCSELs in data communications include: Massive parallel processing Interconnections of workstations and high-performance PCs and video file servers Premises switching optical LANS Inter- and intracabinet switching and Fiber Channel switching VCSELs lower the cost and increase the performance of optoelectronic devices. Their wavelength ranges from 630 to 1050 nm and is expected to increase from 480 to 1300 nm. The primary function of VCSELs is the transport of information at high speed over single or multiple channels in which the use of this technology will expand. They fulfill the needs created by the high-performance data communication segment.



Conclusion This analysis shows that the fiber optic industry will experience large growth during the next decade. The North American consumption of fiber optic components is expected to increase at an annual rate of 20% in the period leading up to 2003. The global market provides a similar perspective with countries such as China, Brazil, Mexico, or the Asian Pacific countries. Although telecommunications remains the main customer of this industry, the most rapid growth will occur in data communications. By segmenting the overall market, we realize that the high-performance data communication segment shows a critical need: a reduction in the cost of optoelectronic interfaces. Indeed, the current trend is toward the local networks that require lower cost in order to be profitable. This need could be satisfied by the low-cost TOSA. The market analysis is certainly not finished. The results of the survey will enable us to measure the desirability of this product and give us valuable information on this particular market segment. However, personal
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interviews and focus groups will need to be conducted. Personal interviews will include a discussion with professionals in the field or with potential customers, whereas a focus group will give many reactions to the presentation of the concept. A study of the competition and an evaluation of the regulatory restrictions are other aspects of the market analysis that should be completed.
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In this chapter, we will describe the similarities and differences between four of the industry’s Small Form Factor connectors. Although there are certainly more than four connectors that have been developed to meet the criteria of a smaller form optical interface, the MT-RT, SC-DC, VF-45,and LC connectors are the focus of this chapter based on their popularity and general acceptance across the industry. The connectors’ physical characteristics, coupling techniques, and optical performances will be discussed in detail in order to provide a comprehensive comparison of these predominant connector types.



3.1. Introduction The natural progression of technology will inevitably drive new product designs to be faster, smaller, and less expensive. This is also the case in the world of fiber optic interconnects, and a new generation of connectors, collectively known as Small Form Factor connectors, have now been developed with these goals in mind. Although the MT-RJ, SC-DC, VF-45, and LC connectors have all significantly reduced the size and cost of optical interfaces, in comparison to the standard SC duplex connector, each design approach is unique and therefore there are significant physical and functional differences that can make the connectors application dependent.
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Table 3.1 EIA/TIA Proposed SFF Connector Standards Connector type



FOCIS document number



FOCIS author*



MT-lU SC-DCa LC SG (VF-45b) Fiber Jack



12 11 10 7



Amp



Siecor Lucent



6



Panduit



3M



Note. The authoring company listed does not necessarily support or manufacture only one connector type, nor does this table include all of the suppoaers or manufacturersof each connector type. SC-DC is a trademark of Siecor. VF-45is a trademark of 3M.



Various types of next-generation SFF optical interfaces have been proposed to the Electronics Industry Associatioflelecommunications Industry Association (EIA/TIA), for inclusion in developing standards such as the Commercial Cabling Standard TIA-568-B. While no single connector has been selected for inclusion in this standard, it requires that connectors be defined by a reference document called a Fiber Optic Connector Intermatability Standard (FOCIS), which defines the connector geometry so that the same connector build by different manufacturers will be mechanically compatible. The EIA/TIA also requires connectors to meet some minimal performance levels, independent of connector design; test methodologies are defined by the EIA/TIA Fiber Optic Test Procedures (FOTPs). Other industry specifications are also relevant to these connectors; for example, Bellcore spec. GR-326-CORE defines fiber protrusion from a ferrule to ensure physical contact and prevent back reflections in the connector. The relevant FOCIS documents defined for connectors that have currently been proposed to the TIA are given in Table 3.1.



3.2. MT-RT Connector The MT-RT connector utilizes the same rectangular plastic ferrule technology as the MTP array-styleconnector first developed by NTT, with a single ferrule body housing two fibers at a 750-um pitch (Fig. 3.1). These ferrules are available in both single-mode and multimode tolerances, with the lowercost multimode version typically comprised of a glass-filled thermoplastic and the critically tolerance single-mode version comprised of a glass-filled thermoset material. Unlike the thermoplastic multimode ferrules, which can
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Fig. 3.1 Standard MT-RJ male connector.



be manufactured using the standard injection mold process, the thermoset single-mode ferrules must be transfer molded, which is generally a slower but more accurate process. By design the alignment of two MT-RJ ferrules is achieved by mating a pair of metal guide pins with a corresponding pair of holes in the receptacle (Fig. 3.2). This feature makes the MT-RJ the only Small Form Factor connector with a distinct male and female connector. As a general rule, wall outlets, transceivers, and internal patch panel connectors will retain the guide pins (thus making their gender male) and the interconnecting jumpers will have no pins (female). In the event that two jumper assemblies require mating mid-span a special cable assembly with one male end and one female end must be used. However, some unique designs do allow Female ferrule



Fig. 3.2 MT-RJ ferrule alignment method.
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Fig. 3.3 Two fiber ribbon construction.



for the insertion and extraction of guide pins in the field, affording the user the ability to change the connector’s gender as required. Latching of the MT-RJ connector is modeled after the copper RJ-45 connector, whereby a single latch arm positioned at the top of the connector housing is positively latched into the coupler or transceiver window. Although this latch design is similar in all the MT-RJ connector designs, individual latch pull strengths may vary depending on the connector material, arm deflection, and the relief angles built into the mating receptacles. For this reason it is recommended to evaluate connector pull strengths as a complete interface, depending on the specific manufacturer’s connector, coupler, or transceiver design, as the coupling performances may vary. MT-RJ connectors are typically assembled on 2.8-mm round jacketed cable housing two optical fibers in one of three internal configurations. The first construction style consists of the two optical fibers encapsulated within a ribbon at a 750-um pitch (Fig. 3.3). This approach is unique to the MT-RJ connector and designed specifically to match the fiber spacing to the pitch of the ferrule for ease of fiber insertion. Although this construction style may be ideal for a MT-RJ termination, it can cause some difficulty when manufacturing a hybrid assembly, and availability may also be an issue based on its uniqueness. A second design which is more universal, utilizes a single 900-um buffer to house two 250-um fibers (Fig. 3.4). This construction is more conducive to hybrid cable manufacturing but the fibers



Fig. 3.4 Dual 250 micron construction.
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Fig. 3.5 Dual 900 micron construction.



will naturally maintain a 250-um pitch, thus making fiber insertion rather difficult. The third design is considered a standard construction and is used across the industry (Fig. 3.5). In this configuration each individual fiber is buffered with a PVC coating. The coating thickness is typically 900 um, but as in the previous case this does cause a mismatch of the fiber to ferrule pitch. To compensate for this, some connector designs incorporate a fiber transition boot, which gradually reduces the fiber pitch to 750 um, while others simply use a non-standard buffer coating of 750 um. In general the assembly and polish of the MT-RJ factory-style connector is considerably more difficult than the other small form factor connectors. Typical MT-RJ designs have a minimum of eight individual components that must be assembled after the ferrule has been polished, allowing for a number of handling concerns (Fig. 3.6). As with the case of most MT-style DUPLEX 900 MICRON CABLE



FERRULE PLUG



Fig. 3.6 Exploded view of the MT-RJ connector components and coupler.
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ferrules, the perpendicularity or flatness of the ferrule endface with reference to the ferrule’s inner shoulder is critical and this cannot be accomplished if the connector is pre-assembled. Another unique requirement of the MT-RJ polish involves fiber protrusion. Although the ferrule endface is considered to be flat, depending on the polishing equipment, fixtures, and even contamination some angularity may occur. Therefore it is recommended that the fibers themselves protrude 1.2 to 3.0 ums from the ferrule surface in order to guarantee fiber-to-fiber contact. For the reasons previously mentioned, the factory-style MT-RJ connector is not a good candidate for field assembly and polishing, so a number of similar yet unique Field Installable Connectors have been developed. All of these field solutions utilize a pre-polished ferrule assembly, which is mated with two cleaved fibers and aligned by v-grooves, with the entire interface filled with index matching gel to compensate for any possible air gaps. One of the major differences between the various solutions is in the mechanism used to open and close the spring clip that maintains constant pressure on the two sandwiched halves of the channeled interface. In one design a cam, which is integrated into the connector body, is used to separate the halves while in other designs a separate hand tool is required. The other general difference between the field solutions is the application design -a number of the connectors are designed to be just that -a field connector with a distinct gender that can be terminated onto distribution style cable -while others are designed to be male receptacles only that must be wall or cabinet mounted. Because of the inherent difference between the MT-RJ fields solutions one solution may be better suited to a given application than another.



3.3. SC-DC Connector The SC-DC (dual contact) or SC-QC (Quattro contact), developed by Siecor, has a connector body design resembling a SC simplex connector with a round thermoset molded ferrule that is capable of handling either two or four optical fibers (Fig. 3.7). The connector is designed to support both single-mode and multimode cabling applications. However, the SC-DC is one of the few connectors that is used exclusively for cable interconnecting and therefore has no transceiver support. As in the case of the MT-RJ connector the SC-DC fibers are on a 750-um pitch while the SC-QC fibers are on a 250-um pitch. The same ferrule and
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Fig. 3.7 Siecor SC-DC/SC-QC connector and ferrule assembly.



housings are used in both connectors so the only feature that distinguishes between the two is simply the number of fibers used. The four ferrule holes of approximately 126-um diameter are placed on 250-um centers along the ferrule center line to form a SC-QC connector. By using only the two outermost ferrule holes and leaving the inner two empty the SC-DC is created. Although the ferrule composition is very similar to that used across the MT technologies, the geometry and alignment methods are very different. The SC-DC ferrule has a standard round shape with a 2.5-mm diameter, but unlike its ceramic counterparts there are two semicircular grooves with a 350-um radius positioned along each side of the ferrule at a 180" interval. This feature provides the ferrule-to-ferrule alignment when mated with the corresponding ribs of the coupler. The design of this feature within the couplers is different for a single-mode and multimode connection. The multimode coupler uses a one-piece all-composite alignment insert with molded ribs, while the single-mode coupler incorporates two precision alignment pins captured inside the sleeve (Fig. 3.8). By design the ribs of the coupler and grooves in the ferrule are on the same 2.6-mm pitch as the pins of a male MT-RJ connector to allow for possible hybrid mating of the two connector types. The latching mechanism of the SC-DC connector is the same pushpull style used on the industry standard SC simplex connector and the outer housing dimensions are identical. Because the two connectors physically appear the same but are not functionally interchangeable, the housing alignment key of the SC-DC is offset to help distinguish between the two
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Fig. 3.8 Siecor SC-DC/SC-QC multimode and single-mode coupling devices.



connector types and prevent any confusion in the field. By following the same basic footprint as the SC connector this new SFF optical connector already has a familiar look and feel with proven plug reliability. SC-DC connectors and cable assemblies are solely manufactured and sold by Corning, so the variability of design and cable material is not an issue as is the case with other SFF connectors. The connectors are typically assembled onto 2.8-mm round jacketed fiber incorporating a single-ribbon fiber populated with either two or four fibers, which assists in the alignment of the fiber to the ferrule holes. The internal ferrule geometry can accommodate the standard single-fiber cables and this may be an option for the fabrication of hybrid cable assemblies. As previously stated the size and shape of the SC-DC ferrule is similar to the standard ceramic and therefore can be polished in much the same manner and still produce endface geometries akin to the MT-RJ. A flat endface polish is the desired result, much like with the MT-style ferrules, however the perpendicularity is referenced to the sides of the ferrule rather than to an internal feature, so the SC-DC connector can be pre-assembled and polished as a complete connector. The ability to pre-assemble a connector significantly reduces complexity of manufacturing and typically results in better yields. The SC-DC connector is available in a field installable version, the SC-DC UniCam, which utilizes pre-polished fiber stubs much like other SFF solutions. Alignment of the fiber stubs to the in-field cleaved fiber is achieved through a gel-filled mechanical splice element. The splice element is opened and closed with a mechanical cam and is retained within a connector housing. Termination of the standard SC-DC connector can also be accomplished in the field by using conventional equipment and methods much like the field termination of the SC-style connector.
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3.4. VF-45 Connector The VF-45 connector, developed by 3M, is perhaps the most innovative SFF connector design, in that it eliminates the need for precision ferrules and sleeves altogether. The overall look and feel of the “Plug-to-socket” design closely resembles the standard telephony RJ-45 “Connector-to-jack” system whereby the cable assembly mates directly to a terminated socket, reducing the need for couplers (Fig. 3.9). Although this concept has been around for years in the copper industry, the creation of a bare fiber optical interface, using alignment grooves and no index matching gels, requires some revolutionary techniques. The VF-45 connector incorporates two 125-um optical fibers, suspended in free space on a4.5-mm pitch protected by a RJ-45 style housing with a retractable front door designed to protect the fibers. The connector design supports both single-mode and multimode tolerances by relying on the inherent precision of the optical fibers within the two injected molded v-grooves of either the transceiver or a VF-45 socket. The design of the interconnect allows the natural spring forces of the optical fibers to align the fibers within the v-grooves as well as ensuring physical fiber-to-fiber contact. Because of the uniqueness of this interconnect the geometry of the endface polish of both the plug and receptacle fibers has been modified to provide optimum performance. The VF-45 optical connection relies on the spring force created by the bowing of the optical fibers to provide a physical contact force of approximately 0.1 N and this force coupled with an 8-degree angle polished endfaces produces the optimum connection and return loss results. The tips of the plug fibers are also beveled at 35 degrees,



Fig. 3.9 3M VF-45 “Connector-to jack” system.
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Fig. 3.10 VF-45 plug fiber to socket fiber interface.
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Fig. 3.11 Insertion of the VF-45 plug.



allowing a 90-um contact area and providing a relief for the fiber to slide into the v-grooves with no damage to the core region (Fig. 3.10). This chamfer is not required on the receptacle fibers since they remain stationary while the plug fibers may have to endure multiple insertions (Fig. 3.1 1). As previously mentioned, the contact force created at the optical interface directly influences the optical performance of the plug-socket connection. This downward compressive force is generated when the two fibers of the plug engage with the resident fibers of the socket and cause a slight “bow” in the plug fibers (Fig. 3.12). Because of the constant stress on these fibers, long-term reliability on standard optical fibers became a concern and therefore a specialized high-strength optical fiber was developed for this application, called GGP (glass-glass-polymer) fiber. GGP fiber consists of 100-um glass fiber with a polymeric coating applied to bring the outer diameter to 125 urn. By reducing the outer diameter of the glass the tensile
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Fig. 3.12 VF-45 optical connection.



stress on the fiber is minimized and the additional coating also provides protection against abrasions from the v-grooves and reduces the chance of damage to the glass during the mechanical stripping process used in the termination process. The factory termination of the VF-45jumper plugs is considerably different than the conventional ferrule-based connectors. The process of threading a 125-um fiber into a precision ferrule hole filled with epoxy is now eliminated and replaced with a mechanical fiber holder that grips the fibers in place. The fibers are then cleaved and polished to the endface geometry previously described and the cable strain relief slid into place. The fibers and holder are then placed into a protective shroud and the front door cover installed. The relative simplicity of this manufacturing process makes the VF-45 connector one of the best candidates for a fully automated production line. The socket of the VF-45 was specifically designed for termination in the field with minimal effort and training. After preparing the fibers for termination by removing outer buffer material, they are inserted into a mechanical fiber holder that retains the fiber by gripping them inside a deformable aluminum crimp. The fibers are then cleaved and hand-polished to an 8-degree angle with a slight radius generated by the durometer of the polishing pad. The fiber holder with the polished fibers is guided into the socket v-grooves and the housing plate snapped into place (Fig. 3.13). Although this method of field termination does vary from the other pre-polished SFF connectors, the total termination time and the complexity of the process is very similar.
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Fig. 3.15 The family of LC-style connectors.



prevent snagging in the field. The BTW connector is the smallest of the LC family and designed as a field or board mountable connector using 900-um buffered fiber and in some cases has a slightly extended latch for extraction purposes. The duplex version of this connector has a modified body to accept the duplexing clip that joins the two connector bodies together and actuates the two latches as one (Fig 3.15). Finally, even the duplex clip itself has variations depending on the vendor. In some cases the duplex clip is a solid one-piece design and must be placed on the cable prior to connectorization, while other designs have slots built into each side to allow the clip to be installed after connectorization. In conclusion, all LC connectors are not created equal and depending on style and manufacturer’s preference there may be attributes that make one connector more suitable for a specific application than another. The LC duplex connector incorporates two round ceramic ferrules with outer diameters of 1.25 mm and a duplex pitch of 6.25 mm. Alignment of these ferrules is achieved through the traditional couplers and bores using precision ceramic split or solid sleeves. In an attempt to improve the optical
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performance to better than 0.10 db at these interfaces most of the ferrule and backbone assemblies are designed to allow the cable manufacturer to tune them. Tuning of the LC connector simply consists of rotating the ferrule to one of four available positions dictated by the backbone design. The concept is basically to align the concentricity offset of each ferrule to a single quadrant at 12:OO; in effect, if all the cores are slightly offset in the same direction, the probability of a core-to-core alignment is increased and optimum performance can be achieved. Although this concept has its merits, it is yet another costly step in the manufacturing process and in the case where a tuned connector is mated with an untuned connector, the performance increase may not be realized. Typically the LC duplex connectors are terminated onto a new reducedsize zipcord referred to as mini-zip; however, as the product matures and the applications expand it may be found on a number of different cordages. The mini-zip cord is one of the smallest in the industry with an outer diameter of 1.6 mm compared with the standard zipcord for SC style product of 3.0-mm. Although this cable has passed industry standard testing there are some issues raised by the cable manufacturers concerning the ability of the 900-um fibers to move freely inside 1.6-mmjacket and others involving the overall crimped pull strengths. For these reasons some end users and cable manufactures are opting for a larger 2.0-mm, 2.4-mm or even the standard 3.0-mm zipcord. In applications where the fiber is either protected within a wall outlet or cabinet the BTW connector is used and terminated directly onto the 900-um buffers with no jacket protection. The factory termination of the LC cable assemblies is very similar to other ceramic-based ferrules using the standard pot and polish processes with a few minor differences. The one-piece design of the connector minimizes production handling and helps to increase process yields when compared with other S l T and standard connector types. Because of the smaller diameter ferrule, the polishing times for an LC ferrule may be slightly lower than the standard 2.5-mm connectors, but the real production advantage is realized in the increased number of connectors that can be polished at one time in a mass polisher. For the reasons mentioned above and the fact that the process is familiar to most manufacturers, the LC connector may be considered one of the easiest SFF connectors to factory terminate. Field termination of the LC connector has typically been accomplished through the standard pot and polish techniques using the BTW connector. However, a pre-polished, crimp and cleave connector is also available. The LCQuick Light field-mountableBTW-style connector made by Lucent Technologies is a one-piece design with a factory polished ferrule and
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an internal cleaved fiber stub. Unlike other pre-polished SFF connectors previously discussed, the LCQuick light secures the inserted field cleaved fiber to a factory polished stub by crimping or collapsing the metallic entry tube onto the buffered portion. This is accomplished by using a special crimp tool designed not to damage the fibers. However, this means the installer has but one chance for a good connection. The LCQuick light is designed specifically for use in protected environments such as cabinets and wall outlets and has no provision for outer jacket or Kevlar protection.



3.6. Other Qpes of SFF Connectors Following a renewed interest in fiber optic cabling and transceiver footprint reduction, there have been many types of small form factor optical interfaces proposed. Some of these are no longer widely used; for example, the mini-MT connector was originally proposed as a 2-fiber version of the 'MTP connector, but was largely supplanted by the MT-RJ design. In this chapter, we have concentrated on optical interfaces for next-generation transceivers and cable plant infrastructures, and have limited our treatment so as not to include the MTPMPO connectors (see Vol. 1, Chapter 2), the SMC parallel optical connector (see Vol. 1, Chapter 2), or other emerging multi-fiber interfaces for Infiniband. However, there are some other SFF interfaces currently in use besides the 4 major types discussed earlier; we will briefly describe them here. The Fiber-Jack (FJ) is the non-trademarked name for the Opti-Jack connector developed by Panduit Corporation. As shown in Fig. 3.16, this connector incorporates two industry standard SC duplex ceramic ferrules, each 2.5 mm diameter. However, the spacing between ferrules has been



Fig. 3.16 Fiber-Jack.
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reduced from 1.27 mm (0.5 inches) as in a standard SC Duplex connector to only 0.63 mm (0.25 inches). The ferrules are independently spring loaded, and are aligned in a receptacle by standard split-sleeve mechanical techniques. While this simplifies the connector design, it also means that the connector must incur the full cost of 2 ceramic ferrules; how this will eventually compare with other SFF ferrule costs has yet to be determined. The connector latch is modeled after the industry standard RJ-45 wall jack, and has found many initial applications in building wiring to wall outlets. The connector is available in both single-mode and multimode versions, which preserve the TIA industry standard color coding on the plug body and the termination cap on the jack. In addition, the FJ connector is available with color coding to identify different networks, applications, areas of the building, or portions of the cable infrastructure, to facilitate network adminstration. Followingthe category 5 wiring conventions,the FJ housing and plugs may be color coded in black, blue, gray, orange, red, beige, or white. The FJ was also among the first SFF connectors to be specified by a TIA FOCIS document for use with plastic optical fiber; because it employs standard ceramic ferrules, the FJ can accommodate plastic fiber with an outer diameter up to 1mm. The FJ supports standard duplexjumper cables, couplers, and adapters; while FJ transceivers are not widely available, some development work in this area has been reported. Another type of SFF connector, developed by NTT to serve both as a standard fiber optic patch cable and as an optical backplane interface, is the multi-tennination unibody or MU connector. This connector is also available from various sources under slightly different names; for example, the version manufactured by Sanwa Corporation is called the SMU. As shown in Fig. 3.17, the basic MU connector is a simplex design measuring 6.6 mm wide and 4.4 mm high, with a center-to-center spacing of 4.5 mm in duplex or multi-fiber applications. It has been standardized by IEC 61754-6, “Interface standards type MU connector family,’’ in 1997; other standard bodies including JIS and JEEE 1355 Heterogeneous Interconnect (a future bus architecture) have endorsed the MU as well. A backplane version of the MU is available, which measures 13 mm wide and 42 mm high. Its small size is achieved by using a ceramic ferrule 1.25 mm in diameter, roughly half the size of a standard SC connector ferrule. Consequently, a different type of physical contact polishing was developed to accommodate the smaller ferrules. Smaller diameter zirconia split-sleeves have also been developed to support duplex couplers, adapters, and similar jumper cable applications. A self-retentionmechanism is employed, similar in design to a miniature push-pull SC latch; indeed, the MU is sometimes referred to as
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Fig. 3.17 MU.



a "mini-SC" connector because of the similarities in look and feel. This is consistent with the intended applications, as it permits blind mating of the connector in a printed circuit board backplane more readily than an RJ-45 style latch. The MU has found some applications as a front panel patch cable on optical switches or multiplexers that have a large amount of fiber connections; these interfaces are expected to be incorporated into optical backplanes on next generation equipment. The plug and jack structure of MU connectors can be easily cascaded to produce multi-fiber parallel interface designs, it has been suggested that future designs using the MU could accommodate hundreds or even thousands of fibers when used in this configuration. Transceivers for the MU interface are not yet widely available, although some development work is under way in this area.



3.7. Transceivers As noted earlier, optical transceivers are widely available from multiple vendors for the MT-RJ and LC interfaces, and to a lesser degree for the VF-45 and FJ interfaces. While there is some ongoing development of transceivers for the other SFF interfaces, they are not widely available at this time. The industry trend has been to adopt the MT-RJ interface for low data rate (below 1 Gbitls), multimode applications, and the LC for high data rate (above 1 Gbit/s) applications, both single-mode and multimode (mainly using SX transceivers). Transceiver development has been facilitated by ad hoc industry standards or multi-source agreements (MSAs)
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which govern transceiver package dimensions, electrical interfaces and host board layouts, card bezel design, mechanical specifications (including insertion, extraction, and retention forces), and transceiver labeling. The original MSA for SFF transceivers was supported by 15 companies including Agilent, IBM, Lucent, Siemenshfineon, Amp/Tyco, and others. It defined a pin through hole device with 2 rows of 5 pins each, using the signal definitions listed in Table 3.2. Recently, a second MSA has been approved by the member companies, which defines a pluggable transceiver that mates with a surface mountable card receptacle. These small form factor pluggable (SFP)transceivers make it possible to change the optical interface at the last step of card manufacturing, or even in the field, to accommodate different connector interfaces or a mix of SX and LX transceivers. This should make it easier to adjust optical interface characteristicson future system designs, in much the same way that the GBIC transceiver did for the SC duplex interface (in fact, the SFP is sometimes known as a "mini-GBIC"). The SFP has twenty signal connections and provides three additional functions in addition to the original 10 SFF signal pins; these new functions include module definition pins which specify a serial ID indicating the type of transceiver function (such as LX vs SX transmitters), a data rate select function (such as 1 Gbit/s vs 2 Gbit/s), and a transmitter fault signal. The signal definitions are provided in Table 3.2. A metal receptacle, sometimes called a cage or a garage, is surface mounted to the printed circuit board to accept the pluggable transceivers. In addition to providing easy replacement and reconfiguration of the transceiver interface, this offers several other advantages. The transceiver is often the only pin through hole component on a modem card design; the SFP cage allows the elimination of extra manufacturing processing steps and potentially reduces cost. By removing the optical components from the soldering process, the SFP should provide improvedreliabilityof the optics, and permit the use of higher soldering temperatures (this may be important as future lead-free solders with higher process temperatures are required by environmental regulations).



3.8. SFF Comparison Conventional duplex fiber optic connectors, such as the SC duplex defined by the ANSI Fibre Channel Standard [l], achieve the required alignment tolerances by threading each optical fiber through a precision ceramic ferrule. The ferrules have an outer diameter of 2.5 mm, and the resulting



Table 3.2 Comparison of SFF Connector Features



Fiber spacing # of ferrules Ferrule material Alignment Ferrule size Trx opening: (width x height x length) Fiber cable Field term: Plug Field term: Socket Latch



6.25 mm 2 Ceramic Bore and ferrule 4 1.25 mm 11.1 mm x 5.7 mm x 14.6 mm



0.75 mm 1 Plastic Pin and ferrule 2.5 mm x 4.4mm 7.2mm x 5.7mm x 14 mm



0.75 mm 1 Plastic Rail and ferrule 4 2.5 mm 11 mm x 7.5 mm x 12.7 mm



4.5 mm 0 None V-groove None 12.1 mm x 8 mm x 21 mm
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fiber-to-fiber spacing (or pitch) of a duplex connector is approximately 12.5 mm. Because the outer diameter of an optical fiber is only 125 pm, it should be possible to design a significantly smaller optical connector. Smaller connectors with fewer precision parts could dramatically reduce manufacturing costs and have the potential to open up new applications such as fiber to the desktop. Smaller connectors and transceivers would also permit more ports to be added to enterprise servers, fiber optic switches, and communications equipment without increasing the size and cost of these devices[2]. Recently, a new class of small form factor (SFF)fiber optic connectors has been introduced with the goal of reducing the size of a fiber optic connector to one-half that of an SC Duplex connector while maintaining or reducing the cost[4], namely the LC[5], MT-RJ[6], SC-DC[7], and VF-45[81. Table 3.2 gives a comparison of the different features of the four major SFF connectors. A brief description of each connector and its alignment method is given, followed by a discussion of the distinguishing characteristics and their impact on the connector and transceiver. There are several different design approaches to reducing the dimensions of a fiber optic connector. One approach is to use a single ferrule with multiple fibers; this is the concept behind the SC-DC and MT-RJ connectors. The SC-DC (dual connect) and SC-QC (quad connect) use a standard SC connector body and latching mechanism with an offset key, but a new round plastic ferrule design that incorporates either 2 fibers (750-mm pitch) or 4 fibers (250-mm pitch) in a linear array. Alignment is provided by semicircular grooves in the sides of the SC-DC ferrule, which mate with corresponding ribs in the receptacle. This connector has been used by IBM Global Services as part of the Fiber Quick Connect system; it is currently limited to applications in patch panels and the cable infrastructure. The most radical, and innovative, approach for a smaller connector is to eliminate ferrules altogether; this is the case for the VF-45 connector. In this connector, a pair of optical fibers is aligned using injection-molded thermoplastic v-grooves; the fibers are cantilevered in free space on 4.5-mm pitch, and protected by the connector outer body. When plugged into a receptacle, the fibers bend slightly in order to achieve physical contact; better performance is achieved when using optical fibers that have a special strength coating in addition to the outer jacket. The MT-RJ connector uses the same rectangular plastic ferrule concept as the multifiber MTP connector, with 2 fibers on 750-mm pitch and a latching mechanism based on the RJ-45 connector. Alignment in this case is provided by a pair of
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metal guide pins in the connector, which mate with a corresponding pair of holes in the receptacle; this feature makes the MT-RJ the only small form factor connector with distinct male and female connector ends. A more evolutionary approach to designing SFF connectors involves simply shrinking the standard SC duplex connector, maintaining a single fiber in each of the ceramic ferrules and using conventional alignment techniques applied to the ferrules. The LC connector uses this approach and shrinks the ferrules to 1.25 mm in diameter with a fiber pitch of 6.25 mm (duplex). LC is the only small form factor connector that can be either simplex or duplex. In a comparative analysis of the different connectors the first feature with striking differences is the fiber pitch. The connectors can be broken 5 fiber pitch. The up into two classes: small (0.75 m)and large ( ~ 4 . m) small pitch presents challenges to the transceiver design for cross talk and space transfoms for use with optoelectronic devices packaged in standard f 5.4 mm TO cans. Suppliers are also breaking away from the hermetic TO can to non-hermetic silicon optical bench (SOB) technology to address these packaging concerns. Small pitch connectors such as the MT-RJ also have both fibers in a single ferrule while large pitch connectors such as the LC have the fibers in separate ferrules (or without ferrules in separate vgrooves as in the VF-45). The number of ferrules is significant because the ferrules are precision-made parts (mm tolerances) and are traditionally the most costly part in the connector. Ferrule material as well as the quantity of material is an issue. The plastic ferrule connectors should have a cost advantage over the ceramic ones and this advantage should increase as the manufacturing volume increases. However, the ceramic ferrule technology is more mature and the prices are currently falling due to market pressures. New lower cost glass ceramic ferrules are currently being produced. The plastic ferrules are newer and are currently controlled by a limited number of suppliers, resulting in current prices being as much as twice the cost of two of the standard ceramic ferrules.The plastic ferrules are both made with the same glass-filled, thermoset material, which must be transfer molded. Transfer molding is generally slower than injection molding, but more accurate. Some ferrule suppliers are beginning development of low-cost injection-molded ferrules. The alignment schemes vary for the connector types and this reflects on the complexity of the transceiver package design. For the LC connector each ferrule requires a precision bore (5 m d t l mm tolerance for multimode/single-mode fibers) on the transceiver, which may add cost to the transceiver. The MT-RJ single ferrule connector requires two precision
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pins (0.25 mm tolerance) placed at a precision (3 mm tolerance) separation, which may eliminate any cost advantage to the transceiver from having one fewer bore than the LC. The alignment process in the assembly of the transceiver optical coupler(s) can also be a source of differentiation for the small- and large-pitched connectors. Connectors with a single ferrule may have a potential cost advantage in that a single optical alignment may be possible. With a small-pitched single ferrule connector such as the MT-RJ, it may be possible to reduce the number of parts in the transceiver by placing both transmitter and receiver in a single package and aligning them simultaneously with a single X,Y,Z,q alignment. Large pitch connectors such as the LC do not have the fibers placed accurately with respect to each other and therefore require two separate packages for transmitter and receiver and two separate alignments (X,Y,Z). It should be recognized that the alignments may in some cases be reduced to passive alignment, which may reduce the cost benefit of having one fern.de. The transceiver opening is a major concern because of the small form factor transceiver dimensional constraints of 14 mm width, 9.8 mm height, and 3 1mm length. All SFF transceivers must comply with an industry consortium multiple source agreement (MSA), which governs the maximum outside dimensions of the transceiver body and the size of a transceiver opening in a card bezel. The MT-RJ connector requires the least volume in the transceiver; use of the space around the connector is questionable so a key dimension is the length into the transceiver. MT-RJ and LC are very close in length of their transceivers (VF-45 can be longer). The single ferrule connector has an added space burden. Part of the transceiver volume may be necessary to space apart the devices from the small fiber pitch to avoid electrical and optical cross talk in silicon optical bench packages and to accommodate devices packaged in conventional TO cans. Field termination can be an important issue for some applications. Ceramic ferrule connectors such as the LC have standard pot and polish field termination kits so the time and cost to terminate the connectors should not change from standard SC duplex. The single-femle MT-RJ field termination is accomplished using a pre-polished fiber stub connector with index matching gel. This approach should offer installation time at least equivalent to the SC duplex, and potentially shorter. High mechanical accuracy of the ferrule alignment surfaces relative to the fiber position is a necessary condition for a connectorthat uses a ferrule. Generally, suppliers of the MT-RJ have begun to offer slight amounts of fiber protrusion in order to ensure physical contact between two ferrules in
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a duplex coupler or between the ferrule and transceiver. Some designs of the MT-RJ duplex coupler have encountered a stubbing problem when the connector pins did not properly align with holes in the receptacle. Early coupler designs attempted to address this problem by including alignment tabs or cross-hairs inside the coupler, designed to provide coarse alignment of the ferrules; subsequent design refinements of the MT-RJ connector have shown that this feature may not be necessary to produce adequate performance. The correct amount of protrusion and the acceptable effects of environment and plugging on these protrusions remains an ongoing development item for the industry. Although the SFF connectors are tested for resistance to both axial and off-axis pull forces, the computer equipment that uses these connectors must still provide some form of strain relief to prevent cable pull forces from being transmitted back to the optical transceivers. This is particularly true for connectors such as the LC and MT-RJ, which only provide latching mechanisms on one side of the connector body; if the cable assembly is pulled in a preferential direction opposite to the latch, excessive losses may result (SFF connectors are generally more susceptible to pull forces because of their reduced size). Some current designs for fiber cable strain relief are based on serpentine (S-shaped) grooves in a plastic housing, which are capable of absorbing very high forces from fiber cables. However, these current designs are not well suited to more than a dozen fibers at a time; the greatly increased density provided by SFF packaging may require a new form of optical cable strain relief. It is desirable for the new strain relief to also be more user-friendly; the current design requires fiber to be manually placed around grooves and tabs, and is rather cumbersome. As a result, it is not used in real-world applications as widely as might be desired. Furthermore, the older strain relief was designed for a larger cable outer jacket and would not accommodate SFF cables as well. In new computer environments that employ many SFF transceivers on a single-channel card, it is particularly desirable to avoid any failure mechanisms due to mechanical damage on the connectors, as this requires replacement of the entire card and disruption of a large number of channels. Although there are industry standard FOTPs that address many of the connector functional requirements, some important application tests do not have a corresponding FOTP procedure (for example, random connection loss, insertion/withdrawal force testing, temperature cycle, and off axis pull testing). In addition, comparison of different connector types is not always possible, since some of the FOTPs are not applicable to
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connectorswith male and female ends (such as MT-RJ) or without a duplex coupler (such as VF-45).These additional tests simulate common stresses that are found when connectors are used in the field under raised floors, in racks of equipement, and even on the wall outlets. The limits of these tests are set by the application specifications; performance that is adequate for fiber-to-the-desktop, for example, may not be adequate for a mainframe or supercomputer environment. The intent of many of the SFF connectors was to replace the SC Duplex and thus to have the same or better quality and performance as the SC Duplex but half the size. Thus it is reasonable to use the SC Duplex as a benchmark against which to measure the new SFF connectors. Recent independent testing has shown that the SFF interfaces are still evolving, and performance is likely to continue improving over the coming years; however, at present some versions of the LC and MT-RJ have demonstrated equivalent performance to SC duplex connectors. As the assembly procedure has matured and become more standardized, the variability across suppliers has decreased, at least for the larger or first-tier suppliers. The improved performance of LC connectors, for example, may be partially attributed to a novel polishing technique for.the smaller ceramic ferrules, the use of low eccentricity standard bulk fiber, and a new manufacturing process of “tuning” the ferrules by rotating them at small angular increments to obtain the orientation with minimal eccentricity prior to assembling the ferrule into the cable connector.In addition, fine tuning of the MT-RJ design has taken place, including changes in the connector body outer dimensions which facilitate better engagement with the RJ-45latch. A small chamfer has been added around the ferrule alignment holes; this avoids chipping of the hole edge as the guide pins are inserted, and makes for a more repeatable connection with reduced plug force. Since the MT-RJ employs a novel rectangular ferrule, polishing techniques also have needed to be refined. A conventional ferrule polishing machine intended for round endfaces and symmetrical, cylindrical ferrules may not provide uniform polish on the MT-RJ; in fact, it can polish the endface with an angular bias along one axis. It was originally thought that this would not affect connector performance, since the fiber ptich is so small that only a relatively small area of the ferrule needed to have a high degree of polish; however, it has subsequently been shown that polishing is critical for the ferrule area near the alignment pins as well. Improper handling can result in a ferrule endface polished with multiple compound angles, which interferes with the guide
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pin alignment and resulting optical performance. More recent polishing jigs developed specifically for the MT-lU have reduced or eliminated this problem. Axial pull requirements are also a very interesting area. Some SFF connectors such as the SC-DC and VF-45 connectors are designed to disengage from their receptacles under an applied pull force above 45 N; this is to prevent damage to the connector, and induce an obvious optical failure in the link (it is problematic to diapose a link failure if the connector remains engaged but exhibits high optical losses under stress). Another design approach used by LC and MT-lU is to retain the connector in the receptacle under much higher forces without excessive optical loss. The magnitude of the pull force is a requirement that will vary depending on the application; however, it is essential for all the applications that the cable unplug or mechanically fail before the loss increases. End users should be cautioned that despite improvements in standardized manufacturing processes, there is still a broad range of connector performance currently available from second- and third-tier suppliers. Differences in assembly procedures result in different performance, thus representing low cost/performance options arising from connector assembly procedures. The connectors continue to undergo minor design revisions to improve performance and tighten up the assembly procedures across multiple suppliers. With properly chosen suppliers, however, some SFF connectors have matured to the point where they can be considered adequate replacements for SC duplex.
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4.1. Introduction In this chapter, we will describe different types of fiber optic cable that have been developed for a wide range of applications, including enhanced distance, optical amplification and attenuation, dispersion and polarization management, and other areas. Future optical fiber designs, still severalyears away from commercial use, will also be discussed. While it isn’t possible to provide a comprehensive list of every type of specialty fiber currently available, we will describe the most common types and their uses. To begin, we need to review the manufacturing process for the more common graded index single-mode and multimode fiber types, which have been discussed in previous chapters.



4.2. Fabrication of Conventional Fiber Cables The fabrication of conventional low loss silica fiber optic cables [I] involves precision control of the glass composition to both control impurities and to ensure accurate refractive index profiles. High purity materials and well-controlled tolerances are important to the manufacturing process. The desired refractive index profile is first fabricated in a large glass preform, typically several centimeters in diameter and about a meter long, which maintains the relative dimensions and doping profiles for the core
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and cladding. The glass is selectively doped to provide the desired index gradients. This preform, or boule, is later heated in an electric resistance furnace until it reaches its melting point over the entire cross-section; it can take up to an hour to establish uniform heating of the preform. Thin glass fibers are then drawn upward from the preform in a drawing tower, as illustrated in Fig. 4.la; the fiber cools and solidifies very quickly, within a few centimeters of the furnace. The pulling force controls the rate of fiber production, and hence the fiber diameter, which is monitored by a laser interferometer. Bare glass fiber is then drawn through a vat of polymer and receives a protective coating extruded over it to a diameter of about 250 microns; this must be done as soon as possible after drawing to avoid water contamination in the fiber. Finally, the fibers are spooled evenly onto a mandrel about 20 cm in diameter, to avoid microbending. If the preform is uniformly heated (and therefore has a uniform viscosity) then the crosssection and index profile of the drawn fiber will be exactly the same as in the preform. In this manner, fibers with very complex refractive index profiles can be produced. In order to facilitate easy manufacturing of the glass fibers, it is easier to use fairly large preforms and doping methods with a fast deposition rate. The primary technology used in fiber preform manufacturing is chemical vapor deposition (CVD), in which submicron silica particles are produced through one or both of the following chemical reactions, carried out at temperatures of around 1800-2000 C:



+ 0 2 + Si02 + 2 Cl2 S i c 4 + 2H20 + Si02 + HCL Sic14



(4.1)



This deposition produces a high purity silica soot which is then sintered to form optical quality glass. There are two basic manufacturing techniques commonly used. In the so-called “insideprocess,” a rotating silica substrate tube is subjected to an internal flow of reactive gasses. There are two variations on this approach, modified chemical vapor deposition (MCVD) and plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition (PCVD). In both cases, layers of material are successively deposited, controlling the composition at each step, in order to reach the desired refractive index. MCVD accomplishes this deposition by application of a heat source, such as a torch, over a small area on the outside of the silica tube. This heat is necessary for sintering the deposited Si02 and for the oxidation reactions shown in the equation. Submicron particles are deposited at the leading edge of the heat source; as the heat moves over these particles, they are sintered into a layered,
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(b) Fig. 4.1 (a) Typical optical fiber drawing tower. (b) Preform fabrication with a torch and carrier gasses.
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glassy deposit. This requires fairly precise control over the temperature gradients in the tube, but has the advantage of accomplishing the sintering and deposition in one step. MCVD accounts for a large portion of the fiber produced today, especially in Europe and America. By contrast, the PCVD process provides the necessary energy for the chemical reactions by direct RF excitation of a microwave-generated plasma. Because the microwave field can be moved very quickly along the tube (since it heats the plasma directly, not the silica tube itself) it is possible to traverse the tube thousands of times and deposit very thin layers at each pass, which makes for very precise control of the preform index profile. A separate step is then required for sintering of the glass. In both cases, the preforms require a final heating to around 2150 C in a furnace to collapse the preform into a state from which glass is ready to be drawn. All inside vapor deposition (IVD) processes require a tube to be used as a preform; minor flaws in the tube can induce corresponding dips and peaks in the fiber index profile. This can be a problem in wavelength multiplexing systems, which may require only a few parts per million tolerance on the optical components in a link. This also affects the fiber’s suitability for transmission of high data rates; the use of legacy fiber for Gigabit Ethernet links requires careful evaluation of these distortions in the core of IVD fibers. In the so-called “outside process,” a rotating, thin cylindrical mandrel is used as the substrate for subsequent CVD; the mandrel is then removed before the preform is sintered. An external torch fed by carrier gasses is used to supply the chemical components for the reaction, as well as to provide the necessary heat for the reaction to occur. B o outside processes have been widely used-the outside vapor deposition (OVD) and the vapor axial deposition (VAD) methods (today, Corning exclusivelyuses the OVD process for standard commercial fiber). Much of the control in these techniques lies in the construction of the torch. For example, OVD is basically a flame hydrolysis process in which the torch consists of discrete holes in a pattern of concentric rings which each provide a different constitutent element for the chemical reactions; a stream of oxygen is used between successive rings to act as a shield between the different chemicals. The torch is moved back and forth along the rotating preform and the dopants in the flame are dynamically controlled to generate the desired index profile, as illustrated in Fig. 4.lb OVD is not widely used any more, although it was among the first processes developed, because of its high cost (preforms are limited in size, as it is a batch process) and technical problems such as difficulty in removing all the water (OH groups) from the formed glass, a tendency for the fibers to have a large depression in refractive index near the core.
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The VAD process is similar in concept, using a set of concentric annular apertures in the torch; in this case, the preform is pulled slowly across the stationary torch. It was found that by mixing GeCL4 as a dopant into the SiC4-02 feed, the proportion of germania (Ge02) deposited with the silica varies with the temperature of the flame; if a wide flame is used, the temperature gradient produces a graded portion of germania deposit. This process is still used, particularly in Japan, for commercial fiber production. Silica glass has absorption bands in both the ultraviolet (UV) and mid infrared (IR)wavelength ranges, which provides a fundamental limit to the attenuation that can be achieved. This occurs despite the fact that the Raleigh scattering contribution decreases inversly as the fourth power of the wavelength, and the UV Urbach absorption edge decreases even faster with increasing wavelength. The infrared absorption increases at long wavelengths, becoming dominant at wavelengths greater than about 1.6 microns, which results in the minimal loss for wavelengths around 1.55 microns. Note that for many years, optical fiber attenuation was limited by a strong hydroxide (OH) absorption band near wavelengths of 1.4 microns; this has been steadily reduced over time with improved fabrication methods, until the loss minimum near 1.55 microns was brought close to the Raleigh limit. The best dopants for altering the refractive index of silica glass are those that provide a weak index change without inducing a large shift in the ultraviolet (UV) absorption edge. These include Ge02 and P2O5 (which increase the refractive index in the fiber core), B2O3 and SiF4 (which decrease the refractive index in the cladding). The chemical reactions for the general process often use high vapor pressure liquids such as GeC4, POC13, or SIF4 along with oxygen as a carrier gas; these reactions are well documented [24]. It is more difficult to introduce more exotic dopants, such as the rare earth elements used in optical fiber amplifiers, and there is not a single widely used technique at this time. There are also other preform fabrication and fiber drawing techniques that are not generally used for telecommunication grade optical fiber, but which can be important for other material systems and applications. These include bulk casting of the preform and the non-CVD method of “rod and tube” casting (in which the core and cladding are cast separately and combined in a final melting step). There are also preform-free drawing techniques such as the “double crucible” method, in which the core and cladding are formed separately in a pair of platinum crucibles and combined in the drawing process itself. This method was important in the past, but is not widely used today because it does not provide the same precision control as the drawing tower process.
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There has been a great deal of research into fiber materials with better transparency in the infrared. Although none of these materials has yet proven to be a serious competitor with doped silica, they may prove useful for other applications that do not have the strict requirements of telecommunication systems, such as C02 laser transmission, medical applications, or remote sensing and imaging [5]. For example, bulk infrared optics and fibers can be made from sulfide, selenide, and telluride glasses; collectivly known as chalcogenide fibers, they exhibit transmission loss on the order of 1 dB/meter in the wavelength range 5-7 microns [6]. Another example is the heavy-metal fluroide fibers [7], which hold some interest for communication systems because their theoretical limit for Rayleigh scattering is much lower than for silica (this is due to a high-energy ultraviolet absorption edge, and better infrared transparency). However, excess absorption has proven difficult to reduce, and current state-of-the-art fluroide fibers continue to exhibit losses near 1 dB/km, well above the Rayleigh limit. Fabrication of short lengths of fluroide fiber has been somewhat more successful in transmitting longer wavelengths, with reported losses as low as 0.025 d B h at wavelengths of 2.55 microns [8]. The residual loss mechanisms in longer fibers remain the subject of ongoing research, and are thought to be due to extrinsic impurities or defects such as platinum particles from the fabrication crucibles, bubbles in the core preform and at the core-cladding boundry, and fluoride microcrystals. Many types of optical fiber are available for different environments, including undersea cables, outdoors (with integrated strength members to facilitatehanging cables from telephone poles), and indoors. The properties of optical fiber cables are governed by various industry standards as noted in Chapter 1, including G.652 (with a maximum bandwidth of 50 GHz) and G.655 (with a maximum bandwidth of several THz). As discussed in Chapter 7, fiber jackets are typically rated as either riser, plenum, low smoke, low/zero halogen, or a dual-rated combination of the above; the IEC 1034 specification provides the dual-rated jacket specifications, while the zero halogen jackets are typically free of chlorine, fluroine, and bromides. New cablejacket types are also emerging from the national fire and electrical codes, such as the “limited combustibility” designation for some types of plenum cables. Some cable types are rated for use under a computer room raised floor, others for installation via air blowers in plenum ducts. As discussed in Vol. 1 Chapter 8, many types of multifiber connectors, structured cabling systems, and cable pullers, conduits, and patch panels are available. Special designs of conventional optical connectors are available, such as the so-called “elite MT” connectors, a customized version
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of the 12 fiber MT ferrule that is sorted to guarantee less than 0.35 dB maximum loss per fiber. New types of multifiber connectors are also being developed using two-dimensional ferrules to accommodate 24 or more fibers in a single plugging operation. In addition, many companies manufacture custom optical fibers to a user-specified refractive index profile, doping, core or cladding geometry, numerical aperture, cutoff wavelength, or other characteristics. Short sections of optical fiber may be packaged as loopbacks or wrap plugs for transceiver testing, while long haul spools may require special shielding for mechanical or structural reasons. Specialty fibers with coatings to increase their mechanical performance under bending are used today in small form factor VF-45 style connectors; these are described in more detail in Chapter 3. Furthermore, there are many types of fiber optic connectors available, including so-called “no polish” field installable connectors intended for quick and low-cost installation by untrained personnel, physical and non-physical contact connectors, flat ferrules and angle polished ferrules for low back reflectance, connectors with built-in variable attenuators or mode scramblers, metallized fibers that are soldered into place, and many, many other variants. While it isn’t practical to give a comprehensive list of every specialty fiber type in this chapter, we will provide an overview of some major fiber types that are commonly encountered, as well as a synopsis of emerging fiber types that may become important in the future. 4.2.1. OPTICAL CABLE, COUPLERS, AND SPLITTERS



There are many different types of fiber optic cable; as shown in Fig. 4.2, it is possible to package multiple fibers into a single unibody cable or into a ribbon or zipcord structure. Bundles of fibers whose ends are bound together, ground, and polished can form flexible light pipes. Of course, it is possible to bundle the fibers in such a way that there is no fixed relationship between the location of an input fiber and an output fiber; the principle purpose of such structures is to conduct light from one location to another, for illumination as an example; these are sometimes referred to as incoherent bundles [9],although they have little to do with optical coherence theory. A more interesting case is when the fibers are carefully arranged so that they occupy the same relative positions at both ends of the bundle; such bundles are said to be coherent. A coherent bundle of single-mode fiber is capable of conducting a high-quality image even when the bundle is made highly flexible; such fiber arrays have many applications in remote vision systems, and are used in fiber optic endoscopes for medical applications.
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Different types of fiber optic cable cross-sections.



Not all fiber arrays are made flexible; fused, rigid bundles or mosaics can be used to replace low-resolution sheet glass in cathode ray tubes. Mosaics consisting of hundreds to millions of individual fibers with their claddings fused together have mechanical properties very much like homogeneous glass [lo]. Another common application of mosaics is as a field flattener.
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If the image formed by a lens system falls on a curved surface, it is often desirable to reshape it into a plane, for example to match a photographic film plate. A mosaic can be ground and polished on one end surface to correspond with the contours of the image, and on the other surface to match the configuration of the detector. Similarly, a sheet of fused tapered fibers can be used to either magnify an image or miniaturize an image, depending on whether the light enters the smaller or larger end of the fibers. Many simple devices such as fiber optic splitters, couplers, and combiners have been manufactured; the most common techniques include fiber tapering and fusion splicing [ll-141, etching [15], and polishing [16-181. Other fabrication techniques can also be used, including micro-optics and integrated optical components; however, optical fiber devices are particularly useful because they can be inserted into existing networks as just another piece of cable. One of the most common devicesis a tapered fiber optic power splitter, often implemented in single-mode fiber [ 191. In this process, two glass fibers with their protective jackets removed are brought close together and parallel to each other, then fused and stretched using a torch or similar heat source. Light that is initially launched into only one fiber will be partially coupled into the adjacent fiber as it propagates through the tapered region. Light propagating in the single-mode fiber is not confined to the core but extends into the surrounding cladding. In the case of a fiber taper it has been shown [20] that light propagating through the input fiber core is initially transferred to the cladding interface as it enters the tapered region, then to the core-cladding mode of the adjacent fiber. The light transfers back to the core modes as it exits the tapered region. This is known as a cladding mode coupling device. Light that is transferred to a higher order mode of the core-cladding structure is readily stripped away by the higher refractive index of the fiber coating, resulting in excess attenuation. The simplest case of light coupling from the cladding of one fiber into another through a fused taper can be described to a good approximation by the scalar wave equation and first-order perturbation theory [21]; if light is propagating along the z axis, then the exchange of optical power, P , is given by



where z is propagation distance and k is a complex function of the optical wavelength, refractive indices of the core and cladding, material properties, and the overlap distance between the two fibers [22]. Although this is only an approximation and neglects higher order terms, it does reflect the
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sinusoidaldependence of coupled power on wavelength and the dependence. of power transfer on cladding diameter and other effects. Tapered couplers can be used to separate wavelengths using this dependence; by proper choice of the device length and taper ratio, two wavelengths can be made to emerge from two different output ports. Some applications include filters for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) systems, or multiplexing signal and pump beams in an erbium-doped fiber amplifier.In some cases, such as optical power splitters, it is more desirable to remove the dependence of coupled power on wavelength; acromatic couplers can be fabricated by using two fibers with different propagation constants. These are knom as dissimilar fibers; in most cases, fibers are made dissimilar by changing their cladding diameters or cladding indices. In this case, the preceding equation for coupled power must be modified and the power vs. distance is not simply sinusoidal, but becomes much more complex [22]. Other approaches are also possible, such as tapering the device such that the modes expand well beyond the cladding boundaries [23], or encapsulating the fibers in a third material with a different refractive index [24-251. Often, it is desirable to taper multiple fibers together so that an input signal is split between many output fibers. Typically, a single input is split into 2M outputs (i.e., 2, 4,8, or 16), where the configuration of fibers in the tapered region affects the output power distribution; care must be taken to achieve a uniform optical power distribution among the output fibers [26]. The optical power coupled from one fiber into another can also be changed by bending the tapered device at its midpoint; this frustrates coupled power transfer. For example, displacing one end of a 1cm long taper by only 1mm can change the coupled power by over 30 dl3 [ 111. Applications for this effect include variable optical attenuators and optical switches.



4.3. Fiber Transport Services Given the many different types of fiber optic data links in a modem enterprise data center, the design of an optical cable infrastructure that will accommodate both current and future needs has become increasingly complicated. For example, IBM Site and Connectivity Services has developed structured cabling systems to support multi-gigabit cable plants. In this section, we briefly describe several recent innovations in fiber optic cable and connector technology for the IBM structured cabling solution, known as Fiber Transport Services (FTS) or Fiber Quick Connect (FQC).
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A central concept of FTS is the use of multifiber trunks, rather than collections of 2-fiber jumper cables, to interconnect the various elements of a large data center [27-301. FTS provides up to 144fibers in a common trunk, which greatly simplifies cable management and reduces installation time. Cable congestion has become a significant problem in large data centers, with up to 256 ESCON channels on a large director or host processor. With the introduction of smaller, air-cooled CMOS-based processors and the extended distance provided by optical fiber attachments, it is increasingly common for data processing equipment to be rearranged and moved to different locations, sometimes on a daily basis. It can be time consuming to reroute 256 individual jumper cables without making any connection errors or accidentally damaging the cables. To relieve this problem, this year FTS and S/390 have introduced the Fiber Quick Connect system for multifiber trunks. The trunks are terminated with a special 12-fiber optical connector known as a Multifiber Termination Push-on (MTP) connector, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Each MTP contains 12 fibers or 6 duplex channels in a connector smaller than most duplex connections in use today (barely 0.5 inches wide). In this way, a 72-fiber trunk cable can be tenninated with 6 MTP connectors; relocating a 256-channel ESCON director now requires only re-plugging 43 connections. Trunk cables terminated with multiple MTP connectors are available in 4 versions, either 12-fiber/6channels, 36-fiber/18 channels, 72-fiber/36 channels, or 144-fiber/72 channels. Optical alignment is facilitated by a pair of metal guide pins in the ferrule of a male MTP connector, which mate with corresponding holes in the female MTP connector. Under the covers of a director or enterprise host processor, the MTP connectors attach to a coupler bracket (similar to a miniature patch panel); from there, a cable harness fans out each MTP into 6 duplex connectors which mate with the fiber optic transceivers as shown in Fig. 4.4. Since the qualification of the cable harness, under the covers patch panel, and trunk cable strain relief for FTS are all done in collaboration with the mainframe server development organization, the FTS solution functions as an integral part of the applications. At the other end of the FTS trunk, individual fiber channels are fanned out at a patch panel or main distribution facility (MDF), where duplex fiber connectors are used to re-configure individual channels to different destinations. These fanouts are available for different fiber optic connector types, although ESCON and Subscriber Connection (SC) duplex are most common for multimode and SC duplex for single-mode. Fanning out the duplex fiber connections at an MDF also offers the advantage of being
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Fig. 4.3 (a) MTP connector with flat or angle polished ferrule; (b) detail of alignment pins.



able to arrange the MDF connections in consecutive order of the channel identifiers on the host machine, greatly simplifying link reconfigurations. As the size of the servers has been reduced and the number of channels has increased, the size of the MDF soon became a limiting factor in many installations. In order to keep the MDF from occupying more floor space than the processors, a more dense optical connector technology was required for the Fiber Quick Connect system. To meet this need, IBM Global Services has adopted a new small form factor fiber optic connector as the preferred interconnect for multimode patch panels, the SC-DC, which is further described in Chapter 3. Structured cabling solutions similar to this are available from other companies as well; they may include overhead or
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ESCON duplex or coupling facility SC-duplex COMeCtOr



strain relief brackets (b)



Fig. 4.4 Cable harness using MTP connector fanout



underfloor cable trays and raceways, as well as cabinets or rack-mounted enclosures (standard units are compatible with either 19- or 23-inch-wide equipment ralcks, with heights between 1 and 7 U1 tall). 'The Electronics Industry Association (EIA) defines a standard height of 1 U as equivalent to 1.75 inches for a data center equipment rack.
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4.3.1. ATTENUATED CABLES FOR WDM AND CABLE TV Some applications require optical attenuators to control or limit the optical power on a fiber link. One example is wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) equipment, as described in Chapter 5, which uses fixed attenuators to allow a common transceiver to interoperatewith many different physical layers. Another is the fiber links in the cable television industry. Fixed attenuators can be expensive, and must be incorporated into the design of the cable system; this means that duplex cables cannot be used if attenuation is required in only one path of a duplex fiber link. Separating duplex connectors defeats the keying that prevents the connector from being improperly inserted into a receptacle or transceiver. The attenuators also provide an extra connection point in the link, which must be cleaned and may be susceptible to mechanical vibration that will tend to dislodge connectors in data communication products. Instead of using fixed, pluggable attenuators, it is possible to manufacture in-line optical attenuators as part of the fiber optic cable assembly. Several approaches can be used. For multimode attenuators, a short piece of single-mode fiber can be spliced into the cable; by controlling the alignment between the single-mode fiber stub and the multimode cable on either side, as well as the length of the stub, various levels of attenuation can be achieved. The stub may be actively aligned during cable maufacturing, then protected by an external sheath or package to protect it from mechanical shock, vibration, and cable flexing. Similar effects can be achieved by deliberate misalignment of a multimode or single-modefiber fusion splice. In most cases, arbitrary attenuation values from 0.5 dl3 to over 20 dB can be realized with a tolerance of less than 0.5 dl3. The resulting attenuated cables are quite robust, and in many cases they serve a dual purpose, since the application would have required jumper cables anyway to adapt to different styles of optical connectors or connect with subtended equipment. For other applications in which optical power must be controlled, specialty fibers are available with high attenuation that is flat over a certain spectral region. With so much design effort directed toward reducing the fiber attenuation to improve link budgets and distances, it can be easy to forget that optical fiber can just as easily be designed for high attenuation. Using the same precision-controlled manufacturing techniques that consistently yield low loss fiber, it is possible to dope the fiber in such a way that very consistent, high attenuation is provided over a wide range of operating wavelengths. This can be an advantage in designing attenuators
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for WDM systems. As with the offset spliced cable attenuators, these fibers tend to be more reliable and robust than conventional airgap attenuators. They have the additional advantage that a controlled amount of attenuation can be selected by simply cutting and splicing a desired length of the fiber. Short sections of high attenuation fiber are also being integrated in some types of fiber optic components, and are finding applications in optical test and measurement systems. Typical fibers are available with attenuations ranging from 0.5 dB/meter to 30 &/meter in 0.5 dB increments, or from 0.25 &/cm to 25 dB/cm in 0.25 dB increments. 4.3.2. ENCAPSULATED FIBER AND FLEX CIRCUITS Recently, there has been increasing interest in using optical interconnections within the backplanes of computer systems, or for connections between equipment frames or racks (see Chapter 6). Various types of embedded surface waveguides have been proposed, which could be patterned using standard photolithographic techniques to produce an optical wiring plane on a standard multilayer printed circuit board or within a multichip module. However, many of these proposals require special materials or handling procedures, and it is difficult to make waveguide materials capable of withstanding high processing temperatures involved in circuit board rework without becoming opaque. Consequently,there have been several proposals and commercial product offerings dealing with embedding optical fibers into printed circuit boards. One approach is to embed conventional fibers into a flexible polymer laminate; in this way, optical circuit boards can be designed using existing computer drafting techniques, with the fibers being treated as if they were wires on a separate circuit board plane. The fibers can be terminated with standard optical connectors, or special blindmateable multifiber backplane connectors, which can co-exist with copper interconnects. This has the advantage of reducing the size and complexity of optical interconnect designs, making them less susceptible to mechanical or thermal degradation, as well as allowing implementation of time domain filters and optical delay lines. One example is the OpWlex2 material developed by Lucent; acrylate or polyimide-coated fibers can be embedded in a 0.5-mm-thick polymer up to 75 square cm in area [31]; the resulting material sheet can withstand operating temperatures from -20 to +85 C, and accommodates all standard types of single-mode and multimode fibers. 20ptiFlex is a trademark of Lucent Corporation.
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4.3.3. NEXT-GENERATION MULTIMODE FIBER



Conventional datacom links use single-mode fiber for long-distance, highspeed links and multimode fiber for shorter links. The recent deployment of short wave (780-850 nm) laser transceivers has made it possible to use multimode fiber at data rates of 1.25 Gbit/s at distances of a few hundred meters. Because the cost of short wave transceivers is presently lower than for long wave transceivers, there remains some question as to the preferred fiber to install for some applications, and the best mixture of 62.5-micron and 50-micron multimode fiber. The IEEE has recently recommended using 62.5-micron multimode fiber in building backbones for distances up to 100 meters, and 50-micron fiber for distances between 100and 300 meters. Care must be taken not to mix different types of multimode fiber in the same cable plant, as the resulting mismatch in core size and numerical aperture creates high losses. This can make it difficult to administer a mixed cable plant, as there is no industry standard connector keying to prevent misplugging different types of multimode fiber into the wrong location. In general, 50micron fiber has been widely deployed in Europe and Japan, while North America has primarily used 62.5-micron multimode fiber. Because there is such a large amount of legacy multimode fiber installed, new industry standards have attempted to accommodate multimode fiber even at higher data rates. Much of the interest in 50-micron fiber has been a result of its higher bandwidth and longer distances that can be achieved for shortwave laser links. While the idea of backward compatibility works reasonably well up to 1 Gbit/s (distances of a few hundred meters can be achieved), it begins to break down at higher data rates when the achievable distance is reduced even further. Designing a future-proof cable infrastructure under these conditions becomes increasingly difficult; at some point, new fiber needs to replace the legacy multimode fiber. An alternative to single-mode is the emerging “next-generation” multimode fiber, a 50-micron fiber optimized for 850 nm transmission, which can achieve distances up to at least 300 meters at 10 Gbit/s data rates. This would allow less expensive VCSEL lasers to support 10 Gigabit Ethernet, Fibre Channel, and telecom data rates, rather than more expensive long-wave lasers over single-mode fiber. The cost tradeoff at a system level is less clear at this point, but this concept has been jointly presented to various standards bodies by Coming and Lucent. An example is the Systimax LazrSPEED3 fiber recently introduced by Lucent; backward compatible with existing 3Systimaxand LazrSPEED are trademarks of Lucent Corporation.
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multimode systems and requiring no special installation tools or skills, this fiber uses a green jacket to distinguish it from existing multimode (orange), single-mode (yellow), and dispersion-managed(purple) fiber cables. Attenuation is about 3.5 d B h at 850 nm and 1.5 d B h at 1300nm; bandwidth is 2200 MHz-km at 850 nm (500 MHz-km overfilled) and 500 MHz-km at 1300 nm (no change when overfilled). Another example is the Corning InfiniCore4fiber; the CL 1000line consists of 62.5-micron fiber made with an outside vapor deposition process that achieves 500 meter distances at 850 nm and 1 km at 1300 nm. Similarly, the CL 2000 line of 50-micron fiber supports 600 meter distance at 850 nm, and 2 km at 1300 nm. Additional details on modal dispersion in multimode fiber can be found in the Telecommunication Industry Association (TIA) task group on modal dependencies of bandwidth (TIA FO-2.2).



4.3.4. OPTICAL MODE CONDITIONERS Because of the bandwidth limitations of multimode optical fiber, future multi-gigabit fiber optic interconnects will be based on single-mode fiber cables. For this reason, most new fiber installations include at least some single-mode fiber in the cable infrastructure. However, many applications continue to use multimode fiber extensively; a recent survey of building premise cable installers reported that most LAN infrastructures currently installed are composed of about 90% Multimode fiber [32]. As the fiber cable plant is upgraded to support higher data rates on single-mode fiber, we must also provide a migration path that continues to reuse the installed multimode cable plant for as long as possible. The need to migrate from multimode to single-mode fiber affects many important datacom applications [33]: I/O applications currently using multimode fiber for ESCON will need to migrate the cable plant to single-mode fiber in order to take full advantage of the higher bandwidth of FICON links. Future FICON enhancements that extend this protocol to multi-gigabit data rates will also require single-mode fiber. Networking applications such as ATM have traditionally used different adapter cards to support multimode and single-mode fiber. Gigabit Ethernet standard (IEEE 802.32) is the first industry standard to propose the use of both fiber types with the same adapter card. 41nfiniCoreCL 1000 and CL 2000 are trademarks of Coming Corporation.
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Parallel Sysplex links were originally offered as either 50 Mbyteh data rates over multimode fiber or 100 Mbyte/s data rates over single-mode fiber. With the announcement of more recent servers, support for multimode fiber has been withdrawn as a standard feature and is now available only on special request. There is a need to support 100 Mbyteh adapter cards over installed multimode fiber to facilitiate migration of those customers who have been using the 50 Mbyteh option.



In order to address these concerns, special fiber optic adapter cables have been developed, known as mode conditioning patch cables (MCP). This cable contains both single-mode and multimode fibers, and should be inserted on both ends of a link to interface between a single-mode adapter card and a multimode cable plant. This allows the maximum achievable distance for multimode fiber (550 meters) and enables some applications to continue using the installed multimode cable plant. The MCPs for parallel sysplex links, Gigabit Ethernet,Fibre Channel, and many other applications are available today. Next, let us describe the technical issues associated with this approach. The bandwidth of an optical fiber is typically measured using an over-filled launch condition, which results in equal optical power being launched into all fiber modes [32]. This is also known as a mode scrambled launch, and is approximately equivalent to the conditions achieved when using a Lambertian source such as an LED. By contrast, laser sources being more highly collimated tend to produce an under-filled launch condition; this can result in either larger or smaller effectivebandwidth relative to an overfilled launch, and is sensitive to small changes in the fiber's refractive index profile. As discovered in recent gigabit link tests [34], bandwidth measured using over-filled launch conditions is not always a good indication of link performance for laser applications over multimode fiber. As illustrated in Fig. 4.5,when a fast rise time laser pulse is applied to multimode fiber,
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Effect of DMD on signals passing through multimode fiber.
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significant pulse broadening occurs due to the difference in propagation times of different modes within the fiber. This pulse broadening is known as differential mode delay (DMD); it is observed as an additional contribution to timing jitter (measured in ps/m) and can be large enough to render a gigabit link inoperable. DMD values are unique to the modal weighting of a source, the modal delay and mode group separation properties of the fiber, mode-specific attenuation in the fiber, and the launch conditions of the test. DMD is made worse by the excitation of relatively few modes with similar power levels in widely spaced mode groups and a high percentage of modal power concentrated in lower order modes. The impact of DMD increases with link length. There is, unfortunately,not a simple relationship between the industry specified over-fill launch measured bandwidths of the fiber and the effective bandwidth due to DMD. The radial over-fill launch method was developed as a way to establish consistent and repeatable modal bandwidth measurement of a given fiber coupled with a given source [34]. A radial over-fill launch is obtained when a laser spot is projected onto the core of the multimode fiber, symmetric about the core center with the optic axis of the source and fiber aligned; the laser spot must be larger than the fiber core, and the laser divergence angle must be less than the fiber’s numerical aperture. When these conditions are satisfied, the worst case modal bandwidth of the link is taken to be the worse of the over-fill and radial over-fill launch condition measurements (although for most applications, the radial over-fill launch will be the worst case). There is a good correlation between the radial over-fill launch bandwidth and the DMD limited bandwidth of a fiber; thus, high-speed laser links implemented over multimode fiber will likely experience bandwidth values closer to the radial over-fill launch method rather than the more commonly specified over-fill launch method. To allow for laser transmitters to operate at gigabit rates over multimode fiber without being unduly limited by DMD, a special type of fiber optic jumper cable was developed to “condition” the laser launch and obtain an effective bandwidth closer to that measured by the over-fill launch method. The intent is to excite a large number of modes in the fiber, weighted in the mode groups that are highly excited by over-fill launch conditions, and to avoid exciting widely separated mode groups with similar power levels. This is accomplished by launching the laser light into a conventional single-mode fiber, then coupling into a multimode fiber that is off-center relative to the single-mode core, as shown in Fig. 4.6.There are two ways in which the offset launch can be introduced. One version requires manufacturing a splice between the single-mode and multimode fiber with a
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Fig. 4.6 Off-center ferrule design for mode conditioning patch cables.



controlled amount of lateral offset between the fiber cores. A tolerance analysis of this approach revealed that some installations could experience unacceptable variability in the splice elements, resulting in poor alignment and ineffective mode conditioning. For this and other reasons, the preferred embodiment uses standard ceramic ferrule technology with an offset in the ferrule alignment. Different offsets are required for 50.0- and 62.5-micron multimode fiber cores. Evaluations conducted by the Gigabit Ethernet Task Force, Modal Bandwidth Investigation Group, have verified that single-mode to 62.5-micron multimode MCPs with lateral offsets in the 17-23 micron range can achieve an effective modal bandwidth equivalent to the over-fill launch method across 99% of the installed multimode fiber infrastructure. Similar work has shown that single-mode to 50 micron multimode offset launch cables with lateral offsets in the 10-16 micron range will achieve similar results. The MCP is illustrated in Fig. 4.7; its form factor is similar to a standard 2 meter jumper cable, except that it contains both single-mode and multimode fibers and includes a small package for the offset ferrules near one end. During the manufacturing process, the offset ferrules are actively aligned and then sealed with a potting compound to provide thermal and mechanical stability. The active alignment apparatus is shown in Fig. 4.8; a wide field charge-coupled device (CCD) camera is used to measure the two-dimensional spatial distribution of optical power at the output of the MCP. Typical results of this measurement are shown in Fig. 4.9(a) and (b);
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Fig. 4.7 Mode conditioning patch cable (MCP). The small box just behind one connector contains the offset ferrules; the transmit fiber from the optical transceiver is singlemode, all other fibers are multimode.



the first plot illustrates the optical power distribution for a long wavelength laser source coupled directly into single-mode fiber, and the second plot shows the same laser launched into an MCP and then into a 3-meter multimode jumper cable. It can be seen from these figures that the MCPconditioned launch provides a uniform distribution of optical power among all the modes of the multimode fiber, and that the MCP-conditioned launch is virtually indistinguishable from the laser launch into single-mode fiber. Once the ferrules have been aligned and sealed into their optimal position, a simple assembly loss-type measurement can be used to evaluate the MCP performance, rather than measuring the complete two-dimensional coupled power profile. As shown in Fig. 4.10, there is a good correlation between the connection loss of the offset ferrules and the coupled power ratio. Note that alternate designs for MCPs have also been proposed, in which the offset launch condition is replaced by special optics that convert the laser Test diagram source
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Fig. 4.8 Schematic of alignment apparatus for MCY cable manufacturing.
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Fig. 4.9 MCP optical power profiles (a) single-mode fiber (b) multimode fiber.
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spot into a donut-shaped launch. This acts to minimize power in the fundamental mode of the fiber, to achieve the same effect as an offset launch. MCPs have been tested under a variety of stressful conditions [32,33].



4.4. Polarization Controlling Fibers In the design of fiber optic systems it is important to know how many modes can propagate in the fiber, the phase constants of the different modes, and their spatial profiles. To do this we need to solve the wave equation for a particular fiber geometry as described in Chapter 1. The solution depends on the specific refractive index profile of the fiber. For the case of step index fiber profiles, a complete set of analytical solutions exists [35]; these can be grouped into three different types of modes depending on the direction of the electric field vector relative to the direction of propagation. They are called transverse electric (TE), transverse magnetic (TM), and hybrid modes. The hybrid modes can be further separated into two classes depending on whether the electric field, E, or magnetic field, H is larger in the transverse direction; these are called EH and HE modes, respectively. In practice, the refractive index difference between the core and cladding of an optical fiber is so small (about 0.002 to 0.009) that most of these modes are degenerate and it is sufficient to use a single notation for all modes, called the linearly polarized or LP notation. An LP mode is denoted by 2 subscripts, which refer to the radial and azimuthal zeros of the particular mode; for example, the fundamental mode is the LPol mode. This is the only mode that will propagate in a single-mode fiber. The cylindrical symmetry of an optical fiber leads to a natural decoupling of the radial and tangential components of the electric field vector; hence, standard single-mode fiber does not maintain the polarization state of the light when it is launched. However, these two polarizations are nearly degenerate, and a fiber with circular symmetry is most often described in terms of orthogonal linear polarizations. This near-degeneracy of the two polarization modes is easily broken by any imperfections in the cylindrical symmetric geometry of the fiber, including mechanical stresses on the fibers. These effects can either be introduced intentionally during the fiber manufacturing process, or they may arise inadvertently after the optical fiber has been installed. The effect is known as birefringence; it results in two orthogonally polarized modes with slightly different propagation constants (note that the two modes need not be linearly polarized, and in general they will be elliptical polarizations). Because each mode experiences
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a slightly different refractive index, the modes will drift in phase relative to each other; at any point in time, the light in the fiber exists in a state of polarization that is a superposition of the two orthogonally polarized modes. Birefringence of a fiber may be specified as the difference in refractive index between the two modes of propagation. The net polarization evolves as the light propagates through various states of ellipticity and orientation; after some distance, the two modes will differ in phase by a multiple of 2 n, resulting in a state of polarization identical to that at the fiber input. This characteristic length is known as the beat length, and is a measure of the intrinsic material birefringence in the fiber; the time delay between the two modes is called polarization dispersion, and it can impact the performance of communication links in a manner similar to intermodal dispersion [9]. For example, if the time delay is less than the coherence time of the light source, the light in the fiber remains coherent and fully polarized. For sources of wide spectral width, however, this condition is reversed and light emerges from the fiber in a partially polarized and unpolarized state (the orthogonal polarizations have little or no statistical correlation). Links producing an unpolarized output can experience a 3 dB power penalty when passing through a polarizing optical element at the output of the fiber. A stable polarization state can be ensured by deliberately introducing birefringence into an optical fiber; this is known as polarization preserving fiber or polarization maintaining fiber (PMF). Fibers with an asymmetric core profile will be strongly birefringent, having a different refractive index and group velocity for the two orthogonal polarizations (this is sometimes known as loss discrimination between modes). Such fibers are useful in some types of systems that require control of the transmitted light polarization. There are many possible core configurations as shown in Fig. 4.1 1; for example, elliptical cores provide a simple form of PMF by using very
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Fig. 4.11 Cross sections of polarization maintaining fibers.
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PANDA Fig. 4.12 Cross-section of PANDA fiber, showing mechanical members that apply strain to the fiber.



high levels of dopant in the core. These so-called “high birefringence” fibers also experience high attenuation because of the elevated dopant levels in the core. A double-core geometry (not shown in the figure) will also introduce a large birefringence. Another approach is to create mechanical stress within the fiber, such as in the bow tie configuration, by inserting stress-inducing members near the fiber core. Note that in all of these examples, polarization is only preserved if the initial signal is polarized along one of the preferred directions in the PMF; otherwise, the polarization of the signal will continue to drift as light propagates along the fiber. Another example is the Polarization Maintaining and Absorption Reducing (PANDA) fiber; the areas highlighted in Fig. 4.12 show parts of the fiber core doped to create an area with a different coefficient of expansion than that of the cladding. In manufacturing, as this fiber cools, stresses are set up due to this difference, which in turn modifies the refractive index without requiring high levels of dopants in the core. These stress-applying members are present along the entire length of the fiber; such fiber is commercially available. There are other ways to make PMF, although they are not widely used in commercial products [36].For example, so-called “low birefringence” fibers can be made by very carefully controllingthe fiber profile, since there is no reason for power to couple between orthogonally polarized modes if there are no irregularities in a perfectly circular fiber. Another way is to twist the fiber during manufacturing, or deliberately make the core offcenter, so that the two polarization modes become circular in opposite directions and power coupling cannot take place. Yet another variation is called “spun fiber”; a PANDA fiber pre-form is spun while the fiber is being drawn, producing a full revolution about every 5 111111. Spun fiber has no polarization dependence at all, but is very difficult to make successfully at
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lengths much beyond about 200 meters and is very expensive;consequently it is not commonly used for communication systems. Polarization effects can manifest themselves in anumber of ways. For example, standard erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) exhibit two forms of birefingence, which are usually considered trivial but may build up in systems with many optical amplifiers. First, polarization dependent loss (PDL) refers to the fact that most EDFAs exhibit higher gain for one polarization state than for the orthogonal state. Because the arriving signal is composed of a superposition of states, the gain changes slowly (over a timescale of minutes); however, the amplified spontaneous emission noise is unpolarized and experiences a fixed gain. Hence, there is variation in the signal-to-noise ratio over time. Note that this effect accumulates as the root mean square of all the amps in a chain, rather than as a straight summation. Second, polarization dependent gain (PDG) is a saturation effect in the EDFA itself; the amplifier exhibits a higher gain in the polarization state orthogonal to that of the signal. One way to combat these effects is by polarization scrambling of the input signals. Another is to design a polarization-insensitive EDFA; this can be done by using a circulator to direct light into a Faraday polarization rotating mirror such that the light makes two trips through the EDFA. The PDL and PDG effects introduced on one polarization state in the first pass through the EDFA are also induced in the second polarization state during the second pass through the EDFA, such that the emerging light has uniform gain across both polarization states. Recently, new types of polarization maintaining fibers have been announced for high capacity fiber systems. The Lucent Truephase family of polarization-maintaining fibers is offered in application-specific wavelengths. A new nonzero-dispersion fiber from Pirelli, the Advanced FreeLight fiber features a reduction of 50% in its polarization mode dispersion ratio over previously available fibers. As this is a rapidly evolving field, we can expect many new fiber types to be introduced in the coming years with improved properties.



4.5. Dispersion Controlling Fibers As discussed in Chapter 1, multimode optical fibers are subject to modal dispersion, while both multimode and single-mode fibers experience a combination of material (or chromatic) dispersion and waveguide dispersion. It was also noted that chromatic and waveguide dispersion have opposite signs
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Single Mode Dispersion Shifted



Fig. 4.13 Index profile of dispersion-shiftedfiber.



so they may cancel each other out; this is why conventional silica fiber has a dispersion minima around 1300-nm wavelength. We may group together the collective effects of all these factors under the term group velocity dispersion (GVD). Standard single-mode fiber can exhibit either normal or anomalous dispersion. Under normal dispersion, long wavelengths have a higher group velocity than short wavelengths; if a wide spectrum of light is launched into this fiber, the red wavelengths will emerge first, followed by the blue wavelengths (this is also known as a positive frequency chirp or up-C-). For anomalous dispersion, the situation is reversed; short wavelengths travel faster than long wavelengths, and blue light will emerge from the fiber before red light (this is called a negative frequency chirp or d~wn-chirp).~ Because modulation of a signal necessarily increases its bandwidth, and all practical light sources have some finite spectral width, dispersion effects occur in all communication systems. As shown earlier, a typical silica optical fiber has an attenuation minimum around wavelengths of 1.55 microns, and a zero dispersion point at 1.3 microns. This represented a fundamental tradeoff in fiber link design, depending on whether the optical links were intended to be loss-limited or dispersion-limited; shorter distance data communication systems such as ESCON typically chose to operate at 1.3 microns, while links designed for long-haul communications were designed around 1.55 microns. Both the loss minimum and material dispersion are inherent physical properties of the silica fiber materials. However, waveguide dispersion can be affected by the refractive index profile design [36]. The profile shown in Fig. 4.13 has been successfully used to shift the zero dispersion point 1.55 microns; this is known as dispersion shifted fiber (DSF). Conventional fiber that has Note that while this terminology is consistent with most other reference books, in some engineering texts the meaning is reversed; the definition given here for normal dispertion is called anomalous, and the definition given here for anomalous is called normal.
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not been treated in this manner is called non-zero dispersion shifted fiber (NZDSF). Currently available, DSF has a number of practical problems. It is more prone to some forms of signal nonlinearity, especially because its slightly smaller mode field diameter concentrates electromagnetic field more strongly in the core. WDM systems can also experience strong interchannel interference, or so-called near-end crosstalk (NEXT). For example, nonlinear effects such as four-wave mixing (FWM), also known as four-photon mixing, can be a serious design issue for WDM systems (see Chapter 5). FWM is strongly influenced by the wavelength channel spacing and by the fiber dispersion. In order for FWM to occur, each channel must stay in phase with its adjacent channel for a considerable distance. Thus, if fiber dispersion is high (as with standard NDSF in the 1550 nm band, typically around 17 ps-nm-km) the effects of FWM are minimal for channel spacings greater than about 25 Ghz (if channel spacing is reduced below about 15 GHz, the effect of FWM can be severe even on standard fiber). If DSF is used (dispersion less than 1ps-nm-km), then FWM effects are maximized; the effect causes degradation at channel spacings of less than 80 GHz, and at a channel spacing of 25 GHz around 80%of the optical energy in the original two signals will be transferred into either sum or difference frequencies. So, one might ask why all fiber isn’t dispersion-shifted to take advantage of the minimal dispersion properties; part of the answer is that DSF significantly increases problems like FWM. Other nonlinear effects, such as stimulated Raman scattering (see Chapter 7) are also worse when operating over DSF. In order to address these problems, there are new types of fiber available, which essentially guarantee a certain level of dispersion (around 4 ps-nmkm), although these are currently very expensive. Other variants known as dispersion optimized fiber are also available, with a refractive index profile as shown in Fig. 4.14. This guarantees around 4 ps-nm-lun dispersionin the
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Single Mode Dispersion Flattened Fig. 4.14 Index profile of dispersion-flattenedfiber.
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Single Mode Dispersion Optimized Fig. 4.15 Index profile of dispersion-optimized fiber.



1530-1570nm wavelength range; it is availableunder various brand names, including Tru-Wave6 fiber from AT&T and so-called SMF-LS fibers from Coming. In addition, more sophisticateddispersion compensationcan be achieved by adding several core and cladding layers to the fiber design. The index profile shown in Fig. 4.15 is quite complex, but it is possible to realize dispersion less than 3 ps-nm-km over the entire wavelength range 1300nm1700 nm using this approach. This is known as dispersion-flattened fiber; it was intended to allow users to easily migrate from 1300-nm systems to 1550-nm systems without changing the installed fiber. This fiber also has potential applications to broadband WDM applications, for which fiber dispersion must be kept as uniform as possible over a range of operating wavelengths. The principle drawback is its high loss, around 2 dBkm, which prevents general use in the wide area network. It is also possible to construct a fiber index profile for which the total dispersion is over 100 ps-nm-km in the opposite direction to the material dispersion; this can be used to reverse the effects of conventional fiber dispersion. So-called dispersion compensating fiber (DCF) is commercially available with an attenuation of around 0.5 d B h . DCF has a much narrower core than standard single-mode fiber, which accentuates nonlinear effects; it is also typically birefringent and suffers from polarization mode dispersion. Different fiber designs intended for use in WDM environments have recently been introduced. For example, Corning has recently introduced its large effective area fiber, known as LEAF, for use in the 1550-nmwindow (both C-band and L-band wavelengths) at data rates up to 10 Gbit/s 6Tru-Waveis a trademark of AT&T.
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and beyond. The LEAF fiber is a single-mode, non-zero dispersion-shifted fiber with a larger effective area in which optical power can be transmitted; typically this fiber can accommodate 2 dB more than conventional fibers without introducing nonlinear effects that can arise because of high power levels in the core, especially at the high power levels associated with multi-wavelength WDM systems. LEAF fiber has enhanced bandwidth, and effectively quadruples the information-carrying capacity of the fiber. This has made LEAF fiber particularly well-suited to long distance carriers and datacom service providers. A variation on this technology is the so-called MetroCor7 fiber from Corning, a single-mode NZDSF compatible with industry standard G.655, which is designed to handle both C-band and L-band transmission in metropolitan area networks (1280 to 1625 nm). Similarly, the Allwave* fiber from Lucent provides a 50% larger spectrum than conventional fiber, lowering the attenuation between the 1300-nm and 1550-nm windows while maintaining low dispersion at 1300 nm. To protect against bending loss on single-mode WDM systems, special fiber is available such as the Blue Tigerg cables from Lucent. Identified by a blue cable jacket, this fiber is specially designed to support very tight bend radius applications (only 0.3 dB loss on a 10 mm bend, as compared with 1 to 1.5 dl3 for a conventional fiber under these conditions). Because a sharp fiber bend can induce enough loss to force WDM equipment to protection switch, this type of fiber may be important as WDM finds increasing applications in the metropolitan-area network. Dispersion-flattened fibers have recently been investigated in soliton propagation systems for long distance communication without optical repeaters. We mention this for completeness, since datacom systems typically do not use soliton transmission; this is presently reserved for long haul telecommunication links. The nonzero dispersion slope in the fiber causes different wavelengths to experience different average dispersions; this can be a significant limitation in classical soliton long distance WDM transmission. By combining different types of commercially available fiber with different signs of dispersion and dispersion slopes, it is possible to design paths with essentially zero dispersion slope. For example, this was demonstrated in a recent experiment in which almost flat average dispersion ( D = 0.3 ps/nm-km) was achieved by combining standard, dispersion compensated, and Tru-Wave fibers; this enabled soliton transmission MetroCor is a trademark of Corning Corporation. Allwave is a trademark of Lucent. Blue Tiger is a trademark of Lucent.
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of twenty-seven WDM channels, each carrying 10 Gbit/s, over more than 9000 km. Soliton experiments may lead to other types of specialty fibers; for example, adiabatic soliton compression can be obtained by using a fiber whose dispersion slowly decreases with distance (so-called dispersion tapered fiber).



4.6.



Photosensitive Fibers



Many types of glass are sensitive to ultraviolet light, which can induce apermanent change in their refractive index. These are known as photosensitive or photorefractive materials; in this case, the refractive index profile of the fiber can be changed by light that either propagates along the fiber length or illuminates an unjacketed fiber from the side. Many different types of materials can be used for this effect [37]; standard glass fiber can be made photosensitive by doping it with hydrogen, for example, while other fiber types do not require the hydrogenation process. If the fiber is illuminated through a transmission mask, or by an interference pattern created by two light beams, then the photorefractive effect can be used to write a diffraction grating into the fiber index variations. Recently, a class of devices known as in-line fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) have been developed which hold great promise for many applications such as optical filters, wavelength add/drop multiplexers, and dispersion compensators. Writing a fiber Bragg grating requires a larger full width at half maximum response due to saturation of the index change. Due to coupling of radiation modes, undesirable side lobes of the grating can also be created at shorter wavelengths; however, this can be controlled with more recently developed types of fiber and grating writing techniques. For example, a grating stronger than 30 dB can be written in a few minutes using specialty fibers, with sidelobes kept below 0.1 dB. Photosensitive fibers can also be used to write chirped fiber Bragg gratings for dispersion compensation. Recently, it has been demonstrated that the delay curve of grating-based dispersion compensators can be designed for a nearly perfectly linear response. This has caused increased interest in the use of FBGs for dispersion compensation in WDM systems. The FBG does have a certain amount of intrinsic polarization mode dispersion, but this can be overcome by coupling them with a suitable PMD compensator. This type of dispersion compensation is one of the many alternatives to dispersion shifted, flattened, and compensated fibers discussed earlier; with
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the increased interest in high bit rates (10 to 40 Gbith and beyond) over long haul distances (hundreds of km), the market for dispersion compensation is growing rapidly, and there will likely be many types of specialized optical fiber designed for different applications.



4.7. Plastic Optical Fiber In an effort to reduce cost, many of the metal and ceramic components in optical fiber connectors are being replaced by plastic or polymer materials. Eliminating metal from fiber optic connectors has the advantage of improving electromagnetic radiation susceptibility, since the other components of a typical fiber cable are non-conductive. For example, radiation is generated by electronic equipment, which can escape from the receptacle of a fiber optic transceiver; metallic elements in the fiber connector act like antennas to re-radiate these emissions, possibly causing interference with either the original circuit board or with nearby unshielded electrical cables. In this manner, a product with many transceivers such as a fiber optic switch may pass electromagnetic noise emission testing with no fiber cables attached, but may fail if fiber cables with metal elements are plugged into the transceiver ports. While ferrules in most optical connectors are traditionally made of ceramic, there are only a few companies in the world that manufacture these ferrules to the precision tolerances required. This can lead to capacity problems when there is a high demand for optical fiber; it also means that multimode ferrules may become scarce, as production lines migrate to higher volume (and higher margin) single-mode parts. With improvements in the single-modeferrulemanufacturing process, yields are high and there is very little product that can be recycled into multimode ferrules with their less restrictive tolerances. As a result, many companies are investigating plastic or polymer ferrules to address high-volume requirements and to reduce the cost of optical connector manufacturing. New polishing techniques need to be developed for plastic ferrules; there are also concerns with reliability and damage to the ferrule after hundreds of mating cycles. Plastic ferrules are just emerging as a viable alternative to ceramics, and are expected to play an increasingly important role in future cable systems. This effort begs the question of whether the fiber itself could be replaced by plastic, at least for applications that can use transmission wavelengths
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not highly attenuated by the new material. Although most optical fibers are made of doped silica glass, plastic optical fibers are also available; these are commonly used in applications that do not require long transmission distances, such as medical instrumentation, automobile and aircraft control systems, and consumer electronics. In fact, short pieces of plastic fiber with large cores (about 900 microns) have already been used in optical loopbacks and wrap plugs, due to their low cost and ease of alignment with both multimode and single-mode transceivers. The short lengths required for a loopback mean that attenuation is not an issue, and in some cases the high attenuation of short plastic fibers is an advantage because it prevents saturation of the transceiver.However, there is some interest in using plastic fiber for very low cost data communication links, especially for the small officehome office (SOHO) environment. The combination of simplified alignment with optical sources and detectors (due to the large core diameter of plastic fibers) as well as the low cost of visible optical sources makes plastic optical fiber cost competitive for some applications. Plastic fibers are also very easy to connectorize; with minimal training and very simple tools, an amateur can connectorize bare plastic fiber in a few minutes. By contrast, glass fiber requires highly trained technicians and expensive equipment; this is a major difference, and one of the reasons for interest in plastic fiber for the do-it-yourself installations of homes and small offices; a significant inhibitor to wider use of optical links in this environment is the high cost of installation compared with the more reasonable cost of hardware and raw materials. Plastic fiber links are also used with visible light sources around 570 to 650 nm wavelength; this makes alignment of the fibers easier to perform, and high-power visible sources are readily available at low cost. A major drawback to plastic fiber is the difficulty in creating fusion splices with acceptable attenuation; typical splice losses are about 5 dB. Both step index and graded index plastic fiber are available, although only step index is considered a commercial product at this time. While there are many potential plastics that could be considered, the most commonly used is Poly(Methy1MethylAcrylate)or PMMA. Doping the PMMA fibers can dramatically change their transmission properties; for example, Fig. 4.16 shows typical plastic fiber attenuation vs. wavelength for both standard PMMA fiber and a more recently introduced fiber in which deuterium replaces hydrogen in some parts of the polymer molecules. Attenuation is very high compared with glass fiber at all wavelengths; transmission
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Table 4.1 Typical Speci6cationsof Plastic Optical Fiber



Core Diameter Cladding Diameter Jacket Diameter Attenuation (at 850 nm) Numerical Aperture Bandwidth (at 100 meters)



980 microns 1000microns (1 mm) 2.2mm t 1 8 dB per 100 meters (180 d B h ) 0.30



Step index: 125 MHz Graded Index: 500 MHz



windows using visible light near 570 m and 650 nm are feasible for short distances (up to 100 meters). At this distance, step index fiber has a bandwidth of about 125 MHz, while for graded index fibers bandwidths of better than 500 MHz have been reported [9]. Table 4.1 gives some typical properties of plastic optical fiber; note the large core diameter, which is 100 times bigger than single-mode fiber. Although plastic fiber has been adopted outside the United State, most notably in Japan, there are not yet established standards for its use; some proposals suggest that plastic fiber could be implemented for links up to 50 meters and 50 to 100 Mbit/s data rates. Various types of plastic fiber and connectors have been proposed
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Table 4.2 Properties of Typical HPCF Fiber



Core Diameter Cladding Diameter Buffer Diameter Jacket Diameter Attenuation (at 650 nm) Numerical Aperture Bend Radius Bandwidth



200 microns 225 microns 500 microns 2.2 mm 0.8 d B / l O O meters 0.3 max. 2 cm, loss of 0.05 dB 10 MHz-km



for standardization by ATM and other groups. One example is the so-called Lucinal' graded index plastic optical fiber developed by Asahi Glass Company; it is made of a transparent fluorpolymer,CYTOP, which is proprietary to Asahi Glass at this time. Available in both single-mode and multimode versions, including up to 200-micron core diameters, this fiber can potentially support over 1Gbit/s up to 500 meters; attenuation is about 50 dB/km at 850 nm wavelength, bandwidth is around 200-300 MHz-km. Other combinations of fiber materials are the subject of ongoing research, in particular Hard Polymer Clad (glass) Fiber or HPCF. This uses a relatively thick glass fiber core with a step-index hard plastic cladding; it is claimed to offer significantly less attenuation than conventional plastic fiber at around the same cost. It is also thinner than POF and consequently suffers from less modal dispersion. Although there are no general standards yet for HPCF fiber, the specification in Table 4.2 has been approved by the ATM Forum for use at 155 Mbit/s up to 100 meters. Since the fiber is using wavelengths around 650 nm, attenuation is fairly high; this wavelength is used to keep HPCF compatible with plastic fiber links.



4.8.



Optical Amplifiers



In order to increase the maximum transmission distance of a loss limited optical link, various types of optical amplifiers have been proposed. This topic can easily consume an entire series of books, and many excellent references are available [38,39]; we will note here only a few important points related to the design of such systems. Some types of optical amplifiers are ''Lucina is a trademark of Ashai Glass Corporation.
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based on semiconductor devices, which act much like optically pumped lasers in the fiber link. Similarly, optical amps made by selectively doping fibers can be thought of as an optically pumped light source, and such fibers have been proposed for just such applications. Some types of rare earth elements have transition bands that correspond to the near infrared optical communication spectrum. When inserted into a glass matrix, these materials can absorb light from a pumping wavelength, storing energy that can subsequently be used to amplify incident light. The most common type used today is erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs), which operate in the 1550-nm band, and are transparent to protocol, bit rate, and bit format. In order to a m p l e signals at other wavelengths, including the 1300-nm band commonly used for data communication, other rare earth dopants may be used. Because glass is amorphous rather than crystalline, it offers a large gain spectrum when doped with a rare earth element; this can be shared equally between many different wavelength channels, making doped fiber a good candidate for WDM systems. Praseodymium (Pr) doped amplifiers are one solution; this is based on implanting R3+ions in the fiber material. Silica glass cannot be used for this type of amplifier; instead, Fluorozirconate or ZBLAN glasses are used with a very narrow (2-micron diameter) core to concentrate the pump light. This creates significant losses when attempting to couple into standard optical fiber links. These amps can be practically pumped at wavelengths of either 1017 nm (using a semiconductor InGaAs laser) or 1047 nm (using a NdYLF crystal laser). Recently, there has been a good deal of research into new material systems using Pr-doped Chalcogenide fibers with much higher gains (around 24 dB). Another possible dopant for the 1300-nm band is Neodymium (Nd), which can amplify over wavelength ranges of 1310 to 1360 in ZBLAN glass and 1360 to 1400 nm in silica. Efficient pump wavelengths for Nd-doped amplifiers are either 795 nm or 810 nm. Recent research has also been done in amplifiers using plastic fiber [40], especially as part of compact integrated optical systems, or as part of a hybrid glass-plastic long-haul communication system (for longer distance applications using plastic fiber, it may be easier to use silica links rather than to develop a plastic fiber amplifier). The main interest in this area lies in the fact that the gain medium can be an organic compound, which is introduced into the plastic at a relatively low temperature; this is much easier than the process of doping standard glass or ZBLAN with rare earth elements. Organic dyes cannot be used as a gain medium in glass fiber, since they tend to break down around silica’s
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melting point of 2000°C. One example is a plastic fiber amplifier using Rhodamine B doped PMMA, with a reported gain window between 610 and 640 nm, a pump efficiencyof 33%, and a gain of 24 dB [40]. One way to get higher pump power in a rare-earth-dopedfiber is by using broad area laser diodes or arrays. Although these devices emit very high pump power, they cannot be efficiently coupled into the single-mode fiber used for rare-earth-doped amplifiers. An alternative is to combine a multimode pump and a single-mode signal into one fiber, the so-called doubleclad optical amplifier. The singlemode core is placed inside the mulimode pump region; if the pump light overlaps with the core, it will be absorbed over a certain section of the fiber. To optimize this overlap, the circular symmetry of the fiber must be broken using either an off-center core or a pump region that is triangular, rectangular, polygonal, or D-shaped. Absorption into the doped core must be made very strong in order to reach the bleaching power (gain region) with relatively low pump power densities. One method of achieving this is co-doping-a first rare-earth dopant is used as an absorber that in turn transfers its energy to a second dopant, which then provides gain in the desired wavelength band. A common example is the use of ytterbium in combination with erbium in a doubleclad fiber amplifier or fiber booster.



4.9.



Futures



In this chapter, we have discussed many types of optical fibers and cable assemblies in use today. We conclude with a short description of the new types of optical fibers currently under development; while these fibers are not yet commercially available, they are promising for long-term applications in optical data communications. 4.9.1. PHOTONIC CRYSTAL FIBERS



Another type of optical fiber that holds promise for future applications is the so-called photonic crystal fibers, also known as microstructuredfibers, photonic bandgap fibers, or holey fibers. This technology was first demonstrated by Phillip Russel at the University of Bath, England, in 1997. Rather than guiding light through silica using the principle of total internal reflection, these fibers consist of a microstructurecross-section along their length (long capillariesfilled with air). A typical configurationconsists of air holes
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surrounding a silica core as shown in Fig. 4.17. The fiber is made by assembling a small (7-mm diameter) bundle of silica capillary tubes surrounding a solid silica rod in a hexagonal packing arrangement. This structure is first drawn into a 1-mm diameter strand; then it is inserted into an 8-m diameter borosilicate jacket and drawn to a diameter of 260 microns. The fiber is then covered with a protective polymer coating. Light is guided in the hollow fiber core using the same quantum confinement principles of a photonic bandgap structure in semiconductor materials. There are two basic types of photonic crystal fibers, namely high-index fibers (using a solid silica core and micro-pores in the cladding) and low-index fibers (using a hollow core or a core with micro-pores). The micro-holes in the fiber are typically about 1.9 microns diameter on a 3.9 micron spacing. This fiber has several unique properties; for example, in theory there is no minimum propagation distance before the light becomes single-moded (this has led to the design of “endlessly single-mode” fibers with 6-micron core and 125-micron acrylate cladding). Bending losses should be negligible, even for a few centimeters bend radius. Although bandgap effects are present in these fibers, it has also been found that light is guided by a secondary mechanism, namely the difference in average refractive index between the core and cladding. The large index difference between glass and air allows for much stronger confinement of the modes than with conventional fibers. Because the light is effectively guided through air, very low transmission losses are predicted; current fibers exhibit around 0.2 &/meter at wavelengths between 600 and 1550 nm. Group velocity dispersion of about 50 picoseconds/nm/km was measured between wavelengths of 1480 nm-1590 nm using a 6.5-meter long sample of fiber. These fibers also offer very small effective mode field area, and a selectable zero dispersion point; together, these features mean that the fiber can experience nonlinear effects over very short lengths (less than 1meter) as opposed to the minimum interaction lengths required in silica fibers for effects such as four-wave mixing. This has potential applications to wavelength conversion, dispersion compensation, soliton generation, and white-light fiber lasers. These fibers also facilitate the construction of double-core or multi-core fibers, with selectiveoptical coupling between modes; these are most often used for optical remote sensors, but may find applications in multichannel communication systems as well. The fibers can also have doped cores, and even use ytterbium doping to build photonic crystal fiber lasers. They have applications as polarizationpreserving fibers or mode conditionerdconverters.Furthermore, different
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wavelengths in the fiber experience a different number of holes and hence a different refractive index; having an effective index strongly dependent on wavelength opens up possible applications in wavelength multiplexing (the fiber could be used as part of a laser system to generate a wide band of wavelengths). The area in which modes propagate is very large, and can be controlled over three orders of magnitude; if the effective mode field diameter is made very large, higher optical power can be transmitted without nonlinear effects. Recently, it was shown that the fiber can be designed with anomalous dispersion at short wavelengths (780 nm), opening up possible applications in dispersion management; soliton transmission at short wavelengths may even be possible. However, photonic crystal fiber is still in the research phase and considerable work remains to be done before it is widely available as a commercial product; researchers at the Technical University of Denmark and NKT Group have collaborated to form Crystal Fibre company, while researchers in the United Kingdom have started Blaze Photonics, to further development of this technology.



4.9.2. FREE SPACE OPTICAL LINKS



For some applications, optical fiber may not be necessary at all; in cases where it is difficult or expensive to install fibers, free space optical communication may provide an alternative. For example, free space optics have been proposed for communication between buildings in areas where fiber cannot be readily installed underground or between tall office buildings in metropolitan areas [41], between ships at dock and their mooring station, or to bridge the last mile between private homes and a service provider network [42]. Most of these systems consist of some form of telescope optics to collimate a tight beam for long-distance transmission, or to receive the dispersed light at a remote location. As one might expect, these approaches must deal with pointing accuracy and do not work as well under adverse weather conditions, since the infrared light signal is strongly absorbed by moisture in the atmosphere. On a smaller scale, free space optical interconnects have also been proposed for intra-machine communications, using micro-optics and lenses to collimate and focus light beams within a computer system or between adjacent equipment racks. While many such systems have been proposed, commercial products for use within a computer system are not yet available.
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4.9.3. OMNIDIRECTIONAL FIBERS In 1998, researchers at MIT developed a new type of mirror that reflects light from all angles and polarizations, just like metallic mirrors, but can also be as low loss as dielectric mirrors. Prior to this breakthrough, it was widely thought that a mirror could only be designed to offer high reflectivity for light with certain polarizations and angles of incidence. There are many potential applications for this so-called “perfect mirror” technology, one of which is fabricating the new mirrors into a tube with a hollow airfilled core to create an omnidirectional optical waveguide. Because this approach guides light through air rather than through silica glass, it should theoretically result in lower attenuation per km,as well as increased optical power per channel, polarization insensitivity, and improved dispersion characteristics. Also, unlike conventional waveguides, which are subject to loss at tight bend radius, the omnidirectional waveguide can make very small bends without incurring optical loss. This could enable new applications for integrated optics by allowing the miniaturization of many optical components. It has also been suggested that the monodirectional reflective material could be fabricated into a conventionalcoaxial cable structure with a metal or dielectric core, capable of performing as either an electrical or optical cable.



4.9.4. SUPERLUMINAL WAVEGUIDES Finally, researchers at NEC corporation have recently published [43] the first evidence for optical signals propagating faster than the speed of light in a vacuum. It’s a well-known principle of physics and Fourier optics that a pulsed signal (finite duration in time) can be created by adding up an infinite number of waves with infinite duration at different frequencies. The shorter the desired pulse, the larger the bandwidth of frequencies that must be used. All pulses of light or microwaves are thus formed by a packet of waves, each of which has a different frequency, amplitude, and phase. There is a distinction between the speeds of the individual frequency components, called the phase velocity, and the speed at which the wave packet propagates, called the group velocity. Conventional physics allows the phase velocity to exceed the speed of light, c, although the group velocity (the speed at which information is actually conveyed) must be less than c. It’s possible to have a medium in which the phase and group velocities are not
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only different, but in opposite directions (one positive, the other negative). While the idea of some wave components moving backward while the wave packet only moves forward is non-intuitive, these so-called backward propagating modes are not new, and have been observed under many circumstances. In a medium with negative group velocity or so-called anomalous dispersion, it is possible in theory to propagate optical pulses faster than c. There are some materials that exhibit negative group velocities, typically near an atomic absorption frequency; unfortunately, this region also corresponds to very high optical attenuation and nonlinearities, which have made many prior experiments inconclusive. However, recent experiments have shown evidence of microwave pulses propagating about 7 8 faster than c over distances of about 1 meter-about ten times the wavelength of the radiation itself. Subsequently, researchers at NEC have demonstrated [43] superluminal propagation of optical signals, again over distances much larger than the wavelength of light. Working with a medium that exhibits gain, or optical amplification, near the region of negative group velocity, a narrow optical pulse (3.7 microseconds) was launched into a chamber 6 cm long that was filled with excited atomic cesium vapor. If the chamber had been filled with vacuum, the optical pulse should have taken about 0.02 nanoseconds to pass through; instead, the leading edge of the optical pulse appeared at the chamber’s exit 62 nanoseconds before the bulk of the pulse entered the chamber. In other words, the wave packet had traveled nearly 20 meters away from the chamber exit before the incoming pulse entered. The optical pulse was shifted forward in time by about 1.7% of its width, giving a group velocity inside the chamber of about -c/330. The optical pulse emerging from the chamber was identical in shape to the one that entered. The mechanism for this is not completely understood, although it does not appear to violate the causality principle since the leading edge of the input pulse contains all the information necessary to reconstruct the peak of the output pulse, so the entire pulse does not need to enter the chamber before it exists at the opposite side. The output pulse may be just a clever interference effect, shaping newly created photons from the gain region into an exact copy of the incident light pulse. The original incoming pulse is subsequently canceled out by a backward propagating mode that travels from the chamber exit to its entrance with a phase velocity about 330 times faster than c. While we have little hope of developing a superluminal optical data link any time soon, research like this into the basic physics of optical propagation may lead to very practical benefits in future communication systems.
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5.1. Introduction and Background Although fiber optic communication systems have seen widespread commercial use for some time, in recent years there has been increasing use of fiber in computer and data communication networks, as compared with their applications in voice and telephone communications.There are several unique requirements that distinguish the sub-field of optical data communication. Datacom systems must maintain very low bit error rates, typically between and 10-15,since the consequences of a single bit error can be very serious in a computer system; by contrast, background static in voice communications, such as cellular phones, can often be tolerated by the listener. Optical data links also face a tradeoff between opticalpower and unrepeated distance. Computer applications such as distributed computing or real-time remote backup of data for disaster recovery require fiber optic links with relatively long unrepeated distances (10-50 km). At the same time, because computer equipment is often located in areas with unrestricted access, the optical links must comply with international laser safety regulations, which limit the transmitter output power [ 11. Telecom links may stretch hundreds of kilometers or more using low jitter signal regenerators; by contrast, most datacom systems cannot use mid-span repeaters in long links. This makes link budget analysis a critical element for the datacom system designer; it also implies that there are a much larger number of
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datacom transceivers per km of fiber than in telecom applications, making the datacom market very sensitive to the cost of optoelectronics. This drives a further tradeoff between low-cost and high-reliability components. Datacom systems require rugged components because data centers require continuous availability of the computer applications, but they are a hostile environmentfor optical devices; connectors are not cleaned regularly, cable reconfigurations are frequent, cable strain relief and bend radius are often not managed properly, and transceivers must withstand large numbers of reconnections, high pull forces on fiber cables, and other environmental stress. Despite these challenges, the use of optical networking has brought about some convergence between telecommunication and data communication, at least at the physical layer. The need for ever-increasing bandwidth, data rates, and distance have made fiber optic links an integral part of computer system architectures over the past 10 years, particularly in high-performance applications, which have traditionally driven the need for higher bandwidth and consequently been the first computer applications to employ new technologies. A typical example is the increasing use of fiber optic data links on the IBM System/390 Enterprise Servers (mainframe computers). This continues to be an active area of development; mainframes and large servers, long recognized for their high security, reliability, and continuous availability, remain the data repository for major Fortune 1000companies and contain an estimated 70%of the world’s data. We can categorize the applications driving high-end optical data links into three areas: (1) input/output (I/O) devices (such as tape or magnetic disk storage) (2) clustered parallel computer processors (such as the IBM Parallel Sysplex architecture) (3) inter-networking in the local, metropolitan, or wide area network (LAN/WAN/MAN) The bandwidth requirements for networking environments using asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) over synchronous optical network (SONET) or similar protocols are well known [l]. However, Internet traffic has recently been growing at a rate of about 150%per year, and the amount of data traffic carried on the public telephone network now exceeds the amount of voice traffic by many estimates. This traffic has somewhat different properties than voice traffic; for example, the average connection distance for
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Internet traffic is about 3000 km, or about 5 times larger than for voice traffic. This implies that future optical transport networks (OTNs) can reduce costs by using recently developed technologies such as long-rangeoptical transmission, amplification,and switching. Internet traffic also tends to come in bursts, with a longer average connection duration than voice traffic, which makes capacity planning more challenging. However, telecomunications remains an important area for fiber optic networking. Vutually all telephone systems, including wireless and satellite communications, rely on a backbone of fiber optic networks. Most voice traffic is carried over protocols such as ATMISONET switching equipment designed for these protocols provides features such as fast protection switching so that calls are uninterrupted in the event of a fiber break or equipment failure. They also help ensure high quality of service (QOS)by providing error-free transmission of voice signals, sometimes by retiming them for increased fidelity. However, these features have until recently been available only on very expensive telecom switching equipment designed for a phone company’s central office, and have applied to AWSONET protocols only. Users were forced to provide a separate overlay network for data communications, often at high cost, which did not offer the same featuresfor voice and data. This required the construction of protocol-specific overlay networks, as shown in Fig. 5.1, which are expensive and do not scale well. Recent DWDM equipment provides QOS functions such as protection switching across all protocols; this allows users to save on leased optical fiber cost by combining voice and data over a single network, and for the first time makes it cost effective to build so-called virtual private networks (VPNs) to handle all the communication requirements of a single organization. Furthermore, DWDM can be used by telecom and datacom service providers as the basis for a service offering. Some telecom companies currently lease networking services in the same way that they lease telephone lines for voice traffic; this is a first step toward making bandwidth a commodity and enabling socalled all-opticalnetworks (AON). The ability to manage an entire network from one location at the service provider central office is critical, as well as the ability to manage remotely (for example, one customer has products installed in Phoenix, Arizona, which are monitored through their call center in Minneapolis, Minnesota). DWDM devices also allow telecom carriers to migrate from their legacy voice-only, SONET-based equipment to new, more cost efficient network types, without sacrificing performance. Transport networks in the MAN continue to evolve at a rapid pace. Datacom applications such as virtual private networks, Internet Protocol (IP)over WDM, electronic commerce, and the exponential growth of the
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(4 Fig. 5.1 (a) Existing service specific overlay network (b) future service transparent optical network with DWDM core.



Internet and Web continue to drive the need for increased bandwidth in the MAN (indeed, growth of the “optical internet” is among the largest driving factors in the deployment of WDM solutions). In this environment, the amount of installed fiber is being consumed quickly by new service offerings, and many networks face congested routes or fiber exhaust problems which limit their scalability and constrain new service offerings. Installation of new fiber, upgrading to higher line rates, or adding new terminal equipment as a workaround to fiber exhaust can be prohibitively expensive and may disrupt existing services. As fiber becomes scarce, there is increasing pressure to decommission legacy services in order to free fiber for higher data rate systems; a migration path is needed to maintain use of existing critical services and protect the installed service base, while maximizing use of the existing fiber plant. Network topologies within the MAN also continue to evolve; there is strong interest in sharing data among many widely distributed locations, and converging the data network with voice, video, and other services. Because the underlying protocols for ESCON and Parallel
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Sysplex were designed for point-to-point systems, and switches to enable fabrics of FICON and Fibre Channel devices are not yet commercially available, new MAN topologies are being driven by the capability of nextgeneration DWDM systems to support more than point-to-point configurations. While first-generation DWDM systems were strictly point-to-point, next-generation systems include self-healing hubbed ring and meshed ring configurations. Large servers require dedicated storage area networks (SANs) to interconnect with various types of magnetic disk, tape, and optical storage devices, printers, and other equipment; the dramatic increase in use of fiber optics for these applications has led to the term “Optical Data Center” (ODC). A SAN is a network of computers and storage devices (magnetic disk and tape, optical disk, printers, etc.) interconnected by a switching device to provide continuous access to all the data in the event that any single communication path fails. Examples of S A N s include networks of ESCON, FICON, Fibre Channel, or Gigabit Ethernet devices, which can require tens to hundreds of fiber optic links. For example, large organizations such as airlines,banks, credit card companies, the federal government, and others are currently using huge SANs with many petabytes of storage; in the near future, exabyte S A N s will likely emerge. A closely related concept is network attached storage (NAS), which refers to any type of storage device that is not locally connected to a server but attached only via a network interface. The cost and manageability of these systems is greatly improved by using wavelength multiplexing technology to reduce the number of fibers required; because it is protocol independent, it also provides the ability to work with different communication protocols and equipment from many different companies. Large S A N s also benefit from the ability to construct protocol independent DWDM rings with QOS features such as “1 t- 1” fast protection switching on individual channels for all protocols, not just those used for telecom voice communication. New applications such as data mining and requirements to archive data in real time at a remote location for disaster recovery with minimal service interruptions continue to drive bandwidth demands in this area. This has led to the emergence of client-server-based networks employing either circuit or packet switching, and the emergence of network-centric computing models in which a high bandwidth, open protocol network is the most critical resource in a computer system, surpassing even the processor speed in its importance to overall performance. The recent trend toward clustered, parallel processors to enhance performance has also driven the requirement for high bandwidth fiber optic
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coupling links between computers. For example, large water-cooled mainframe computers using bipolar silicon processors are being replaced by smaller, air-cooled servers using complimentary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) processors [I, 21. These new processors can far surpass the performance of older systems because of their ability to couple together many central processing units (CPUs) in parallel. There are many examples of parallel coupled processor architectures, as discussed in Vol. 1, Chapter 7; one important example is a Parallel Sysplex, an ad hoc standard developed by IBM, which allows mainframe computers to be clustered together using optical fiber links, and to work in parallel as if they were a single system. In this manner, the advantages of parallel processing can be used to increase the performance of the computer system without increasing the speed of the microprocessors, and to increase system reliability to better than 99.999%.A Parallel Sysplex requires a minimum of 30 to 60 duplex fiber optic channels for a small installation, and larger installations can require hundreds of channels. For disaster recovery purposes, the elements of a Parallel Sysplex are often split among physical locationsup to 40 km or more apart; this is known as a Geographically Dispersed Parallel Sysplex (GDPS). The high cost of leased optical fiber over these distances ($300 per mile per month for 1channel) makes it cost prohibitive for many users to implement Parallel Sysplex without using wavelength multiplexing. However, a Parallel Sysplex has unique requirements for the fiber optic channels and the wavelength multiplexer. In particular, a Sysplex requires some links (known as Intersystem Channels) to support the ANSI Open Fiber Control (OFC) protocols; this protocol specifies point-to-point channels only, and does not describe how to include repeaters or multiplexers in the link without violating the proper channel operation, or how to extend an OFC channel beyond distances of 20 km as required for many Sysplexes. Furthermore, a Sysplex requires that the computer’s clock be distributed to remote locations up to 40 km apart, which causes a variety of latency and timing concerns when a multiplexer is included in the link. For these and other technical reasons, very few WDM solutions are able to support GDPS. The combined effects of these application areas has made high-end computer systems a near term application for multi-terabit communication networks incorporating wavelength division multiplexing. In the remainder of this chapter, we will first describe the dominant approaches to data storage and coupled Parallel Sysplex processors using optical fiber connectivity and datacom protocols. We will then discuss how dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) is being used in large data communication systems, including specific examples of current and next-generation
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DWDM devices and systems. Technical requirements, network management and security, fault tolerant systems, new network topologies, and the role of time division multiplexing in the network will be presented. Finally, we describe future directions for this technology.



5.2. Wavelength Multiplexing Multiplexing wavelengths is a way to take advantage of the high bandwidth of fiber optic cables without requiring extremely high modulation rates at the transceiver. With an available bandwidth of about 25 THz, a single optical fiber could carry all the telephone traffic in the United States on the busiest day of the year (recently, Mother’s Day has been slightly exceeded by Valentine’sDay). This technology represents an estimated $1.6 B market with over 50% annual growth; wavelength multiplexing systems may be classified according to their wavelength spacing and number of channels as follows [3]: Coarse WDM systems typically employed only 2-3 wavelengths widely spaced, for example 1300 nm and 1550 nm. Applications of this technology in data communications are limited, although recently coarse WDM systems with 4 to 8 channels have been used in small networks. Wide Spectnun WDM (WWDM) systems can support up to 16 channels, using wavelengths that are spaced relatively far apart; there is no standardized wavelength spacing currently defined for such systems, although spacing of 1 to 30 nm has been employed. These systems are meant to serve as a low-cost alternative to dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) for applications that do not require large numbers of channels on a single fiber path, and are being considered as an option for the emerging 10 Gbit/s Ethernet standard [4].These are also known as SparseWDM (SWDM) systems. Dense WDM systems (DWDM) employed wavelengths spaced much closer together, typically following multiples of the International Telecommunications Union (ITU) industry standard grid [5] with wavelengths near 1550 nm and a minimum wavelength spacing of 0.8 nm (100 GHz).This may be further subdivided as follows: First-generation DWDM systems typically employed up to 8 full duplex channels multiplexed into a single duplex channel.
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Second-generation DWDM systems employ up to 16 channels. Third-generation DWDM systems employ up to 32 channels; this is the largest system currently in commercial production for data communication applications. Fourth-generation or Ultra-dense WDM are expected to employ 40 channels or more and may deviate from the current ITU grid wavelengths; channel spacing as small as 0.4 nm (50 GHz) have been proposed [6]. These systems are not yet commercially available, and are the subject of much ongoing research. Normally, one communication channel requires two optical fibers, one to transmit and the other to receive data; a multiplexer provides the means to run many independent data or voice channels over a single pair of fibers. This device takes advantage of the fact that different wavelengths of light will not interfere with each other when they are carried over the same optical fiber; this principle is known as wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). The concept is similar to frequency multiplexing used by FM radio, except that the carrier “frequencies” are in the optical portion of the spectrum (around 1550 nanometers wavelength, or 2 x IOl4 Hertz). Thus, by placing each data channel on a different wavelength (frequency) of light, it is possible to send many channels of data over the same fiber. More data channels can be carried if the wavelengths are spaced closer together; this is known as dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM). Following standards set by the International TelecommunicationsUnion (ITU) [5], the wavelength spacing for DWDM products is a minimum of 0.8 nm, or about 100 GHz; in practice, many products use a slightly broader spacing such as 1.6 nanometers, or about 200 GigaHertz, to simplify the design and lower overall product cost. A list of ITU grid standard wavelengths for DWDM is shown in Table 5.1. The concept of combining multiple data channels over a common fiber (physical media) is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Note that the process is in principle protocol independent; it provides a selection of fiber optic interfaces to attach any type of voice or data communication channel. Input data channels are converted from optical to electrical signals, routed to an appropriate output port, converted into optical DWDM signals, and then combined into a single channel. The wavelengths may be combined in many ways; for example, a diffraction grating or prism may be used. Both of these components act as dispersive optical elements for the wavelengths of interest; they can separate or re-combine different wavelengths of light. The prism or grating can be packaged with fiber optic pigtails
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Table 5.1 ITU Grid Standard Wavelengthsfor Dense WDM Systems. C-band (or blue band) extends from about 1528.77 nm (196.1 THz) to 1556.31 nm (191.4 THz), and L-band (or red band) extends from 1565.48 nm (191.5 THz) to 1605.73 nm (186.7 THz). The minimum channel spacing is 0.8 nm (100 GHz) Anchored to a 193.1 THz reference (after ITU standard G.MCS Annex A of COME-R 67-E) ~~~~~~~~



~~~~~~~~~~



Wavelength (nm)



Frequency (THz)



1528.77 1529.55 1530.33 1531.12 1531.90 1532.68 1533.47 1534.25 1535.04 1535.82 1536.61 1537.40 1538.19 1538.98 1539.77 1540.56 1541.35 1542.14 1542.94 1543.73 1544.53 1545.32 1546.12 1546.92 1547.72 1548.51 1549.32 1550.12 1550.92 1551.72 1552.52 1553.33 1554.13 1554.94 1555.75



196.1 196.0 195.9 195.8 195.7 195.6 195.5 195.4 195.3 195.2 195.1 195.0 194.9 194.8 194.7 194.6 194.5 194.4 194.3 194.2 194.1 194.0 193.9 193.8 193.7 193.6 193.5 193.4 193.3 193.2 193.1 193.0 192.9 192.8 192.7
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Table 5.1 continued ~~



Wavelength (nm)



Frequency (THz)



1556.55 1557.36 1558.17 1558.98 1559.79 1560.61 1561.42 1562.23 1563.05 1563.86 1564.67 1565.48 1566.31 1567.13 1567.94 1568.77 1569.59 1570.42 1571.24 1572.06 1572.05 1573.71 1574.54 1575.37 1576.19 1577.03 1577.85 1578.69 1579.51 1580.35 1581.18 1582.02 1582.85 1583.69 1584.52 1585.36 1586.19 1587.04 1587.88



192.6 192.5 192.4 192.3 192.2 192.1 192.0 191.9 191.8 191.7 191.6 191.5 191.4 191.3 191.2 191.1 191.0 190.9 190.8 190.7 190.6 190.5 190.4 190.3 190.2 190.1 190.0 189.9 189.8 189.7 189.6 189.5 189.4 189.3 189.2 189.1 189.0 188.9 188.8
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Table 5.1 continued Wavelength (nm)



Frequency (THz)



1588.73 1589.56 1590.41 1591.25 1592.10 1592.94 1593.80 1594.64 1595.49 1596.34 1597.19 1598.04 1598.89 1599.74 1600.60 1601.45 1602.31 1603.16 1604.02 1604.88 1605.73



188.7 188.6 188.5 188.4 188.3 188.2 188.1 188.0 187.9 187.8 187.7 187.6 187.5 187.4 187.3 187.2 187.1 187.0 186.9 186.8 186.7



and integrated optical lenses to focus the light from multiple optical fibers into a single optical fiber; demultiplexing reverses the process. The grating or prism can be quite small, and may be suitable for integration within a coarse WDM transceiver package. Such components are typically fabricated from a glass material with low coefficient of thermal expansion, since the diffraction properties change with temperature. For coarse WDM applications, this is not an issue because of the relatively wide spacing between wavelengths. For DWDM systems, the optical components must often be temperature compensated using heat sinks or thermoelectric coolers to maintain good wavelength separation over a wide range of ambient operating temperatures. Because of the precision tolerances required to fabricate these parts and the complex systems to keep them protected and temperature stable, this solution can become expensive, especially in a network with many adddrop locations (at least one grating or prism would be required for each adddrop location).
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Multiple Channels Transmitted Over a Single Fiber Pair



Fig. 5.2 Multiple data channels and protocols transmitted over a single optical fiber by WDM.



Another form of multiplexing element is the array waveguide grating (AWG); this is basically just a group of optical fibers or waveguides of slightly different lengths, which controls the optical delay of different wavelengths and thereby acts like a diffraction grating. AWGs can be fabricated as integrated optical devices either in glass or silicon substrates, which are thermally stable and offer proven reliability. These devices also provide low insertion loss, low polarization sensitivity, narrow, accurate wavelength channel spacing, and do not require hermetic packaging; one example of a commercial product is the Lucent Lightby 40 channel AWG muddemux. Recently, the technology for fabricating in-fiber Bragg gratings has shown promise as an alternative approach; this will be discussed later in the chapter. Another promising new technology announced recently by Mite1 Corporation’s Semiconductor division implements an Echelle grating by etching deep, vertical grooves into a silica substrate; this process is not only compatible with standard silicon processing technology, which may offer the ability to integrate it with other semiconductor WDM components, but also offers a footprint for a 40-channel grating up to 5 times smaller than most commercially available devices.
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Dielectric Add/Drop Filter



Graded.lndex lens sep the wavelength groups



"Dielectric" or "thin-film'' filter passes only the selected wavelength, all other wavelengths are reflected and multiplexed 0



This device is bi-directional, it operates in the opposite direction as an Add filter. Fig. 5.3 Dielectric thin film optical filters for wavelength multiplexing.



However, in many commercially available DWDM devices a more common approach is to use thin film interference filters on a glass or other transparent substrate, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. These multilayer filters can selectively pass or block a narrow range of wavelengths; by pigtailing optical fibers to the filters, it is possible to either combine many wavelengths into a single channel or split apart individual wavelengths from a common fiber. Note that many filters may be required to accommodate a system with a large number of wavelengths, and each filter has some insertion and absorption loss associated with it; this can affect the link budget in a large WDM network. For example, a typical 4-channel thin film adddrop filter can have as much as 3-4 dB loss for wavelengths that are not added or dropped; a cascade of many such filters can reduce the effective link budget and distance of a network by 10-20 km or more. The combined wavelengths are carried over a single pair of fibers; another multiplexer at the far end of the fiber link reverses the process and provides the original data streams. There are many important characteristics to consider when designing a DWDM system. One of the most obvious design points is the largest total number of channels (largest total amount of data) supported over the multiplexed fiber optic network. Typically, one wavelength is required to support a data stream; duplex data streams may require two different wavelengths in
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each direction or may use the same wavelength for bi-directional transmission. As we will discuss shortly, additional channel capacity may be added to the network using a combination of WDM and other features, including TDM and wavelength reuse. Wavelength reuse refers to the product’s ability to reuse the same wavelength channel for communication between multiple locations; this increases the number of channels in the network. For example, consider a ring with 3 different locations A, B, and C. Without wavelength reuse, the network would require one wavelength to communicate between sites A and C, and another wavelength to communicate between sites B and C, or two wavelength channels total. With wavelength reuse, the first and second sites may communicate over one wavelength, then the second and third sites may reuse the same wavelength to communicate rather than requiring a new wavelength. Thus, the second wavelength is now available to carry other traffic in the network. Wavelength reuse is desirable because it allows the product to increase the number of physical locations or data channels supported on a ring without increasing the number of wavelengths required; a tradeoff is that systems with wavelength reuse cannot offer protection switching on the reused channels. Time Division Multiplexing (TDM) is another way in which some WDM products increase the number of channels on the network. Multiple data streams share a common fiber path by dividing it into time slots, which are then interleaved onto the fiber as illustrated in Fig. 5.4. TDM acts as a
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Fig. 5.4



Example of time division multiplexing 3 ESCON data frames.
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front-end for WDM by combining several low data rate channels into a higher data rate channel; because the higher data rate channel only requires a single wavelength of the WDM, this method provides for increased numbers of low-speed channels. As an example, if the maximum data rate on a WDM channel is 1 Gbit/s then it should be possible to TDM up to 4 channels over this wavelength, each with a bit rate of 200 Mbit/s, and still have some margin for channel overhead and other features. The TDM function may be offered as part of a separate product, such as a data switch, that interoperates with the wavelength multiplexer; preferably, it would be integrated into the WDM design. Some products only support TDM for selected telecommunications protocols such as SONET; in fact, the telecom protocols are designed to function in a TDM-only network, and can easily be concatenated at successively faster data rates. However, since WDM technology can be made protocol independent, it is desirable for the TDM to also be bit-rate and protocol-independent, or at least be able to accommodate other than SONET-based protocols. This is sometimes referred to as being “frequency agile.” Note that while a pure TDM network requires that the maximum bit rate continue to increase in order to support more traffic, a WDM network does not require the individual channel bit rates to increase. Depending on the type of network being used, a hybrid TDM and WDM solution may offer the best overall cost performance; however, TDM alone does not scale as well as WDM. A comparison of the two multiplexing approaches is given in Fig. 5.5. Another way to measure the capacity of the multiplexer is by its maximum bandwidth, which refers to the product of the maximum number of channels and the maximum data rate per channel. For example, a product that supports up to 16 channels, each with a maximum data rate of 1.25 Gigabit per second (Gbps), has a maximum bandwidth of 20 Gbps. Note that the best way to measure bandwidth is in terms of the protocolindependent channels supported on the device; some multiplexersmay offer very large bandwidth, but only when carrying well-behaved protocols such as SONET or SDH, not when fully configured with a mixture of datacom and telecom protocol adapters. Another way to measure the multiplexer’s performance is in terms of the maximum number of protocol-independent, full-duplex wavelength channels that can be reduced to a single channel using wavelength multiplexing only. Some products offer either greater or fewer numbers of channels when used with options such as a fiber optic switch.
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Relative cost scaling for different multiplexing technologies



Number of Channels Fig. 5.5 Comparison of TDM and WDM scaling potential.



5.2.1. WDM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS Another important consideration in the design of WDM equipment is the number of multiplexing stages (or cards) required. It is desirable to have the smallest number of cards supporting a full range of datacom and telecom protocols. Generally speaking, a WDM device contains 2 optical interfaces, one for attachment of input or client signals (which may be protocol specific) and one for attachment of the WDM signals. Each client interface may require a unique adapter card; for example, some protocols require a physical layer that is based on an LED transmitter operating over 62.5-micron multimode fiber, others use short-wavelengthlasers with 50-micron multimode fiber, and still others require long wavelength lasers with single-mode fiber. Likewise, each channel on the WDM interface uses a different wavelength laser transmitter tuned to an ITU grid wavelength, and therefore requires a unique adapter card. Some designs place these 2 interfaces on a single card, which means that more cards are required to support the system; as an example, a product with 16 wavelength channels may require
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16 cards to support ESCON, 16 more to support ATM, and in general to support N channels with M protocols would require N * M cards. Typically N = 16 to 32 channels and M = 10 to 15 protocols, so this translates into greater total cost for a large system, greater cost in tracking more part numbers and carrying more spare cards in inventory, and possibly lower reliability (since the card with both features can be quite complex). This common card is sometimes known as a transponder, especially if it offers only optical input and output interfaces. An advantage of the transponder design is that all connections to the product are made with optical fiber; the backplane does not carry high-speed signals, and upgrades to the system can be made more easily by swapping adapter cards. However, a cross-connected high-bandwidth backplane is still a desirable feature to avoid backplane bus congestion at higher data rates and larger channel counts; furthermore, it provides the possibility of extending the backplane into rack-to-rack type interconnections using parallel optical interconnects. Another possible design point places the client interface and WDM interface on separate cards, and uses a common card on the client side to support many protocol types, so only 1 card for each protocol is required. Continuing our example, a product with 16 channels may support 10 different protocols; using the first design point discussed above this requires 160 cards, while the second design point requires only 16 cards, a significant simplification and cost savings. The tradeoff with this second design point is that more total cards may be required to populate the system, since 2 cards are required for every transponder, or in other words alarger footprintfor the same number of wavelength channels. In practice, a common client interface card may be configurable to support many different protocols by using optical adapters and attenuators at the interface, and making features such as retiming programmable for different data rates. This means that significantly less than 1 card per protocol is required; a maximum of 2-5 cards should be able to support the full range of networking protocols listed in Table 5.2. Note that WDM devices that do not offer native attachment of all protocols may require separate optical patch panels, strain relief, or other protection for the optical fibers; this may require additional installationspace and cost. Features such as adapters or patch panels that must be field installed also implies that a particular configuration cannot be fully tested before it reaches the end user location; field-installed components also tend to have lower reliability than factory built and installed components. For example, if a product supports ESCON protocols, a user should be able to plug an
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Table 5.2 Protocols Supported by WDM, Including Native Physical Layer Specificationsand Attachment Distances; MM = multimode fiber, SM = single-modefiber, TX = transmitter output, RX = receiver input, LX = long wavelength transmitter, SX = short wavelength transmitter Protocol type



Physical layer specification



Native attuch distance



ESCON/SBCON MM and Sysplex Timer MM



TX: -15 to -20.5 RX:-14 to -29



3km



ESCON/SBCON SM



TX: -3 to -8 RX: -3 to -28



20 km



FICON SM



TX: -3 to -8.5 Rx: -3 to -22



10 km



ATM 155 MM



TX: -14 to -19 RX: -14 to -30



2km



ATM 155 SM



TX: -8 to -15 RX: -8 to -32.5



10 km



FDDI MM



TX: -14 to -19 RX: -14 to -31.8



2 km



Gigabit Ethernet LX SM



TX: -14 to -20 RX: -17 to -31



5 km



Gig. EN SX MM



TX: -4 to -10 Rx: -17 to -31



550 meters



TX: -3 to -11 Rx: -3 to -20



10 km



(850 nm)



HiPerLinks for Parallel Sysplex and GDPS



ESCON duplex connector directly into the product as delivered, without requiring adapters for the optical connectors. Note that some ad hoc industry standards such as the Parallel Sysplex architecture for coupling mainframe computers have very specific performance requirements, and may not be supported on all DWDM platforms; recently published technical data from a refereed journal is a good reference to determine which protocols have been tested in a given application; there may also be other network design
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considerations, such as configuring a total network solution in which the properties of the subtended equipment are as well understood as those of the DWDM solution. There are several emerging technologies that may help address these design points in the near future. One example is wavelength tunable or agile lasers, whose output wavelength can be adjusted to cover several possible wavelengths on the ITU grid. This would mean that fewer long wavelength adapter cards or transponders would be required; even if the wavelength agile laser could be tuned over only 2 ITU grid wavelengths,this would still cut the total number of cards in half. Another potentially useful technology is pluggable optical transceivers, such as the gigabit interface converter (GBIC) package or emerging pluggable small form factor transceivers. This could mean that an adapter card would be upgradable in the field, or could be more easily repaired by simply changing the optical interface; this reduces the requirement to keep large numbers of cards as field spares in case of failure. Also, a pluggable interface may be able to support the full physical layer of some protocols, including the maximum distance, without the need for optical attenuators, patch panels, or other connections; the tradeoff for this native attachment is that changing the card protocol would require swapping the optical transceiver on the adapter card. Using currently available technology, it is much easier to implement ITU grid lasers and optical amplifiers at C-band wavelengths than at L-band wavelengths.Hence, some implementations use tighter wavelength spacing in order to fit 32 or more channels in C-band; the scalability of this approach remains open to question. Other approaches available today make use of L-band wavelength and larger inter-wavelength spacing, and can be more easily scaled to larger wavelength counts in the future. Performance of the multiplexer’s optical transfer function (OTF), or characterization of the allowable optical power ripple as a function of wavelength, is an important parameter in both C-band and L-band systems. 5.2.2. NETWORK TOPOLOGIES



Conventional SONET networks are designed for the WAN and are based on reconfigurable ring topologies, while most datacom networks function as switched networks in the LAN and point-to-point in the WAN or MAN. There has been a great deal of work done on optimizing nationwide WANs for performance and scalability, and interfacing them with suitable LAN and MAN topologies; WDM plays a key role at all three network levels,
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and various traffic engineering approaches will be discussed later in this chapter. Despite the protocol independent nature of WDM technology, many WDM products targeted at telecom carriers or local exchange carriers (LECs) were designed to carry only SONET or SDH compatible traffic. Prior to the introduction of WDM, it was not possible to run other protocols over a ring unless they were compatible with SONET frames; WDM has made it possible to construct new types of protocol-independent network topologies. For the first time, datacom protocols such as ESCON may be configured into WDM rings, including hubbed rings (a central node communicating with multiple remote nodes), dual hubbed rings (the same as a single hub ring except that the hub is mirrored into another backup location), meshed rings (any-to-any or peer-to-peer communication between nodes on a rhg), and linear optical adddrop multiplexing (OADM) or socalled “opened rings” (point-to-point systems with adddrop of channels at intermediate points along the link in addition to the endpoints). These topologies are illustrated in Fig. 5.6. Note that since the DWDM network is protocol independent, care must be taken to construct networks that are functionally compatible with the attached equipment; as an example, it is possible to build a DWDM ring with attached Fibre Channel equipment that does not comply with recommended configurations such as Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop. Other network implementations are also possible; for example, some metro WDM equipment offers a 2-tier ring consisting of a dual fiber ring and a separate, dedicated fiber link between each node on the ring to facilitate network management and configuration flexibility (also known as a “dual homing” architecture).



5.2.3. DISTANCE AND REPEATERS It is desirable to support the longest distance possible without repeaters between nodes in a WDM network. Note that the total supported distance for a WDM system may depend on the number of channels in use; adding more channels requires additional wavelength multiplexing stages, and the optical fibers can reduce the available link budget. The available distance is also a function of the network topology; WDM filters may need to be configured differently, depending on whether they form an optical seam (configuration that does not allow a set of wavelengths to propagate into the next stage of the network) or optical bypass (configuration that permits wavelengths to pass through into the rest of the network). Thus, the total distance and available link loss budget in a point-to-point network may be different from the
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(b)



Fig. 5.6 WDM network topologies (a) point-to-point (b) hubbed ring.



distance in a ring network. The available distance is typically independent of data rate up to around 2 Gbit/s; at higher data rates, dispersion may limit the achievable distances. This should be kept in mind when installing a new WDM system that is planned to be upgraded to significantly higher data rates in the future. The maximum available distance and link loss may also be reduced if optional optical switches are included in the network for protection purposes. In some cases, it is possible to concatenate or cascade WDM networks together to achieve longer total distances; for example, by
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(4 Fig. 5.6 Continued (c) dual hubbed ring (d) meshed ring.
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(e) Fig. 5.6 Continued (e) linear optical add/drop multiplexer (OADM).



daisy chaining two point-to-point networks the effective distance can be doubled (if there is a suitable location in the middle of the link). Better performance in concatenated applications is usually achieved with channels that retime the data; data retiming is a desirable property, because it improves the signal fidelity and reduces noise and jitter. There are three levels of functionality, namely Retiming (removes timing jitter to improve clock recovery at the receiver), Reshaping (removes pulse shape distortion such as that caused by dispersion), and Regeneration (ensures the outgoing signal has sufficient power to reach its next destination). Devices that support only the first two are known as “2R’ repeaters, while devices that support all three are called “3R’ repeaters. Generally speaking, longer distances and better data fidelity are possible using 3R repeaters; however, this class of repeaters must be configured in either software, hardware, or both to recognize at least the data rate on the link. Care must be taken to keep the advantages of a protocol-independent design when configuring a 3R repeater. Some WDM devices may also support longer distances using optical amplifiers in either pre-amp, post-amp, or mid-span configurations. Recently, record-breaking terabit per second point-to-point transmission in systems over more than 2000 km has been reported [7] based on dispersion-managed nonlinear transmission techniques, without the need for signal regeneration devices, using only linear optical amplifiers. However, if we extend our discussion to consider terrestrial photonic networks with dynamic routing capability, more sophisticated regeneration schemes could be necessary in order to compensate for signal quality discrepancies between high data rate WDM channels, which could be routed at different times over variable distances. Although classical optoelectronic regenerators as used in the modern telecommunication industry constitute an attractive solution to this problem for single-channel, single-data-rate transmission, it is not yet clear whether they could also serve as a cost-effective solution for a
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rapidly growing broadband WDM network. All-optical regenerators based on components that can process low as well as high bit rate signals could be an interesting alternative. Signal degeneration in fiber systems arises from various sources, including amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) due to optical amplifiers, pulse spreading due to group velocity dispersion (GVD) (which can be corrected in principle through passive dispersion compensation schemes), polarization mode dispersion (PMD), and other nonlinear effects such as Ken effect signal distortion and jitter for data rates above 10 Gbit/s. If timing jitter is negligible, simple amplification and reshaping processes are usually enough to maintain signal quality over long distances by preventing the accumulation of noise and distortion. Many repeaters convert the WDM optical signal to an electrical signal, then back into an optical signal for re-transmission; however, various schemes for all-optical 2R and 3R repeaters have been suggested. A 2R regenerator consists mainly of a linear amplifier (which may be an optical amplifier) followed by a data-driven nonlinear optical gate (NLOG), which modulates a low-noise continuous light source. If the gate transmission vs. signal intensity characteristicsyield a thresholding or limiting behavior, then the signal extinction ratio can be improved and ASE noise can be partially reduced; in addition, accumulated signal chirp can be compensated. In some cases timing jitter is also a concern, for example, due to cross-phase modulation in WDM systems or pulse edge distortions due to the finite response times of nonlinear analog signal processing devices (wavelengthconverters).In these cases, 3R regeneration may be necessary. The basic structure of an optical 3R regenerator consists of an amplifier (which may be optical), a clock recovery function to provide a jitter-free short pulse clock signal, and a data-driven nonlinear optical gate that modulates this clock signal. The core function of the optical regenerators is thus a nonlinear gate featuring signal extinction ratio enhancement and noise reduction. Such gates can be either optical in nature (as in the case of proposed all-optical repeaters) or electronic (as in the case of hybrid optical-to-electrical conversion-baseddevices). Semiconductor-based gates are much more compact than fiber-based devices. It is also possible to further subdivide this class of semiconductor devices into passive devices, such as saturable absorbers, and active devices, such as semiconductor optical amplifiers that require an electricalpower supply. For optical 3R regeneration, a synchronous jitter-free clock stream must be recovered from the incident signal [8]. Many solutions to this problem have been reported, and it would be beyond the scope of this chapter to describe them all.
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Although 2R regenerators are attractive because of their relative simplicity, it is not clear whether they will be adequate above 10 Gbit/s data rates since this would require components with very short transition time responses. 5.2.4. LATENCY



DWDM devices also function as channel extenders, allowing many datacom protocols to reach previously impossible distances (50-100 km or more). Combined with optical amplifier technology, this has led some industry analysts to proclaim “the death of distance,” meaning connection distances should no longer pose a serious limitation in optical network design. However, in many real-world applications, it is not sufficient to simply extend a physical connection; performance of the attached datacom equipment must also be considered. Latency, or propagation delay due to extended distances, remains a formidable problem for optical data communication. The effects of latency are often protocol specific or device specific. For example, using DWDM technology it is possible to extend an ESCON channel to well over 50 km. However, many ESCON control units and DASD are synchronous, and exhibit timing problems at distances beyond about 43 km. Some types of asynchronous DASD overcome this limitation; however, performance of the ESCON protocol also degrades with distance. Due to factors such as the buffer size on an ESCON channel interface card and the relatively large number of acknowledgments or handshakes required to complete a data block transfer (up to 6 or more), ESCON begins to exhibit performance drop at around 9 km on a typical channel, which grows progressively worse at longer distances. For example, at 23 km a typical ESCON channel has degraded from a maximum throughput of 17.5 MByte/s to about 10 MByte/s; if the application is a S A N trying to back up a petabyte database, the time required to complete a full backup operation increases significantly. This problem can be addressed to some degree by using more channels (possibly driving the need for a multiplexer to avoid fiber exhaust) or larger data block sizes, and is also somewhat application dependent. Other protocols, such as FICON, can be designed to perform much better at extended distances. A further consideration is the performance of the attached computer equipment. For example, consider the effect of a 10-km duplex channel with 100 microseconds round-trip latency. A fast PC running at 500 MHz clock rate would expend 50,000 clock cycles waiting for the attached device to respond, while a mainframe executing 1000 MIPS could expend over
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100,000instruction cycles in the same amount of time. The effect this may have on the end user depends on factors such as the application software; we have noted in Vol. 1, Chapter 7 some of the effects this latency can have on the performance of a Parallel Sysplex under similar conditions. As another example, there is tremendous activity in burst mode routing and control traffic for next-generation Internet (NGI) applications. In many cases, it is desirable for data to be transported from one point in the network to one or more other points in the least possible time. For some applications the time sensitivity is so important that minimum delay is the overriding factor for all protocol and equipment design decisions. A number of schemes have been proposed to meet this requirement, including both signaling based and equipment intensive solutions employing network interface units (NIUs) and optical crossbar switches (OXBS). In order to appreciate the impetus for designing burst mode switching networks, it is useful to consider the delays that are encountered in wide area data networks such as the Internet. For example, it takes 20.5 ms for light to travel from San Francisco to New York City in a straight line through an optical fiber, without considering any intervening equipment or a realistic route. Many transmission protocols require that data packets traverse the network only after a circuit has been established; the setup phase in TCPLIP, for example, involves 3 network traversals (sending a SYNpacket, responding with an ACK, and completing the procedure with another ACK) before any data packets can be sent. While this helps ensurereliable data transport, it also guarantees a minimum network delay of more than 80 ms before data can be received. For some applications this may be an unnecessary overhead to impose. One way to mitigate the impact of network setup time on packet latency is to pipeline the signaling messages. Two methods for accomplishing these time savings have been proposed [9, 101which allow the first packet delay to be reduced from 2 round trips to 1‘/z round trips; these schemes are currently undergoing field trials. Another paradigm for providing a burst mode switching capability using conventional equipment is to send a signaling packet prior to the actual data packet transmission, and transmitting the data while the setup is in progress. Some WDM systems have proposed using this approach [1 11, using a dedicated wavelength for signal control information, a burst storage unit in order to buffer packets when necessary, and an implementation-friendly link scheduling algorithm to ensure efficient utilization of the WDM channels. Another alternative is commonly known as “spoofing” the channel;the attached channel extension equipment will be configured to send acknowledgments prior to actually delivering the data.
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While this reduces latency and improves performance, it also makes the assumption that data can be delivered very reliably on the optical link; if there is a transmission problem after the attached channels have received their acknowledgment of successful delivery, the error recovery problem becomes quite difficult. Although this approach has been implemented in commercial devices, it has not been widely accepted because of the potential data integrity exposures inherent in the design. In many optical networks, cross-connect switches are employed, which act like electronically reconfigurable patch panels. The cross-connect changes its switching state in response to external control information, such as from an outband signal in the data network. The alternative to signaled data transmission is data switching using header information. This is somewhat different from a typical ESCON or Gigabit Ethernet switch, which performs optical to electrical conversion, reads the data header, sets the switch accordingly, and then reconverts the data to the optical domain for transmission (sometimes retiming the signal to remove jitter in the process). An example of outband switching networks has been demonstrated [12]; in the approach, a data packet is sent simultaneously with a header that contains routing information. The headers are carried along with the data, but out of band, using subcarrier multiplexing or different wavelengths. At switch nodes inside the network, the optical signal is sampled just prior to entering a short fiber delay line. While most of the signal is being delayed, a fast packet processing engine determines the correct state of the switching fabric, based on the incoming header and a local forwarding table. The switch fabric is commanded to enter a net state just before the packet exits the delay line and enters the switch. This method provides the lowest possible latency for packet transmission and removes the task of pre-calculating the arrival time of burst mode data packets. 5.2.5. PROTECTION AND RESTORATION



Backup fiber protection or restoration refers to the multiplexer’s ability to support a secondary fiber path for redundancy in case of a fiber break or equipment failure. The most desirable is so-called “1 + 1” SONETtype protection switching, the standard used by the telecom industry, in which the data is transmitted along both the primary and backup paths simultaneously, and the data switches from the primary to the backup path within 50 ms. (This is the SONET industry standard for voice communications; while it has been commonly adopted by protocol-independentWDM
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devices, the effects of switching time on the attached equipment depends on the application, as in the previous discussion of latency effects.) There are different meanings for protection, depending on whether the fiber itself or the fiber and electronics are redundant. In general, a fully protected system includes dual redundant cards and electrical paths for the data within the multiplexer, so that traffic is switched from the primary path to the secondary path not only if the fiber breaks, but also if a piece of equipment in the multiplexer fails. A less sophisticated but more cost-effective option is the so-called fiber trunk switch, which simply switches from the primary path to the backup path if the primary path breaks. Not all trunk switches monitor the backup path as 1 1 switches do, so they can run the risk of switching traffic to a path that is not intact (some trunk switches provide a so-called “heartbeat” function, sending a light pulse down the backup path every second or so to establish that the backup link remains available). Trunk switches are also slower, typically taking from 100 ms to as much as 2 seconds to perform this switchover; this can be disruptive to data traffic. There are different types of switches; a unidirectional switch will only switch the broken fiber to its backup path (for example, if the transmit fiber breaks, then the receive fiber will not switch at the same time). By contrast, a bidirectional switch will move both the transmit and receive links if only one of the fibers is cut. Some types of datacom protocols can only function properly in a bidirectional switches environment because of timing dependencies on the attached equipment; the link may be required to maintain a constant delay for both the transmit and received signal in a synchronous computer system, for example. Some switches will toggle between the primary and secondary paths searching for a complete link, while others are non-revertive and will not return to the primary path once they have switched over. It is desirable to have the ability to switch a network on demand from the network management console, or to lock the data onto a single path and prevent switching (for example, during link maintenance). Another desirable switching feature is the ability to protect individual channels on aper channel basis as the application requires; this is preferable to the “all or none” approach of trunk switches, which require that either all channels be protected, or no channels be protected. Hybrid schemes using both trunk switching and 1 1protection are generally not used, as they require some means of establishing a priority of which protection mechanism will switch first and they defeat the purpose of the lower cost trunk switch. Other features such as dual redundant power supplies and cooling units with
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concurrent maintenance (so-called “hot swappable” components, which can be replaced without powering down the device) should also be part of a high-reliability installation. Another desirable property is self-healing, which means that in the event of a fiber break or equipment failure the surviving network will continue to operate uninterrupted. This may be accomplished by re-routing traffic around the failed link elements; some form of protection switching or bypass switching can restore a network in this manner. In a larger network consisting of multiple cross-connects or add/drop multiplexers, there are two approaches to producing optical self-healing networks [13]. One is to configure a physical-mesh topology network with optical cross connects (OXCs), and the other is to configure a physical ring topology network with optical adddrop multiplexers (OADMs, or WDM ADMs). Ring topology based optical self-healing networks are generally preferred as a first step because of the lower cost of OADMs compared with OXCs; also the protection speed in a ring topology is much faster, and the OADM is more transparent to data rate and format. Eventually, in future photonic networks, multiple optical self-healing rings may be constructed with emerging large-scale OXCs. New architectures have also been proposed, such as bi-directional wavelength path-switched ring (BWPSR), which uses bidirectional wavelength-based protection and a wavelength-based protection trigger self-healing ring network [14].



5.2.6. NETWORK MANAGEMENT Some DWDM devices offer minimal network management capabilities, limited to a bank of colored lamps on the front panel; others offer sophisticated IP management and are configured similar to a router or switch. IP devices normally require attached PCs for setup (defining IP addresses, etc.) and maintenance; some can have a “dumb terminal” attachment to an IP device which simplifies the setup, but offers no backup or redundancy if the IP site fails. Some devices offer minimal information about the network; others offer an in-band or out-band service channel that carries management traffic for the entire network. When using IP management, it is important to consider the number of network gateway devices (typically routers or switches) that may be attached to the DWDM product and used to sendmanagement data and alarms to a remote location. More gateways are desirable for greater flexibility in managing the product. Also, router protocols such as Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) and Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
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are desirable because they are more flexible than “static” routers; OSPF can be used to dynamically route information to multiple destinations. Many types of network management software are available-in datacom applications, these are often based on standard SNMP protocols supported by many applications such as HP Openview, CA Unicenter, and Tivoli Netview. IP network management can be somewhat complex, involving considerations such as the number of IP addresses, number of gateway elements, resolving address conflicts in an IP network, and others. Telecom environments will often use the TL-1 standard command codes, either menu-driven or from a command line interface, and may require other management features to support a legacy network environment; this may include CLEI codes compatible with the TERKS system used by the telecommunications industry and administered by Telcordia Corp., formerly Bell Labs [15]. User-friendly network management is important for large DWDM networks, and facilitates network troubleshooting and installation. Many systems require one or more personal computers to run network management applications; network management software may be provided with the DWDM, or may be required from another source. It is desirable to have the PC software pre-loaded to reduce time to installation (TTI), pre-commissioned and pre-provisioned with the user’s configuration data, and tested prior to shipment to ensure it will arrive in working order. Finally, note that some protocol-specific WDM implementations also collect network traffic statistics, such as reporting the number of frames, SCSI readwrite operations, Mbytes payload per frame, loss of sync conditions, and code violations (data errors). Optical management of WDM may also include various forms of monitoring the physical layer, including average optical power per channel and power spectral density, in order to proactively detect near end-of-life components or optimize performance in amplified WDM networks. 5.2.7. NONLINEAR EFFECTS AND OPTICAL AMPLIFIERS FOR WDM The interaction of light with the optical fiber material is typically very small, particularly at low optical power levels. However, as the level of optical power in the fiber is increased nonlinear effects can become significant; this is especially important for long-distance fiber links, which provide the opportunity for smaller effects to build up over distance. Because WDM involves transmitting many optical signals over a common fiber, nonlinear
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Fig. 5.7 Example of four wave mixing (FWM)in WDM networks with 2 channels and with 3 channels.



effects in the link can become significant. In an optical communication system, nonlinear effects can induce transmission errors that place fundamental limits on system performance, in much the same fashion as attenuation or dispersion effects. At the same time, some important components such as amplifiers for extended distance WDM systems rely on nonlinear effects for their operation. One of the most common nonlinear interactions is known as “four wave mixing” (FWM), which occurs when two or more optical signals propagate in the same direction along a common single-mode fiber. As illustrated in Fig. 5.7, optical signals in the fiber can mix to produce new signals at wavelengths that are spaced at the same intervals as the original signals. The effect can also occur between three or more signals, making the overall effect quite complex. FWM increases exponentially with signal power, and becomes greater as the channel spacing is reduced; in particular, it is a concern with dense wavelength division multiplexing systems. If WDM channels are evenly spaced, then the spurious FWM signals will appear in adjacent wavelength channels and act as noise. One method of dealing with this problem is to space the channels unevenly to reduce the effect of added noise on adjacent channels; however, FWM still removes some optical power from the desired signal levels. Because FWM is caused by signals that remain in phase with each other over a significant propagation distance, the effect is stronger for lasers with a long coherence length. Also, FWM is strongly influenced by chromatic dispersion -because dispersion ensures that different signals do not stay in phase with each other for very long, it acts to reduce the effect of FWM. Another nonlinear optical phenomena is known as frequency chuping, or inducing a linear frequency sweep in an optical pulse. Until now, we have
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assumed that the refractive index of the fiber core is a constant, independent of the optical power. Actually, sufficiently high optical power levels can affect the material properties of the glass and induce small changes in the refractive index. The frequency c h q is generated by self-phase modulation, which arises from the interaction of the propagating light and the intensity dependent portion of the fiber’s refractive index [ 171. Because these effects are caused by the propagating signal itself, they are known as carrier-induced phase modulation (CIP). The fiber’s refractive index can be expressed as follows: 121



= 1110



+ n12Z(t>



(5.1)



where nl0 is the refractive index under low optical power conditions (for this case n 1 = n lo), Z ( t ) is the intensity profile of the propagating light, and 1112 is a positive material constant [17]. The propagation constant is then given by
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where the constant r represents a collection of terms [17]. The phase of the optical pulse now becomes



z
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where z is the propagation distance. The instantaneous frequency of the light is thus proportional to the negative time derivative of the intensity profile,



wi = d v / d t = 00 - r d Z ( t ) / d t



(5.4)



and the properties of the resulting chirp depend on the time-varying light intensity; €ormany pulse shapes including Gaussian, this results in a nonuniform frequency chirp. Another property of interest is the group velocity dispersion (GVD); this is calculated by expanding the propagation constant, k(w), about its center frequency and retaining the second-order derivative [18]. Optical fibers with positive GVD cause the frequency components to spread out as the light propagates along the fiber; by contrast, in a fiber with negative GVD the frequency components move closer together as the light propagates. The specific material properties of the fiber and the wavelength of light determine whether the GVD is positive or negative. The combined effects of self-phase modulation and GVD are called dispersive self-phase modulation; this effect has applications in optical
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pulse compression systems [18]. When there are multiple signals at different wavelengths in the same fiber, nonlinear phase modulation in one signal can induce phase modulation of the other signals. This is known as cross-phase modulation; in contrast with other nonlinear effects, it does not involve power transfer between signals. Cross-phase modulation can introduce asymmetric spectral broadening and distortion of the pulse shapes. At higher optical power levels, nonlinear scattering may limit the behavior of a fiber optic link. The dominant effects are stimulated Raman and Brillouin scattering. When incident optical power exceeds a threshold value, significant amounts of light may be scattered from small imperfections in the fiber core or by mechanical (acoustic) vibrations in the transmission media. These vibrations can be caused by the high-intensity electromagnetic fields of light concentrated in the core of a single-mode fiber. Because the scattering process also involves the generation of photons, the scattered light can be frequency shifted [161. Put another way, we can think of the high-intensity light as generating a regular pattern of very slight differences in the fiber refractive index; this creates a moving diffraction grating in the fiber core, and the scattered light from this grating is Doppler shifted in frequency by about 11GHz. This effect is known as stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS); under these conditions, the output light intensity becomes nonlinear as well. Stimulated Brillouin scattering will not OCCUT below a critical optical power threshold, as discussed in Vol. 1, Chapter 7. Brillouin scattering has been observed in single-mode fibers at wavelengths greater than cutoff with optical power as low as 5 mW; it can be a serious problem in long-distance communication systems when the span between amplifiers is low and the bit rate is less than about 2 Gbit/s, in WDM systems up to about 10Gbit/s when the spectral width of the signal is very narrow, or in remote pumping of some types of optical amplifiers [ 161. In general, SBS is worse for narrow laser linewidths (and is generally not a problem for channel bandwidth greater than 100 MHz), wavelengths used in WDM (SBS is worse near 1550 nm than near 1300 nm), and higher signal power per unit area in the fiber core. The effects of these factors has been described in Vol. 1, Chapter 7. In cases where SBS could be a problem, the source linewidth can be intentionally broadened by using an external modulator or additional FW modulation on the laser injection current. However, this is a tradeoff against long-distance transmission, since broadening the linewidth also increases the effects of chromatic dispersion. When the scattered light experiences frequency shifts outside the acoustic phonon range, due instead to modulation by impurities or molecular
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vibrations in the fiber core, the effect is known as stimulated Raman scattering (SRS). The mechanism is similar to SBS, and scattered light can occur in both the forward and backward directions along the fiber; the effect will not occur below a threshold optical power level as noted in Vol. 1, Chapter 7. As a rule of thumb, the optical power threshold for Raman scattering is about three times larger than for Brillouin scattering. Another good rule of thumb is that SRS can be kept to acceptable levels if the product of total power and total optical bandwidth is less than 500 GHz-W. This is quite a lot. For example, consider a 10-channel DWDM system with standard wavelength spacing of 1.6 nm (200 GHz). The bandwidth becomes 200 x 10 = 2000 GHz, so the total power in all 10 channels would be limited to 250 mW in this case (in most DWDM systems, each channel will be well below 10 mW for other reasons such as laser safety considerations). In single-mode fiber, typical thresholds for Brillouin scattering are about 10 mW and for Raman scattering about 35 mW, these effects rarely occur in multimode fiber, where the thresholds are about 150 mW and 450 mW, respectively. In general, the effect of SRS becomes greater as the signals are moved further apart in wavelength (within some limits); this introduces a tradeoff with FWM, which is reduced as the signal spacing increases. Optical amplifiers can also be constructed using the principle of SRS; if a pump signal with relatively high power (half a watt or more) and a frequency 13.2THz higher than the signal frequency is coupled into a sufficiently long length of fiber (about 1 km), then amplification of the signal will occur. Unfortunately, more efficient amplifiers require that the signal and pump wavelengths be spaced by almost exactly the Raman shift of 13.2 THz, otherwise the amplification effect is greatly reduced. It is not possible to build high-power lasers at arbitrary signal wavelengths; one possible solution is to build a pump laser at a convenient wavelength, then wavelength shift the signal by the desired amount [16]. However, another good alternative to SRS amplifiers is the widely used erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFA). These allow the amplification of optical signals along their direction of travel in a fiber, without the need to convert back and forth from the electrical domain. While there are other types of optical amplifiers based on other rare earth elements such as praseodymium (Pd) or neodymium (Nd), and even some optical amplifiers based on semiconductor devices, the erbium-doped amplifiers are the most widely used because of their maturity and good performance at wavelengths of interest near 1550 nm. An EDFA operates on the same principle as an optically pumped laser; it consists of a relatively short (about 10 meters) section of fiber doped
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with a controlled amount of erbium ions. When this fiber is pumped at high power (10 to 300 mW) with light at the proper wavelength (either 980 nm or 1480 nm) the erbium ions absorb the light and are excited to a higher energy state. Another incident photon around 1550 nm wavelength will cause stimulated emission of light at the same wavelength, phase, and direction of travel as the incident signal. EDFAs are often characterized by their gain coefficient, defined as the small signal gain divided by the pump power. As the input power is increased, the total gain of the EDFA will slowly decrease; at some point, the EDFA enters gain saturation, and further increases to the input power cease to result in any increase in output power. Because the EDFA does not distort the signal, unlike electronic amplifiers, it is often used in gain saturation. The gain curve of a typical EDFA as a function of wavelength is shown in Fig. 5.8; note that the gain at 1560 nm is about twice as large as the gain at 1540 nm. This can be a problem when operating WDM systems; some channels will be strongly amplified and dominate over other channels that are lost in the noise.



Wavelength (nm) Fig. 5.8 Gain vs wavelength for a typical erbium-dopedoptical amplifier.
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Furthermore, a significant complication with EDFAs is that their gain profile changes with input signal power levels; so, for example, in a WDM system the amplifier response may become nonuniform (different channels have different effective gain) when channels are added or dropped from the fiber. This requires some form of equalization to achieve a flat gain across all channels. There has been a great deal of research in this area; some proposals include adding an extra WDM channel locally at the EDFA to absorb excess power (gain clamping), and manipulating either the fiber doping or core structure. Another concern with EDFAs is that some of the excited erbium undergoes spontaneous emission, which can create light propagating in the same direction as the desired signal. This random light is amplified and acts as background noise on the fiber link; the effect is known as amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). Since ASE can be at the same wavelength as the desired signal, it may be difficult to filter out; furthermore, ASE accumulates in systems with multiple amplifier stages and is proportional to the amplifier gain. Other nonlinear effects can be used to produce useful devices by changing the properties of the fiber itself; one of the most common examples is fiber Bragg gratings. When an optical fiber is exposed to ultraviolet light, the fiber’s refractive index is changed; if the fiber is then heated or annealed for a few hours, the index changes can become permanent. This phenomena is called photosensitivity [19,20]. The magnitude of the index change depends on many factors, including the irradiation wavelength, intensity, and total dose, the composition and doping of the fiber core, and any materials processing done either prior or subsequent to irradiation. In germanium-doped single-mode fibers, index differences between and have been obtained. Using this effect, periodic diffraction gratings can be written in the core of an optical fiber. This was first achieved by interference between light propagating along the fiber and its own reflection from the fiber endface [21]; this is known as the internal writing technique and the resulting gratings are known as Hill gratings. Another approach is the transverse holographic technique, in which the fiber is irradiated from the side by two beams which intersect at an angle within the fiber core. Gratings can also be written in the fiber core by irradiating the fiber through a phase mask with a periodic structure. These techniques can be used to write fiber Bragg gratings in the fiber core; such gratings reflect light in a narrow bandwidth centered around the Bragg wavelength, AB, which is given by
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where A is the spatial period, or pitch, of the periodic index variations and Neffis the effective refractive index for light propagating in the fiber core. There are many applications for fiber Bragg gratings in optical communications and optical sensors, such as tapped optical delay lines, filters, multiplexers, optical strain gauges, and others (an extensive review is provided in ref. 22,23). Fiber Bragg gratings function in reflection, while many applications require a transmission effect; this conversion is accomplished using an optical circulator, a Michaelson or Mach-Zender interferometer, or a Sagnac loop [24]. Fiber Bragg gratings can be used to multiplex and demultiplex wavelengths in a WDM system, or to fabricate adddrop filters within the optical fibers that offer very low insertion loss; they can also be used in various dispersion compensation schemes. These devices represent a promising new technology for future commercial WDM applications.



5.3. Commercial WDM Systems Many commercial DWDM products in use today have been developed for the telecommunication and data communications market; there are also a number of testbeds and service trials underway, and new products or technologies are being proposed at a rapid pace. Some examples include the MultiWave WDM terminal from Ciena Corp., which accommodates up to 16 OC-48 channels and will soon be upgradable to more than 32 channels, and the WaveMux from Pirelli, which handles up to 10 OC-192 channels or 32 OC-48 channels. There is also a unique implementation of WDM using free-space optics, the Lucent OptiAir (a free space 4-channel wavelength multiplexed communication link, for applications where physical fiber connections are not practical, such as communication with ships at dock in a seaport). Several other corporations are also investigating applications of WDM, including the ESPRIT program in Europe, the Optical Network Technology Consortium, the All Optical Network Consortium, the MONET consortium led by AT&T, and others [25]. In particular, the MONET project is a multi-vendor governmentsponsored network consortium and testbed for future WDM systems [26]. While its capabilities and applications continue to evolve, we can discuss a recent snapshot of the network as an example of how WDM is being evaluated for future networking applications. The MONET network in Washington, D.C. consists of a pair of two fiber rings denoted as the east and west ring. The east ring is provided and maintained by Lucent Technologies. This ring consists of two wavelength selective cross-connects located
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at the Laboratory for Telecommunication Sciences at the National Security Agency and the Naval Research Laboratory, one wavelength add/drop multiplexer at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and two wavelength amplifiers in the Bell Atlantic central office. The west ring is provided by Tellium and managed by Telcordia Technologies. This ring consists of three wavelength ADMs at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency/Information Systems Institute, Defense Information Systems Agency, and Defense IntelligenceAgency, as well as four wavelength amplifiers in the Bell Atlantic central offices. Bell Atlantic provides the in-ground fiber infrastructure for the network. The whole network is controlled and managed by Telcordia Technologies’ CORBA-based network control and management (NC&M) system, which runs on the ATM network at OC-3c rates over a supervisory wavelength channel at 1510nm. The Lucent switching fabric is based on lithium niobate devices and is thus protocol transparent. The Tellium ADMs are based on wavelength transponders and transceivers using O/E/O conversion and an electrical switching fabric. Thus, the west ring is opaque and has wavelength interchange capability. The west ring has 4 modes of transmission; OC-3,OC-12,0C-48, and optical signal (OSIG) mode, which is used to transmit non-SONET rate signals up to 2.5 Gbit/s without timing recovery during the O/E/O conversion. Many experimentshave been conducted on this network; for example, recently it was used to test the long-distance transmission capabilities of Gigabit Ethernet in OSIG mode [26]. This was accomplished using two Pentium I1 workstations as test hosts running short wave Gigabit Ethernet links to a switch, which was in turn configured into two virtual LANs ( V L A N s ) to prevent the hosts from bridging packets directly between them. Packets were thus forced over the Gigabit Ethernet LX ports into the WDM network. This work has demonstrated for the first time transport of Gigabit Ethernet packets directly over WDM for 1062 km; this suggests that this protocol, and probably also the Fibre Channel physical layer, can be used for WAN backbone transmission, bypassing the intermediate ATM/SONET protocol layers. Of course, performance issues remain to be resolved; using the jumbo frames defined in the Gigabit Ethernet standard, a maximum of about 9 Kbytes data block size is permitted, which is not large compared with Fibre Channel or ESCON block sizes. Thus, the role of Gigabit Ethernet in the SAN remains to be determined. MONET is an example of an active WDM WAN employing a multivendor environment. Some of the other WDM networking efforts currently
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underway deal with passive optical networks (PON) [27]; other research programs are underway to investigate new architectures for client-independent OTNs including IP over DWDM; one example is the EURESCOM project P9 18 [28]. Similarly, commercial WDM products offer a wide range of options. Coarse WDM products may consist of individual transceivers or multichip modules with built-in optical multiplexing functions. Most DWDM products are based on a fundamental building block, such as a card cage, which can be daisy-chained or scaled to accommodate more wavelength channels. Some building blocks are mounted in a standard 19- or 23-inch equipment rack, which is assembled in the field; others are pre-packaged as standalone boxes, which vary from large systems to smaller packages (the size of a large PC); the physical size of a WDM system depends on many factors, including the choice of design point, transponders vs. separate clienthetwork cards, use of small form factor optical transceivers, etc. In some cases, a smaller “satellite box” with only a few wavelengths or even a coarse WDM solution is deployed close to the end user premises, which feeds into a larger DWDM node some distance away on the WAN. Many different types of network management are offered, which may consist of a proprietary graphic user interface with protocol-specific performance monitoring to an industry standard SNMP approach or a TL-1 (per EIA standard 232) and CMISE interface which allows telco standard operations, administration, maintenance, and provisioning functions (OAM&P). Use of sub-rate TDM or CDMA, supported network topologies with different bandwidths depending on the configuration, number of channels over a single fiber or pair of fibers, and many other design choices contribute to the differences between commercially available WDM products. To further complicate matters, many WDM products are resold or rebranded by different companies offering a range of technical support and maintenance options. Given the rapid growth of this technology, it is not possible to comprehensively list all of the commercial products being introduced, or all of the research efforts currently underway to support future products. A sample of selected WDM companies and WAN backbone carriers is given in Table 5.3. Product marketing literature and claims of supported features should always be examined with care; potential users should evaluate the most recent technical information from prospective companies to find the best solution for a given application. Instead of attempting to give a detailed technical description of all the major commercial WDM product offerings, we will select one representative product to illustrate first-generation and
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Table 5.3 (a) partial, non-comprehensive list of commercial WDM device and equipment providers; for latest information on resale agreements and brand names, contact the companies listed below. Many new companies enter the WDM industry each year; this is not intended to be a comprehensive list, and does not imply any endorsement of the product or companies listed below; this informationis provided for referencepurposes only. All brand names listed below are registered trademarks of their respective parent companies. Adva Fiber Service Platform (also offered under various OEM and resale agreements over the past several years, including those with Canoga-Perkins (Lambda-Access or WA 8/16), Controlware, Hitachi, Centron, CNT or Computer Network Technologies (UltraNet Wave Multiplexer), Inrange, formerly General Signal Networks (OptiMux 9000), and Cisco (Metro 1500).The initial product offering was known as the OCM-8 (Optical Channel Multiplexer). Alcatel Networks WDM platform (backbone and OXC equipment) Astral Point ON 5000 optical access transmision system and Optical Services Architecture Avanex PowerMux DWDM devices BrightLink Networks (OXC equipment) Centerpoint Broadband Technologies (telecommunications equipment) Ciena Lightworks product line; MultiWave 1600, MultiWave Sentry 1600/4000, MultiWave Corestream, MultiWave CoreDirector, MultiWave EdgeDirector Cisco Metro 1500 product line, WaveMux 6400, TeraMux, Wavelength Router (ONS 15900 series) Corvis CorWave product family; Optical Network Gateway, Optical Amplifier, Optical Routing Switch, CorManager system Ericsson ERION (Ericsson Optical Networking) product line, including ERION Linear and FlexRing Finisar OptiCity metro DWDM product line Fujitsu (backbone and OXC equipment) IBM 2029 Fiber Saver (replaces the IBM 9729 optical wavelength division multiplexer; the 2029 is part of a joint development agreement with Nortel Networks) Juniper Networks (backbone equipment) Kestrel Solutions TalonMX optical frequency division multiplexer Lucent WaveStar product line; OLS 40G, OLS 80G, OLS 400G, TDM 2SG, TDM 10G, ADM 16/ 1, DACS 4/4/ 1, DVS, Bandwidth Manager, LambdaRouter
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Table 5.3 continued LuxN WavStation product line and Multiplex Channel Module (MCM) NEC (backbone and OXC equipment) Nortel Networks OPTera Metro 5200 Multiservice Platform, OPTera LH product line, and OPTera Connect Osicom GigaMux (a subsidiary,SorrentoNetworks, offers the EPC sub-rate TDM solution) Pirelli TeraMux product line Sycamore Networks SN 8000 Metro Core system, Intelligent Optical Network Node SN 8000, optical switch SN 16000 Tellabs Titan 6100 series WDM platform Tellium Aurora 32 and 512 product lines (backbone and OXC equipment) (b) major North American optical fiber network backbone carriers



AT&T Nortel MCI WorldCom Sprint Global Crossing Williams Qwest MC Level 3 GTE Enton (c) major European optical fiber network backbone carriers Interoute GTS Group Viatel Teleglobe Communications Energis COLT Carrier1 third-generation devices (fourth-generation ultra-dense WDM devices are not yet commercially available). For each of these typical devices, we will provide a detailed description of its components, packaging, and functionality; similar building blocks are used by other commercial products.
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5.3.1. FIRST-GENERATION WDM: THE IBM 9729 OPTICAL WAVELENGTH DIVISION MULTIPLEXER One example of a first-generation DWDM system is the IBM 9729 Optical Wavelength Division Multiplexer [ 1, 29, 301. The first WDM product developed specifically for the datacom industry, it became available as a special request product in 1993 and was released as a commercial product in 1996. The device is shown in Fig. 5.9; it allows the transmission of up to 10 full duplex links (20 independent data streams) over a single fiber. Using different adapter cards, a mixture of ESCON, Fibre Channel, FDDI, and ATM links can be plugged into the device, which is protocol independent. The data is remodulated using distributed feedback laser diodes with wavelengths spaced I nm apart near the 1550 nm region, in C-band only. The optical signals are then combined using a diffraction grating with embedded fiber pigtails, and coupled into a single-mode fiber; another unit at the far end of the link demultiplexes the signals.



Fig. 5.9 A pair of IBM 9729 optical wavelength division multiplexers.
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The maximum unrepeated distance for the 9729 is 50 km for data in the 200 Mbit/s range (such as ESCON or OC-3) with a 15 dB link budget, and 40 km for data in the 1 Gbit/s range (such as HiPerLinks) with a 12 dB link budget. Thus, the 9729 functions as a channel extender for most protocols, including ESCON, ETR, CLO, and HiPerLinks. Note that despite the low data rate of ETR links, they are limited to maximum distances of 40 km because of timing considerations. Proprietary signaling is used between a pair of 9729s to support OFC propagation beyond the 20-km limits imposed by the Fibre Channel Standard. For protection against a broken optical link between the units, an optional dual-fiber switch card is available, which consists of an optical switch and a second fiber link. The units automatically detect if the primary fiber link is broken, and switch operation to the secondary fiber within 2 seconds; this is not intended to provide continuous operation of the attached systems, only to restore the broken link capacity more quickly. The 9729s are managed through a serial data port, and can report their status or receive simple commands, such as switching to the second fiber link, from a personal computer or workstation running a software management package. A typical GDPS installation can be implemented by routing all point-topoint links between site 1 and site 2 over the 9729; testing and performance of this system have been described previously [3 11. Today, many large systems use point-to-point wavelength division multiplexingto reduce the total number of inter-site fiber optic links. However, there is considerable interest in extending this architecture into ring topologies, with additional features for data protection and management. In the following section, we describe an example of a next-generation DWDM system recently developed for GDPS and other datacom applications.



5.3.2. THIRD-GENERATION WDM: THE IBM 2029 FIBER SAVER (NORTEL OPTERA METRO 5200 MULTISERVICE PLATFORM) In February 2000, IBM announced a third-generation DWDM solution, the 2029 Fiber Saver, as a follow-on to the first generation 9729 technology [32,33]. This product is the result of a joint development relationship with Nortel Networks, and the 2029 is based on the same building blocks used in the Nortel Optera Metro 5200 MultiService Platform. The two products share a common set of hardware and software, although the 2029 supports only a pre-tested level of Optera hardware and code. While the Optera
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is provided as a standard telecom service provider package, the 2029 is repackaged by IBM with additional features, including turnkey installation with a pre-tested and configured PC, a class 1 laser eye safe cabinet for enterprise applications, integrated patch panels for native attachment of all datacom interfaces, and standard dual AC power supplies. For the sake of brevity, we will describe the design features of both products in this section, referring to the 2029 for our examples, and note those areas in which the two designs may be different. The 2029 is a fundamentally different network architecture from the 9729 and offers many additional features that make it a more modular, scaleable approach to DWDM. Each 2029 model contains up to 2 shelves mounted on a 19-inch rack inside a standard-size datacom cabinet, as illustrated in Fig. 5.10. The cabinet also contains standard dual redundant power supplies, an optical patch panel, and (if required) an Ethernet hub for managing inter-shelf communications. We will discuss each of these functions in detail. We will discuss the link budgets and distances in more detail shortly; for now, we note that they allow a maximum distance of 50 km in a point-to-point configuration. Although the individual ITU grid lasers used
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Fig. 5.10 The IBM 2029 Fiber Slaver.
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to achieve this distance meet international Class 1laser safety requirements, the multiplexed link carrying more than 16 wavelengths is Class 1in North America only; elsewhere it is a Class 3A device per IEC 825 standards. (For a discussion of laser safety standards, see Vol. 1, Chapter 7.) This is a standard requirement for all WDM systems supporting more than 16 wavelengths at this distance; the only way to avoid this and achieve worldwide class 1 operation of the entire link would be to either reduce the supported distance, reduce the number of wavelength channels, or implement some form of open fiber control interlock on all channels. (This use of OFC would not be industry standardized, and may introduce additional design tradeoffs related to loss of light propagation across the WDM network, especially for ring topologies.) Thus, an Optera system installed outside North America must be located in a locked room or similar environment with access restricted to individuals with appropriate laser safety training. However, the 2029 provides restricted access to this interface by means of a lockable cabinet, screw-down covers over the multiplexed fiber connections, appropriate safety labeling on the product, and supporting safety materials in the documentation; thus, the 2029 provides a self-contained laser safe environment and there are no restrictions on its installation outside North America. All of the interfaces for subtended equipment meet Class 1 laser safety requirements;a single client interface card supports many different protocols, so optical attenuators and adapters or hybrid fiber cables are required to attach datacom channels to the WDM device. The Optera provides plugin optical attenuators for this purpose, which are configured to a separate rack mountable patch panel. The 2029 uses attenuated fiber optic cables as described in Chapter 4, with the appropriate connector types available on a patch panel integrated into the enterprise cabinet. There is a 1 to 1mapping of interfaces on the patch panel to adapter cards in the shelves. A detailed view of the shelf is given in Fig. 5.11; it consists of a card cage that holds different types of adapters, a maintenance panel with power supply breakers and connections for monitoring and telemetry, some fiber slack management, a dual redundant cooling unit, and a tray containing the optical multiplexing (OMX) modules. Each OMX module is a passive device that can multiplex up to 4 optical wavelengths into one fiber path; the OMX modules are wavelength specific and are identified by their band (1 to 8). As shown in Fig. 5.12, the shelf contains up to 20 active circuit cards of 4 different types: 1 Shelf Processor (SP) card; .this is a programmable processor that does not handle data, but provides management information and IP
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2029 Shelf



Fig. 5.11 Detail of a 2029 shelf.



Shelf Layout
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Maintenance



Fig. 5.12 Card types in a 2029 shelf.



addressing for the shelf. The SP card monitors all circuit cards in the shelf, using feedback from each card to provide performance monitoring, software and configuration management, and alarm reporting. It has only an electrical connection to the shelf backplane, and always occupies slot 19.
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8 Optical Channel Interface (OCI) cards; these connect to the equipment to be multiplexed or demultiplexed through optical fiber attachments to the patch panel, and perform optical to electrical conversion of the data prior to multiplexing and electrical to optical conversion after demultiplexing. There are different types of OCI cards available; a low-speed card that supports single-mode protocols only up to a maximum data rate of 622 Mbit/s, a high-speed card that supports both multimode and single-mode protocols up to 1.25 Gbit/s, another high speed card that extends this range to 2.5 Gbit/s, a 4:1 TDM card that puts up to 4 signals at data rates of 270 Mbit/s or less over a single 1.25 Gbit/s wavelength channel, and a protocol-specific card for Parallel Sysplex coupling links. All of these operate at 1300-nm wavelength; a separate OCI card is available for short-wavelength (850-nm) operation. These cards are located in slots 5 to 8 and 11 to 14; they typically use SC duplex connectors, except for the 4TDM card, which uses MT-RJ interfaces. 8 Optical Channel Laser and Detector (OCLD) cards; these perform electrical to optical and optical to electrical conversion of the data onto the ITU grid long-wavelength lasers. There is a different OCLD for each wavelength; they are identified by wavelength band (1 to 8) and by channel (1 to 4). They must correspond to the wavelength of the OMX filters in the shelf. Specific channels have fixed locations in the shelf, occupying slots 1 to 4 and 18 to 15; they use a pair of FC optical connectors to attach to the OMX modules. 2 Optical Channel Manager (OCM) cards; these are dual redundant, and provide switching functions from the fully cross-connected backplane for backup protection switching of data. All of the data to be multiplexed flows through one or both OCM cards, which allow any OCI card to map to any OCLD in the same shelf. The OCM stores configuration and provisioning data, as well as copies of the IP address information for the shelf. The OCMs have fixed positions in slots 9 and 10, and have only an electrical connection to the shelf backplane. The shelf can be divided roughly in half, with channels corresponding to either the “east” or “west” side (while this designation has been adopted by many telecom serviceproviders, it does not carry any inherent meaning; the two paths can just as readily be referred to as North/South, RedLBlue, etc.). The two halves of the shelf act as dual redundant data paths in protected
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Fig. 5.13 2029 shelf traffic flow in base or unprotected mode.



or high availability mode. In unprotected or base mode, the data flow is as shown in Fig. 5.13; there are up to 8 duplex channels (OCI cards) per shelf, each with a corresponding OCLD. The output of each shelf is a single fiber link on the east and west sides, carrying a multiplex of up to 4 wavelengths. If there is a card failure, that channel is lost; if there is a fiber cut on either the east or west side, 4 channels are lost. By contrast, the protected or high availability configuration is shown in Fig. 5.14; in this case, only 4 channels are used, but the data is split after passing through the OCI card and travels over dual-redundant OCLD cards and fiber paths. There is no single point of failure in this configuration; an equipment failure or fiber break results in the data being switched to the redundant path within 50 ms. The system is a complete “3R’ repeater (repeats, retimes, and regenerates the signal). A single shelf thus supports up to 8 high availability or 4 base channels, without using TDM; with TDM, the capacity is increased by a factor of 4 (note that the 4TDM channels are treated as a single wavelength for protection purposes). Up to 4 models (8 shelves) can be daisy-chained together with optical fibers, which allows a maximum of 32 full duplex links to be multiplexed over a single pair of optical fibers (the 32 wavelengths are compliant with the ITU grid, half in C-band and half in L-band, and for convenience are grouped into 8 bands of 4 wavelengths each). In this way, a 2029 network contains up to 32 high availability or 64 base channels,
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2029 shelf traffic flow in high availability or protected mode.
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Fig. 5.15 DWDM used with the 9032-5 ESCON Director (FICON bridge feature) and S1390 model G5 enterprise server to achieve an effective 8 to 1 TDM of ESCON channels over WDM.



without TDM; using the 4TDM OCI card increases this capacity by a factor of 4. Note that the 2029 is compatible with external TDM devices as well; for example, as shown in Fig. 5.15, a 9032-5 ESCON Director with the FICON Bridge feature can be used, so that up to 8 ESCON channels occupy only a single WDM wavelength; in this manner, the total capacity of a 2029 network can be increased to 256 ESCON channels, or the full capacity of an S/390 mainframe computer.
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Connectivity in a Point-to-Point Configuration



-



Remote Site



Fig. 5.16 2029 OMX connectivity, point-to-point configuration (4 shelves shown as an example).



Optical signal multiplexing is performed using passive thin film interference filters in the OMX cards. The daisy chain connections between OMX cards for both point-to-point and hubbed ring configurations are shown in Fig. 5.16 and Fig. 5.17 as an example. Other topologies, including ring mesh, are also available. The maximum distance for point-to-point links is 50 km/15 dB, while the maximum distance between any 2 nodes on a hubbed or dual hubbed ring is 35 M10.5 dB. The difference is due to the inclusion of additional mux/demux stages in ring topologies to allow for passive adddrop of individual wavelength channels at any point on the ring, and optical pass-through for wavelengths destined for other nodes (shelves). For example, a point-to-point topology with 3 shelves is shown in Fig. 5.18, giving the resultant mapping of logical and physical connectivity; the flow of traffic in base and high availability modes is shown in Fig. 5.19 and Fig. 5.20. Note that the shelves are connected in reverse order at the hub and remote sites, so that all wavelengths experience an equal amount of delay propagating through the network; this principle is known as first addllast drop or last adafirst drop. The corresponding diagram for a hubbed ring is given in Fig. 5.21; each 2029 shelf can act as a node, meaning that a hubbed ring will consist of up to 8 remote locations which logically communicate with a central hub site. High availability channels work in the
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Fiber Connectivity in a 2029 hubbed-ring Configuration Hub Shelves



Fig. 5.17 2029 OMX connectivity, hubbed ring configuration (4 shelves shown as an example).



same manner between the hub and remote locations on a ring. A meshed ring supports re-use of wavelength channels, so that any 2 nodes may communicate with each other; the number of nodes in this case is limited only by the network configuration, not the DWDM technology. The multiplexers for each wavelength band are configured as either an optical seam or optical bypass, depending on their location in the ring, to facilitate the largest possible link budgets. For example, in Fig. 5.17 the hub site is configured as an optical seam, while the remote site is configured as an optical bypass. The dual counter-rotating rings are also self-healing (a break in the ring does not disrupt traffic to other points on the ring) and fault tolerant (an electrical power failure at any shelf does not impact other bands that pass through that shelf, since the OMX is passive), while the shelf supports concurrent maintenance (replacement of cards without affecting other channels). Because all data channels are 3R retimed, the 2029 also supports cascading of up to 4 networks with 32 channels each in series, which increases the total distance to 200 km in a cascaded point-to-point configuration.
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Point-to-Point Configuration



Consists of only two sites Both sites have the same number of shelves (max. 8) The number of shelves between a shelf pair IS the Same



Fig. 5.18 Example of 3 shelf point-to-point configuration showing physical and logical connections.



Base Channels (unprotected mode)



Signal 1 coming from a channel on the West side of the shelf travels over the West fiber ( m a . 4 channels)



Signal 2 coming from a channel on the East side of the shelf travels over the East fiber ( m a . 4 channels)



If a nber cut o m r s on the West fiber, only West side traffic is affected The man number of channels IS 64 with 8 shelves at each sne



Fig. 5.19 Example of 3 shelf point-to-point traffic flow in base mode.
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High Availability Channels (protected mode) 9,"""l



A signal from a channel on either side of the shelf travels over both fibers



The stronger signal will be chosen at the other end (this is determined at configurationtime) The path can be switched manually or automatically (50 milliseconds)



Max. number of channels is 32 with 8 shelves at each site



Fig. 5.20 Example of 3 shelf point-to-point traffic flow in high-availability mode.



Hubbed-ring Configuration



Logical Connections



Consists of up to nine sltes Multiple shelves are at the Hub site and one or more at the remote sites The number of shelves between a shelf pair is the same



Fig. 5.21 Example of 3 shelf hubbed ring configuration showing physical and logical connections.
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Both point-to-point and ring networks may be cascaded, which can result in many different topologies; a few of these were illustrated earlier. Optical amplifiers may also be used to increase the working distance to over 100km point-to-point, or over 400 km in a 4 system cascade; the amplifiers occupy a separate shelf, and may be used either as pre-amps, post-amps, or in-line amps with various tradeoffs in the achievable distance and link budgets; appropriate equalization must also be used. Unidirectional switching is employed in high-availability mode on the transmit and receive fiber separately to ensure that there are no single points of failure in a protected 2029 channel. With a worst case switching time of 50 ms, this is a significant improvement over the 9729 and allows uninterrupted operation of many protocols; some interfaces, such as HiPerLinks and sysplex timer, should still rely on link redundancy for continuous application availability. There is a third protection option available on the 2029, known as switched base mode; this uses a dual fiber optical switch to detect fiber breaks and switch all traffic to a redundant backup path. The switch is intended as a lower cost option than high availability for environments in which fiber breaks are more common than equipment failures, since the dual fiber switch protects only the fiber path and not the equipment cards. The backup fiber path is monitored with a heartbeat function to ensure that it remains available at all times. The switch also implements bidirectional switching, meaning that it can support some protocols, such as Sysplex Timer links, which may not function properly in high availability mode. There are 2 switches, one each for the east and west side of the network; this is shown schematically in Fig. 5.22. This platform provides for protection and restoration of communication services within the optical (physical) layer of the network, without requiring protection at higher level network protocols. ConventionalMANS have deployed SONET-based networking to support a variety of services including traditional asynchronous networks (OC-3, DS-1, etc.) as well as new services such as ATM, IP, compressed video, circuit switching, and others. In particular, ATM over SONET allows conventional “1 1” protection switching to be implemented over the network, providing redundancy in the event of a fiber break or equipment failure. Because of the proprietary nature of many new protocol signals, overlay networks must be implemented to support the full range of services; mapping all of the desired protocols to SONET is not always possible because many signal types are not compatible with SONET (for example, FICON and Parallel Sysplex links). New services offered in this manner cannot necessarily take advantage
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Cross-Band Communications
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0



With three or more shelves in the Hub site, an Ethernet hub is required



All Shelves are connected to the Ethernet hub for the 2X ports with STP crossover cables



Fig. 5.23 Cross-band network management using per wavelength overhead channels and Ethernet hub interconnections at the hub site in a 2029 network.



overhead service channel multiplexed on the same path as the data at much lower speed; this allows individual channels to communicate in-band across the 2029 network. This approach avoids any single points of failure in the network monitoring systems, which is a potential concern with telecom standard systems that carry all management information over a separate outband wavelength channel. External management in a 2029 network is accomplished using Ethernet routing; all network shelves are connected to an Ethernet hub in the 2029 model 1 using a 2X crossover cable as shown in Fig. 5.23. The 2029 network management, commissioning, and provisioning is accomplished by Java-based applets that run System Manager software on an attached personal computer (PC); this provides a graphic user interface running under a Web browser. Either the Windows 95 or Windows NT operating system is currently supported for the attached PC. Using the System Manager software running on an attached PC, protection switching can be turned on or off for individual channels, and the user can always monitor which channels are being used to transport data. As shown in'Fig. 5.24, the entire 2029 system can be viewed and managed from any point on the network; in practice, multiple PCs are used for redundancy and to provide information to users at different locations. The PC attaches to the 2029 via an Ethernet interface, and can be located anywhere on an
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Fig. 5.24 Single point of control management of a 2029 network.



Ethernet LAN. The user provides a set of sub-netted IP addresses for the 2029 shelves; internally, the 2029 implements proxy ARP serving through one or more gateway interfaces, so that it can be treated in the same manner as any other network attached device. A typical IP network management system is illustrated in Fig. 5.25, which employs multiple points of control for both the end user and the fiber service provider. Security is provided by user-defined passwords, which permit logging into the 2029 as either an observer (able to view the configuration but not change it) or an administrator (able to both view and change the configuration). Ease of use features include a graphic display with user-defined names for each channel and system, and color-coded alarm banners (for example, green for a working channel, red for a failure). The management is based on Standard Network Management Protocol (SNMP) version 1.O, and the 2029 can be remotely managed under a variety of software applications such as NetView; alternately, TL-1 management is also supported. The 2029 is configured to send alarms and alerts to any other user-defined IP address on the Ethernet LAN; multiple gateway devices, such as routers, are supported for redundancy at different points on the 2029 network using OSPF protocols. The 2029 also provides integrated management from an IBM Systed390 Enterprise Server Hardware Management Console (HMC), which implements an automatic call-home feature to proactively report equipment problems to a
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II FIBER SERVICE INTEGRATOR (TELCO) . NMS SITE



Fig. 5.25 2029 network management using service provider managed network service and external TCP/IP network to both the end user and service provider locations.



service center; this can be configured, for example, as part of the System Integrator software in a GDPS installation. As part of product testing and qualification, a large data system using the 2029 network at the IBM TeraPlex Center is on the S/390 test floor in Poughkeepsie, New York, to evaluate its performance. Results of this work have been published elsewhere [32,33]; we will provide a brief summary of the results here. A fully protected 32-channel 2029 system was used with a variety of inputloutput devices. Two IBM G5 Enterprise Servers (air-cooled CMOS) were configured in a 40-km GDPS using two sysplex timers. Four ESCON channels were routed through the 2029, optically looped back at the far end, and returned to the original processor to evaluate the effect of multiple passes through the 2029 network. Four FICON channels, each carrying a time division multiplex of 4 ESCON channels, were also run from the processor through the 2029s and into a 9032-5 ESCON Director where they were broken out into single channels and used to drive various storage devices, including an IBM 3945 automated tape library. One channel each of FDDI, ATM 155 over SONET, and Gigabit Ethernet LX was
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run from the G5 Open System Adapter (OSA) interface cards through the 2029 network to .LANconnections; for example, the Gigabit Ethernet link was connected to a Cisco Catalyst 5000 router. Spools of fiber were used to simulate inter-site links, with the maximum 15 dB link budget and at least eight ST-type optical connectors in the link to verify that there was no effect from connector return loss or modal noise. The processors were logically partitioned into 15 processing zones, the maximum allowed for this machine type. Various applications were run on the sysplex to simulate stressful traffic under the OS/390 and MVS operating systems, including Lotus Domino and Notes servers, a UNIX-branded operating system partition (S/390 is officially branded as UNM compatible) and transaction processing using secure encryption methods (IBM offers the only cryptography coprocessor certified as Level 4,the highest achievable level, by the National Institute of Standards and Technology). System code on the processors was used to log bit errors on all links as well as any other conditions indicating either failure or degraded performance; the 2029 system manager was also monitored during this testing. All fiber optic links operated error free (extrapolated to bit error rate) over a 72-hour test run. By opening individual fiber sections throughout the system, pulling and reseating cards with the system powered on, and failing power supply components, we verified that there were no single points of failure in the system and no cross-talk effects between adjacent channels, either electrical or optical.



5.4. Intelligent Optical Internetworking In recent years, the growing demand for bandwidth in MANs has driven the acceptance of DWDM technology. The nature of the metropolitan network is changing;many current networks are service specific, providing multiple overlay networks for different communication protocols and applications. This approach is well understood and has the advantage of a large installed base and simple network design rules. Such systems require adaptation at the network layer in order to accommodate both data and voice protocols; as the balance of traffic shifts from predominantly voice to data, the limited scalability of this approach makes it difficult to offer new services while maintaining support for legacy systems.For this reason, MANs are evolving into a more service-transparent structure based on DWDM. This offers the advantages of a highly scaleable, low-cost network infrastructure that is both bit rate and protocol transparent. Eventually, this roadmap may
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also lead to transparent all-optical networks with adddrop capability and over 10 Gigabitlsecond serial line rates per channel, although it appears that service transparency alone delivers most of the value in an optically transparent network with lower cost and less complexity. In the near term, a combination of circuit and packet switching is likely to prevail in the DWDM MAN or WAN. In this section, we will discuss some emerging trends and directions in technology and services that are expected to play an important role in the rapidly developing WDM market. 5.4.1. IP OVER WDM: DIGITAL WRAPPERS



The ability to transmit multiple data channels over a common physical media has helped to alleviate fiber exhaust in densely populated areas, where the cost and availability of optical fiber have become obstacles to the growth of new applications. However, it has become apparent that DWDM technology alone is not sufficient to address the requirements of growing MAN environments; some level of electronic signal processing is also required of the data in order to assure the necessary data integrity, quality of service, reliability, security, and manageability of the network infrastructure. Previously, these features have been provided over the telecommunications infrastructure using a combination of asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) over synchronous optical networks (SONET).Indeed, SONET-basedtraffic is already carried over a physical layer that makes extensive use of DWDM optical fiber interfaces. However, the growth of IP traffic has led to a complicated arrangement with up to 4 separate transport layers (IP over ATM over SONET over DWDM). In an effort to simplify this approach, there is a clearly emerging trend toward elimination of the ATM and SONET layers, and toward the direct transmission of IP over DWDM [34]. The combination of the most widely used networking protocol (IP) and the almost unlimited bandwidth of DWDM offers the potential for many new networking architectures. In practice, this term is a bit misleading: “IP over WDM’ implies one of a multiplicity of mappings of IP onto fiber (or wavelengths)as illustrated in Fig. 5.26. To state that any one particular mapping represents IF over WDM is very disingenuous, and ignores the fact that every data network is unique in a marketplace governed by differentiation. For example, some of the mappings shown in this figure continue to exploit the advantages of the installed ATh4 infrastructure in the WAN, commonly known as “everything over SONET“ (EOS). Many of these models can also be extended to encapsulation of other protocols such as ESCON or
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Fig. 5.26 Differenttypes of IP over WDM (a) standardATM mapping (b) point-of-service mapping (c) ATM future mapping (envisioned) (d) Gigabit Ethernet mapping (e) robust packet over SONET mapping (f) robust packet over fiber mapping.



Fibre Channel. Commensurate with the emergence of IP over WDM protocol mappings is the demand for transport networking at unprecedented levels of granularity -on the order of gigabits to tens of gigabits per second -and the evolution from exclusive use of SONET or SDH-based time division multiplexing to Optical Transport Networking (OTN) via WDM. This may be the next step in the evolution of the transport network, which will be predicated upon the support of operations, administration, maintenance, and provisioning (OAM&P) functions at the optical layer. Current deployments of IP networks presuppose that data delivery will be on a “best effort” basis. However, many network operators want to provide new services that require traffic management of IP flows. One of the most significant of these is virtual private networking (VPN), where one customer’s traffic is separated from another’s in a single IP network with well-defined quality of service and security. While this is not possible with today’s best effort IP network, it can be achieved in the future by means of a protocol that allows IP packets to be partitioned into traffic flows that can be manipulated in their own right. One example of such a protocol is MPLS. The partitioned flows must then be encapsulated to be carried over WDM (from the perspective of IP, it is of no consequence if IP is partitioned or not, only that it is encapsulated). The management of OTNs using digital wrappers such as those in Fig. 5.26 will also undergo a profound evolution. Digital wrappers could enable protocol-independent OTNs with similar management features to those existing today only in SONET and SDH networks, while at the same time opening the optical layer to a wide variety of client traffic. This could
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allow service providers to accommodate different protocol stacks and network architectures for their next-generation IP backbones. This is known as service transparency; together with the required technologies for optical switching, protection, and restoration, this is critical for future WDM networks that will be governed by service differentiation and rapid service provisioning. This new model requires the DWDM layer to assume many of the traditional functions associated with ATM over SONET, such as protection switching. In general, the more intelligencethat can be built into the product, the more value to the end users; but where the intelligence is placed in the network may ultimately determine what the final applications will be. We will discuss alternate approaches to design of next-generation DWDM devices and networks that use electronic signal processing to enhance the performance of optical interconnects. 5.4.2. WAN TRAFFIC ENGINEERING Optical Internetworking is a concept introduced in 1998, when equipment was introduced that allowed the IP switchinghouting layer to operate at the same data rates as the DWDM equipment that provides the physical layer interface. Typically this is realized by providing an OC-48c interface (2.4 Gigabidsecond) on IP switches offered by vendors such as Cicso, Ascend, and others; in this model, the IP SwitcWrouter serves as the central location for all network intelligence. This data rate matching removes the need for SONET aggregation equipment in the core of a data network, which is seen as the first step in an evolutionary path toward full transmission of IP over DWDM. IP router interfaces may also be directly attached to optical ADM ports or OXCs. This forms an overlay network in which DWDM acts as the server layer and IP behaves like the client layer. Of course, there are many alternatives to forming a virtual topology between IP routers and DWDM equipment. Intelligence required to manage resources of both IP and WDM layers could reside in the IP router, or the router could simply act as a “black box” with optical interfaces. There is vigorous ongoing discussion in the technical community concerning the best way to implement intelligence in the network topology, and thereby exploit the strengths of both optics and electronics. For example, design rules for WDM LAN and MAN routing have been proposed [35-41]. In electronics, operations such as buffering, adding and dropping packets, or merging packet streams, are done with ease. In optics, however, buffering is onerous. Operations such as retrieving a packet from a traffic
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stream affect the whole stream. Therefore buffering in the network, with the attendant issues of cost and possibility of overflow, is to be avoided, and consequently so is traffic merging. Traffic splitting, on the other hand, doesn’t require buffering. While traffic to remote locations should be handled by switches, local traffic in the WAN need not be handled by these switches. In fact, it can be desirable to isolate local traffic from the vagaries of congestion associated with external traffic. Also, switches are expensive and make extendibility of the network more difficult; switch upgrades or outages may also disrupt the network. For these reasons, the network should allow traffic that does not need to be routed through switches to bypass them. Finally, routing should be well suited to packet-switched traffic but not rely on a specific protocol such as IP or A m ; instead, it should operate at the physical layer, below such protocols. This includes recovery of failed components at the optical layer, in a manner that is sufficiently simple, robust, and rapid that it does not trigger recovery attempts by the higher order protocols. Such an approach is well suited to overlay network engineering, where operations in one layer are pursued independently from those in other layers. Traffic engineering solutions developed for either IP networks or WDM networks can be applied directly to their respective layers in this model, with little or no inter-layer coordination. In an IP over WDM approach, traffic engineering in the IP layer can theoretically be effected via IP routing algorithms that can adapt the IP packet routes and perform load balancing. Likewise, traffic engineering in the WDM layer can be effected through light path reconfiguration that adapts the IP network’s virtual topology to the evolving traffic pattern. In the case of switched WDM, the optical layer can also adjust the number of wavelengths allocated to each virtual link, thereby affecting the bandwidth and contention statistics of the virtual link. In practice, because traditional IP routing algorithms are all oblivious to traffic loading, traffic engineering in current IP networks often relies entirely on link layer adjustments. For example, an IP over ATM network typically maintains a full IP mesh connectivity, and relies on the ATM layer to adjust the bandwidths provisioned for the ATM virtual circuits that support the IP links. These ATM layer actions are completely transparent to the IP layer routing algorithm. Overlay traffic engineering is most likely to be adopted in near-term deployment of overlay IP/WDM networks. Network engineering rules for IF’over WDM will likely consist of a number of basic functional components, including the following [42,43]:
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Traffic monitoring, analysis, and aggregation is responsible for collecting data traffic statistics from the network elements (IP routers and 0x0).These statistics are then analyzed and/or aggregated to prepare for the traffic engineering and network reconfiguration related changes; depending on the implementation, this may be either local or end-to-end performance monitoring. In addition, the optical channels may be monitored for other statistics, such as average optical power (to predict laser end of life and estimate bit error rates), optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR), or wavelength stability. Various types of traffic monitoring are possible in a WDM system, including schemes based on the power spectral density of the WDM signals. Bandwidth demand projection uses past and present measurement of the network and characteristics of the traftic arrival process to forecast bandwidth requirements in the near future. These projections are used for planning subsequent bandwidth allocations. Reconfiguration triggers consist of a set of network management policies that decide when a network level reconfiguration is to be performed. This can be based on traffic measurements, bandwidth predictions, and operational issues (such as allowing adequate time for the new network to converge and stabilize while minimizing transient effects). Topology design provides reconfiguration of the network topology based on traffic measurements and predictions. Conceptually, this can be viewed as optimizing some performance function (number of IP routers connected by optical paths in the WDM layer) to meet a specific objective (maximizing throughput) subject to certain constraints (interface capacity or nodal degree of the network) for a given set of load conditions applied to the network. This is generally a very complex problem. Because reconfiguration is regularly triggered by the continually changing traffic patterns, an optimized solution may not be stable. It may be more practical to develop a metric that emphasizes factors such as fast convergence and minimal impact to ongoing traffic rather than optimizing over the whole network. Topology migration refers to a set of algorithms or policies to coordinate the network migration from an old topology to a new one. As WDM reconfiguration deals with large capacity channels, changing allocation of channel resources with the resulting coarse
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level of granularity has a significant impact on many end user communication links at the same time. Traffic flows need to adapt to the light path changes during and after each migration step; the effects can potentially spread over the routing pattern of the whole network and impact many user data channels. In future networks, protocols such as MPLS, MPlambdaS, and related types of optical label switching (OLS) may provide aunified control plane across both IP and WDM layers. MPLS would effectively serve as the intermediate layer between IP and WDM. This could make it possible to optimize performance across both layers together with some form of integrated traffic engineering. All of the IP and WDM network traffic management discussed above still exists, but could now be coordinated together. Specific traflic management methods can be applied to different layers, subject to the prevailing network traffic load, granularity,and time scale considerations. Note that another consequence of the emerging converged IPNDM environment in the WAN is a change in the network traffic patterns, the provisioning of transport resources, and the sources of network traffic. Traditionally, nationwide transport networks were operated by a single telecommunications provider to meet the needs of their subscribers. A new model of dynamically reconfigurable networks is emerging, in which the OTN operator provides capacity on demand in the form of lightpath connections (wavelengths) to independent users such as independent service providers (ISPs), storage solution providers (SSPs), or even telephone companies. Because the light paths are service transparent, a leased wavelength could be managed according to the needs of a specific application. Today these are primarily narrowcast (NC) services such as telephony or video on demand, but they will expand to include many other features as well. This also implies that traditional methods of forecasting average traffic demand in the WAN based on past history (so-called static traffic capacity planning [44]) becomes very difficult to apply. Not only do emerging networks offer new services for which no prior history exists, they also ignore both the number of clients in use at any given time in the future and what kind of service will be required for these clients. This has led to ongoing research into dynamic traffic modeling, which means that lightpath requests can arrive at random intervals while other connections are already active. If the new request can be accommodated without disrupting existing connections, a new lightpath is created and maintained for the duration of the service; otherwise the request is blocked. Dynamic network performance is usually
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measured by the blocking probability. As one might expect, this is a multivariable optimization problem; for example, in some cases blocking probability decreases by increasing the nodal degree (number of add/drop points in the network) which is a network topology consideration. Another measure of network performance compares the blocking probability of connections between adjacent nodes and widely separated nodes; this is called the fairness of the network. For example, it has been suggested 11451 that voice and video traffic follow a Poisson distribution, while IP data is a self-similar profile. Various models incorporating link utilization metria, packet loss rates, and different loading considerations have been proposed [45], including migration plans from existing legacy networks. For example, it is now possible to construct separate ATM and IP overlay networks that attach directly to DWDM equipment; then, as the mix of traffic in the MAN tends toward more data than voice, especially IP data, the two networks can gradually be converged into a single backbone. Previously, network service providers have deployed dedicated networks for each type of traffic; these overlay networks do not scale well, due to unplanned and rapid growth in m y different types of data protocols (Fiber channel, Gigabit Ethernet, ATM, etc.). Basic networks have been optimized for time division multiplexed circuit-switched voice traffic; the new push is toward packet switched, data centric networks. 5.4.3. EMERGING STANDARDS



Mapping all of the desired protocols into one network is not always possible because many signal types are not compatible with SONET (for example, Fibre Channel and Parallel Sysplex links). New services offered in this manner cannot necessarily take advantage of protection switching and other SONET features, although these features are highly desirable in the design of fault-tolerant computing systems, which require high reliability and availability. For these reasons, there has been a need for protocol-independent DWDM solutions that combine these multiple infrastructures into a single backbone at the optical layer. Some more aggressive regional telecom service providers have chosen to skip the intermediate step altogether, and jump directly to IP over DWDM. The IP switch must also provide protection switching, quality of service, and related functions. An alternate viewpoint is known as the “intelligent optical network”; this maintains that IP switcheshouters can’t provide the wavelength switching, service provisioning, and rapid path restoration functionsrequired by future
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networks, and these functions best reside in the optical layer. Such,devices would either be integrated with or interface with existing DWDM equipment, and would provide the above functions in addition to handling the details of signal transport. Generally, these two are viewed as complimentary technologies; relatively small, purely IP networks will be built following the optical internetworking vision, but larger more complex networks will require intelligent optical networking to either supplement or replace these functions. Optical internetworking is better suited to pure data environments, especially IP data; multiservice provisioning is better suited to an intelligent optical network. Intelligent networking offers the advantage of bandwidth management, including integrated TDM functions at all data rates. Also, it can respond to protection switch events within the maximum SONET switch time of 50 ms, with typical switch times of 25 ms or better; this helps prevent conflict between the two versions, as intelligent optical networks will respond faster to remedy service problems before switchhouters can respond. However, standards are not yet defined to negotiate the division of responsibility in networks that contain both elements. Generally, DWDM can best respond to physical path problems, while SwitcWrouter can better respond to application and quality-of-service issues. Equipment must also be able to interface with many different kinds of management systems, both legacy telecom carrier (TL-1) and modern datacom (simple network management protocol or SNMP-based) management, and there are distinct advantages to integrating both element and network management systems without requiring outband management. Future network devices such as switches and routers based on Fiber Channel or similar standards will likely be able to automatically recognize attached devices and perform a configuration map of the network, as well as respond to in-band management commands. Currently, DWDM devices typically employ their own network management interface which is transparent to the attached devices; this can create conflicts, for example DWDM implementation of ring topologies that are not necessarily compliant with Fiber Channel arbitrated loop or other topologies. Existing industry standards do not provide for the management of transparent, out-of-band devices such as repeaters, protocol converters, or multiplexers; thus, some level of intelligent DWDM is needed to assist with network management of these devices. Wavelength switching and routing are also key advantages of intelligent networks; this enables the creation of virtual optical data pipes with bandwidth
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management and simultaneously provisioning IP services. It is an advantage if current DWDM designs offer fully cross-connected backplanes, as this should allow the architecture to scale into wavelength switching and routing in the future or integrate with WAN devices using high-speed parallel optical backplane bus extensions. An advantage of integating the intelligence with the multiplexer is that DWDM is a modular platform, providing building blocks with individual channel control; this leads to improved reliability, availability, serviceability (concurrent maintenance), and scalability between MAN and WAN networks. There is ongoing debate whether this intelligence should reside at the edge of the network (into the end-user premises or private networks) vs. in the central office of telcom or service providers who may wish to offer line-drop services. As SONET-based termination of circuit-switched, TDM environments is being embedded in other packet-based network layers, future network designs will require new ways of allocating network bandwidth to IP traffic. With the advent of “always-on” network services and the growing need to link high-speed optical backbones with slower legacy equipment, a coalition of optical networking experts and IP specialists would seem to be a natural step for the next generation of internetworking standards. Indeed, there are a number of promising efforts underway in the telecommunications industry to more closely integrate the electrical and optical signaling domains. In particular, two standards efforts are currently underway to link IP data packets directly to DWDM optical wavelengths, so that the optical network can take some advantage of the intelligence embedded in IP traffic. This so-called “optical IP” effort could eventually allow customers to dynamically request portions of a fiber cable’s bandwidth for a particular time or service. It also represents a radical change for service providers, who would be able to build intelligent optical networks with a seamless interface between switched packet and optical services. One standards effort that held its first meeting in Boston this past January is the Optical Domain Service Interconnect (ODSI) coalition [46], a loose connection of vendors providing optical transmission equipment, access services, terabit routers, switches, and network provisioning software. ODSI seeks to define common control interfaces between optical or electrical physical layers and IP media access layers of the Open Systems Interconnect (OSI) model. This work may ultimately rely on derivatives of the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF)MPLS standard, which basically provides a means of defining Ip flows and is already being used in the electrical signaling domain.
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ODSI will propose low-level (below Layer 3) control plane standards that must be met by vendors of both optical transmission equipment and broadband IP switchesh-outers;these standards would also be offered to the IETF, the OF, and other standardization groups. A separate but complementary effort, also based on MPLS, is being drafted within the IETF itself. Although this effort is somewhat smaller at present than ODSI, it has proposed methods to link optical cross-connects and gigabit routers through a Layer 3 switching methodology called MultiProtocol Lambda Switching (MPLmS; lambda refers to switching by native wavelengths). Operating at a higher level than ODSI, this proposal has the advantage of not requiring a new set of protocols for quality-of-service and bandwidth control. This work may have implications to many other OS1 layers as well; for example, it has been suggested that MPLmS could be used as a control mechanism for optoelectronic interfaces. Other proposals for the control plane of OTNs are also under consideration by the IETF, ODSI, ANSI T1, and ITU standards bodies [47]. These efforts are still in the early stages of development, providing opportunities for technical input and new services to evolve. First interoperability demonstrations of ODSI are planned for the latter half of 2001, but there have already been product demonstrations of an MPLS-based router as a conduit between IP and optical networks, which associates optical wavelengths directly with IP services. It has also been suggested that these efforts could lead to a “collapsed central office” architecture, in which optical assignment switching is performed at locations far from a telecom carrier central office and the typical distinctions between the MAN and WAN environments begin to blur together.



5.4.4. CONVERGED AND HIERARCHICALNETWORKS Within the datacom industry, there are a number of ad hoc efforts to standardize on the next-generation input/output (NGIO) interfaces [48] for computer equipment. The recent emergence of S A N S ,or switch-based private networks interconnecting computer processors with remote storage devices, has helped accelerate this trend. One promising effort is centered around the Infiniband consortium [49], which seeks to define the next generation of parallel copper and parallel optical interfaces for YO subsystems. Although most efforts to date have concentrated on small form factor parallel copper interfaces, there has also been a recent draft proposal for
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multi-channel parallel optical interconnects. This standards effort is expected to drive a need for higher density optoelectronic packaging and closer integration between the parallel optical transceivers and associated electronics for data manipulation. There is also a strongpush toward terabit networking in both the datacom and telecom industries. As discussed earlier, DWDM has emerged as a solution to bandwidth constraints at the physical layer; survivability has been integrated into the physical, or transport, layer (extending traditional 1 1SONET protection to all protocols) and bandwidth optimization has been provided by sub-rate TDM over DWDM;future systems may also take advantageof code divisionmultiple access or other bandwidth provisioning techniques. However, this approach will require the service layer (which provides IP, ATM, and other protocols) to upgrade more than twice as fast as the transport layer, or roughly double capacity every six months, in order to keep pace with the demand for bandwidth. Some estimates have shown the service layer growing over 70 times by 2003. A more realistic approach is to have the transport and servicelayers evolve together, although this still requires the service layer capacity to double on a yearly basis. This trend is likely to be accompanied by a blurring of the conventional boundaries between the LAN (traditionally 0-10 km), MAN (10100 lun), and long haul or WAN (100 km +). Convergence of the datacom and telecom environments may drive traditional carriers and service providers to deploy networks with hierarchical logical structures [50]. In a hierarchical network, each layer is designed to hide the details of its operations from the layers above, thus enabling cost-effective and sealable network growth. At each layer, the appropriate traffic granularity and switching are selected, as well as suitable traffic “gmoming” (sorting services by type and destination to wide bandwidth optical paths); both physical and logical paths are then selected. Significant cost benefits can be realized with this approach, including both equipment capital cost and operational expenses. Multi-tiered architectures can take advantage of cost-effectivebanded switching technologies, enable a large amount of optical bypass (which reduces the amount of required electronic termination equipment), and reduce the number of elements that need to be managed. A hierarchical scheme also provides efficient use of restoration capacity, reduces the amount of electronic access equipment required in order to effectively share this capacity, and simplifies the restoration policy algor i t h m s [51].
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Fig. 5.27 Example of a two-level hierarchical network in the WAN, where a group of collector rings aggregatesand groomsfine granularitytraffic before deliveringit to a streamlined,coarse granularity express mesh.



One example of a hierarchical architecture is that of the two-tiered scheme shown in Fig. 5.27 and 5.28 [50]. In this architecture, the upper layer is comprised of localized collector rings, operating at granularities of DS-3 or OC-3, whereas the lower layer consists of a nationwide “express mesh” operating at granularities of OC-48,OC-192, or higher. Each collector ring is typically populated with ADMs, with all nodes in the ring being logically connected (although not necessarily at all wavelengths). The functions of the collector ring are to route traffic within the ring and to collect inter-ring traffic for delivery to the large mesh nodes located on that ring. The ring topology is suitable for this layer due to the limited geographic extent of the collector rings and the simple protection properties of rings. Furthermore, many carriers and ISPs already have a large legacy investment in SONET ring-based networks, whose capacity is presently being exhausted by the tremendous growth of traffic, exacerbated by the inefficiencies of inter-ring routings. These legacy rings can be more effectively used if their role is restricted to serving as the collector network; alternately, this network could be implemented as a mesh architecture with grooming cross-connects. The collector network is designed with fine granularity and limited distances; by contrast, the lower-layer express mesh of Fig. 5.27 must carry
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Fig. 5.28 Advantages of hierarchical switching; at the lowest level, an optical crossconnect (OXC)switches traffic at a coarse granularity 61, and only a small percentage of the traffic needs to be switched at a finer granularity (62).
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large amounts of traffic for longer distances. These requirements could be met with emerging high-capacity, ultra-long-reach transport networks, possibly using all-optical switches. Because the collector rings perform an aggregation function, the express mesh could carry traffic at coarser granularities (OC-38 and above). The logical mesh does not include all network nodes, only those that generate traffic at levels comparable to the granularity of this level, or those that are strategically located. As a result, the mesh may completely bypass many of the nodes, depending on network traffic patterns; the express mesh may consist of only about 20 nodes nationwide. To take full advantage of this approach, traffic needs to be routed between and through lower-layer nodes without any intermediary regeneration; this requires the development of very long reach amplified optical networks. The combination of a sparsely populated express mesh with nationwide transport distances eliminates a large part of the electronic terminations in this proposed network [51]. In addition to limiting the nodes that are included in the lower layer, it is also important to create a streamlined physical topology; thus, fiber links that do not pass by major nodes may not be included in this layer. A mesh topology is most appropriate for the lower level since it can use switches to create virtual topologies that can be optimized for traffic routing and sharing of protection bandwidth. A significant benefit of the hierarchical approach is that it enables deployment of a hierarchical switch architecture, which has advantages in terms of cost and scalability. The streamlined design of an express mesh creates large bundles of traffic that can be switched as a single unit. For example, increasing the switching granularity by a factor of B decreases the switch fabric size by a factor between B log B and B2, depending on the switch topology [ S O ] . This translates into a savings in switch cost, size, power, number of physical interfaces, and states that must be managed. The preceding example has discussed a two-tiered approach to network design. Ultimately, there may be a multi-layered hierarichal approach, where the number and granularity of layers is determined by the available technology and relative cost. For example, assume that the cross-sectional traffic on any link in a particular layer of the network is T , and that the finest level of granularity required at that layer is G .Then the number of elements per link that are potentially switched is T / G . At a node of degree N , this translates to a switch size of about (NT/G)2[50]. Due to limits of technology and physical space, the switch size may be limited, resulting in multiple
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tiers, where the factor NTIG is chosen for each tier to enable the network to scale easily. This approach may also lead to a compromise between the two competing views of the WAN as an opaque network (regeneration provided on every channel at every configuration point) vs. the construction of smaller, transparent sub-networks interconnected by regeneration sites (the so-called “islands of transparency” model) [51].



5.5. Future Directions and Conclusions DWDM is being adopted in large data communication systems as a practical solution to problems of fiber exhaust, and a way to offer new highavailability services with fault recovery at the physical layer that do not need to be based on a SONET infrastructure. DWDM has enabled new computer architectures such as Parallel Sysplex, and made it practical to implement real-time disaster recovery and data mirroring at extended distances. New datacom network topologies are also enabled by DWDM coupled with flexible network management and security. Efficient bandwidth utilization is possible by using a TDM front end in combination with DWDM. Future systems are expected to continue this trend toward higher data rates, extended distances, more complex topologies, and new applications or service offerings; emerging technologies including multi-terabit routing and space-time conversion are expected to play an increasingly important role in these systems, which may be the first step toward all-optical networks. There has been an explosion of research and development activity in WDM recently, including many new product announcements and developing industry standards. Given the rapid pace of growth and change, it is difficult to predict future trends in this area. Generally speaking, we can expect WDM systems to increase their maximum data rate per channel from OC-48 to 10Gbit/s or 40 Gbit/s and beyond, with some form of digital wrapper or sub-rate TDM scheme to provide efficient bandwidth management. The number of wavelengths is expected to grow as well, from the current 32 up to 128 or more. With the combined aggregate bandwidth of WDM networks approaching multi-terabit rates, even in the MAN environment, significant challenges will emerge for network management, restoration, monitoring, topology configuration, and intelligence. The convergence of MAN and WAN applications will continue to drive use of optical amplifiers for extended distance, as part of either 2R or 3R repeater designs. Use of
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new topologies including ring mesh in the MAN or hierarchical networks at the nationwide level, combined with optical switching and cross-connects, promises to open up even more applications. Because there are no ultra-dense WDM systems commercially available yet, a combination of TDM and DWDM is currently used to maximize use of existinginstalled fibers, enable new applications such as Parallel Sysplex, and drive down the per channel cost of datacom systems. This approach offers some advantages; because TDM is an established technology, it can be implemented immediately with good reliability and reasonable cost; it also does not require changing the DWDM wavelengths currently in use, so that it can be made backward compatible with existing systems. There is also a well-established roadmap for incorporating TDM into datacom networks; care must be taken in extending the SONET TDM approach to protocolindependent TDM systems, because the timing jitter and other factors may vary significantly as a function of data rate. Traditionally, optical c o m u nication solutions have been successful in those areas that require higher data rates and longer unrepeated distances than can be provided by copper solutions. In the 1960s most computer interconnections were performed by using parallel copper cables with 8 to 16 wires in a duplex link, these attachments were limited in distance to about 100 meters, and to data rates of about 3.5 Mbyteh. As the demand for higher data rates became apparent and fiber optics became affordable, many low-speed parallel copper links were combined into a single high-speed serial data link. The classic example of this approach is the ESCON protocol, which provides a 17 Mbyteh serial data stream and performs serial-to-parallel conversion at either end of the link to recover the low-speed data links. Over time, this approach has been applied again and again to increase the effective data rate. Currently, FICON links are capable of time division multiplexing up to 8 ESCON links over one gigabyte link using the FICON Bridge feature in the 9032-5 ESCON Director. In the near future, we can expect this trend to continue as the most cost-effective way to implement higher bandwidth connectivity. Recently, TDM has been supplemented by DWDM techniques; for example, combining the FICON Bridge with the 2029 allows up to 128 ESCON channels to be multiplexed over a single fiber pair. Currently, the 2029 provides 40 Gbytes total bandwidth over a fiber pair; as the per channel data rate of DWDM is increased, future plans include a protocolindependent TDM sub-rate multiplexing (SRM) function integrated with
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the DWDM products. For example, a 4:l TDM of ESCON channels (at 100%utilization) could be accommodated in a single 1.25 Gbitls DWDM channel; if the 4:l TDM card occupies only a single slot in the DWDM card cage, then the total capacity of the 2029 can be increased from 32 to 128 protected channels or 256 unprotected channels (the total capacity of an S/390 Enterprise Server). The use of TDM as a front-end for DWDM in this manner offers significantly improved bandwidth utilization and lower cost per channel. Next, we will discuss other approaches that have the potential to be used in future applications. Before we consider these future systems, let us consider the fundamental building blocks of time-bandwidth allocation or space-spatial bandwidth allocation in a communications network. If we consider time-based systems only we can implement many well-known operations such as TDM, which is also known in wireless communications as time division multiple access (TDMA), frequency multiplexing or frequency division multiple access (FDMA), and code division multiple access (CDMA) networks. The consideration of space-based systems leads us to examples such as parallel fiber ribbons and linear arrays of optical transmitters and receivers. Among the time-based systems, TDMA and FDMA have been the most widely available technologies; however, CDMA has received increasing attention lately as the technology has become more advanced. Wireless systems using CDMA with multiple antenna arrays are an example of combining time-based and space-based bandwidth considerations into a single system. By contrast, although fiber optic networks are quite advanced they still do not possess the necessary building blocks to combine time-based and space-based approaches. As an example, consider that the bandwidth of a single-mode fiber is on the order of 20 THz; thus, we should be able to work with optical pulses as small as 50 femtoseconds (actually, in the future we can envision a parallel array of semiconductor femtosecond pulses lasers, just as we currently use nanosecond radio frequency (R.F.) pulses for electronic communication). We can then consider a simple TDMA system with M channels; as a numerical example, we will consider M = 32. Assume further that each channel carries a signal of 10 Gbids; this could represent advanced channels in a future Parallel Sysplex, or perhaps the emerging 10 Gigabit Ethernet standard. The total system throughput is thus 320 Gbit/s, with each input channel modulating a series of 50 femtosecond pulses, and the TDMA circuitry running at 320 GHz. In this example, channel one modulates pulses 0, M ,2M, etc.
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while channel two modulates pulses 1, M+ 1,2M+ 1,and so on. The modulated pulses are combined and transmitted along a single fiber; the combiner is really acting as a parallel-to-serial converter or a multiplexer. At the receiver we need to perform demultiplexing or serial-to-parallel conversion capable of handling 50-femtosecond pulses. Although elements of this system have already been demonstrated, including the 50-femtosecond lasers, the technology required to produce the serial/parallel and paralleVserial conversions is very difficult to realize and has been the bottleneck to producing systems like the one in our example. Before we discuss a possible solution to this problem, we point out that demultiplexing from a series of fast pulses to a parallel group of slower pulses is a well-known, fundamental problem that arises whenever high bandwidth optical fiber is coupled to comparatively low bandwidth electronics. Sometimes this serial-to-parallel conversion is called a time-space convolver, N-path convolver, or channelizer; its equivalent model uses z-transforms and multirate filters [34]. In the history of networking, such devices are often the bottleneck whenever a new, faster technology is introduced and it is desirable to interoperate with legacy, slower technology. There are many examples of this, including the replacement of parallel copper cables with ESCON fiber optic channels in many IBM enterprise servers. Although there are many design proposals and laboratory demonstrations of methods to deal with this problem, we will note two possible variations of the so-called time-space multiplexer that are promising for long-term implementation. Of these, the option that uses DWDM as part of its functionality is probably more viable. In the optics community, the serial-to-parallel converter is generally referred to as a time-space converter because the input time signal is spread into M channels, which are distributed in space. One example of a time-space converter based on a nonlinear crystal or holographic element has been demonstrated [52]. This device has the ability to manipulate the amplitude and phase of each channel. A second approach uses DWDM filters to replace the nonlinear optical crystal in this implementation. As in the previous case, input signal pulses are multiplied with a time chirp signal, which basically maps the input pulses into different wavelengths (or frequencies). This can be done using a chirped fiber grating or dispersive filter, for example. The output is then applied to an M-element DWDM filter, which separates the pulses. Note that in this case, the phase information is lost because we are using a chrp signal. There are many technology and engineering issues to be resolved for these two serial-to-parallelconverter designs. However, it
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appears that there is no fundamental limitation that prevents their realization; in particular, the WDM filters required for the second approach are already commercially available. This approach leads naturally to the capability of implementing CDMA using femtosecond pulses, similar to the proliferation of this technology in wireless communications.The same time-space convolver discussed earlier can be easily modified to implement spread spectrum coding, by placing a transmission mask at the input spatial signal plane [52]. As the signal is multiplied by a chirp, it can be shown that the spatial distribution of light in this plane of the figure is the equivalent of a spatial Fourier transform of the input signal. By placing a mask in this plane whose transmittance function contains the Fourier transform of a spread spectrum code, the desired encoded pulse is obtained at the output plane. This is possible because the last half of the optical system shown is equivalentto perfoming the inverse Fourier transform. Although there are still many technology challenges involved in adopting R.F. solutions to the optical domain, once devices such as this come out of the laboratory and into commercial use, it is possible that optical networking will follow the history of wireless communications in the adoption of CDMA.
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6.1. Introduction The present chapter is intended to give some insight into the rapidly advancing field of research into optical interconnects within data processing systems. This topic is dealt with in a huge number of publications at conferences, in scientific journals and their special issues, as well as book chapters, good access to which is obtained through [l-141. Given the extremely dynamic environment, it becomes clear that we cannot attempt to provide a complete overview but rather have to restrict ourselves to several examples from current research, which the readers hopefully will find representative. We start off by looking into recent developments in the 10 Gbit/s data rate regime at the intersystem level. These are high-speed 850-nm vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers, parallel optical links, and new-generation silica as well as plastic optical multimode fibers. Within a single box environment we follow down the usual hierarchy from optical backplanes to intraboard to inter- and perhaps even intrachip levels. For all these categories we attempt to list available technology options and give practical examples from ongoing project work. The overwhelmingmajority of digital data inside and between even peak performance computer systems is nowadays carried by electrical signals traveling on metallic lines. Besides the fact that high-speed electronic rather than photonic data transmission has historically been the first available
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technique, clearly there are a number of advantages that speak in its favor. In the computer environment the most important ones are ease of implementation and handling, low cost, and high reliability. However, with the exponentially increasing performance of electronic processing systems, more and more drawbacks of the conventional approach become apparent. The pronounced waveguide dispersion characteristics of electrical lines correspond to a relatively small bandwidth4stance product so that at higher clock rates it is an increasingly difficult task to bridge the required distances even within a single box. Electromagnetic cross-talk is forcing circuit designers to increase the width of data buses rather than the bus frequency. Susceptibility to electromagnetic interference requires proper shielding and grounding, which can turn thin wires into bulky copper strands, thus limiting the overall interconnect density. Finally signaling rates in the hundreds of megahertz regime make impedance matching a necessity, which is not easy to achieve in practice and only works over a very limited frequency range. Apart from the clock rate’s driving force, novel distributed or parallel computing approaches fuel the need for high bandwidth linking of individual data processing subsystems. Bearing these challenges in mind it is widely recognized that the consequences of an apparent electrical signaling bottleneck are experienced at shorter and shorter link lengths and that optical interconnects hybridly integrated with electronics have attractive solutions at hand or are at least potentially able to offer them. It has become customary to classify optical interconnects into distinct, albeit overlapping, categories. Some of those are illustrated in Fig. 6.1, ranging from the longest to the shortest transmission distance: Rack-to-rack, also called frame-to-frame; Board-to-board; Multi-chip module (MCM)-to-MCM or intraboard; Chip-to-chip on a single MCM; Intra- or on-chip. On the frame-to-frame level, it is a relatively easy task to replace spaceconsuming and performance-limited copper cables with lightweight fibers. Single-channel or space-parallel optical transceiver modules are already commercially available at reasonable cost. Board-to-board interconnection within a rack can be accomplished via edge connections to optical waveguidesplacedon ahybridelectricallopticalbackplaneor via free-space transmission. Within a printed circuit board, routed fiber circuits or integrated
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channel waveguides can be applied for inter-MCM communication. Data transfer between or even within chips finally might be achieved by optical fiber bundles or an optical overlay providing guided-wave or free-space data transport. In most of these scenarios the demand for high-throughput interconnection can be satisfied only by one- or two-dimensional highdensity arrays of optoelectronic components, the surface-normal operation of which usually proves to be extremely beneficial.



6.2. Frame-to-Frame Interconnections Owing to the benefits addressed before, it is an increasingly common practice to take advantage of optical fibers to implement the data links between a high-performance computer box and its outside world, which might consist of other processing units, a storage farm, or a network server. In this section we thus review some recent achievements in graded-index fiberbased optical interconnects approaching the 10 Gbitls data rate regime, which in the future are likely to be employed at the frame-to-frame level, replacing 1 Gbit/s or lower speed modules. In particular these advances rely on progress in the fabrication of high-speed vertical-cavity surfaceemitting laser arrays and new-generation silica as well as polymer optical multimode fibers. 6.2.1. ONE-DIMENSIONAL VCSELARRAY



DEVELOPMENT FOR NEXT-GENERATION PARALLEL OPTICAL DATA LINKS The vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) [ 15-15bl is a fine specimen of a novel compound semiconductor device that has been successfully commercialized in the last few years. Operation principles and laser technology are treated in some detail in Vol. 1 Chapters 2 and 16 of this handbook. Among the various VCSEL applications, optical datacom is the primary driving field. Especially Gigabit Ethernet (GbE) and related transceivers for graded-index (GI) multimode fiber (MMF) data transmission have become inexpensive mass products by relying on 850 nm short-wavelength VCSEL technology. Generally speaking, the most attractive features of datacom VCSELs include on-wafer testing capability, mounting technology familiar from the low-cost light-emitting diode market, circularly symmetric beam profiles for ease of light focusing and fiber coupling, high-speed modulation with low bias currents, driving voltages well compatible to silicon VLSI electronics, temperature insensitive
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operation characteristics, and obvious forming of one- or two-dimensional arrays. Transceiver modules are employed for a variety of tasks such as inbuilding backbone links, interconnection of computer clusters or of telecom gear in central offices. The aggregate data throughput of single-channel modules can easily be increased by using the space-division multiplexing technique described, e.g., in Vol. 1 Chapter 11, where optical signals are transmitted in parallel through a MMF ribbon cable. A useful overview with many references on early fiber ribbon data links has been compiled in [16]. Although significant cost breakthroughs have been achieved with high yield one-dimensional laser [ 171 and photodetector arrays as well as alignment tolerant packaging approaches [181, a GI MMF ribbon cable is still a relatively expensive component, especially if interchannel skew is to be minimized. Therefore parallel links are currently competitive only for several tens of meter transmission length. State-of-the-art modules operate at 2.5 Gbitls channel data rate and thus achieve 30 Gbitls throughput for a 1Zchannel system [19-211. Obviously, intensive work toward modules with 10 Gbitls individual channel data rate has commenced. Figure 6.2 shows a photograph, bit error rate (BER) characteristics, and an eye diagram of a 1 * 10 elements VCSEL array that is being developed for these next-generation parallel optical transceivers. The oxideconfined VCSELs are arranged on a 250-pm pitch that is compatible to MT (Mechanical Transfer) -type multifiber connectors [22] and each unit cell of the array contains p- and n-contacts separated by 125 pm. The etched VCSEL mesas are planarized by polyimide to obtain a low parasitic capacitance, coplanarcontactlayout. With this design, modulation corner frequencies in excess of 12 GHz are achieved [23] which are well-suited for data transmission in the 10 Gbitls regime. In the given experiment, about 3 ,urn active diameter lasers with an averagethreshold current Ih = 340 PA, emitting in a single transverse and longitudinal mode at 850-nm wavelength, have been driven at identical 1.65 mA bias current and 0.65 V,, modulation voltage [ a ] , yielding a dynamic on-off ratio of 6 dB.Figure 6.2 reveals that the BER curves thus obtained for back-to-back operation almost coincide and that error rates of lo-’ are reached with less than -15 dBm optical power incident onto a pin photodiode and transimpedance-amplifierbased fiber pigtailed receiver. Although 10 Gbit/s-compatible prototype VCSEL arrays are available today, the manufacturing of complete interconnect modules still requires some challenges to be addressed. Among those are the realization of high-sensitivity MhW-compatible photoreceiver arrays and the dense hybrid integration of optoelectronic chips with high-speed, probably silicon germanium (SiGe) based electronics [24a].
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Fig. 6.2 125-pm pitch contact arrangement (top) and bit error rate characteristics for back-to-back (B-T-B) operation of all 10 channels at 10 Gbit/s modulation with a representative eye diagram (on a 200 ps horizontal and 900 mV vertical scale) in the inset (bottom).



Figure 6.3 shows a typical example of a complete parallel optical link module. Generally, effective heat sinking is required to remove the excess power generated by the driver and receiver electronics as well as the multiplexing and demultiplexing circuits. 6.2.2. LONG-DISTANCE 10 GBIT/S MMF



DATA TRANSMISSION Even before the GbE standard had been finalized it had already become evident that backbones operating at 1 Gbitls speed would only for a short
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Fig. 6.3 Infineon Technologies’ parallel optical link (PAROLI) module with and without an attached 12-fiber ribbon cable [19] (left, 02000 IEEE) and bottom view of an open module [19a] (right).



time be able to satisfy the ever-increasing bandwidth demand in local area network environments. Thus, in March 1999 the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) established a Higher Speed Study Group to explore available technology options, and the current 10-GigabitEthernet proposal is expected to be adopted as a standard termed IEEE 802.3ae [25] during 2002. With regard to a multimode fiber medium that is attractive for low apparatus cost in-building cabling, several options exist to reach the target data rate on the order of 10 Gbit/s. Coarse wavelength-division multiplexing (CWDM, sometimes also called wide-WDM), usually with more than 10 nm channel spacing, is an attractive option for increasing the data throughput while utilizing the often low-bandwidth installed MMF base. CWDM modules based on 780 to 860 nm wavelength VCSELs for 4 * 2.5 Gbit/s data transmission over 100m of 62.5 p m core diameter MMF [26] or for 8 * 155 Mbit/s operation [27] have been demonstrated. For the 1300 nm long-wavelength regime, the use of edge-emitting DFB lasers has been proposed for 4 * 2.5 Gbit/s transmission over either multimode or single-mode fiber [28]. However, several demonstrations of 10 Gbit/s VCSEL transmitters and MMF receivers together with the progress of CMOS and SiGe electronics clearly show the feasibility of a straight forward serial high-speed solution without the added complexity of optical multi- and demultiplexing. Indeed, the short-wavelength CWDM approach is presently not considered for the IEEE 802.3ae physical layer [28a]. Subcarrier multiplexing and multilevel coding [29] or adaptive electronic equalization [30] as alternative upgrading methods have not yet been sufficiently evaluated for practical use but might become competitive in the future. On the other hand, an adoption of the 850 nm serial solution into the 10-GbE standard required the availability of a MMF with improved modal bandwidth.
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The maximum transmission distances achievable with a MMF are limited by intermodal dispersion resulting in pulse broadening and thus intersymbol interference. As an example, for the 850-nm short-wavelength regime the GbE standard defines an operating range of 275 m for a 62.5-pm core diameter GI MMF with a bandwidth-distance product of 200 MHz * km. Due to lower numerical aperture and smaller core area and thus better manufacturing control over the refractive index profile, a 50-pm diameter fiber featuring 500 MHz * km normalized bandwidth will suffice up to distances of 550 m [31,32]. Although transmission over longer lengths has been demonstrated by taking advantage of restricted fiber launch from a laser source [33], average quality MMFs are not able to support 10 Gbit/s signals over sufficiently long distances. Minimum cabling length requirements can be extracted from the results of a survey of 107 U.S. companies of diverse size, location, and industry conducted by the E E E in July 1996 during the development of GbE [34]. According to Fig. 6.4, more than 90% of the in-building fiber backbones are less than 300 m in length, which is thus defined as a target value. In early 2000, Lucent Technologieswas the first company to introduce a 50-pm core diameter MMF with an increased bandwidth-distanceproduct of 2.2 GHz * km at 850-nm wavelength [34]. Besides the adoption of GbE and related standards, commercialization of VCSEL technology, and the realization of low-cost connector and other hardware for fiber local area networks (LANs), this development is regarded as a key opportunity for further
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Fig. 6.4 In-building fiber backbone distance distribution from a7/1996 IEEE survey [34].
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penetration of optoelectronics into data networks [35]. Fiber optimization consists of a reproducible and improved realization of a close to parabolic refractive index grading that minimizes the group delay differencesbetween the multiple guided modes over a certain target wavelength regime. Of special importance is the suppression of the center dip in the index profile, which is easily established during fiber preform preparation [36], leading to propagation delay particularly for the fundamental mode. Despite being designed for the short-wavelength region, the bandwidth requirements of 1.3 pm wavelength signals as defined in the E E E 802.32 GbE standard 1000BASE-SX physical layer are still satisfied by the new fiber. Figure 6.5 displays the results of time-domain differential mode delay (DMD) measurements carried out on a conventional as well as a new generation MMF [37]. In this technique, an optical pulse is launched from a single-mode fiber into the MMF under test at different radial offset positions and the resulting pulse shapes at the MMF end are recorded. Due to the excitationof different mode groups with different group velocities, the conventional fiber shows significant pulse splitting and wandering of the peak
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Fig. 6.5 850-nm wavelength differential mode delay characteristics of 500-m spools of a typical deployed MMF (top) and of a new-generationoptimized MMF (bottom), both with 50-ym core diameter [37].
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Received Optical Power (dBm) Fig. 6.6 Bit error rate characteristics for 10 Gbitls data transmission with an 830-nm wavelength transverse single-mode (SM) VCSEL over up to 1.6 km of a high-performance multimode fiber as well as for back-to-back (B-T-B) operation [38] (0 1999 IEEE).



position with varying launch offset. In contrast, the bandwidth-optimized fiber features nearly ideal pulse propagation behavior over almost the entire core area with only slight broadening versus the directly detected reference pulse. Thus, alignment-tolerant data transmission properties can be expected, which retains the cost benefits of a MMF-based system. Figure 6.6 shows bit error rate measurements for 10 Gbit/s data transmission with an 830-nm VCSFL source over this fiber medium [38]. Errorfree operation over up to 1.6 Inn distance is achieved with only 3 dB power penalty. Five connectorized fiber spools of 500,400,300,300, and 100 m length are used in the experiment. Further including a 2-km-long fiber piece, transmission over even 2.8 lun was shown to be possible [39]. Although in these two demonstrations single-mode emission turned out to be an essential feature due to chromatic dispersion limitations, highly multimoded VCSELs can be employed as well for transmission over distances that will be required for 10-GbE [40]. With a € d e r increase of bandwidth demand beyond the direct current modulation capabilities of laser transmitters, CWDM approaches as mentioned before will. certainly gain importance for premises backbone links.With a channel spacing of several nm, the requirements for wavelength stabilization of optical sources as well as on the dernultiplexing process can be considerably relaxed compared to dense WDM in telecommunications. For a first laboratory realization of a 40 Gbit/s MMF
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system [41], oxide-confined high-speed transverse single-mode VCSELs in the 3 to 4 p m active diameter range with emission wavelengths of 815, 822, 828, and 835 nm have been selected. VCSEL beams are combined through polarizing beam splitters and a MMF 3-dB coupler and a grating is used for free-space demultiplexing. The transmission experiment is performed by driving all VCSELs simultaneously with decorrelated 10 Gbitls pseudo-random bit sequences from a pattern generator, whereas only one of the channels is detected. Figure 6.7 shows the measured BERs before and after the insertion of a 3 10-m-longhigh-bandwidth MMF cable, where error-free operation is achieved for all channels. Power penalties between 1 and 3 dB are mainly caused by polarization noise generated during beam multiplexing and a below 15 dB adjacent wavelength suppression in the present demultiplexing setup. Integration of devices as demonstrated at lower speeds in [27] or [28] is likely to yield very compact affordable modules for 40 Gbit/s or higher data rates in the future. 6.2.3. DATA TRANSMISSION OVER PLASTIC OPTICAL FIBERS



Traditionally plastic (sometimes also denoted polymer) optical fibers (POFs) are mainly applied in lighting, display, image transmission, or simple optical interconnection of consumer electronics equipment [42]. For several years, however, POFs have produced much interest for use in
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high-speed data communications. POFs can be fabricated with larger core diameter than any silica glass fiber while being much more flexible and resistant to breaking. As a consequence, large alignment tolerances allow the use of injection-molded parts in connectors and transceivers, which reduces the apparatus cost to a minimum. At the same time, higher bandwidth, lighter weight, and inherent immunity to electromagnetic interference can give plastic fibers an edge over conventional copper cable technology. Progress in POF fabrication, system applications, and corresponding passive and active components is well documented in the Proceedings of the International Plastic Optical Fiber Conferences [4345a]. Fiber manufacturing is concentrated mainly in Japan with Mitsubishi Rayon Co., Ltd., Asahi Kasei Co. (previously Asahi Chemical Industry Co., Ltd.), Toray Industries, Inc., and Asahi Glass Company as the main players. One of the most important benchmarks for an optical fiber is its spectral attenuation characteristics. Figure 6.8 shows such spectra for the wellknown silica glass fiber and the very low-cost PMMA step-index (SI) POF [46]. For data communication wavelengths of around 900 nm, these fiber types have hugely different attenuation coefficients of about 1 d I 3 h and lo4 respectively. The various attenuation peaks in the PMMA 100000 10000
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spectrum are mainly caused by resonances of carbon-hydrogen bonds. In the more recent perfluorinated (PF) POF, basically hydrogen is replaced by heavier fluorine atoms, thus effectivelysuppressing most of the resonances and allowing achievement of intermediate (on a logarithmic dB-scale) attenuation coefficients of about 100 d B h . The potential of the promising pefluorinated material is exploited in graded-index fibers containing a parabolic-like refractive index profile in the core region. The so-called LucinaTMfiber with 120-pm core diameter, fabricated from a glass-state PF polymer by Asahi Glass, offers an over-filled launch bandwidth in the 200 MHz * km range (see [47] for a discussion of maximum theoretical bit rates) and losses below 50 dB/km throughout the entire data communications window from 700 to 1300 nm. Minimum losses down to 10 &/km seem to be within reach [46]. Table 6.1 provides an overview of recent system experiments performed with various kinds of POF and either Fabry-Pkrot-type, DFB, or VCSEL sources in different wavelength regimes. Due to high attenuation of 1 to 3 dB/m in the usual 780- to 860-nm short-wavelength datacom operation window (and even considerably higher losses for longer wavelengths), data transmission over PMMA-based fibers is feasible only for meter-long links within a cabinet [57] or on the circuit board level, as mentioned in Table 6.1 POF-Based Data TransmissionExperiments Fiber Qpes are PMMA SI-POF (PMST), PMMA GI-POF (PMGI), or Perfluorinated GI-POF (PFGI) Fiber type
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Sect. 6.5. Losses of about 0.2 dB/m allow for somewhat longer distances at around 650 nm, however, here the fabrication of m a y type laser sources with sufficient temperature stability imposes great difficulties. Although remarkable progress has been reported on red-emitting VCSELs in the last few years [58-60], high-speed operation at elevated temperatures still needs to be demonstrated. In addition, the PMMA attenuation spectrum in Fig. 6.8 exhibits a rather narrow dip at around 650 nm and unfortunately, laser performance degrades with almost every nanometer below 670 nm wavelength [61]. Due to comparatively low attenuation over a several 100-nm-widespectral range, the PF GI-POF appears to be a candidate for data transmission even up to 10 Gbit/s over 100 m distance. Graded-index POFs indeed generally show higher bandwidth-distance products than would be expected from their refractive index profile. Both strong mode coupling between low order mode groups [62] and differential mode attenuation [63] are discussed as underlying mechanisms. Furthermore, the bandwidth can be enhanced through under-filled launch from a small numerical aperture source such as a VCSEL. Apart from the special modal dispersion properties it is also interesting to note that the material dispersion of perfluorinated material is lower than that of silica glass or PMMA [64]. However, as can be concluded from Table 6.1 there is no standardized fiber diameter as yet and long-term stability is still a much-debated issue. These factors all contribute to limited commercial fiber availability to date. With the aforementioned fiber properties, the application fields included Step-indexPOFs with conventional in Fig. 6.9 are envisionedfor POFs [64]. or lower (0.2 to 0.3 rather than 0.4 to 0.5) numerical aperture (NA) could compete with twisted pair and coax electrical cables and be employed in much discussed [43-45a] digital home area networks (HANS)based on the IEEE 1394(Firewire) standard. Also, data buses for entertainment, control, or communication in mobile systems such as cars, trains, and airplanes have moderate bandwidth and length requirements but do benefit from electromagnetic interference immunity and small size and weight of POFs [65,66]. PMMA GI-POFs could be used for data rates exceeding400 Mbit/s but required 650-nm transceiver components. Fiber cables for horizontal as well as vertical connections with below 300 m length in premises networks are potential applications of PF POFs. With further expected increases in bandwidth and reductions in loss, these fibers might even be used in campus LANs or penetrate into access networks for HANS, business districts, or residential areas. Currently however, the performance of PF POFs is by far
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inferior to that of silica fibers, especially when considering the progress in high-bandwidth MMFs capable of 10 Gbit/s transport over more than 300 m, as reported in the previous section. Also it has been shown [67] that non-standard, extended core diameter (148 or 185 pm) and thus more alignment tolerant GI silica MMFs allow data transmission over much larger distances (2.5 Gbit/s over 4 km at 1300 nm wavelength) than PF POFs owing to significantly lower losses. In any case, whereas it is relatively easy to launch the light from a laser source into a POF, the receiving end remains the most demanding part of a high-speed Gbit/s plastic-based data link. First of all, the diameter of the photodiode has to be chosen large enough in order not to waste signal power and to minimize modal noise penalties, which incurs bandwidth limitations through the increased diode capacitance. Mostly, additional optics have to be used. On the other hand, the higher fiber loss compared to silica decreases the available link power margin so that high-sensitivity receivers have to be employed, especially if the links are intended to be operated within the eye safety margin of the infrared short-wavelength regime.



6.3. Optical Backplanes The first penetration step of optical data links into single-box, highperformance data processing systems most likely will be the introduction of optical backplanes to interconnect the usual multitude of printed
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circuit boards (PCBs). For clock frequencies exceeding values of roughly 100 MHz, parallel electrical lines already suffer from well-known drawbacks such as RC time constant limitations, ohmic losses, cross-talk, reflections due to impedance mismatch, or ground bounce. The usual design strategy consists of increasing the data bus width rather than the data rate. Operating a bus at higher frequencies is usually not possible, requiring a complete redesign. Apart from pure intra-backplane transmission, the interfaces between boards and backplane represent a perfomance bottleneck themselves. Although array connectors capable of handling differential 1 Gbit/s signals (at the expense of a higher number of pins) in a below 1 mm pitch are available on the market, high pin count electro-mechanical connections constitute a particularly delicate part of such a system. Optical backplane interconnects on the other hand are free from transmission line effects and are thus able to provide wider bandwidth at reduced and, most important, frequency independent cross-talk, greatly improved scalability of bus frequencies, voltage isolation, higher channel density, and reduced mechanical insertion force [68] contributing to higher reliability. According to Fig. 6.10, approaches to optical backplane interconnects are subdividedhere into five categories which are discussed in the following sections. 6.3.1. FIBER CABLED BACKPLANE



In the most straightforward case, depicted in Fig. 6.10(a), the optical channels of a hybrid electricalloptical backplane are composed of wellstandardized duplex optical fiber jumper cables, which constitutes a readily available solution, especially if transceiver modules (like for GbE) are placed on the boards [69]. For higher throughput fiber ribbon cables special optical multi-fiber backplane connectors are being developed that lend themselves to replacing existing electrical connection schemes. In [70] a backplane connector incorporating 48 channels in a total area of 25 * 21 mm2 is proposed that is fully compatible with the electrical SIPAC (Siemens Packaging System) system. Small backplane openings are certainly required to minimize possible electromagnetic interference from outside sources. A current connector solution for rack-to-rack linking is shown in the top part of Fig. 6.11, where up to six standard MT ferrules holding a total of up to 72 fibers fit into an adapter that requires about 18 * 46 mm2 backpanel opening. Alternatively, parallel transceiver modules such as mentioned in Sect. 6.2.1 can be placed at the board edge, as
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(a) Discrete cabling



(c) Free-space, straightpath



(d) Free-space, zig-zagpath



(e) Direct interboard



Fig. 6.10 Optical backplane categories.
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Fig. 6.11 Infineon’s MMCTM(Multi MC) connector and adapter system for up to 6 MT connectors with 12 fibers each at 250-pm pitch (top) and PAROL1 transmitter and receiver arrangement for direct coupling into a duplex-type backplane connection module [70a] (bottom).



illustrated in the bottom part of Fig. 6.1 1. High inputloutput (UO)density is reached in a “belly-to-belly’’ configuration of transmitter and receiver modules and the use of an SMC- (Single MT Connector) Duplex connector. A minimum module pitch of 30 mm would then translate into an average port density of 8 per cm or a bit rate density of 20 Gbit/s/cm assuming 12-channel transceivers operating at individual 2.5 Gbit/s. The backplane socket incorporates a floating center part that assists the mating process so that no tighter mechanical tolerances are required compared to electrical solutions.
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A fine example for the reduction of volume and weight of connectors and cables and the additional benefit of increased data throughput that can be achieved by replacing electrical with optical board edge interconnections is documented in [711.



6.3.2. INTEGRATED WAVEGUIDES Certainly the wiring harness that can result from discrete fiber cabling [69] is not overwhelmingly elegant since it consumes extra space, is prone to assembling errors, and is not really cost-effective.While backplane connectors of the type in Fig. 6.1 1are best suited as an interface for frame-to-frame interconnection, optical waveguides integrated into the backplane according to Fig. 6.10(b) appear more appropriate for high interboard connectivity. For this scenario, three important topics immediately need to be addressed, namely ease of waveguide integration, amount of power attenuation, and possible ways of bending the photon path by 90". First of all it is clear that multimode rather than single-mode waveguides are preferred since they offer relaxed alignment tolerances but still provide sufficient bandwidth for less than 1 m transmission length. Second, at first glance, off-the-shelf optical fibers seem to be an attractive choice because of their low transmission loss. In [72] 500-pm-diameter POFs are laid into grooves and 45" notches incorporating hemispherical lenses are provided in the backplane for vertical in- and outcoupling. Although glass fibers have almost negligible losses, fiber termination at exact predetermined lengths is even less feasible. Within the European Commission (EC)-funded HIBITS project (High Bitrate ATM Termination and Switching, project duration Jan. 1992-Dec. 1995,part of the RACE 11program), 62.5-pm core diameter silica MMFs have been encapsulated at 250 p m pitch in an epoxy layer on a printed circuit board [73], where fibers terminate in custom-made surfacemounted connector parts involving LIGA' fabrication technology. Fiber flexfoils for parallel board or backplane links have been fabricated in the EC SPIBOC project (Standardised Packaging and Interconnect for Interand Intra-Board Optical Interconnections, Nov. 1993-Nov. 1996, ESPRIT III program') [76,77]. The German acronymstands for the terms lithography,electroforming,and plastic molding



WI. Work on optical backplanes had already commenced in the precursory ESPRIT 11 project OLIVES (Optical Interconnections for VLSI and Electronic Systems),Jan. 1989-Dec. 1991



[751.
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More recently, 62.5-pm core diameter glass-glass-polymer gradedindex fiber arrays are laminated onto either PCB or backplane within the U.S. DARPA and Air Force funded ChEEtah/OMNET (Optical MicroNetworks) program launched in June 1997 with 36+ months duration [78]. In both latter examples, multifiber connectors are used at the parallel optoelectronic transceiver and board-to-backplaneinterfaces. Low loss and very high bandwidth clearly speak in favor of the use of fibers within a computer box, however, several shortcomings are quite obvious [68]. Among those, labor-intensive assembly, difficult photon bending, and the lack of a costreducing planar fabricationand packaging technology are most noteworthy. Polymer waveguides deposited onto a backplane are the second and rather more viable choice for guided-wave propagation. At the end of the 1970s such waveguides had already been reported for use in multimode optical fiber systems [79]. Recently much work on board integration has been invested in the U.S. within the Polymer Optical Interconnect Technology (POINT) project. Several polymers with attenuation coefficients in the 0.1 &/cm range at 850 nm wavelength are reported in [80-821. A 288-mmlong 144-channelbackplane with 50-pm-wide rib waveguides arranged in a 100-pm pitch has been demonstrated for about 1 Gbit/s speed data transmission. In addition a novel packaging solution for VCSELs employing a planar fabrication process has been devised in this project. Components are picked and placed on a common ceramic or plastic substrate and electrical lines are fabricated on a polyimide layer laminated over the devices. Passive alignment structures for planar Polyguide (a trademark of DuPont) [83] waveguide arrays are produced by laser micromachining [8 11. In [84] transmission losses of 200 * 200 pm2 cross-section polymer waveguides as low as 0.03 dB/cm have been achieved at 780-nm wavelength. A practical system based on this technology is discussed in Sect. 6.3.6 in greater detail. Apart from rigid substrates, multichannel ribbon waveguides can also be realized on flexible foils like PVC [85] or Kapton t811. Whereas fiber circuits on a backplane would mostly serve to establish straight or perhaps slightly bent paths without crossings (which would require successive fiber layers) as in the upper part of the schematic backplane in Fig. 6.1O(b), it is quite possible to implement polymer waveguide splitters, combiners, and intersections that give additional degrees of freedom for signal routing. In [86] excess losses as low as 2.2 dB for 100rectangular crossings have been achieved with deuterated PMMA waveguides of about 40 * 40 pm2 core size. Propagation loss of straight waveguides was less
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than 0.02 dB/cm at 850-nm wavelength. Because minimum bending radii for tolerable attenuation usually are in the millimeter range and the incorporation of low-loss 90" deflections often proves difficult, planar waveguide circuits are rather space consuming. Some researchers raise a lot of hope by predicting that these limitationswill be overcomein the future by exploiting the unique properties of photonic bandgap structures. Given the extremely stringent requirements on precision manufacturing it seems clear, however, that the scattering losses of such waveguides cannot be reduced to acceptable levels with any presently known microstructuring technique [87].



6.3.3. FREE-SPACE BACKPLANE WITH STRAIGHT PHOTON PATH Very high density optical interconnection within a backplane can in principle be achieved with two-dimensional arrays of free-space beams, as schematically illustrated in Fig. 6.10(c). Vol. 2, Chapter 10 of this handbook is devoted to the smart pixel technology [4,5, 881 to be employed for its realization. Although such a configuration is projected to be able to transport and process Tbit/s amounts of data [89,90], the interboard communication bottleneck still remains at the board-to-backplane interfaces. According to Table 6.2, free-space (FS) interconnections potentially offer numerous advantages over guided-wave (GW) approaches. However, if it comes to practical implementations the last topic on the list often turns out to be most restricting. Concepts like stacked planar optics [91] have been proposed rather early to overcome the alignment and stability issues but are usually not compatible with the conventional design of electronic data processing systems. With respect to volume consumption it has been shown in [92] that a space-invariant fiber image guide (see Sect. 6.5.2.2) based interconnect can be superior to a free-space solution. For a space-variant interconnect case, the guided-wave approach features a more favorable scaling with the number of channels to be imaged. 6.3.4. FREE-SPACE BACKPLANE WITH ZIG-ZAG PHOTON PATH



Zig-zag-type beam propagation (see Fig. 6.10(d)) within a millimeter-range thick optically transparent substrate can be regarded as a mixture between FS and GW transmission and is thus an alternative to straight free-space
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l”abe 6.2 Comparison Between Freespace and Guided-Wave Interconnections WG: Waveguide Topic



Free-space



Guided-wave



Possible Yes, low loss achievable; no in case of fibers Channel fan-out Relatively easy More complicated Dynamic reconfiguration Fixed Optical paths possible Maximum channel Decreasing with Independent of distance; distance; interference density usually free from p u g h diffraction, crosstalk misalignment VGW< possible [92] Volume consumption VFS Practically none Bandwidth limit Modal or chromatic (carrier frequency) dispersion Negligible (silica fibers) None; only during Propagation losses up to distance-limiting beam manipulations Yes, to and from WG In-/out-couplinglosses None Yes Additional (lossy) Not necessarily (butt coupling possible) optics required? For free Inexpensive Cost of waveguiding (replicated channel medium WGs) up to rather Costly (2-D arrangements) More easy; passive Alignment and stability Very critical; active corrections desired



2-D arrangement Channel intersections



Almost natural Yes, lossless



interconnections [93]. In [94] advances toward such a kind of backplane are reported. VCSEL and photodetector arrays are hybridly integrated with microlens mays required for beam collimation and focusing. Holographic gratings serve for beam deflection and splitting, which thus provides signal broadcasting, however, the available power budget limits the allowable
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number of boards. Clearly a tradeoff between interconnect density and interconnect distance has been identified in accordance with the fifth topic in Table 6.2. Distances on the order of 10 cm already required about 1mm device spacing. Data rates of up to 2 Gbit/s on the other hand were solely limited by the performance of the active optoelectronic components. In [95], an equivalent planar optics [96,97] wave propagation approach is employed to implement a neural-type data processing system, where optoelectronic chips are directly attached to the substrate, which thus resembles the functionality of a miniaturized optical backplane.



6.3.5. DIRECT INTERBOARD INTERCONNECTION Direct free-space board-to-board data transfer, as in Fig. 6.10(e), altogether avoiding board edge connections, is rated a viable short-term commercial opportunity for optics within a high-performance computing system [98]. The advantage of such a scenario lies in the design freedom to place massively parallel YO blocks next to transmitting and receiving integrated circuits (which might be found anywhere on the board) without the need to run numerous high-speed electrical signals over long distances to the board edge. VCSEL arrays as the key element will be able to satisfy the projected per-channel bandwidth in the several GHz range at least up to the year 2010. Because individual boards in mainstream computer systems have a positioning tolerance exceeding 1 mm, establishing and maintaining the alignment of the free-space optical links obviously imposes a problem with no known solution to date. The viability of active alignment [99, 99a] that might be achieved by, e.g., beam deflection through micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) -type elements is at least a cost issue.



6.3.6. EXAMPLE BACKPLANE SYSTEM A particularly practical approach to an optical backplane based on freespace coupling at the board-to-backplane interface is presented in Fig. 6.12 [85,72]. The beam emitted from a standard 850-nm VCSEL-based transmitter module is collimated at the PCB edge, focused onto a metalized micromirror by a lens on the backplane, and deflected into a multimode polymer step-index waveguide for guided-wave propagation within the backplane.
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r photodiode transmitter



receive



substrate micromirror Fig. 6.12 DaimlerChrysler optical backplane concept relying on expanded beam free-space coupling to the processor boards and polymer channel waveguiding within the backplane [85].



The reverse process takes place at the output side, where the beam is focused onto a photodiode in a corresponding receiver module. The system is targeted especially for avionic applications so that immunity to electromagnetic interference is a major advantage of an optical solution. Other benefits of the system include: Elimination of optical connectors; Large lateral alignment tolerances of +/-0.5 mm for 1 dB excess loss; these are reached solely by aid of the remaining electrical pins further required for power and low-speed control lines; Low link losses and flexible signal routing. The polymer waveguides depicted in Fig. 6.13 (top) have a cross-sectional area of about 250 * 200 pm2, a 0.35 numerical aperture, an estimated bit rate-distance product of 10 Gbit ;k d s (limited by intermodal rather than chromatic dispersion), and can be deposited on a wide range of reasonably smooth substrates such as aluminum, glass, PMMA, PCB materials, and even flexible foils. Attenuation coefficients as low as 0.03 dB/cm have been measured, allowing the integration of couplers and splitters, which is rather impractical with optical fibers. Figure 6.13 (center) shows an
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Fig. 6.13 Straight polymer waveguides and 4-to- 1 combiners and corresponding splitters on a glass substrate (top) and example backplane fabricated by DaimlerChrysler with attached optical connectors (center) and various waveguide routings, as separately illustrated in the bottom part.



example backplane with the optical routing indicated in the bottom part, where incorporated waveguide crossings serve to realize ring networks with different numbers of nodes. A bidirectional backplane has been fabricated with a total loss of 4 dB including Fresnel losses, waveguide curvature, micromirror reflectivity, as well as a 90" crossing contributing 0.8 dB.
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By deflection through 90" mirrors, integration of power splitters and a mode mixing region, a 4 x 4 star network has also been implemented.Data transmission at 1 Gbit/s has been achieved over sufficientlylong distances of 55 cm. Systemupgrade to 2.5 Gbit/s has been shown to be feasibleusing availableVCSEL technology and 300-pm-diameter metal-semiconductormetal (MSM) photodetectors [99b]. Environmental system tests including accelerated aging, vibration, and sensitivity to dust and condensationhave all been successfully passed. An obvious drawback of this rather matured system is the relatively low z/O density enforced by the several millimeter expanded beam diameter. This inhibits direct mapping of electrical lines into optical channels but requires electrical multiplexing and demultiplexing on the boards, which was judged acceptable for the present application, given the numerous remaining advantages.



6.4.



Optical Board Interconnects



When discussing optical backplanes in the preceding section we touched on the subject of board interconnects. Even if a large-bandwidth opticsassisted data transfer along the backplane was guaranteed, the limitations of high-speed electrical signaling mentioned at the beginning of Sect. 6.3 would still apply on the individualprinted circuitboards. Certainly, increasing the layer count of the PCBs is costly,an alternativedifferential signaling scheme will increasethe number of IC pins, and moreover neither strategy is at all future-proof.The question thus is if photonics could also help to circumvent the intraboard communicationbottleneck appearingat the horizon. 6.4.1. INTERCONNECT REQUIREMENTS AND CHOICE



OF TECHNOLOGIES Again there are several options available. Free-space transmission either parallel to the board surface or in a zig-zag manner using external optics overlaying the board would interfere with the space requirements of electronicdevices or of the adjacent boards. In addition, distances of up to several tens of centimeters would make alignment extremely critical and accordingly strongly reduce the channel density. Any kind of waveguide put on top of the board would likewise impose undesired restrictions on the placement of other components. Waveguide integration into the PCB thus appears to be the method of choice, where channel waveguides have
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a clear edge over optical fibers owing to planar batch fabrication capability. Polymer waveguides are most widely investigated for this purpose. An approach to be accepted in the industrial environment should ideally be fully compatible with today's PCB manufacturing sequence. In particular the following requirements have to be met. The waveguide layer has to withstand high pressure (applied during lamination) at elevated temperature without deterioration, especially of the optical properties. High temperatures also occur during the soldering step. Lead-free soldering in an infrared lamp-heated oven willincrease the temperature to about 200°C for a period of up to 20 s, which accordingly determines the minimum glass transition temperature of the polymers. Preferably the optical layer should be placed in the center of the PCB to avoid undesired warp and at the same time reduce the temperature load. The optoelectronic modules have to be picked and placed onto the board by the same machines as the electronic devices, which requires some kind of passive self-alignment. The attenuation coefficient of the waveguides should not much exceed 0.1 dB/cm in order to keep the propagation losses within an acceptable 5 dB limit even for transmission distances of up to 50 cm. Because the polymers usually become less transparent at longer wavelengths, and red-emitting lasers suffer from inherent problems as mentioned in Sect. 6.2.3, the 850-nm wavelength region, already well established in datacom, is preferable. On the other hand, continuously decreasing operating voltages of integrated circuits make the design of laser drivers more challenging and thus speak in favor of devices operating in the 1.3 or 1.55 pm wavelength region. 6.4.2. APPROACHES TO INTRABOARD WAVEGUIDE INTERCONNECTS For the interfacing of transmitter and receiver elements with the waveguides essentially three options are discussed, as illustrated in Fig. 6.14. In the first case (a) transceiver modules are placed on top of the board, where light from the VCSEL is guided down to the waveguide and back up to the photodetector at the receiving end. Deflections by 90" can be implemented either in the guiding pin or the waveguide itself. In the second option (b) laser and PD are displaced from the transceivers such that they butt-couple with the waveguide. The third case (c) envisions thin-film optoelectronic devices fully embedded into the optical layer, where electrical contacting is provided through the conventional multilayer structure.
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Fig. 6.14 Options for interfacing optoelectronicdevices to the waveguide (WG) layer in a hybrid electricaVoptical printed circuit board. Indirect coupling via waveguide pins (a), direct butt-coupling (b), and board-embedded one-dimensional VCSEL and photodetector (PD) arrays (c).



The three approaches in Fig. 6.14 are all investigated in ongoing projects [loo, 1011. For option (a), waveguide structures are formed by hotembossing of a polymer foil followed by core filling with an optical adhesive of higher refractive index. Sealing with an upper cladding layer and a common lamination step complete the PCB fabrication [102, 1031. Deflecting 45" mirrors are realized in the same replication step followed by selective metalization for highly reflecting surfaces. First optical data transmission experiments over prototype boards are reported in [ 104, 241. A total of 20 trapezoidal shape waveguides of 125 p m average width are
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arranged on a 250-pm pitch. Minimum waveguide attenuation of about 0.5 dB/cm has already been reduced to about 0.1 dB/cm in subsequent board generations. Data rates up to 10 Gbit/s from a 930-nm wavelength VCSEL have been sent over some-cm long samples without internal beam deflection. Bit error rates of lo-'' at -9.5 dBm minimum received optical power have been measured by coupling the light into a 50-pm core diameter silica MMF pigtail of a 10 Gbit/s-compatible InGaAs pin-photodiode based receiver. The apparent size mismatch between waveguide core and pick-up fiber and associated modal noise effects increase the power penalty and lead to undesired channel-to-channel variations. These problems are already known from high-speed POF experiments discussed in Sect. 6.2.3 and could be alleviated through waveguide core size reductions, however, jeopardizing favorable alignment tolerances. Figure 6.15 shows the advanced concept of data transmission over a waveguide-integrated printed circuit board as promoted by Infineon Technologies. Parallel optical link (PAROLI) transceivers are modified to



Fig. 6.15 Infineon's modified PAROLI transceiver applied for parallel intraboard data transmission over integrated polymer waveguides [ 104al.
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permit light output or input through the bottom instead of the front side of the module. A detailed description of the optical coupling concept relying on micromechanics-assistedpassive alignment can be found in [ 104al. Target bit rates of 2.5 Gbit/s should be achievable with waveguides of 70 70 pm2 cross-sectional area, whereas the photodetectors might demand smaller waveguides for data rates approaching 10 Gbit/s. In addition to intraboard connections, board-to-backplane and board-to-fiber concepts are also being explored. Apart from hardware realizations, much emphasis is put on the design process that has to lay the foundations for a seamless integration of optoelectronics into PCB manufacturing [ 1001. An approach toward option (b) in Fig. 6.14 is followed in [lo51 using a very similar fabrication sequence for the optical layer. Waveguides with 60 * 60 pm2 size cores and 0.3 numerical aperture embedded in a PCB with four electrical layers have been demonstrated as well as butt-coupling of a 4-channel, 250-pm pitch VCSEL array attached to a carrier board that is vertically inserted into the slotted hybrid PCB. Both separate transmitter and receiver boards with light out- or in-coupling over the board edge, respectively, are presented in [105a], where expected data rates of 1.25 Gbit/s per channel are limited by the available VCSEL and photodetector technology. Fully embedding the optoelectronic devices into the PCB as in Fig. 6.14(c) is a particularly attractive vision. Ideally, the board performance is considerably improved by buried optical interconnects without any extra space consumption.In [ 1011essentialcomponents such as thin-film VCSEL and MSM photodetector arrays as well as 45" total internal reflection or tilted grating microconplers are presented and in [lo61 first coupling results between waveguide and photodetector arrays are shown. Polymer waveguide formation in this case is accomplished by direct laser beam writing and the deflecting mirrors are fabricated in a reactive ion etching process. Possible concerns, e.g., regarding laser heat-sinking or the general compatibility to conventional PCB manufacturing, need to be addressed in future. In all cases discussed before, first polymer waveguide implementations usually consist of straight parallel data lines. As the technology matures, more complicated waveguide configurations incorporating bends, crossings, splitters, etc., as well as multiple optical layers, might become feasible, where the design limits will be set by the available optical power budget.
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Among the concrete applications for optical board-level signaling, optical synchronous clock distribution has attracted a lot of attention. Global synchrony as required in many architectures will be increasingly difficult to maintain electrically in future processing systems running at multi-GHz clock frequencies. Optics, on the other hand, might help reduce the clock skew as well as the associated dissipated power, which can amount to more than a quarter of a chip's total heat generation. The latter benefit is related to the property of a photon beam to provide large signal fanout independent of data rate and without parasitic reflections caused by impedance mismatch. In [lo71 laminated POF circuits are employed for clock delivery, taking advantage of sub-1-mm radius fiber bending capability. Although a 64-node network with favorable bandwidth and loss figures has been demonstrated, fiber insertion into holes in the PCB and their termination appears to be rather labor-intensive. A 1-to-48 clock signal distribution via an H-tree-shaped polymer waveguide circuit based on 1-to-2 splitters, 90" waveguide bends, and 45" total internal reflection waveguide mirrors is reported in [ 1011. An optical layer of this kind is aimed at replacing electrical circuit board layers, building up the conventional network from strongly bandwidth-limited, delay equalized transmission lines. Since a remaining electrical clock distribution is only needed over markedly reduced distances, considerable performance improvements of future supercomputer generations might be attainable. A more complete overview of optical clock distribution experiments can be obtained from refs. [63-831 in [108].



6.5. Optical Chip Interconnections Contributing to the interconnection between separate electronic chips or even within a single chip is the greatest challenge optical datacom has set upon to date. Usually reference is made to the Semiconductor Industry Association's roadmaps [l09], which predict a severe bottleneck for off-chip and global on-chip interconnections to be encountered within a period of roughly one decade. These insufficienciesespecially lead to high power consumption and obstructed processor-memory interaction. Certainly numerous physical reasons exist to use photons instead of electrons for interconnection, which have been meticulously listed in [lo& 109aI and on principle also apply at the interchip level. Regarding the rapid advances witnessed in the fields of optoelectronics and microoptics, many voices prophesy a bright future even for mm-distance optical datacom, generally
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accompanied by wishful thinking that no major or only well predictable progress ought to occur in the electronic domain over the extrapolated timeframe. In this section we will first look into the problems preventing the current use of optoelectronics on a silicon chip and then introduce some interconnect approaches chosen for custom-type processing systems. 6.5.1. ROADBLOCKS PREVENTING MAINSTREAM



USE OF OCIs This short section shall be devoted to the open question of when optical chip interconnects (OCIs), either inter- or intrachip, will be used in mainstream high-performance computer systems. The bold answer given in [98] simply says most likely not before the year 2010 and perhaps never. Because the arguments behind this statement are worthy of consideration for photonicscentered people, they shall be briefly summarized here:



9



9



The SIA roadmap predicts continued performance scaling over the next decade so that chip designers will put every effort into achieving these goals; Even when excluding unforeseen inventions, conventional electronics technology still has a lot of remedies at hand: apart from interlevel materials with low dielectric constant (so-called low-K dielectrics), copper wiring, and additional metal layers (all of which are already pursued), in particular architectural changes reducing interconnect requirements, asynchronous designs mitigating the clock skew problem, and perhaps transistor-based repeaters integrated into the metalization layers might provide solutions; Prevailing conservative thinking (enforced by economic pressure) within the community in our case demands that photonics has to promise (or better, prove) extraordinary benefits before it can entice design people to trade valuable chip real estate for driver and receiver circuits that might bring along additional heat and noise generation; Substantial changes in the VLSI industry would be necessary to ensure optimized post-processing of dies for virtually seamless integration of optoelectronic devices, alignment and packaging of optics, and finally repeated testing; Optoelectronic components need to operate reliably from 70 up to 100°C ambient temperature in order not to unacceptably increase the systems’ failure rates;
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The modification of computer-aided design tools to incorporate lasers and photodetectors would require dedicated long-term efforts that have not even started today; In mainstream systems optical interconnects will be accepted with only minor cost penalty. According to the aforementioned boundary conditions, conventional processor design labs indeed appear as closed societies with “Photons Keep Out” signs attached to their entrance gates. With or without optics, bandwidth and latency are the two fields desiring the most progress. While in the former case, dense two-dimensional arrangements of optoelectronic devices hold quite some promise for huge amounts of interchip data throughput, possible reductions of signal latency are much less obvious when considering signal propagation through additional driver and receiver circuits. In fact, latency of an optical interconnect has been identified as a crucial factor determining the application area so that opportunities for OCIs are found in system architectures that are still uncommon as of today. More information on this subject has been collected, e.g., in [ 1101.



6.5.2. DEMONSTRATOR REALIZATIONS EMPLOYING OCIs In what follows, very few examples of system demonstrators aimed at exploiting the new degree of freedom gained from optical chip interconnects through vertical signal I/O via the third spatial dimension will be given. In order to subdivide the field we distinguish between free-space and guidedwave approaches. 6.5.2.1.



Free-Space OCIs



In [ 1loa] the importance of two-dimensional parallel optical interconnects is clearly emphasized. Various backplane- and board-type demonstrators have been built where a great deal of effort has been spent to relieve the alignment issue, which is most critical in free-space systems and necessitates detailed tolerance analyses. In particular, this is achieved by modularization of components requiring most accurate adjustments and in-situ measurements of alignment errors. Tradeoffs between macro- (one bulk lens for all channels), micro- (one lens per channel), and mini- (or clustered; small array of channels per lens) optical systems relaying between the optoelectronic device planes are also found in [1loa] and [ 161.
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A macrooptical free-space system for global interconnection of a 4 4 array of smart pixel arrays distributed over an area of about 7 * 7 cm2 is reported in [ 1111. The arrays each contain 64 VCSELs and photodetectors arranged in dense 4 * 4 clusters and are placed with less than 1O-pmlateral tolerance on a common multi-chip module. Mutual optical interconnection of the chips is achieved in a reflective configuration increasing the demonstrator volume to about one liter. The prototype from [ 1111 in principle could be able to provide up to 128 Gbit/s interconnect bandwidth, where favorable scaling properties show potential for several Tbit/s throughput. In [ 1121 OCIs serve to take the first demonstrator steps toward a parallel processing system. Again, global connectivity is obtained through free-space optics and, as a special feature, the optical path is dynamically reconfigurable with spatial light modulators. In all previous cases proofof-principles have been achieved and remarkable progress has been made in component integration. However, the optical systems still have a bulky appearance, demanding continued efforts in the fields of microoptics and optomechanics. A radical proposal toward parallel computing is presented in [ 1131 and explored in the U.S. 3D-OESP (3D OptoElectronic Stacked Processors) project [ 114, 114al. In this case, three-dimensional stacks of processing layers are envisioned, intimately interconnected by intermediate optoelectronic layers. Although by this means, a high degree of compactness is achieved and alignment seems to be simplified, thermal management of such a system might become a rather serious issue. A unique approach to short-distance interchip communication is described in [115]. According to the schematic in Fig. 6.16, the optical
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Fig. 6.16 Schematic arrangement of a free-space micooptical bridge for connecting twodimensional laser/photodetector arrays located on the same electronic chip or on neighboring chips (left) and cross-sectionalview illustrating diffraction-limitedpropagation and beam collimation and focusing with integrated microlenses (right).
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pathway consists of a microoptical bridge integrating necessary functions of beam focusing and deflection. In the given demonstration, the optical pathway is assembled from two PMMA parts that are fabricated through a deep proton lithography prototyping technology. Application of injection molding for very low-cost replication has been shown to be feasible, permitting the use of alternative polymers with, e.g., higher glass transition temperatures. A wave propagation analysis relying on Gaussian beams yields a maximum transmission length of 5.2 mm (21 mm) with 100 p m (200 pm) diameter microlenses, corresponding to a peak channel density of l@/cm2 (2.5 103/cm2)for perfectly aligned systems. Clearly, the achievable channel data rate is determined by space and power consumption of the active components rather than by any inherent bandwidth limit (see Table 6.2). Owing to a 500-pmthickness restriction of the proton irradiation technique, only a 2 * (2 * 8) bridge with 250-pm channel pitch could be demonstrated. Despite its elegance, in some possible applications a drawback of this rather simple interconnect scheme might be experienced in the restrictions imposed by the regular placement of transmitter and receiver elements.



*



6.5.2.2.



Two-Dimensional Waveguide Options for OCIs



Optical chip interconnection makes sense only if it can provide a large number of I/O channels distributed over the entire chip area. Consequently, one-dimensional waveguide configurations in the form of fiber ribbons as in Sect. 6.2.1, or for intraboard communication in Sect. 6.4.2, are inadequate. Because mechanical flexibility is usually desired, we concentrate on optical fiber-type waveguides, which essentially exist as ordered fiber bundles (OFBs) or fiber image guides (FIGS;also denoted imaging fiber bundles, IFBs), an example of both is shown in Fig. 6.17. Either type can be realized from silica glass or polymer optical fibers. On the left-hand side of Fig. 6.17, step-index POFs with 120- or 62-pm core diameter and 125-pm outer cladding diameter are arranged on a 250-pm pitch. Proper positioning is achieved through fiber insertion into a precision-drilled hole plate or stacking of individual U-grooved plates holding one fiber ribbon each [ 1161. As seen in the photograph, advantage is taken from the very high bending flexibility of POFs to fabricate a compact, small headroom 128-fiber connector based on 700-pm diameter MT guide pins for alignment. The experimentally determined bandwidth-distance product of a 120-pm diameter POF exceeds 2 GHz * m. In [117] it was thus possible to transmit 10 Gbit/s data from a 980-nm VCSEL over a 17-cm-longinterchip pathway incorporating an array of 2 * 8 POFs.
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Fig. 6.17 Examples of two-dimensional optical pathways. Terminated ordered fiber bundle with 128 POFs arranged in four 4 * 8 clusters with 250-pm pitch (left) [116, 1281 and 1 mm diameter POF image guide (right) with detailed view of the hexagonal arrangement of about 15-pm diameter fibers [117] (0 2001 IEEE).



Lower attenuation than with PMMA material can be achieved with glasstype OFBs, as demonstrated in [118]. The fabrication procedure is able to yield rigid data conduits of various shapes [1191or flexible bundles where individual fibers are separated in a leaching process except for typically 1 to 3 mm-long rigid ends composed of fused all-glass material. Fiber image guides are manufactured similarly to Oms, however, the stacking and drawing process is further repeated, which typically results in 2000 to 15OOO per square millimeter fiber densities and variable core diameters in the order of 10 p m [120]. Traditionally FIGs have been used in flexible endoscopes and medical imaging systems. Loss and image resolution issues of FIGs for use in bit-parallel optical interconnects are studied in [121] in detail, where alternative fabrication methods are also outlined. In FIGbased links, a single data channel is supported by several waveguides. Because the fiber and source/detector array configurations generally have different pitches, at least 10 fibers per channel should be involved in order to avoid inhomogeneous power distributions resulting from a MoirC-type sampling effect. In [122] 6 * 6 optical channels from a 125-pm spacing 980 nm VCSEL array have been transmitted over a 1-m-long FIG at 1Gbitls data rate, where the total insertion loss was as low as 1.1 dB and the optical cross-talk remained below -27 dB. In [ 1231a similar experiment is carried out at 250 Mbit/s with ten 840-nm VCSEL signals and the tradeoff between signal uniformity and channel density as functions of spot size is investigated. Other data are 1.93 mm diagonal length of the hexagonalshape FIG, 1.35 m fiber length, 3 dB loss, and < -27 dB cross-talk. Further recent experiments relevant for chip-level interconnections carried out with FIGs are reported in [ 1201.
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Thin slices from a rigid FIG are known as fiber optic face plates [ 1191. Since with proper choice of the glass materials a wide range between 0.1 and up to (or even exceeding) unity for the fiber numerical aperture can be achieved [118], face plates can be employed, e.g., as artificial substrates essentially capturing and guiding the entire Lambertian-shaped light cone emitted from a two-dimensional LED array [ 1241. As seen in the example in Fig. 6.17, fiber image guides can also be composed of plastic optical fibers, where waveguide diameters of about 15 to 40 p m usually are somewhat larger compared to their silica-based counterparts. In [ 1171, a 52-cm-long and 1-mm-diameterimage-POF from Fig. 6.17 is used for single-channel data transmission with a 980-nm VCSEL. Unfortunately, the PMMA material shows an attenuation peak right at this wavelength (see Fig. 6.8) so that the 5 dB fiber loss restricted the maximum data rate to 8 Gbit/s. On the other hand, this value is also close to the 3-dB bandwidth limit of about 3 GHz * m of the given step-index image fiber. POF image guides have been employed for various board-level interconnectionsin [ 1251. By embedding multiple FIG layers into a circuit board, where each bundle contains sharp 90" bends for in-board routing and data I/O via the board surface, the usual limitation of board-integrated waveguides to just one-dimensional arrays as outlined in Sect. 6.4 can be overcome. However, due to lack of compatibility with established PCB fabrication and a relatively large thickness of 8 mm for a realized three-layer circuit, placement on top of a processing board, similar to the schematic in Fig. 6.1, is deemed more practical for areal application. In addition to compact high-density point-to-point interconnections, promising approaches to incorporate branching nodes into FIG circuits are also reported in [ 1251.



6.5.2.3. Guided-Wave System Demonstrator %o-dimensional optical links are characterized by a high spatial regularity of data channels. It is intuitively clear that electronicprocessing systems potentially benefit more from optical chip interconnections the higher the similarity is between the architectures of optical link and electronic chip. In [95] it is emphasized that only appropriate, namely fine-grained and massively parallel, computing architectures rather that the traditional von Neumann implementation, can exploit the features of short-distance optical interconnections. In particular this characteristic is met by neural andreconfigurable computing structures. Field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) in which each unit cell is enhanced by an optical input and output node [ 1261 have
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Fig. 6.18 Top-side view of a bottom-emitting 4 * 8 elements VCSEL array [132] (left) and VCSEL and photodiode arrays flip-chip mounted onto an optoelectronic FPGA chip as part of an optical interconnect demonstrator within the European OIIC project [128] (right).



been chosen as a vehicle for an OCI system demonstrator in the European Commission-funded Optically Interconnected Integrated Circuits (OIIC) project [127-1291. The project is part of the EC’s 1996 to 2000 Advanced Research Initiative in Microelectronics (MEL-ARI OPTO) cluster. A number of the achievements attained therein have been collected in [130]. The compilation of a technology roadmap dedicated to optoelectronic interconnects for integrated circuits has been an accompanying activity of the cluster [ 1311. The goal of the OIIC project is to demonstrate direct high-density optical interconnection between two-dimensional optoelectronic transmitter and receiver arrays hybridized onto silicon CMOS circuits. The left-hand part of Fig. 6.18 shows a VCSEL chip incorporating a total of 32 emitters in a rectangular 4 * 8 grid [ 1321. The array is designed for bottom emission through the transparent GaAs substrate at wavelengths in the 980 nm regime and features coplanar, flip-chip bondable p- and n-contacts contained in a 250 * 250 pm2 size unit cell. For 6 p m active diameter VCSELs, where the emission area is defined by selective oxidation of an AlAs layer, lasing occurs in several transverse modes. Typical operation characteristics include average threshold currents and voltages of 0.8 mA and 1.45 V, respectively, optical output powers of 1 mW at only 2 mA driving current, and peak power conversion efficiencies of 37% for about 3 mW output [24]. Devices of 3 p m active size have shown single-mode emission up to about 3 mW optical output power at 30 dB sidemode suppression ratio and have been employed for error-free 12.5 Gbit/s data transmission over silica multi- and single-mode fibers, respectively [ 132, 231. Inherently the VCSEL arrays are thus able to deliver an interconnect bandwidth density of 20 Tbit/s/cm2.
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The right-hand side of Fig. 6.18 displays the photograph of a carrier tile holding an optoelectronic FPGA chip with interleaved analog driver and receiver circuitry, onto which two VCSEL and two InP based pinphotodetector arrays have been heterogeneously integrated. As of today, flip-chip bonding is the most realistic and advanced method for interfacing silicon VLSI with optoelectronics [133] and has thus been chosen in the given project. Of the VCSEL arrays, only the anti-reflection coated backside of the GaAs substrates is seen in Fig. 6.18, whereas the InP substrates of the photodiode arrays have been recessed in order to suppress optical cross-talk. The hardware in the right-hand side of Fig. 6.18 is the result of a major collaborative effort in which the CMOS IC was designed by IMEC-Ghent University and ETH Zurich, the optoelectronic arrays were fabricated by University of Ulm and ETH Zurich, the CMOS postprocessing was done by IMEC, and the flip-chip mounting and packaging was accomplished by Marconi Caswell. Much effort has been devoted in the OIIC project to devise a manufacturable approach for system packaging. In fact it has been pointed out that the lack of proper interface technology of optoelectronic devices with electrical drivers and the optical system currently is the limiting factor rather than individual device performance [134]. Fig. 6.19 shows how the terminated ordered fiber bundle from Fig. 6.17 is employed for guided-wave 128-channel parallel interconnection between different chips in a rather compact way. Proper interfacing between optoelectronic chip and fiber connector is achieved with an allpassive alignment strategy [ 1351 and light coupling is done without any additional optics. In the final system demonstrator on the right-hand side



Fig. 6.19 Detailed view of the OIIC system demonstrator’soptical coupling unit with one right-angle 128-channel POF connector from Fig. 6.17 in place (left) and photograph of the entire demonstrator board, where optical connection is established between two of the three FPGA chips (right) [127a, 1281.
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of Fig. 6.19, three FPGA chips are mutually interconnected in order to implement a virtually three-dimensionally stacked processing architecture [136]. As a typical value for state-of-the-art commercial FPGAs, the system is targeted for 80 Mbit/s per channel data rate. Another testbed within the OIIC project pursues two-dimensional CMOS-integrated transceiver arrays for 1 Gbit/s channel data rate [137], where 2.5 Gbit/s operation is already entirely feasible with today’s technology [138] and even 10 Gbit/s speeds are projected to impose no fundamental physical problem. After briefly discussing some specific features of a current optical chip interconnect demonstrator, general comments on the operation wavelength finally seem to be appropriate. No standardization efforts are being made yet in the field of OCIs, so project teams in principle are free with their choice of wavelength. Owing to their high degree of maturity, advantages concerning the power budget, and ease of flip-chip integration, 980-nm devices very much lend themselves to incorporation into prototype systems. On the other hand, the 850-nm wavelength region has long been standardized for optical datacom over multimode fiber so that it appears highly desirable to merge these two worlds. Because the naturally used GaAs substrate is highly absorptive at 850 nm, the main challenge lies in the fabrication of bottom-emitting VCSEL arrays where, however, several feasible routes have already been devised. Among those are epitaxial growth on a transparent AlGaAs substrate [139], wafer bonding to a new host substrate [140, 141, 881 (the latter applied in [lll]), or incorporation of light outcoupling holes [24]. Complete substrate removal after flip-chip bonding, leaving only a thin film of epitaxially grown material or even individual islands, has been demonstrated with LEDs [ 1241,optical modulators [133] and VCSELs [142].



6.6. Conclusion In this chapter we have dealt with ultra-short-reach optical interconnects ranging from the interframe down to the interchip level. Most remarkably, the vast majority of experimental demonstrations nowadays is based on vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser devices, which can thus be considered the key enabling technology. High-performance intersystem links almost routinely employ well-established graded-index silica multimode fibers and approach 10 Gbit/s per channel signaling rates. Continued development of high-bandwidth plastic optical fibers might bring about further cost savings in some application areas. Within a computer box, competition
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between traditional electrical and emerging optical interconnects is much more intense. Guided-wave approaches relying on polymer channel waveguides integrated into hybrid electricaYoptical backplanes and printed circuit boards have already reached high levels of maturity. Free-space interconnects could offer some additional advantages but alignment and stability requirements will most probably be met in custom design and special purpose rather than in mainstream signal processing systems. Optical chip interconnects in a long-term view hold great promise for the realization of new computing architectures exploiting massively parallel three-dimensional off-chip data transport. Over a shorter timeframe, the focused efforts that are being made in the fields of heterogeneous integration and packaging will at least result in very compact transceiver modules for space-parallel two-dimensional data communication. In any case the prospects of cost-effectiveoptical interconnection over increasingly shorter distances are bright and it will be exciting to witness the expected rapid progress in all aspects of this highly dynamic discipline.
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7.1. Introduction In this chapter, we present an overview of parallel computer architectures and discuss the use of fiber optics for clustered or coupled processors in this context. Presently, a number of computer systems take advantage of commercially available fiber optic technology to interconnect multiple processors, thereby achieving improved performance or reliability for a lower cost than if a single large processor had been used. Optical fiber is also used to distribute the elements of a parallel architecture over large distances; these can range from tens of meters to alleviate packaging problems to tens of kilometers for disaster recovery applications. Not all of the parallel computer architectures discussed in this chapter use fiber optic connectivity,but they are presented as a context for those systems that are currently using optics. We will give a few specific examples of parallel computer systems that use optical fiber, in particular the Parallel Sysplex architecture from IBM. Other applications do not currently use optical fiber, but they are presented as candidates for optical interconnect in the near future, such as the PowerParallel supercomputers which are part of the Advanced Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI). Many of the current applications for fiber optics in this area use serial optical links to share data between processors, although this is by no means the only option. The use of parallel optical interconnects for intra-machine applications was discussed in Vol. 1, Chapter 10, 270 FIBW OPTIC DATA COMMUNICATION. TEU-INOLOGICALTRmTDS AND ADVANCES $35.00
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and other schemes including plastic optics, optical backplanes, and free space optical interconnects are discussed in Vol. 2, Chapter 6. Toward the end of the chapter, we also provide some speculation concerning machines that have not yet been designed or built but which serve to illustrate potential future applications of optical interconnects. Because this is a rapidly developing area, we will frequently cite Internet references where the latest specificationsand descriptions of various parallel computers may be found. Computer engineering often presents developers with a choice between designing a computational device with a single powerful processor (with additional special-purpose coprocessors) or designing a parallel processor device with the computation split among multiple processors that may be cheaper and slower. There are several reasons why a designer may choose a parallel architecture over the simpler single processor design. Before each reason, and other categorizing methods in this chapter we will have a letter code, A, which we will use to categorize architectures we describe in other sections of the chapter. A. Speed - There are engineering limits to how fast any single processor can compute using current technology. Parallel architectures can exceed these limits by splitting up the computation among multiple processors. B. Price - It may be possible but prohibitively expensive to design or purchase a single processor machine to perform a task. Often a parallel processor can be constructed out of off-the-shelf components with sufficient capacity to perform a computing task. C. Reliability - Multiple processors means that a failure of a processor does not prevent computation from continuing. The load from the failed processor can be redistributed among the remaining ones. If the processors are distributed among multiple sites, then even catastrophic failure at one site (due to natural or man-made disaster, for example) would not prevent computation from continuing. D. Bandwidth - Multiple processors means that more bus bandwidth can be processed by having each processor simultaneously use parts of the bus bandwidth. 0. Other - Designers may have other reasons for adding parallel processing not covered above. Current parallel processor designs were motivated by one or more of these needs. For example, the parallel sysplex family was motivated by
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reliability and speed, the Cray XMP was primarily motivated by speed, the BBN butterfly was designed with bandwidth considerations in mind, and the transputer family was motivated by price and speed. After a designer has chosen to use multiple processors he must make several other choices: Which processors? How many processors? Which network topology? The product of the speed of the processors and the number of processors is the maximal processing power of the machine (for the most part unachievable in real life). The effect of network topology is subtler.



7.1.1. NE W O R K TOPOLOGY Network topologies control communicationbetween machines. While most multiprocessors are connected with ordinary copper-wired buses, we believe that fiber optics will be the bus technology of the future. Topology controls how many computers may be necessary to relay a message from one processor to another. A poor network topology can result in bottlenecks where all the computation is waiting for messages to pass through a few very important machines. Also, a bottleneck can result in unreliability with failure of one or few processors causing either failure or poor performance of the entire system. Four kinds of topologies have been popular for multiprocessors. They are



E. Full connectivity using a crossbar or bus. The historic C.mmp processor used a crossbar to connect the processors to memory (which allowed them to communicate). Computers with small numbers of processors (like a typical parallel sysplex system or tandem system) can use this topology but it becomes cumbersome with large (more than 16) processors because every processor must be able to simultaneously directly communicate with every other. This topology requires a fan in and fan out proportional to the number of processors, making large networks difficult. E Pipelie where the processors are linked together in a line, and information primarily passes in one direction. The CMU Warp
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processor was a pipelined multiprocessor and many of the first historical multiprocessors, the vector processors, were pipelined multiprocessors. The simplicity of the connections and the many numerical algorithms that are easily pipelined encourage people to design these multiprocessors. This topology requires a constant fan in and fan out, making it easy to lay out large numbers of processors and add new ones. G. Torus and Allied topologies where an N processor machine requires f i processors to relay messages. The Goodyear MPP machine was laid out as a torus. Such topologies are easy to layout on silicon so multiple processors can be placed on a single chip and many such chips can be easily placed on a board. Such technology may be particularly appropriate for computations that are spatially organized. This topology also has constant fan in and fan out. Adding new processors is not as easy as in pipelined processors but laying out this topology is relatively easy. Because of the ease of layout sometimes this layout is used on chips and then the chips are connected in a hypercube. H. Hypercube and Butterfly topologies have several nice properties that have lead to their dominating large-scale multiprocessor designs. They are symmetric so no processor is required to relay more messages than any other is. Every message need only be relayed through log(N) processors in an N processor machine and messages have multiple alternate routes, increasing reliability under processor failure and improving message routing and throughput. Transputer systems and the BBN butterfly were some of the first multiprocessors that adapted this type of topology. This topology has a logarithmic fan out and that can complicate layout when the size of the processor may grow over time. There is an alternative topology called cube-connected cycles that has the same efficient message passing properties as the hypercube topology but constant fan out, easing layout considerably. X. Exotic - There are a variety of less popular but still important topologies one can use on their network. The more efficientand fast the bus technology is, the simpler the topology can be. A really fast bus can simply connect all the processors in a machine together by using time multiplexing giving IN] slots for every possible connection between any two of the N processors.
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7.1.2. COMPUTING TASKS The primary computing task for the machine under consideration has a major effect on the network topology. Computing tasks fall into three general categories.



I. Heavy computational tasks - these tasks require much more computation than network communication. Some examples of this task are pattern recognition (SETI), code breaking, inverse problems, and complex simulations such as weather prediction and hydrodynamics. J. Heavy communicationtasks - these tasks involve relatively little computation and massive amounts of communication with other processors and with external devices. Message routing is the classic example of these tasks. Other such tasks are data base operations and search. K. Intermediate or mixed tasks - these tasks lie between the above or are mixtures of the above. An example of an intermediate task is structured simulation problems, such as battlefield simulation. These simulations require both computation to represent the behavior and properties of the objects (like tanks) and communication to represent interaction between the objects. Some machines may be designed for a mixture of heavy computation and heavy communication tasks. Historically, supercomputers focused on heavy computation tasks, particularly scientific programming, and mainframes focused on heavy communication tasks, particularly business and database applications.



7.2. Historical and Current Processors This section uses the preceding categorization to illuminate the purposes and abilities of parallel processors that existed in the past and parallel processors that are in current use. 7.2.1. SIMD VS MIMD When processors were simpler and memory expensive it made sense to have a single set of instructions stored in a global memory to control all the processors of a large parallel processor. For example, a parallel machine might have a 256 by 256 array of small processors connected in a torus
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topology and each processor would have one pixel of an image. All the processors would execute the same instructions supplied from an outside memory. For example, all the processors might sum their pixel values with their neighbors to the north, south, east, and west in turn. Then the processors would divide their result by 5. The machine would in these 6 instructions have blurred the image digitally. The MPP was designed to work in this manner. Such systems are called SIMD for Single Instruction (stream) Multiple Data (streams). As memory became cheaper and more efficient and bandwidth more expensive, large parallel machines began to store instruction memory with the processors. Each processor in the machine executed its own instruction stream. This limited the synchronizationrequired between the processors of the system. It also meant that the bandwidth of the system could be devoted entirely to data. Such systems are called MIMD for Multiple Instruction (streams) Multiple Data (streams). Such systems are more flexible than SIMD because the processors can engage in a separate part of an algorithm. Also such a machine can easily be partitioned, simulating several smaller machines. Every current parallel processing system is MIMD.



7.2.2. HISTORICAL PARALLEL PROCESSORS Computer



Code



IBM 2938 Array Processor



AFI



CDC-7600 Pluribus STARAN



AFI DJ



IBM 3838 array processor C.mmp



ICL DAP



AJ AFI E



Description A programmable digital signal processor, it proves very popular in the petroleum industry Pipelined supercomputer ARPAnet switch nodes a 4 x 256 1-bit PE array processor using associative addressing and a FLIP-network a general-purpose digital signal processor crossbar connecting minicomputers to memories world’s first commercial massively parallel computer (Continued)
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Computer



Code



KLlO TOPS-10



E



BBN Butterfly



DHJ



Cray-X/MP



AEI



MPP Transputer



AGI BXK



NCube



AGI



Cray-2



AEI



Connection Machine CM-1



OGK



warp



AGI



CM-2 Connection Machine



OGK



iWarp



AGI



Description up to three CPUs supported, but a customer built a five-CPU system 68000s connected through multistage network to disjoint memories, giving appearance of shared memory Up to four pipelined processors with shared memory Large array of very small processors Extremely flexible small fast processors that can be connected in a wide variety of network topologies NCube/lO hypercube using custom processors four background processors, a single foreground processor, and a 4.1 nsec clock cycle up to 65536 single-bit processors connected in hypercube programmable bit-slice VLIW systolic array 64k single-bit processors connected in hypercube, plus 2048 Weitek floating point units on-chip integrated communication, long-lived connections, systolic and low-latency communication, and 512-kbyte to 2-Mbyte per processor
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7.2.3. CURRENT PARALLEL PROCESSORS Comuuter



Code



KLAT2, Kentucky Linux Athlon Testbed 2



BXI



Atipa ATserver 6000



BE1



Berkeley Millennium



0x1



Columbia (Riken5NL) QCDSP



AGI



Avalon



AEI



Compaq Alphaservers



BDEJ



Cray T3E



AGI



Description 64+2 700 MHz Athlon cluster using a variety of system hardware and software performance tricks, including a 264-NIC + 9 switch implementation of the new network topology Fully connected high performance processors using fast optical ethernet, rUnningLINuX The UC Berkeley Millennium project aims to develop and deploy a hierarchical campus-wide “cluster of clusters” to support advanced applications in scientific computing, simulation, and modeling a series of computers ranging from 64-node, 3 Gflops machines to a 8,192-node, 400 Gflops machine and a 12,288-node,600 Gflops machine designed for quantum field theory applications Avalon is a 140 processor Alpha Beowulf cluster constructed entirely from commodity personal computer technology. It uses fast ethernet for full connectivity. Large systems with multiple high-powered alpha computers connected through a crossbar switch largely devoted to network serving The CRAY T3ETM series efficiently scales performance and pricelperformancefrom tens to thousands of processors and up to 2.4 trillion calculations per second (teraflops). The Cray T3E-1200E distributed-memory parallel processing (Continued)
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Computer



Code



Cray T932



AI



CSPI Multicomputer 2741



AEI



Fujitsu VPWOO



AEI



Fujitsu VPP5000



AEI



Hitachi SR2201



AEI



Hitachi SR8000



AEI



Description system follows the successful Cray T3ETM system with twice the performance and four times the memory. Small number of very fast processors and specialized connectivity hardware with unknown network topology. Uses some optical messaging between memory and CPUs. The 2741 Multicomputer, a high-performance processor module, combines Myrinet gigabit-per-second network technology with the PowerPC architecture to deliver an open and expandable solution for your high-performance computing applications. Crossbar connected high-performance computing elements Crossbar connected high-performance computing elements The SR2201 uses Hitachi’s new high-performance RISC chips, and has a high level of scalability. The SR2201 high-end model ranges from 32 up to a maximum of 2,048 processors, and compact model ranges from 8 up to a maximum of 64processors that are able to meet a wide range of customer requirements. The SR2201 uses a crossbar switch network arrangement for high-speed message communication, and a pseudo vector processing function that provides a major boost in performance of large-scale scientific calculations. Multidimensional crossbar connected high-performance computing (Continued)
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Computer



Code



HP 9000 Superdome



CEJ



IBM RS/6000 S80



CDXJ



IBM RS/6000 SP



CAHK



IBM Parallel Sysplex



BCXK



NEC sx-5



AEI
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Description The highly scalable SuperDome platform supports system configurations from 2 to 64 processors. SuperDome’s cell-based hierarchical crossbar architecture can be configured as one large symmetric multiprocessor or as several independent partitions. SuperDome users can repartition the system according to business or application needs. Up to 24-way symmetric multiprocessor with state-of-the-art RS64 Ill copper microprocessors. Since the memory is a resource accessed by all processors, it’s not possible to share a single bus and get enough bandwidth to feed 24 RS64Ill microprocessors. Rather, groups of 6 microprocessors share a dedicated crossbar port to memory, running at 150 MHz, to avoid delays in memory access. This system is a distributed memory, multinode computer designed for speed, scalability, flexibility, manageability, and availability. Configurations range in size from 1 to 128 nodes. One key customer business objective was to reduce the total cost of computing for SI390 systems. A key business objective was to address the increasing customer demands for improved application availability, not only in terms of failure recovery, but for the more important reduction of planned outage times. High-performance shared memory parallel vector system -multinode systems scale to 5 Tflops



(Continued)
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Computer



code



SGI 2000



CHJ



SGI 3800



CEJ



SKY HPC-1



AXI



Sun Ultra HPC 4500



CXT



Sun Enterprise 10000



CXJ



Descr@tion Very powerful processors with custom networking hardware designed in a modified hypercube to be servers. With the industry’s most advanced NUMA architecturefrom SGI, you can configure your SGI Origin 3800 system up to a single 512-processor shared memory system, or use partitioning to divide it into as many as 32 partitions and run them as a tightly coupled cluster. SKY has capitalized on its traditional expertise in embedded systems to build scalable high-performance computers (HE’C) for applications where supercomputers once excelled. SKY’Shistory of building high-performance, scalable, embedded computers designed for minimal space and power has now been appliedto HPC programs, which require flexibility, ease of programming and speed. Highly available data center powerhouse for mission-critical applications. The system offers mainframe-class availability features, including full hardware redundancy, concurrent maintenance, online upgrades, and Hot CPU Upgrades. Additionally, this system offers mainframe-classresource management with fully fault isolated, Dynamic System Domains. The Sun Enterprisem 10000 server has been designed specifically to meet the challengesof today’s data centers with Dynamic System Domains and an innovative, high-performance crossbar interconnect. (Continued)
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Computer



Code



Tsukuba CP-PACSl2048



AX1



U-TO~CYO GRAPE-6



AX1



Computer KLAT2, Kentucky Linux Athlon Testbed 2 Atipa ATserver 6000



Web Site http://aggregate.org/ KLATU http://www.atipa.comi storelclusteringl http://now.cs.berkeley. edu/Millennium



Berkeley Millennium



Columbia (RikedBNL) QCDSP Avalon Compaq Alphaservers



Cray T3E



Cray T932
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Description Scientific computing machine designed with a large number of processing units connected in a cube with layered crossbars in all three dimensions The GRAPE-6 system consists of a host computer and 12 clusters. In each cluster 16 processor boards are connected to a host processor through two-level tree network. Each processor is designed specifically to solve gravity problems.



http://www.phys. columbia.edu/-cqftl qcdsp.htm http://cnls.lanl.gov/ avalon http://www5.compaq. comlalphaserverl technology/index.html http:f/www.cray.com/ productslsystemsl crayt3eI http://www.cray.com/ productslsystemsl crayt90I932.html



References http://aggregate.org/ KLAT2/InTheNews/



http://www.millennium. berkeley.edu/proj/ Vineyardlpubs.html



http ://lOki-WWW.lanl. gov/papers/ http://www5 .compaq. comialphaserverl whitepapers.html http://www.cray.com/ productslsystemsl crayt3elpapers.html
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Computer CSPI MultiComputer 2741 Fujitsu VPP700



Fujitsu VPP5000



Hitachi SR2201



Hitachi SR8000



HP 9000 Superdome



IBM RSl6000 ,380 IBM RSl6000 SP



Web Site http://www.cspi.codmulticomputer/datasheets/27411 description.htm http://www.fujitsu.co.jp/ hypertext/Products/ Info-processhpdvpp-e/ index.html hnp://www.fujitsu.co.jp/ hypertext/Products/ Info-processhpcl vpp5OOOe/index.html http://www.hitachi.co.jp/ Prod/comphpc/engl srl.html http://www.hitachi.co.jp/ Prod/comp/hpc/eng/ sr82e.html#"EC http://www.unixservers.hp. com/solutions/alwaysod overviewf eatwedindex. html http://www.rs6000. ibm.comlhardware/ enterpriseIs80.html http://www.rs6000. ibm.comlhardware/ largescale/SP/index.html



IBM Parallel Sysplex



http://www.research. ibm.codjoumal/sj/ 362lnick.html



NEC sx-5



http://www. hstc.necsyl.com/ index.html http://www.sgi.com/ origid20001



SGI 2000



References



http://www.unixservers. hp.com/highend/ superdome/infolibrary/ index.htm1 http://www.rs6000.ibm. com/resowce/ technology/#64bit http://www.rs6000.ibm. com/resowce/ technology1 index.html#sp http://www.ibm.com/ search? lv=c&o=lO &i=O&t=O&n=lOO& v= lO⟨=en&cc= us&q=sysplexa realm=ibm



http://www.sgi.com/ origid2OOO/datasheet. html (Continued)
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Computer SGI 3800



Web Site http://www.sgi.com/origid 3000/3800.html



SKY HPC-1



http://www.skycomputers. comIhardwareMPC1.html



Sun Ultra HPC 4500 Sun Enterprise 10000 Tsukuba CPPACW2048



http://www.sun.com/ servers/midrange/e4500 http://www.sun.com/ servers/highend/lOOOO/ http://www.rccp. tsukuba.ac.jp/cppacs/ architecture-e.html http://grape.astron.s.utokyo.ac.jp/-makinol papers/gbp2OOO-fuW node3.html# SECTION0003 0000000000000000



U-Tokyo GRAPE-6
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References http://www.sgi.coml origin/3000/ datasheet.htm1 http://www. skycomputers.com/ technicalltechnical. html http://www.sun.com/ servers/wp.html http://www.sun.com/ servers/wp.html http://www.rccp.tsukuba. ac.jp/cppacs/ architecture-e.html http://grape.astron.s.utokyo.ac.jp/grape/ computer. htm



7.3. Detailed Architecture Descriptions In this section we present descriptions of four of the architecturesmentioned in the previous tables. l b o of these machines are chosen primarily for their historical interest -the CMU Warp and the transputer -and three of these machines represent current architectures of great moment - Sky HPC- 1, Tsukuba CP-PACS/2048, and Parallel Sysplex.



Warp Processor



Warp Processor



Processor



Warp Processor
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7.3.1. CMU WARP (LATERINTEL IWARP) The Warp processor was designed in a project at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU). It was designed for computationally intensive parallel processing on large data sets as is common in signal and image processing. The name of the processor, Warp, refers to an image processing operation. The processors were designed to operate in a pipeline, each processor receiving data from the previous processor and sending processed data on to the next processor in the system. This kind of processing avoids many synchronization and communication problems that occur in more complex network topologies. Such processing sometimes has problems with latency (the time necessary to fill or exhaust the pipeline) but in the data-intensive processing that the Warp was designed for latency issues are small relative to the size of the data set and the required computation per data point. Each Warp processor had a state-of-the-art floating-point coprocessor (pipelined also) and fast integer arithmetic. Each processor was controlled by a VLIW (very long instruction word) microprocessor that allowed maximal internal parallelism because the powerful components of this processor could be addressed and controlled separately. This machine is an early example of a powerful MIMD processor. However, the topology of this machine and the processing expected of it are such that optical components and in particular optical buses are not necessary. It was designed to avoid the issues optical components are designed to address. A bibliography of papers related to the Warp processor is available at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/afs/cs/project/iwarp/archive/ WWW-pagediwarp-papers.htm1.



7.3.2. TRANSPUTER The transputer was one of the more important parallel architectures and many suchmachineswere sold to academic institutions and research groups. This computer actually had a language, Occam, designed for programming it. The transputer was a processor designed to easily connect with other transputers through four bidirectional I/O ports. These ports were serial, making the work of interconnection easy and allowing flexibilityin network architectures. This allowed the design of a wide variety of network topologies using transputers. Each transputer was a state-of-the-art RISC (reduced instruction set computation) processor. While the transputer was not as computationally powerful as a typical Warp processor, it was much more flexible in its I/O capabilities.
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The main idea of the transputer was to make it easy to write parallel software for it. Thus a program could be written that runs on a single processor that simulates a network of transputers. This program could be debugged on the processor and then run on the network. Thus programs generally did not have to worry about the exact size or shape of the multiprocessor. See [9] for a general description of the transputer and some interesting ideas for programming it. Once again the transputer was designed to deal flexibly with the problems of interprocessor communication in a multiprocessor.A high-speed optical bus system can reduce these problems considerably or even render them moot through time multiplexing. Essentially, a sufficiently high bandwidth system can allow all the multiprocessors to communicate with any other multiprocessor in the system and share system resources at their maximum capacity.



7.3.3. SKY HPC-1 Sky’s HPC-1 architecture is an example of a NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) architecture. This is one of the most popular architectures around because of the simplificationof programmingtasks. Basically, every processor has access to all the memory of the machine. The processors and their memory are connected together using a high-speed network. Most of the systems previously described, including the HPC-1, use crossbar switches to maximize the network bandwidth. The HPC- 1 network architecture uses packet-based communications to optimize memory operations. In a packet-based architecture, such as SKYchannel, both the routing information and the data payload travel together in one transmission or packet. Examples of other packet-based communications include the fixed-size packets (or cells) of ATM and the variable length packets of Sun’s XDBus. Many ofthe SKYchannel advantages are partly linked to the use of highspeed FIFOs (packet queues). Latency issues with FIFOs were solved by providing a mechanism for early cut-through. Some systems use a technique called “worm-hole routing,” but other solutions are available. Split transactions have been added to reduce the contention at the destination node. The actual connectivity of a HPC-1 is a hierarchical crossbar system in which there is a master crossbar-connected subsystem whose processors lie on the subsystem crossbar. This connectivity suffices for the machine sizes SKY provides.
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All of the technological innovations of the SKY architecture can be applied with great effect to a system designed around a high-speed optical bus. Such a system would still be packet-based and still use the FIFOs but would use the bus instead of crossbars to route the packets between processors. 7.3.4. TSUKUBA CP-PACS/2048 This machine is an interesting example of modern thought in parallel machine design. It was designed by collaboration between physicists and computer scientists as a high-speed machine devoted to difficult problems in physics. The details of the machine design are particularly available because the machine was designed for academic rather than commercial purposes. This machine is designed as a cube of processors, each processor participating in three crossbar switches. Thus the processor with coordinates 5,4,3 can instantly communicate with any processor that shares any of the coordinates; for example it is connected to 5,7,1 and to 6,4,9 and to 7,2,3. Each processor is an extremely high-speed numerical computation device that at one time would have been called a supercomputer itself. The Tsukuba CP-PACS/2048 has 2048 of these processors tightly coupled together using the network described previously. Data transfer on the network is made through Remote DMA (Remote Direct Memory Access), in which processors exchange data directly between their respective user memories with a minimum of intervention from the operating system. This leads to a significant reduction in the startup latency, and a high throughput. A well-balanced performance of CPU, network, and I/O devices supports the high capability of CP-PACS for massively parallel processing (6l4Gflops). We believe that in the future high speed optical buses can replace the crossbar switches of this architecture, making it more flexible, and easier to maintain. 7.3.5. PARALLEL SYSPLEX AND GDPS High-end computer systems running over metropolitan area networks (MANS)are proving to be a near-term application for multi-terabit communication networks. Large computer systems require dedicated storage area networks ( S A N S )to interconnect with various types of direct attach storage
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devices (DASD), including magnetic disk and tape, optical storage devices, printers, and other equipment. This has led to the emergence of clientserver-based networks employing either circuit or packet switching, and the development of network-centric computing models. In this approach, a high bandwidth, open protocol network is the most critical resource in a computer system, surpassing even the processor speed in its importance to overall performance. The recent trend toward clustered, parallel computer architectures to enhance performance has also driven the requirement for high bandwidth fiber optic coupling links between computers. For example, large water-cooled mainframe computers using bipolar silicon processors are being replaced by smaller, air-cooled servers using complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) processors. These new processors can far surpass the performance of older systems because of their ability to couple together many central processing units in parallel. One widely adopted architecture for clustered mainframe computing is known as a Geographically Dispersed Parallel Sysplex (GDPS). In this section, we will describe the basic features of a GDPS and show how this architecture is helping to drive the need for high-bandwidth dense-wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) networks. In 1994,IBM announcedthe Parallel Sysplexarchitecture for the System/ 390 mainframe computer platform (note that the S/390 has recently been rebranded as the IBM eServer z series). This architecture uses high-speed fiber optic data linksto coupleprocessors together in parallel [1-41, thereby increasing capacity and scalability. Processors are interconnected via a coupling facility, which provides data caching, locking, and queuing services; it may be implemented as a logical partition rather than a separate physical device. The gigabit links, known as Intersystem Channel (ISC), HiPerLinks, or Coupling Links, use long-wavelength (1300-nm) lasers and single-mode fiber to operate at distances up to 10 km with a 7 dl3 link budget (HiPerLinks were originally announced with a maximum distance of 3 km, which was increased to 10 km in May 1998). If good quality fiber is used, the link budget of these channels allows the maximum distance to be increased to 20 km. When HiPerLinks were originally announced, an optional interface at 531 Mbit/s was offered using short-wavelengthlasers on MM fiber. The 531 Mbit/s HiperLinks were discontinued in May 1998 for the G5 server and its follow-ons. A feature is available to accommodate operationof 1 Gbit/s HiPerLinks adapters on multimode fiber, using a mode conditioning jumper cable at restricted distances (550 meters maximum). The physical layer design is similar to the ANSI Fibre Channel Standard, operating at a data rate of 1.0625 Gbitls, except for the use of open
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fiber control (OFC) laser safety on long-wavelength (1300 nm) laser links (higher order protocols for ISC links are currently IBM proprietary). Open fiber control is a safety interlock implemented in the transceiver hardware; a pair of transceivers connected by a point-to-point link must perform a handshake sequence in order to initialize the link before data transmission occurs. Only after this handshake is complete will the lasers turn on at full optical power. If the link is opened for any reason (such as a broken fiber or unplugged connector) the link detects this and automatically deactivates the lasers on both ends to prevent exposure to hazardous optical power levels. When the link is closed again, the hardware automatically detects this condition and reestablishes the link. The HiPerLinks use OFC timing corresponding to a 266 Mbit/s link in the ANSI standard, which allows for longer distances at the higher data rate. Propagating OFC signals over DWDM or optical repeaters is a formidable technical problem, which has limited the availability of optical repeaters for HiPerLinks. OFC was initially used as a laser eye safety feature; subsequent changes to the international laser safety standards have made this unnecessary, and it has been discontinued on the most recent version of z series servers. The 1.06 Gbit/s HiPerLinks will continue to support OFC in order to interoperate with installed equipment; this is called “compatibility mode.” There is also a 2.1 Gbit/s HiPerLink channel, also known as ISC-3, which does not use OFC; this is called “peer mode.” Because all the processors in a GDPS must operate synchronously with each other, they all require a multimode fiber link to a common reference clock known as a Sysplex Timer (IBM model 9037). The sysplex timer provides a time of day clock signal to all processors in a sysplex; this is called an External Timing Reference (ETR). The ETR uses the same physical layer as an ESCON link, except that the data rate is 8 Mbit/s. The higher level ETR protocol is currently proprietary to IBM. The timer is a critical component of the Parallel Sysplex; the sysplex will continue to run with degraded performance if a processor fails, but failure of the ETR will disable the entire sysplex. For this reason, it is highly recommended that two redundant timers be used, so that if one fails the other can continue uninterrupted operation of the sysplex. For this to occur, the two timers must also be synchronized with each other; this is accomplished by connecting them with two separate, redundant fiber links called the Control Link Oscillator (CLO). Physically, the CLO link is the same as an ETR link except that it carries timing information to keep the pair of timers synchronized. Note that because the two sysplex timers are synchronized with each other,
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it is possible that some processors in a sysplex can run from one ETR while others run from the second ETR. In other words, the two timers may both be in use simultaneously running different processors in the sysplex, rather than one timer sitting idle as a backup in case the first timer fails. There are three possible configurations for a Parallel Sysplex. First, the entire sysplex may reside in a single physical location, within one data center. Second, the sysplex can be extended over multiple locations with remote fiber optic data links. Finally, a multi-site sysplex in which all data is remote, copied from one location to another, is known as a Geographically Dispersed Parallel Sysplex, or GDPS. The GDPS also provides the ability to manage remote copy configurations, automates both planned and unplanned system reconfigurations, and provides rapid failure recovery from a single point of control. There are different configuration options for a GDPS. The single site workload configuration is intended for those enterprises that have production workload in one location (site A) and discretionary workload (system test platforms, application development, etc.) in another location (site B). In the event of a system failure, unplanned site failure, or planned workload shift, the discretionary workload in site B will be terminated to provide processing resources for the production work from site A (the resources are acquired from site B to prepare this environment,and the critical workload is restarted). The multiple site workload configuration is intended for those enterprises that have production and discretionary workload in both site A and site B. In this case, discretionary workload from either site may be terminated to provide processing resources for the production workload from the other site in the event of a planned or unplanned system disruption or site failure. Multi-site Parallel Sysplex or GDPS configurations may require many links (ESCON, HiPerLinks, and Sysplex Timer) at extended distances; an efficient way to realize this is the use of wavelength division multiplexing technology. Multiplexingwavelengthsis a way to take advantageof the high bandwidth of fiber optic cables without requiring extremely high modulation rates at the transceiver. This type of product is a cost effective way to utilize leased fiber optic lines, which are not readily available everywhere and may be very high cost (typically the cost of leased fiber (sometimes h o w n as dark fiber) where available is $3OO/mile/month).Traditionally, optical wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) has been widely used in telecom applications, but has found limited usage in datacom applications. This is changing, and a number of companies are now offering multiplexing alternatives to datacom networks that need to make more efficient use of
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their existing bandwidth. This technology may even be the first step toward development of all-optical networks. For Parallel Sysplex applications, the only currently available WDM channel extender that supports GDPS (Sysplex Timer and HiPerLinks) in addition to ESCON channels is the IBM 2029 Fiber Saver [5-81 as described in Chapter 5 (note that the 9729 Optical Wavelength Division Multiplexer also supported GDPS but has been discontinued; other DWDM products are expected to support GDPS in the future, including offerings from Nortel and Cisco). The 2029 allowsup to 32 independent wavelengths (channels) to be combined over one pair of optical fibers, and extends the link distance up to 50 km point-to-point or 35 km in ring topologies. Longer distances may be achievable from the DWDM using cascaded networks or optical amplifiers, but currently a GDPS is limited to a maximum distance of 40 km by timing considerations on the ETR and CLO links (the sysplex timer documents support for distances up to only 26 km, the extension to 40 km requires a special request from IBM via RPQ 8P1955). These timing requirements also make it impractical to use TDM or digital wrappers in combination with DWDM to run ETR and CLO links at extended distances; this implies that at least 4 dedicated wavelengths must be allocated for the sysplex timer functions. Also note that since the sysplex timer assumes that the latency of the transmit and receive sides of a duplex ETR and CLO link are approximately equal, the length of these link segments should be within 50 m of each other. For this reason, unidirectional 1 1 protection switching is not supported for DWDM systems using the 2029; only bidirectional protection switching will work properly. Even so, most protection schemes cannot switch fast enough to avoid interrupting the sysplex timer and HiPerLinks operation. HiPerLinks in compatibility mode will be interrupted by their open fiber control, which then takes up to 10 seconds to reestablish the links. Timer channels will also experience loss of light disruptions, as will ESCON and other types of links. Even when all the links reestablish, the application will have been interrupted or disabled and any jobs that had been running on the sysplex will have to be restarted or reinitiated, either manually or by the host’s automatic recovery mechanisms depending on the state of the job when the links were broken. For this reason, it is recommended that continuous availability of the applications cannot be ensured without using dual redundant ETR, CLO, and HiPerLinks. Protection switching merely restores the fiber capacity more quickly, it does not ensure continuous operation of the sysplex in the event of a fiber break. To illustrate the use of DWDM in this environment, consider the construction of a GDPS between two remote locations for disaster recovery,
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IBM Parallel Sysplex Architecture Site
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Fig. 7.1



as shown in Fig. 7.1. There are four building blocks for a Parallel Sysplex; the host processor (or Parallel Enterprise Server), the coupling facility, the ETR (Sysplex Timer), and disk storage. Many different processors may be interconnected through the coupling facility, which allows them to communicate with each other and with data stored locally. The coupling facility provides data caching, locking, and queuing (message passing) services. By adding more processors to the configuration, the overall processing power of the sysplex (measured in millions of instructions per second or MIPS) will increase. It is also possible to upgrade to more powerful processors by simply connecting them into the sysplex via the coupling facility. Special software allows the sysplex to break down large database applications into smaller ones, which can then be processed separately; the results are combined to arrive at the final query response. The coupling facility may either be implemented as a separate piece of hardware, or as a logical partition of a larger system. The HiPerLinks are used to connect a processor with a coupling facility. Because the operation of a Parallel Sysplex depends on these links, it is highly recommended that redundant links and coupling facilities be used for continuous availability. Thus, in order to build a GDPS, we require at least one processor, coupling facility, ETR, and disk storage at both the primary and secondary
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locations, shown in Fig. 7.1 as site A and site B. Recall that one processor may be logically partitioned into many different sysplex system images; the number of system images determines the required number of HiPerLinks. The sysplex system images at site A must have HiPerLinks to the coupling facilities at both site A and B. Similarly,the sysplex system images at site B must have HiPerLinks to the coupling facilities at both site A and B. In this way, failure of one coupling facility or one system image allows the rest of the sysplex to continue uninterrupted operation. A minimum of two links is recommended between each system image and coupling facility. Assuming there are S sysplex system images running on P processors and C coupling facilitiesin the GDPS, spread equally between site A and site B, the total number of HiPerLinks required is given by # HiPerLinks = S



*C*2



(7.1)



In a GDPS, the total number of inter-site HiPerLinks is given by inter-site # HiPerLinks = S



*C



(7.2)



The Sysplex Timer (9037) at site A must have links to the processors at both site A and B. Similarly, the 9037 at site B must have links to the processors at both site A and B. There must also be two CLO links between the timers at sites A and B. This makes a minimum of four duplex inter-site links, or eight optical fibers without multiplexing. For practical purposes, there should never be a single point of failure in the sysplex implementation; if all the fibers are routed through the same physical path, there is a possibility that a disaster on this path would disrupt operations. For this reason, it is highly recommended that dual physical paths be used for all local and inter-site fiber optic links, including HiPerLinks, ESCON, ETR, and CLO links. If there are P processors spread evenly between site A and site B, then the minimum number of ETR links required is given by # E m links = ( P * 2) + 2 CLO links



(7.3)



In a GDPS, the number of inter-site ETR links is given by inter-site # ETR links = P



+ 2 CLO links



(7.4)



These formulas are valid for CMOS-based hosts only; note that the number of ETR links doubles for ES/9000 Multiprocessor models due to differences in the server architecture.
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In addition, there are other types of inter-site links such as ESCON channels to allow data access at both locations. In a GDPS with a total of N storage subsystems (also known as Direct Access Storage Devices or DASD), it is recommended that there be at least four or more paths from each processor to each storage control unit (based on the use of ESCON Directors at each site); thus, the number of inter-site links is given by inter-site # storage (ESCON) links = N



*4



(7-5)



In addition, the sysplex requires direct connections between systems for cross-system coupling facility (XCF) communication. These connections may be provided by either ESCON channel-to-channellinks or HiPerLinks. If coupling links are used for XCF signaling, then no additional HiPerLinks are required beyond those given by equations (7.1) and (7.2). If ESCON links are used for XCF signaling, at least two inbound and two outbound links between each system are required, in addition to the ESCON links for data storage discussed previously. The minimum number of channelto-channel (CTC) ESCON links is given by # CTC links = S



* (S - 1) * 2



(7.6)



For a GDPS with SA sysplex systems at site A and SB sysplex systems at site B, the minimum number of inter-site channel-to-channel links is given by



*



inter-site # CTC links = SA * SB 4



(7.7)



Because some processors also have direct local area network (LAN) connectivity via FDDI or ATM/SONET links, it may be desirable to run some additional inter-site links for remote LAN operation as well. As an example of applying these equations, consider a GDPS consisting of two system images executing on the same processor and a coupling facility at site A, and the same configuration at site B. Each site also contains one primary and one secondary DASD subsystem. Sysplex connectivity for XCF signaling is provided by ESCON CTC links, and all GDPS recommendations for dual redundancy and continuous availability in the event of a single failure have been implemented. From eq. (7.1-7.7), the total number of inter-site links required is given by
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# of inter-site links: # CTC links = SA



* SB * 4 = 2 * 2 * 4 = 16



#timer links = P + 2 = 2 + 2 = 4 # HiPerLinks = S C = 4 * 2 = 8 # storage (DASD) links = N * 4 = 8 * 4 = 32



*



(7.8)



or a total of 60 inter-site links. Note that currently, only ESCON links may be used for the direct connection between local and remote DASD via the Peer-to-Peer Remote Copy (PPRC) protocols. Other types of storage protocols such as Fibre Channel or FICON may be used for the DASD connections. Note that any synchronous remote copy technology will increase the I/O response time, because it will take longer to complete a writing operation with synchronous remote copy than without it (this effect can be offset to some degree by using other approaches, such as parallel access to storage volumes). The tradeoff for longer response times is that no data will be lost or corrupted if there is a single point of failure in the optical network. PPRC makes it possible to maintain synchronous copies of data at distances up to 103 km;however, these distances can only be reached using either DWDM with optical amplifiers or by using some other form of channel extender technology. The performance and response time of PPRC links depends on many factors, including the number of volumes of storage being accessed, the number of logical subsystems across which the data is spread, the speed of the processors in the storage control units and processors, and the intensity of the concurrent application workload. In general, the performance of DASD and processors has increased significantly over the past decade, to the point where storage control units and processors developed within the past two years have their response time limited mainly by the distance and the available bandwidth. Many typical workloads perform several read operations for each write operation; in this case the effect of PPRC on response time is not expected to be significant at common access densities. Similar considerations will apply to any distributed synchronous architecture such as Parallel Sysplex. In some cases, such as disaster recovery applications, where large amounts of data must be remotely backed up to a redundant storage facility, an asynchronous approach is practical. This eliminates the need for sysplex timers, and trades off continuous real-time data backup for intermittent backup; if the backup interval is sufficiently small, then the impact can be minimized. One example of this approach is the extended Remote Copy (XRC) protocols supported by FICON
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channels on a z series server. This approach interconnects servers and DASD between a primary and a backup location, and periodically initiates a remote copy of data from the primary to the secondary DASD. This approach requires fewer fiber optic links, and because it does not use a sysplex timer the distances can be extended to 100 km or more. The tradeoff with data integrity must be assessed on a case-by-case basis; some users prefer to implement XRC as a first step toward a complete GDPS solution. The use of a parallel computing architecture over extended distances is a particularly good match with fiber optic technology. Channel extension is well known in other computer applications, such as storage area networks; today, mainframes are commonly connected to remote storage devices housed tens of kilometers away. This approach, first adopted in the early 1990s,fundamentally changed the way in which most people planned their computer centers, and the amount of data they could safely process; it also led many industry pundits to declare “the death of distance.” Of course, unlike relatively low bandwidth telephone signals, performance of many data communication protocols begins to suffer with increasing latency (the time delay incurred to complete transfer of data from storage to the processor). While it is easy to place a long-distance phone call from New York to San Francisco (about 42 milliseconds round trip latency in a straight line, longer for a more realistic route), it is impossible to run a synchronous computer architecture over such distances. Further compounding the problem, many data communication protocols were never designed to work efficiently over long distances. They required the computer to send overhead messages to perform functions such as initializing the communicationpath, verifying it was secure, and confirming error-free transmission for every byte of data. This meant that perhaps a half dozen control messages had to pass back and forth between the computer and storage unit for every block of data, while the computer processor sat idle. The performance of any duplex data link begins to fall off when the time required for the optical signal to make one round trip equals the time required to transmit all the data in the transceiver memory buffer. Beyond this point, the attached processors and storage need to wait for the arrival of data in transit on the link,and this latency reduces the overall system performance and the effective data rate. As an example, consider a typical fiber optic link with a latency of about 10 microseconds per kilometer round trip. A mainframe available in 1995 capable of executing 500 million instructions per second (MIPS) needs to wait not only for the data to arrive, but also for 6 or more handshakes of the overhead protocols to make the round trip from the computer to the storage devices. The computer could be wasting 100 MIPS of work, or
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20% of its maximum capacity, while it waits for data to be retrieved from a remote location 20 kilometers away. Although there are other contributing factors, such as the software applications and workload, this problem generally becomes worse as computers get faster, because more and more processor cycles are wasted waiting for the data. As this became a serious problem, various efforts were made to design lower latency communication links. For example, new protocols were introduced that required fewer handshakes to transfer data efficiently, and the raw bandwidth of the fiber optic links was increased from ESCON rates (about 17 Mbyteds) to nearly 100 Mbyte/s for FICON links. But for very large distributed applications, the latency of signals in the optical fiber remains a fundamental limitation; DASD read and write times, which are significantly longer, will also show a more pronounced effect at extended distances. While the performance of any large-scalecomputer system is highly application dependent, we can infer some of the effects caused by extended distances. For the case of I/O requests to DASD on an ESCON link, assume that at the primary site a typical storage read or write operation takes 3 ms. The latency of an inter-site fiber optic link is about 10 microsecondsh round trip; this must be multiplied by the inter-site distance and the number of acknowledgments required by the data link protocol to determine the impact of inter-site distance on performance. If we assume a conservative datacom protocol (such as ESCON) that requires 6 acknowledgments per operation, then at a distance of 40 km the additional delay is (10 microseconds/km/round trip) (40lun) (6 round trips) = 2.4 ms. The time required for a DASD read operation from site B to DASD in site A is then 3 +2.4 = 5.4 ms. Similarly, a data mirroring application might require a write operation to the DASD in site A that would then be remote copied to DASD in site B. This operation would take 3 ms for the local write, 2.4 ms latency, and 3 ms for the remote write, or 8.4 ms total. If the data must first be requested from site B before this operation can begin, this adds another 2.4 ms for a total of 10.8 ms. In a similar fashion, performance of all ESCON and HiPerLinks will degrade with distance; there is no general formula to predict this impact, it must be evaluated for each software application and datacom protocol individually.



7.4. Optically Interconnected Parallel Supercomputers Latency is not only a problem for processor-to-storage interconnections, but also a fundamental limit in the internal design of very large computer systems. Today, many supercomputers are being designed to solve so-called
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“Grand Challenge” problems, such as advanced genetics research, modeling global weather patterns or financial portfolio risks, studying astronomical data such as models of the Big Bang and black holes, design of aircraft and spacecraft, or controlling air traffic on a global scale. This class of high riskhigh reward problems is also known as “DeepComputing.”A common approach to building very powerful processors is to take a large number of smaller processors and interconnect them in parallel. In some cases, a computational problem can be subdivided into many smaller parts, which are then distributed to the individual processors; the results are then recombined as they are completed to form the final answer. This is one form of asynchronous processing, and there are many problems that fall into this classification; one of the best examples is SETIOhome, free software which can be downloaded over the Internet to any home personal computer. Part of the former NASA program, SETI (Search for Extra-TerrestrialIntelligence) uses spare processing cycles when a computer is idle to analyze extraterrestrial signals from the Arecibo Radio Telescope, searching for signs of intelligent life. There are currently over 1.6 million SETI@home subscribers in 224 countries, averaging 10 teraflops (10 trillion floating point operations performed per second) and having contributedthe equivalent of over 165,000 years of computer time to the project. Taken together, this is arguably the world‘s largest distributed supercomputer, mostly interconnected with optical fiber via the Internet backbone. More conventional approachesrely on large numbers of processorsinterconnected within a single package. In this case, optical interconnects offer bandwidth and scalability advantages, as well as immunity from electromagnetic noise, which can be a problem on high-speed copper interconnects. For these reasons, fiber optic links or ribbons are being considered as a next-generation interconnect technology for many parallel computer architectures, such as the PowerParallel and NUMA-Q designs. The use of optical backplanes and related technologies is also being studied for other aspects of computer design (see Chapter 6). To minimize latency, it is desirable to locate processors as close together as possible, but this is sometimes not possible due to other considerations, such as the physical size of the packages needed for power and cooling. Reliability of individual computer components is also a factor in how large we can scale parallel processor architectures. As an example, consider the first electronic calculator built at the University of Pennsylvania in 1946, ENIAC (Electronic Numeric Integrator and Computer), which was limited by the reliability of its 18,000 vacuum tubes; the machine couldn’t scale beyond filling a mom about 10 by 13 meters, because tubes would blow out faster than people
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could run from one end of the machine to the other replacing them. Although the reliability of individual components has improved considerably, modem-day supercomputers still require some level of modularity, which comes with an associated size and cost penalty. A well-known example of Deep Computing is the famous chess computer, Deep Blue, that defeated grand master Gary Kasparov in May of 1997. As a more practical example, the world’s largest supercomputer is currently owned and operated by the U.S. Department of Energy, to simulate the effects of nuclear explosions (such testing having been banned by international treaty). This problem requires a parallel computer about fifty times faster than Deep Blue (although it uses basically the same internal architecture). To accomplish this requires a machine capable of 12teraflops, a level computer scientists once thought impossible to reach. Computers with this level of performance have been developed gradually over the years, as part of the Accelerated Strategic Computing Initiative (ASCI) roadmap; but the current generation, called ASCI White, has more than tripled the previous world record for computing power. This single supercomputer consists of hundreds of equipment cabinets housing a total of 8,192 processors, interconnected with a mix of copper and optical fiber cables through two layers of switching fabric. Because the cabinets can’t be pressed flat against each other, the total footprint of this machine covers 922 square meters, the equivalent of 2 basketball courts. This single computer weighs 106 tons (as much as 17 full-size elephants) and had to be shipped to Lawrence Livermore National Labs in California on 28 tractor trailers. It’s not feasible today to put the two farthest cabinets closer together than about 43 meters, and this latency limits the performance of the parallel computer system. Furthermore, ASCI White requires over 75 terabytes of storage (enough to hold all 17 million books in the Library of Congress), which may also need to be backed up remotely for disaster recovery; so, the effects of latency on the processor-to-storage connections are also critically important. Future ASCI programs call for building a 100 Teraflop machine by 2004.



7.5.



Parallel Futures



Current Parallel Sysplex systems have been benchmarked at over 2.5 billion instructions per second, and are likely to continue to significantly increase in performance each year. The ASCI program has also set aggressive goals for future optically interconnected supercomputers. However, even these are not the most ambitious parallel computers being designed for future applications.
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There is a project currently under way, led by LBM fellow Monty Denneau, to construct a mammoth computer nicknamed “Blue Gene” which will be dedicated to unlocking the secrets of protein folding. Without going into the details of this biotechnology problem, we note that it could lead to innumerable benefits, including a range of designer drugs, whole new branches of pharmacology, and gene therapy treatments that could revolutionize health care, not to mention lending fundamental insights into how the human body works. This is a massive computational problem, and Blue Gene is being designed for the task; when completed, it will be 500 times more powerful that ASCI White, a 12.3 petaflop machine well over a quadrillion ( operations per second, forty times faster than today’s top 40 supercomputers combined. The design point proposes 32 microprocessors on a chip, 64 chips on a circuit board, 8 boards in a 6foot-high tower, and 64 interconnected towers for a total of over 1 million processors. Because of improvements in packaging technology, Blue Gene will occupy somewhat less space than required by simply extrapolating the size of its predecessors; about 11 x 24 meters (about the size of a tennis court), with a worst-case diagonal distance of about 26 meters. However, the fast processors proposed for this design can magnify the effect of even this much latency to the point where Blue Gene will be wasting about 1.6 billion operations in the time required for a diagonal interconnect using conventional optical fiber. Further, a machine of this scale is expected to have around 10 terabytes of storage requirements, easily enough to fill another tennis court, and give a processor-to-storage latency double that of the processor-to-processor latency. Because of the highly complex nature of the protein folding problem, a typical simulation on Blue Gene could take years to complete, and even then may yield just one piece of the answer to a complex protein-folding problem. While designs such as this have yet to be realized, they illustrate the increasing interest in parallel computer architectures as an economical means to achieving higher performance. Both serial and parallel optical links are expected to play an increasing role in this area, serving as both processorto-processor and processor-to-storage interconnects.
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8.1. Packaging Assembly -Overview The field of electronics packaging is a multidisciplinary field that requires sound knowledge of a wide array of subjects. A typical electronic package contains millions of transistors assembled in chips, resistors, diodes, capacitors, and other components. To perform the different logical functions these components are connected to each other to form functional entities. To function, these circuits are supplied with electric energy, some of which is convertedintothermal energy. An electronic object will function correctly if the package has good electrical, mechanical, thermal, metallurgical, etc., properties. In summary, the package has to perform the following four main functions:
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Sound signal distribution and maintenance of signal integrity with minimum cross-talk Mechanical support to the entire assembly Provision of a path of least resistance to the flow of heat, enhancing heat dissipation properties Protection from the environment



A proper selection of materials, processes, assembly techniques, board design, component layout, operating procedures etc., will ensure a reliable
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product that is also easy to manufacture but also is reliable. It is also desirable that the packaging occupies a minimum of space and weight.



8.1.1. SURFACE-MOUNT TECHNOLOGY (SMT) The electronics industry is continuously seeking faster and smaller products. This is a constant challenge from a design and assembly perspective. The need for products with higher functionality and reduced real estate space has resulted in the evolution of Surface-Mount Components. A typical Surface-Mount Technology process involves mounting electronic packages on the surfaces of the PCBs while conventional ThroughHole Technology entails the attachment of components through insertion into the through-holes on the board. SMT offers several inherent advantages: The components are small and can be mounted on either side of the board, they offer reduction in weight and size, more interconnections per unit area, better electrical properties, quicker signal propagation, and reduction in cost due to real estate savings. Through-hole components (THCs) are still often preferred for the robustness of their solderjoint and for their ease of assembly due to generous pitches. However, even with the advantages offered by Surface-Mount Technology it is very unlikely that SMT will completely displace Through-Hole technology, therefore, in the present-day scenario, mixed technology, with surface-mount and through-hole parts on the same board, has gained popularity.



8.1.2. SMT VS THT Changing the assembly method of components from THT to SMT entails a number of distinct modifications:



-



The packaging design must change to accompany new land pattern configurations and new component styles having different lead types and shapes. - The assembly manufacturing processes also change to accompany the new component styles. Surface-mount components (SMCs) are more amenable to placement by automated equipment, thus resulting in faster throughput. SMCs are also normally soldered using a reflow soldering process versus THC wave soldering process. Inspection processes are different because of SM solder joints.
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Testing changes are needed to accommodate the above differences.



8.1.3. PACKAGING HIERARCHY The main levels of an electronic assembly are integrated circuits or chips, chip carrier, packages and printed circuit (PC) boards. The smallest functional unit of the assembly is the silicon chip, which provides the logic functions of the circuit. The chip is attached to a chip carrier by means of wires or solder; the resulting joints are also referred to as the first-level of interconnection. A plastic body is often molded around the chip. The resulting component is often called a first-level package or a component package -the most common examples of these packages are Ball Grid Arrays, Quad Flat Packs, and small outline integrated circuits (SOICs) shown in Fig. 8.1. The attachment of the chip carrier to the Printed Circuit Board (PCB) is usually done by means of solder. This is also known as the
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Fig. 8.1 Component mix in a typical Printed Circuit Board.
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second-level interconnection. The eutectic solder composition of tin and lead is the most common material used for the second-level interconnection. The assembled PCB card may then be attached to a motherboard by means of connectors. Typically a PC card or board are referred to as second level packages.



8.1.4. PCB OR SECOND-LEVELASSEMBLY TECHNIQUES The assembly process of a Printed Ciruit Board is dictated by the component mix, the board design, the technology available, and the assembly capability of the manufacturing site. qpically, it consists of five main steps as follows: Applying solder paste on to the conductive pads on the board, also known as stencil printing Placing components onto the board with the component leads on the solder paste ReflowNave Soldering Cleaning (Depends on type of solder paste), and Testing and Inspection However, the actual process isn’t as trivial as it sounds. To ensure a quality manufacturing process many different steps, such as adhesive dispensing, post printing paste inspection, and techniques like design of experiments and statistical process control may be required. The surface mount components, when attached to the substrate, form three major types of SMT assembly -commonly referred to as Type 1, Type 2, and Type 3 as shown in Fig. 8.2. The figure also shows the different processing steps for each of the assembly methods. The Type 1 assembly contains only surface-mount components. This assembly can either be single-sided or double-sided. The Tyrse 3 assembly contains passive surface-mount components like resistors and capacitors glued to the bottom and Through-hole components on the top side. The Type 2 assembly is a combination of Type 1 and Type 3 assembly. It generally does not contain any active surface-mount devices on the bottom.
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Type 1 Assembly
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1 Fig. 8.2 Schematic of different types of assembly with their process flows.



Furthermore, in order to accommodate the complexities of the surfacemount components, additionalreference designators like Type lC, Type 2C, and Type 3C have been developed. The following sections will describe the different types of first interconnects and package construction of a few common components.
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8.1.4.1. InterconnectionMethodologies for First-Level Packages Connections between the chip and its package substrate are commonly performed by one of three technologies: wirebond, solder, or controlled collapse chip connection (C4), also called “flip chip (FC),” or “solder bump,” and tape automated bonding (TAB), depending on the number and spacing of YO connections on the chip and substrate as well as permissible cost.



8.1.4.2. Wirebond Wirebonding is the most common chip-bonding technology, spanning the needs from consumer electronics to mainframes. The widespread use of wirebonding is based on its low cost per YO and compliant wires resulting in a reliable joint. Moreover, the compliant wires also provide an excellent path for heat dissipation and provide strain relief to allow for the difference in thermal expansion between the chip and the module material. Finished wirebond connections are shown in Fig. 8.7. However, with the changing face of today’s technological needs, this technology has been continuously pushed to the limits. There is a physical limit on the maximum number of wirebonds on the face of a die, as the interconnections are formed on the periphery of the die. This situation results in an increased size of the chip by a factor of three as compared to area array solder flip chip connections. As a result, for die with a high number of interconnections, area array technologies are preferred.



8.1.4.3. Thermocompression Wirebonding Thermocompressionbonding consists of heating and applying thermal and mechanical pressure to two joining bodies. This combined energy facilitates diffusion of the metals, thus resulting in a metallurgical bond between the two surfaces. The ductility of the wire also plays an important role in the formation of the bond. Thermocompression bonding of gold to aluminum metallization is one of the most extensively studied interdiffusion mechanisms due to its wide proliferation. The chip terminal to wire interconnection is made by ball bonding, while interconnection of the wire to chip carrier circuitry is made by wedge bonding. This process is shown in Fig. 8.3.
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Fig. 8.3 Schematic of different stages in ball bonding.



8.1.4.4. Tape-AutomatedBonding (TAB) TAB is a concept for an interconnection in which the metallurgical bond is similar to a wirebond. TAB is a composite of printed circuit wires held in an area configurationby a thin organic substrate (usually polyimide). The flexible leads or the wires, typically copper, are made by photoprinting an evaporated or a plated layer of metal on a polyimide carrier. The joining of the entire set of leads is usually done by thermocompression. This approach allows a high lead count that cannot be achieved in either Dual Inline Package (DIP)or Quad Flat Packages (QFPs). Despite these advantages, TAB is dif-
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Temperature, Force, Time



rn Substrate Fig. 8.4 TAB Outer Lead Bonding.



ficult to assemble to circuit boards. This difficulty has hurt its acceptance.



8.1.4.5. Flip Chip Technology The need for achieving higher I/O per unit area as well as making the first level attachment truly SMT compatible has pushed the demand for area array interconnection at the first level. Flip chip technology uses the entire bottom surface area of the die for the purpose of interconnection. This area technology has several inherent advantages, as follows: More YO per unit area SMT compatible Quicker signal propagation due to short transmission length Less signal distortion Economical bumping process, and SMT compatible assembly process. The flip chip assembly process depends on the type of solder used for the bumping process. For flip chips with high lead solder bumps, eutectic tin-lead solder paste is first printed onto the substrate pads, then the chips are placed and reflowed. For chips with eutectic solder bumps, there is no need to print additional solder paste. In this case the entire volume of solder is provided by the solder bump. Figure 8.5 shows a cross-section of the flip chip with eutectic solder bumps. The aluminum pad is usually covered with a thin
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Fig. 8.5 Cross-section of a flip chip solder bump.



layer of nickel, which acts as a diffusion barrier, and then by a flash of gold. The solder bumps are usually formed by a metal, evaporation technique. Solder spheres are also widely used to bump the wafers, and recently stencil printing to “bump” has been demonstrated. To accommodate the thermal mismatch between the die and the chip carrier, underfill is dispensed between the die and the chip carrier to even out the stresses created due to the different coefficients of thermal expansion. Flip chip assembly to the second-level package is shown in Fig. 8.6. 8.1.5. SURFACE MOUNT FIRST-LEVEL PACKAGES



Through-hole packages are gradually being replaced by surface-mount component packages, which offer inherent advantages like fine pitch, area array, and finally ease of manufacturing assembly. The significant driving force for the use of SMT is the reduced package size and cost, and improved board utilization. Hence, for these reasons, SMT has mostly replaced through-hole technology for PCB assembly. The advance of SMT can be attributed to better space utilization on the PCB board, thus leading to denser and smaller packages. The surface-mount packages have come a long way from their initial use of the package periphery for second-level interconnections to using the entire area underneath the package in area array packaging. The continuous push to pack more electronic functionality has driven the limits of leaded peripheral packages like QFPs. Eventually there will be a limit beyond which it would be physically impossible to manufacture and assemble such packages. This has given rise to area array packages, which offer more I/O per unit area. These packages also have greater spacing between interconnections thus enabling easier assembly. Area array technology utilizes the whole area underneath the package
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Fig. 8.6 Flip Chip Assembly Process.



for interconnections, thus resulting in higher VO density. The advantages of this technology are: Higher density of VO interconnections Less real estate consumption Better electrical performance and reduced inductance High-speed, low-noise signal transmission
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Better thermal performance from the area array More component placement tolerance due to higher interconnection spacings The leads compliance are more robust Standardization However, the drawbacks of this rapidly emergingtechnology are as follows: Increased difficulty in inspection of solder interconnections Possible difficulties in reworkhepair Increase in board thickness and difficulty in routing to be able to connect to the denser interconnections The most common and widely used type of area array packages is the Ball Grid Array (BGA) package; the following lines will describe the construction of a few of those packages.



8.1.5.1. Ball Grid Array Packages BGA packages are rapidly gaining acceptance in the electronics industry as a low-cost, higher yielding alternative to fine pitch leaded packages. Conventional BGA technology emphasizes soldering directly between the chip carrier package and the interconnect substrate. It is also referred to as face-bonding or controlled collapse soldering. BGA packages truly reflect the advantages and disadvantages of area array interconnection mentioned previously. BGAs are classified in a number of different ways. Based on the array of solder joints, BGAs can be classified as peripheral array, staggered array, depopulated array, or a full area array. However, the most convenient way of classifying BGA packages is based on the type of material of the chipcarrier substrate. Accordingly, their classification is briefly described next. Figure 8.7 illustrates the different described BGA packages. 8.1.5.2. Plastic Ball Grid Array (PBGA) Packages



These types of BGA packages have a glass-reinforced bismaleimidetriazine (BT) epoxy (i.e., plastic) chip canier, hence the name PBGA. The die is mounted to the laminate chip carrier. The first-level interconnection within the package is predominantly thermosonic gold wire bonding. From there, copper traces are routed to an array of metal pads on the bottom of the
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Fig. 8.7 Schematic of different BGA Packages.



printed circuit board. Vias in the form of plated through-holes run from the top surface to the bottom. A “glob-top’’encapsulation or overmold is then performed to completely cover the chip, wires, and the substrate bond pads. Typically, eutectic tin-lead solder or eutectic tin-lead solder with 2%-silver is used for second-level interconnection.
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8.1.5.3. Ceramic Ball Grid Array (CBGA) Packages The chip-carrier substrate in this case is a ceramic instead of a BT resin epoxy-glass laminate. CBGAs give better hermetic sealing to the package as compared to PBGAs. The construction is similar to that of a PBGA, except that in many cases high-lead solder balls are used at the secondlevel interconnection. The Ceramic Column Grid Array (CCGA) package consists of highlead ceramic columns instead of the high-lead solder balls in the CBGA package. The increased standoff between the chip carrier and the substrate accounts for better thermal fatigue performance.



8.1.5.4. Tape Ball Grid Array (TBGA) Packages The TBGA is characterized by a flexible polyimide tape, flip-chip stiffener, and high-temperature solder balls. The tape is a 0.002-inch thick polyimide layer with copper metallization on each side. The close proximity of signal traces to the ground plane provides a very low signal noise. Copper stiffener plates are bonded to the tape by an adhesive in order to give mechanical rigidity to the package.



8.1.5.5. Metal Ball Grid Array (MBGA) Packages This package is featured with thin-film circuits deposited on the anodized aluminum substrate. The substrate, which is in direct contact with the die and circuitry, acts as a heat sink as well as the wiring substrate. The aluminum substrate is an effectiveshield against electromagneticinterferences.



8.2. Optoelectronic Packaging Overview Optoelectronic packaging is an outgrowth of electronic packaging: Where possible, similar techniques and materials are employed, such as throughhole assembly and eutectic tidead solder joints for many components. However, the differences in the packaging needs of optoelectronics are great. Optical alignment requires greater precision than any electronics assembly (can be as precise as + / - O S micron); Hand soldering is used in most cases, since parts are fragile and many optical materials cannot be exposed to wave soldering or solder reflow ovens;
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Table 8.1 Three Different Levels of OptoelectronicPackaging Component



Module



Materials



Unique hi-T solder



chips Precision Automation Testing



Bare die Highest (0.5-1 pm) Little to none Simple



Mix of custom & standard solders Bare & packaged High (1-2 pm) Little to none Simple to complex



System



Standard solders Packaged Low (PTH) All automated soon Complex



Bundles of fiber up to 10m long pose challenges in how assemblies can be handled; Generally, due to the young age of this industry as well as the proprietary nature of optoelectronics assembly to date, many needed standards have not yet been set. Optoelectronic packaging can be grouped into three categories, each with different material and assembly requirements, as shown in Table 8.1. Two other forms of optoelectronic or optical packaging exist that are not addressed in this chapter: at a level smaller than considered here (onchip waveguides), and at a level larger than considered here (from one optical system to another via splicing fiber). On-chip issues are wafer fabrication issues, not necessarily packaging issues, and are beyond the scope of this chapter. S ystem-to-system interconnect, while arguably packaging, consists largely of fiber splicing, which is well understood today. The remainder of this chapter explains these three levels of packaging in more detail.



8.3. Component Level Optoelectronic Packaging The assembly of optoelectronic components is similar to IC assembly:



Parts being assembled are GaAs- or silicon-based nanostructures originally fabricated on a wafer Parts can be assembled by expensive, automated machines of great precision and handling delicacy in cleanrooms Parts can be assembled by inexpensive labor, most likely in Asia, with moderate precision and handling delicacy
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Fig. 8.8 'Ifrpical Optoelectronic Component (Receiver Shown Here).



8.3.1. ASSEMBLYISSUES At the component level, the highest precision in any form of manual assembly is required -f0.5 p m up to 1p m where fiber alignment is concerned. Connections to the substrate can be wirebonds or flip chip connections, where 5 to 10 micron precision is required. Parts are soldered or brazed in place sequentially,by hand, so that they can be placed precisely. Care must be taken when placing a new part so that parts assembled previously (in the same housing) are not disturbed.



8.3.2. MATERIALS ISSUES Solders and brazing materials tend to include nickel and gold, nickel for a mechanically strong connection (to prevent optical misalignment due to vibration or other induced stresses) and gold for a highly conductive connection (for the high frequencies-at or above 2.4 GHz-of optical communications). Optical connection materials (epoxies) need to be nonbirefringent (not adversely affecting the optical signal in any way, such as polarization-dependent losses or wavefront distortion). Most material solutions cannot be subjected to stress, or else strain-induced birefringence is likely. Consequently, assembly procedures must take into consideration the stresses induced in optical materials. Substrate materials tend to be ceramic, which is both capable of highfrequency operation and compatible with hermetic packaging. The housing is metal, usually Kovar.



8.4. Module Level Optoelectronic Packaging Module assembly can combine both packaged components and unpackaged devices, and thus include the challenges of both component and system assembly. Modules usually have multiple fiber I/Os and many devices, usually 50-100 including passives.
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Fig. 8.9 Typical Optoelectronic Module.



8.4.1. ASSEMBLY ISSUES In addition to the issues faced in component assembly, there are more devices, active and passive, that require a wide range of assembly techniques. For a module including high I/O devices, these devices might be placed and reflowed first, then the sensitive optoelectronic parts placed and hand soldered. Additionally, fiber cleaning and splicing may be needed. After assembly, testing of the module can be complex and expensive, using both optical and electronic testers to find defects.



8.4.2. MATERIALS ISSUES In addition to the materials used in component assembly, modules require more traditional electronic materials such as solders. Proprietary fiber cleaning solutions fiber splicing are also needed. The substrate can be ceramic or organic, depending on the module’s frequency (copper-clad organics reach limits at about 5 GHz) and hermeticity (organic substrates tend to fail hermeticity requirements) needs.



8.5. System Level Optoelectronic Packaging System level packaging involves the assembly of optoelectronic modules and components onto a system board or backplane. It uses traditional electronic board assembly techniques with a few twists-mainly for fiber handling and for accommodating the materials within the optoelectronic modules and components.



8.5.1. ASSEMBLY ISSUES Because optoelectronic components have high sensitivity to temperature and mechanical stress, the board must be reflowed before the optoelectronics can be manually placed. Then, special fiber handling techniques must be employed to prevent bending below a specified radius of curvature, which
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Fig. 8.10 Typical Optoelectronic System Board (Courtesy Prismark, used with permission).



is not yet standardized. Lastly, fiber splicing is likely, requiring proprietary fiber cleaning to minimize the signal loss due to the splice. Assembly equipment companies will be introducing automated equipment for assembling optoelectronics at this level in the summer of 200 1. Such equipment would combine a through-hole placement machine, modified for fiber handling, with robotic spot soldering. After assembly, the testing systems are expensive ($lM+) and complex, requiring a room full of instrumentation and optoelectronics more advanced than the product being tested. 8.5.2. MATERIALS ISSUES



Low-temperature solders must be employed for the through-hole optoelectronic components and modules, to minimize the likelihood of reflowing solder connections within the module or component, and to prevent the
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materials within the optoelectronicsfrom being subjected to temperatureinduced stresses.
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InfiniBand-The Interconnect from Backplane to Fiber
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This chapter describes InfiniBandTM(IB) optical link interface. InfiniBand group was formed to facilitate development of a uniform interconnect from backplane to fiber. Prior to the development of IB nearly every computer manufacture developed a proprietary interconnect. Two earlier standardization efforts in this area were SCI (Scalable Coherent Interface) [ 11 and HiPPi6400 [2]; each attempted to develop an open high-performance interconnect. IB takes a further step in defining the high-performance System Area Interconnect, by eliminating the bottleneck inside the box. IB links scale from chip, backplane, IO Card, to fiber.



9.1. Introduction Improvement in VLSI CMOS has enabled fabrication of more complex and faster processors, so that the YO has now become the primary bottleneck [3]. CMOS devices operating at speeds greater than 10 Gb/s have now been demonstrated [4]. Existing wide electrical buses, sometimes 64256 bit wide operating at a typical speed of 100 MHz, are becoming insufficient and impractical for the I/O need. A further complication with wide slow buses is the associated package size and cost. With increasing number of YO additional routing channels are required to route the signals, which increases PCB stack-up layers and the total system cost. It was becoming impractical to increase bus width, and the natural solution was to
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Table 9.1 Performance of InfiniBand Link



Link parameters Link width 1 4 12



Raw bandwidth



Signaling rate



Unidirectional



Bidirectional



2.5 Gb/s 2.5 Gb/s 2.5 Gb/s



250 MByte/s 1 GByte/s 3 GByte/s



500 MByte/s 2 GByte/s 6 GByte/s



increase the speed with broad availability of CMOS ASIC 1/0operating at 2.5 Gb/s. Early on, InfiniBand group studied two possible signaling schemes: Source Synchronous and Serial Link. Source Synchronous interfaces have been implemented in SCI with 0.5 GByte throughput [l]and HiPPi6400 at 1 Gbyte throughput [2]. To support backplane and long fiber applications one has to implement complex de-skew sequence and training similar to HiPPi6400. The alternative,based on serial link technology and the 8B/10B widely in use in Fiber Channel [5]and Gigabit Ethernet [6], provided robust symmetrical signaling, without the need for complex analog de-skew. To meet the High Performance Computing (HPC) requirements a single serial data stream near term from an ASIC couldn’t meet the data throughput. A link layer was developed so the serial link could be scaled from 1, to 4, and to 12 lanes wide with each physical lane operating at 2.5 Gb/s. The 4 lanes implementation has been adapted in IEEE 802.3ae [7] as the basis for XAUI interface and similarly by Fiber Channel lOGFC [8]. Infiniband Link provides an interoperable interface with a raw bandwidth of 250 MBytes/s, 1 GByte/s, or 3 Gbyte/s as shown in Table 9.1. Figure 9.1 shows an example of a 4X-SX optical transceiver. Through link negotiation a low-cost 1X wide 250 MByte/s link natively interfaces to a high throughput 12X wide 3 GByte/s link. In the next 2 to 3 years, the IB signaling rate is expected to increase to 5 Gb/s, while supporting a large application base protecting the investment via the interoperability.



9.2. Infiniband Link Layer Iniiniband link layer provides the connection between two InfiniBand protocol aware ports. Each physical link may have 1,4, or 12 physical lanes. A physical link may be copper cable, copper backplane, or fiber optics.
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Fig. 9.1 4X-SX Optical Transceiver (Courtesy of Alvesta Inc.).



Prior to any data transmission, links are trained, width negotiated, and deskewed. InfiniBand allows connection of two protocol-aware devices with different widths. During link negotiation the common denominator is established between two protocol-aware devices, possibly a single lane wide. In the unforeseen circumstance of a lane failing, the link will renegotiate to a new lower common denominator' as long as lane 0 functions. For the case of two 12-lane-wide ports, a failure on lane 4 or above results in renegotiation to a 4-lane-wide link.



9.2.1. INFINIBAND PACKET FORMAT A protocol-aware device sequentially byte stripes the data over 1, 4, or 12 lanes, with start of data packet always on lane 0. Each port operates from a clock with f l O O PPM allowed transmission of 5 Kbyte of uninterruptible data. IB packets, including header, may be as long as 4608 bytes long, but the actual data portion is only 4096 bytes (4Kbyte) long. InfiniBand link uses 8B/10B control characters for packet management [9]. Several key symbols are as listed in Table 9.2. 'When a link is established, only the discrete common denominators 1, 4, and 12 are supported.
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Table 9.2 Link Control Symbol COM SDP SLP EGP PAD SKP EBP Idle



K28.5,C o m a , PLL alignment symbol K27.7,Start of Data Packet K28.2, Start of Link Packet Delimiter K29.7,END of Good Packet Delimiter K23.7,Packet Padding Symbol K28.0,Skip Symbol K30.7,End of Bad Packet Pseudo-Random Fill Pattern



The idle pattern is transmitted on all lanes as the fill pattern to reduce EMI. The pattern is a pseudo-random data generated by an 1lth order LFSR Xll + P 1. Typical packet format for a 4X link is shown in Fig. 9.2. All data transmission starts by start of data packets “SDP” and ends with “EGP” or “EBP’. The Comma are transmitted for PLL byte alignment. A protocolaware transmitter sends at least 3 rows of “SKP” to allow clock elasticity adjustment by a maximum of two retimes in the path. At the input of the protocol-aware device a transmission may have at least 1 row or at most 5 rows of SKP. InfiniBand link layer stripes the data into a SerDes with 1,4, or 12 channels for delivery over the fiber or copper media. Figure 9.3 shows the data stripping operation for a 4X link.



+



9.2.2. IB ELECTRICAL INTERFACE



IB electrical interconnect provides typical transmission over 20” of FR4 Printed Circuit Board (PCB) trace including two connectors or over 17 m of ’I3vin-a~copper cable. The signaling is based on 100 ohms differential impedance with common mode of 0.75 f0.25 V. The driver and receiver provide differential source and load terminations of 100 C2. The minimum differential peak-to-peak amplitude is 1000 mV, receiver sensitivity is 175 mV, which provides 15 dB of dynamic range. To allow transmission over 20” of PCB traces the pre-emphasis driver is specified [lo]. IB electrical specification was designed to be system friendly by relaxing jitter specification to allow ASIC cell implementation. To allow ASIC
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Fig. 9.2 Shows structure of data format as it gets striped across 4 lanes.



implementation, IB and XAUI total transmitter jitters is specified at 0.35 (UI) instead of the typical 0.25 (UI). An InfiniBand Retimer or Repeater, sometimes referred to “IB Signal Conditioner” [9], often is required prior to direct connection of an IB electrical signal to an optical transceiver to meet optical jitter specification, due to the relaxed electricaljitter parameters. A signal conditioner may be implemented with the use of CDR retiming or with additional’LlFO to allow regeneration from a new reference. The Signal Conditioner may be placed on the board or integrated with the optoelectronic components into a solderable or pluggable assembly for
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4 Fig. 9.3 Data Format Striped Across 4x Link.



attachment to an IB board. For complete IB electrical specification please see “IB High Speed Electrical” [ 101.



9.2.3. FIBER PLANT TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS IB provides fiber plant options for lX, 4X,and 12X wide links supporting broad application base from medium to high performance as listed in Table 9.3. Detailed specifications for three options are provided in section 1.5.



9.3. Optical Signal and Jitter Methodology This section defines the characteristicsof IB compliant optical signals and the measurement methodology. IB Optical transceiver is composed of an optical transmitter, an optical receiver, and an IB compliant Retimer. The purpose of the IB Retimer is to reduce relaxed IB electricaljitter levels to allow transmission over fiber optic links. To allow scalable architecture, IB electrical signal is designed to drive through 20” of FR4 PCB trace with 2 connectors, but at the edge a Retimer must regenerate the signal prior to transmission over fiber. A typical IB compliant link is shown in Fig. 9.4. IB electrical signal are regenerated prior to transmission into the optical transmitter at TP1. TP2 is the optical transmitter output at the optical receptacle. TP3 is IB compliant point after designated maximum fiber transmission length as specified in Table 9.3. TP4 is the output of the optical receiver prior to regeneration and
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Tclble 9.3 Fiber Optic Plant Options Link



Very short reach (VSR)



Lonaer reach



1X Wide Designation Wavelength Connector Worst-case operating range



rl3-1X-SX 85Onm dUal-LC' 2m-250m using 50/125pm 500MHz.h fiber 2m-125m using 62.5/125pm 200MHz.h fiber



IB-1X-LX 1300nm dual-LC' 2m- 1O h with single mode fiber



IB-4x-sx 850nm single MPO 2m-125m using 50/125pm 500MHz.km fiber 2m-75m using 62.5/125pm 200MHz.km fiber



See Note 2



4X Wide Designation Wavelength Connector Worst-case operating range



12X Wide Designation Wavelength Connector Worst-case operating range



IB-12x-sx 850nm dual MTO 2m-125m using 50/125pm 5OOMHz.h fiber 2m-75m using 62.5/125pm 2OOMHz.h fiber



See Note 2



'LC is the registered tmdemark &Lucent 'Iechnology. 24Xwide and 12X wide LX may be specified in future versions oftbe specification.



transmission as an IJ3 complaint electrical signal levels. It is foreseeable in a self-containedapplication with tighter electricalspecificationto interface directly to the optical transmitter and receiver Without the use of Retimer. IJ3 optical l i n k s are defined such that each lane has a BER 5 over lifetime, temperature, and operating range when driven throughcable plant as specified. The Gigabit Ethernet optical link model developed by IEEE 802.32 w estimates the link performance [6]. However, transmitterpower and extinction ratio were replaced by Optical Modulation Amplitudes (OMA) [SI in the link model.
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Fig. 9.4 IJ3 Optical Link and the compliance point.



9.3.1. OPTICAL SIGNAL POLARITYAND QUIESCENT CONDITION An electricallogic Zero level at the input of the optical transmitter generates a low level of optical power on the fiber and similarly a logic One generates a high level of optical power. If an electrical input to an Optical Transmitter is quiescent, then the optical power of that lane is not modulated. IB allows during quiescent period to leave transmitter DC optical power at average optical power.



9.3.2. OPTICAL TRANSMITTERMASK COMPLIANCE The optical transmitter pulse shape characteristics are specified in the form of a compliance mask on the eye diagram of Fig. 9.5. The eye mask amplitude is normalized such that an amplitude of 0.0 represents logic ZERO and an amplitude of 1.0 represents logic ONE.The eye mask normalized time scale is in Unit Interval (UI),where 1UI is 400 ps at 2.5 Gb/s. An IB compliant transmitter must meet the eye mask as defined by the reference O/E converter. This transmitter compliance mask is used to verify the overall response of the optical transmitter for rise time, fall time, pulse overshoot, pulse undershoot, and ringing. Compliance with the optical mask is a good indicator that deterministic effects are within generally acceptable limits, but it does not guarantee compliance with IB jitter specifications. For uniform eye mask measurements, the optical transmitter signal is measured using an O/E converter with an equivalent fourth-order
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Bessel-Thompson response given by: Hp =



105



+ 105y +



105 45y2



+ 10y3+ 44



where



The O E converter filter response is based on ITU-T G.957 definition,which provides a physical implementation. The specified O E converter is only intended to provide uniform measurement and does not represent the noise response of an IB Optical Receiver. The reference O E converter has a 3 dB frequency response of 1.88 GHz with equivalent response of the fourth order Bessel-Thompson. The reference OLE converterresponse must meet the parameter specified in Table 9.4, with tolerance not exceeding the specifications in Table 9.5. 9.3.3. RISE/FAU TIMES MEASUREMENT



Optical rise and fall times are specified based on unfiltered O E converter waveforms. Some lasers have ringing or overshoot, which can reduce the accuracy of 20%-80% rise and fall time measurements. Therefore, a fourthorder Bessel-Thompson filter defined in the previous section is a convenient
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Table 9.4 Equivalent Response of ReferenceO/E Converter



f#o



f/fr



0.15 0.3 0.45 0.6 0.75 0.9 1.o 1.05 1.2 1.35 1.5 2.0



0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 .o 1.2 1.33 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.67



Attenudon (dB)



Dhb?'h?l (VI)



0.1 0.4 1.o 1.9 3.O 4.5 5.I 6.4 8-5 10.9 13.4 21.5



0 0 0 0.002 0.008 0.025 0.044



0.055 0.10 0.14 0.19 0.30



Table 9.5 Attenuation Tolerance of Reference O/E Converter Referencefrequency



Attenuation tolerance



$44



A4.m



0.1- 1.00 1.00- 2.00



-0.0to +OS +0.5 to +3.0



Note. Intermediate values of Aa shall be linearly interpolated on a logarithmicfrequency scale.



filter for measurement of the rise and fall time. Because the limited response of the 4th-order Bessel-Thompsonfilter will adversely impact the measured rise and fall times, the following equation should be used to correct for the filter response:



For the purpose of rise and fall time measurement, 3 dB bandwidth of the fourth order Bessel-Thomson filter may be different from the reference OLE converter with 1.875 GHz bandwidth defined for eye mask compliance.
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IB compliance definition for optical rise time and fall time is RMS of rise and fall times. The IEEE 802.32 Gigabit Ethernet optical link model analysis uses the larger of rise time and fall time, which provides an overly pessimistic analysis [ 111. Therefore, IB optical specifications are defined using Tr/f(RMS),which is the RMS mean of rise time and fall time as defined below:



9.3.4. OPTICAL MODULATION AMPLITUDE Optical Modulation Amplitude (OMA) is defined as the absolute difference between the optical power of a logic ONE level and the optical power of a logic ZERO level. OMA is related to Extinction Ratio (ER) measured in (dB) and Average Optical Power (Pavemeasured in dBm) by the equation:



OMA specification generally improves the optical transmitter yield as it allows a higher power laser with lower Extinction Ratio to pass.



9.3.5. OPTICAL JITTER SPECIFICATION The IB jitter specification is based on the same methodology as the Fibre Channel [12] and the IEEE 802.32 Gigabit Ethernet standards [6]. Figure 9.4 showsjitter compliance testpoints TP1, TP2, TP3 andTP4for anIB-1X optical link. Similar compliance points exist for the 4X and 12X link. TP1 is the intermediateelectrical signal at input of the optical transmitter with more strength than IB electrical specifications.TP2 is an IB compliant point located at the optical receptacle. Any measurement of optical signal at TP2 is recommended to be done with a 2 meter fiber jumper wrapped 10 turns around a 25.4 mm diameter mandrel to reduce high order mode. TP3 is located at the output of the optical fiber over the maximum specified length and adjacent to the Optical Receiver. TP4 is the output of the optical receiver electrical signal. TP1 and TP4 are not IB compliance point and physically may not be accessible. Typical jitter values at TP1 and TP4 are listed in Table 9.6 for reference. The total jitter of an optical component is measured at BER of
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Table 9.6 Maximum Jitter of an Optical Link



Compliance point



InJniBand link 1x-sx, 1x-LX



TP1 TP2 TP3 TP4 TP1 TP2 TP3 TP4



4x-sx, 12x-sx



0.10 0.23 0.32 0.40 0.10 0.25 0.30 0.40



40 92 128 160 40 100 120 160



0.25 0.46 0.54 0.70 0.25 0.48 0.53 0.70



100 184 212 280 100 192 212 280



f



2 1.5 Slope = -20dWdec



-------



-- - - -1-



I



5-l 8 I



1



0.15MHz (Baudratd25000)



1.5MHZ (Baudrate/l667)



1250MHz



Fig. 9.6 Jitter Tolerance Mask.



with K28.5+, K28.5- test pattern. An IB optical port must provide BER of f under worst case data patterns and operating conditions. Additional test patterns with detail methodologies are defined in FC-MJS [12]. The total jitter specified at TP4 in Table 9.6 does not include any sinusoidal jitter (SJ) component. For all link types, the TP4 must tolerate total jitter of 0.75 U12 with addition of 0.10 UI of sinusoidaljitter (SJ) over a swept frequency from 1.5 MHz to1250 MHz. A noticeable difference between 1X link and 4X /12X links is the more relaxed jitter parameters specified for 4X and 12X links. More relaxed *Withadditional 0.1 (UI)of SJ the DJ must be reduced by 0.05 (UI)to meet the TJ of 0.75 at TP4.
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jitter specification increases manufacturing yield of array transmitters and receivers, but also reduces the length of 4X and 12X links by half. Due to practical implementation of pulling ribbon fiber limiting the length to 125m for 4X and 12X link was not seen as a penalty.



9.3.6. JITTER ME THODOLOGY IB jitter methodology is based on Fibre Channel MJS [12]. MJS breaks down the jitter components into random jitter (RJ) and deterministic jitter (DJ). Random components of successive physical components are added in quadrature, where the DJs are added linearly. Deterministicjitter is composed of Duty Cycle Distortion (DCD), Sinusoidal Jitter (SJ), and Intersymbol Interference (ISI). Total jitter is defined as TJ = DJ



+ RJ = DJ + 14a



for BER of lo-’’.



(9.1)



The optical jitter compliance points are TP2 and TP3, but values for TP1 and TP4 are provided for reference for the purpose of construction of SerDes, laser transmitter, and optical receiver. To determine the amount of deterministicjitter and random jitter that an Optical Transmitter under test adds from TP1 to TP2, the following analysis applies:



DJ (Transmitter) = DJ2 - DJ1 RJ(Transrnitter) = J(TJ2



-0



5 ~-)(TJI ~



- DJ1)2



where DJ1 = DJ at TP1 DJ2 = DJ at TP2 TJ1 = TJ at TP1 TJ2 = TJ at TP2 A similar analysis can be made to TP3 and TP4. 9.3.7. BIT-TO-BIT SKEW



IB link provides up to 24 ns of skew at the receive input of the protocolaware device between any two receive lanes. To allow interoperableas well as pluggable interfaces, each component has a generous skew allocation. Skew is defined as maximum differential bit-to-bit skew between any two
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Table 9.7 Maximum Optical Bit-to-Bit Skew Values



Skew parameter Optical Cable Assembly Transmitter Receiver



Maximum value



Note



3.011s



1 2 3



50Ops 50Ops



'An optical cable assembly includes optical cable, optical connectors,and adaptors. 'Between any two physical lanes within a transmitter. 3Between any two physical lanes within a receiver.



lanes. All IB optical ports must limit maximum skew to values defined in Table 9.7.



9.4. Optical Specifications This section defines detail specifications for 1X (1 Lane), 4X (4 Lanes), and 12X (12 Lanes) wide fiber optics transceivers. InfiniBand optical transceivers may be permanently attached on the circuit board or may be fabricated as part of the pluggables through the chassis. 9.4.1. 1X FIBER OPTIC SPECIFICATIONS



IB 1X optical link carries a duplex data as shown in Fig. 9.7, the signals are generated using one laser and one photodetector. Two classes of 1X links are defined, a 1X-SX based on 850 nm VCSEL with multimode fiber for short reach and a 1X-LX based on 1310 nm FP laser with single-mode fiber for operation up to 10 Km. IB optical parameters compromised the maximum distance achievable in favor of lower cost and flexibility. Two fiber types are specified for multimode 1X-SX: i) 1X-SW50 Link: 5OOMHz.h 5 0 p d l 2 5 p m Multimode fiber Range Up to 250 m ii) 1X-SW62 link: 2OOMHz.h 62.5pd125pm Multimode fiber Range Up to 125 m



The intermediate reach Link, 1X-LX, operates in the 1300-nm wavelength region using single-mode (SM) fiber. The optical parameters are optimized
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Optical Transceiver
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Optical Receptacle and Optical Connector, dual LC Fig. 9.7
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Optical Transceiver



Fiber Optic Cable, containing One fiber per direction.



I



\



Optical Receptacle and Optical Connector, dual LC



lX-SX/LX Fiber Optic Link Configutation.



to allow a typical 1X-LX Optical Transceiver to operate with uncooled Fabry-Perot (FP) laser, Distributed Feedback (DFB) laser, or emerging 1310 nm VCSEL[13].



9.4.1.1. 1X-SX Optical Parameters Optical parameters for 1X-SX link are listed in Table 9.8 [14]. The baud rate including 8B/10B coding is 2500 Mb/s. Optical passive loss accounts for fiber attenuation, connector, and splice loss. Total system penalty [ 111 with the addition of passive loss results in Link Power budget. Fiber plant and connectors specifications are described in section 9.5. IB transmitter and receiver are specified with more relaxed jitter specification and shorter reach, but longer distance is possible with transmitter or receiver performing better than worst case. When IB optical transmitters D Threshold), are squelched for input electrical levels below V R ~ (Signal as defined by IB electrical [lo], then the output optical signal shall be less than 2 mW. An Optical Receiver for a 1X-SX link must meet parameters specified at TP3 in Table 9.8. Conformance testing for a stressed receiver at TP3 is based on FC-PI methods of Annex A [ 5 ] . If the average received optical power on any Lane is less than -30 dBm then the corresponding highspeed electrical received output is squelched to less than 85 mV [lo]. The electrical outputs of every lane with an optical power greater than -20dBm is not squelched to allow testing for sensitivity.
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Table 9.8 Link Parameters for 1X-SX Link specifiatbns Nominal Signaling Rate Rate tolerance Optical Passive Loss (Max) Optical System Penalty (Max) Total link power budget (Max) Operating Distance (Max) Fiber Mode-field (Core) Diameter Transmitter Specifications-TP2



ZB-1XSWSO



SW42.5



dB



2500 flOO 2.44



2500 flOO 2



dB



3.56



4



dB



6



6



m



250



125



Pm



50



62.5



nm nm dBm



Laser 860 830 -4



Laser 860 830 -4



1



mW



0.196



0.196



2



150



150



3



dBiHz



-117



-117



4



dBm mW



-1.5 0.05



-1.5 0.05



2



dB



12



12



mW



0.102



0.102



Unit MBaud PPm



me Center Wavelength (Max) Center Wavelength (Min) Average Launch Power (Max) Optical Modulation Amplitude (Min) RiseEall Time RMS 20%-80% (Max) RIN12 (OMA) (Max) Receiver Specification-TP3 Average Received Power (Max) Optical Modulation Amplitude Win) Return Loss of the Receiver (Min) Stressed Receiver Sensitivity OMA M n )



PS



ZB-1XNotes



23



(Continued)
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Table 9.8 continued ZB-IX-



Link speciJications



Unit



Stressed Receiver IS1 Penalty (Max) Stressed Receiver DCD component of DJ at TP2 (Max) Receiver Electrical 3 dB upper cutoff Frequency (Max) Receiver Electrical 10 dB upper cutoff Frequency (Max)
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ZB-IX-



SW50



SW62.5



Notes



dB



2



2



5



PS



40



40



GHz



2.8



2.8



6



GHz



6



6



6



'Must also comply to lesser of Class 1 laser safety limit CDRH or EN60825. 'Optical Modulation Amplitude are Peakpeak. and fall time are unfiltered response calculated as RMS of rise and fall time. 4Annex A4 [5] 'Annex A6 [5] 6Annex A7 [5]



9.4.1.2.



1X-LX Optical Parameters



The 1X-LX Optical link specification for transmitter, link, and the receiver is given below [14]. The link budget parameters for 1X-LX singlemode fiber optic links operating at 2.5Gbauds including 8B/10B are listed in Table 9.9. Fiber plant and connectors specifications are described in section 9.5. IB optical transmitters are squelched for input electrical levels below V R ~(Signal D Threshold) as defined in by IB electrical [lo], then the output optical modulation amplitude should not exceed 2.0 pW. If the average received optical power on any Lane is less than -30 dBm then the corresponding high-speed electrical signalling output shall be 85 mV (Signal Threshold) [lo]. The elecsquelched to less than V R ~ D trical outputs of every lane with an optical power greater than -20dBm shall not be squelched to allow testing for receiver sensitivity. To allow flexible laser transmitter design the RMS spectral width of 1X-LX was defined as a function of laser center wavelength. A 1X-1LX compliant transmitter RMS spectral width must lie below the Fig. 9.8 curve, calculated using the worst-case fiber at a given center wavelength for all operating conditions. For operating wavelengths less than 1312 nm fiber zero dispersion was assumed to be 1324 nm, and for wavelengths greater
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Table 9.9 Link Parameters for 1X-LX Link specifiations Nominal Signaling Rate Rate tolerance Optical Passive Loss (Max) Optical System Penalty (Max) Total link power budget (Max) Operating Distance (Max) Fiber Mode-field (Core) Diameter Transmitter Specifications-TP2 TYPe Center Wavelength (Max) Center Wavelength (Min) Average Launch Power (Max) Optical Modulation Amplitude (Min) RiseFall Time RMS 20%-80% (Max) RIN12 ( O W ) (Max) Receiver Specification-TP3 Average Received Power (Max) Optical Modulation Amplitude (Min) Return Loss of the Receiver (Min) Stressed Receiver Sensitivity OMA (Min) Stressed Receiver IS1 Penalty (Max) Stressed Receiver DCD component of DJ at TP2 (Max) Receiver Electrical 3 dB upper cutoff Frequency (Max) Receiver Electrical 10 dB upper cutoff Frequency (Max)



Unit



IB-1X-LX



MBaud



2500 flOO 6.64 2.36 9 10,Ooo 9



PPm



dB dB dB m Pm



nm nm dBm mW PS dBMz dBm mW dB mW



dB PS



0.186 150 - 120 -1.5 0.0234 20 0.0365 0.58 40



1 293



4 5



2 2 6



GHz



2.8



7



GHZ



6



7



'Must also comply to lesser of Class 1 laser safety limit CDRH or EN60825 %ptical Modulation Amplitude are. Peak-Peak. 3Figure8 shows trade otf between OMA and spectra width. 4Rise.and fall time are unfiltered response calculated as R M S of rise and fall times. 'Annex A4 [5] 6Annex A6 [5] 7AnnexA7 [5]



Laser 1270 1360 -3



Notes
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-Et



1260



1280



1300



1320



1340



1360



Center Wavelength (nm) Fig. 9.8 1X-LX Trade-off between RMS spectral width with center wavelength.



than 1312 the zero-dispersion was assumed to be 1300 nm to allow for worst case link analysis.



9.4.2. 4X SYSTEM OVERVIEW A 4X-SX optical link carries duplex data composed of 4 transmit and 4 receive signals as shown in Fig. 9.9. Connector is based on a single 12 position MP03,the first 4 positions carry the transmit signal, followed by 4 unused positions, and the last 4 positions are for the receive signal. To simplify manufacturing and commonality between 4X and 12X link, ribbon fiber with 12 fiber may be used but the middle 4 fibers do not carry E 3 signals. To allow interchangeability between 4X and 12X ribbon cable, the connector keys must face up on both sides of the cable. 31nthe United States MPO is known as MTP, which is a registeredtrademark of USCONEC Inca
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Optical Transceiver



Fiber Optic Cable, Optical Receptacle and containing 8 or 12 fibers, 4 used per direction. Optical Connector, single MPO



Optical Receptacle and Optical Connector, single MPO



Fig. 9.9 4X-SX Fiber Optic Link Configuration.



The optical parameters and link distance were only specified up to 125m with 50/125 p m fiber and 75m with 62/125 pm fiber, selected based on the application need, cost, and ease of development, instead of maximum link distance possible. lko fiber types are specified for 4X-SX: i) 4X-SX 50/ 5OOMHz.h 5 0 p d 125pm MM fiber range up to 125 m ii) 4X-SX 62/ 2OOMHz.h 6 2 . 5 p d 125pm MM fiber range up to 75 m. 9.4.2.1.



4X-SX Optical Parameter



Optical parameters for 4X-SX link are listed in Table 9.10 [ 141. The data rate including 8B/10B coding is 2.5 Gb/s. Fiber plant and connector specifications are described in section 9.5. IB transmitter and receiver are specified with more relaxed jitter specification and shorter reach, but longer distance is possible with transmitter
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Table 9.10 Link Parameters for 4X-SX Link specifications Nominal Signaling Rate Rate tolerance Optical Passive Loss (Max) Optical System Penalty (Max) Total link power budget (Max) Operating Distance (Max) Fiber Mode-field (Core) Diameter Transmitter Specifications-"2 Type Center Wavelength (Max) Center Wavelength (Min) Average Launch Power (Max) Optical Modulation Amplitude (Min) RiseFall Time RMS 20%-80% (Max) RIN12 (OMA) (Max) Receiver Specification-TP3 Average Received Power (Max) Optical Modulation Amplitude (Min) Return Loss of the Receiver (Min) Stressed Receiver Sensitivity OMA (Min) Stressed Receiver IS1 Penalty (Max) Stressed Receiver DCD component of DJ at TP2 (Max) Receiver Electrical 3 dB upper cutoff Frequency (Max) Receiver Electrical 10 dB upper cutoff Frequency (Max)



Unit



IB-4X- IB-4XSW50 SW42.5 Notes 2500 flOO 1.9 2.9 4.8 125 50



2500 &loo 1.8 3 4.8 75 62.5



Laser 860 830 -4 0.196 150 -117



Laser 860 830 -4 0.196 150 -117



-1.5 0.05 12 0.085 0.9 60



-1.5 0.05 12 0.085 0.9 60



GHz



2.8



2.8



6



GHz



6



6



6



MBaud PPm dB



dB dB m Pm



nm nm dBm mW PS



dB/Hz dBm mW



dB mW



dB PS



'Must also comply to lesser of Class 1 laser safety limit CDRH or EN60825. %ptical Modulation Amplitude are Peak-Peak. 3Rise and fall time are unfiltered response calculated as RMS of rise and fall time. 'Annex A4 [5] 'Annex A6 [5] 6Annex A7 [5]
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or receiver performing better than worst case. Optical transmitter specifications for the 4X-SX link specified at TP2 are listed in Table 9.5. Optical modulation amplitude must not exceed 5.0 pW if any high-speed electrical D mV, Signal Threshold) [lo]. input signals are less than the V R ~ (85 Optical receiver parameters for the 4X-SX link specified at TP3 are listed in Table 9.5 [16]. If the average received optical power on any Lane is less than -26 dBm then the corresponding high-speed electrical signalling D mV, Signal Threshold) [lo]. The output is squelched to less than V R ~ (85 electrical outputs of every lane with an optical power greater than - 18 dBm is not squelched to allow testing for sensitivity limits. 9.4.3. 12X-SX SYSTEM OVERVIEW



A 12X-SX optical link carries duplex 12X data composed of 12 transmit and 12 receive signals as shown in Fig. 9.10. Connector is based on single 12 position dual MP04. The first connector carries 12 transmit signals and the second connector carries 12 receive signals. To allow commonality between 4X and 12X link the connector keys at both ends of a fiber optic cable face up. The optical parameters and link distance were only specifiedup to 125m with 50/125 p m fiber and 75m with 62/125 pm fiber, range selected based on the application need, cost, and ease of development,instead of maximum link distance possible. Two fiber types are specified for 12X-SX: i) 4X-SX 50/ 5OOMHz.h 50pm/ 125pm MM fiber range of 2-125 m ii) 4X-SX 62/ 200MHz.h 62.5pm/ 125pm MM fiber range of 2-75 m.



9.4.3.1. 12X-SX Optical Parameters Optical parameters for 12X-SX links are listed in Table 9.1 1 [14]. The data rate on each fiber, including 8B/10B coding, is 2.5 Gb/s. Fiber plant and connector specifications are described in section 9.5. Optical transmitter specifications for the 12X-SX link parameters specified at TP2 are listed in Table 9.1 1. If any high-speed electrical input D mV, Signal Threshold) [lo] then the signals are less than the V R ~ (85 optical modulation amplitude must not exceed 5.0 p W . 41nthe United States MPO is known as MTP, which is a registered trademark of USCONEC InC.
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Optical Receptacle and Optical Connector, dual MPO



Fiber Position 0



Fiber Optic Cables containing 12 fibers each One cable Per direction. Optical Receptacle and Optical Connector, dual MPO



Fig. 9.10 12X-SX Fiber Optic Link Configuration.



Optical receiver parameters for the 12X-SX link specified at TP3 are listed in Table 9.11. If the average received optical power on any lane drops below -26 dBm then the corresponding high-speed electrical output is squelched to less than V R ~ (85 D mV, Signal Threshold) [ 101. The optical
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Table 9.11 Link Parameters for 12X-SX



Link specifications Nominal Signaling Rate Rate tolerance Optical Passive Loss (Max) Optical System Penalty (Max) Total link power budget (Max) Operating Distance (Max) Fiber Mode-field (Core) Diameter Transmitter Specifications-TP2 Type Center Wavelength (Max) Center Wavelength (Min) Average Launch Power (Max) Optical Modulation Amplitude (Min) RiseFall Time RMS 20%-80% (Max) RIN12 (OMA) (Max) Receiver Specification-TP3 Average Received Power (Max) Optical Modulation Amplitude (Min) Return Loss of the Receiver (Min) Stressed Receiver Sensitivity OMA (Min) Stressed Receiver IS1 Penalty (Max) Stressed Receiver DCD component of DJ at TP2 (Max) Receiver Electrical 3 dB upper cutoff Frequency (Max) Receiver Electrical 10 dB upper cutoff Frequency (Max)



Una



ZB-4X- ZB-4XSW50 SW62.5 Notes



MBaud



2500



2500



ppm dB



flOO 1.9 2.9



flOO 1.8 3



4.8



4.8 75 62.5



dB dB m Pm



125 50



0.196 150 -117



Laser 860 830 -4 0.196 150 -117



-1.5 0.05 12 0.085 0.9 60



-1.5 0.05 12 0.085 0.9 60



GHz



2.8



2.8



6



GHz



6



6



6



nm nm dBm mW ps dB/Hz dBm mW



dB mW



dB PS



Laser 860 830



-4



'Must also comply to lesser of Class 1 laser safety limit CDRH or EN60825 'Optical Modulation Amplitude are Peak-Peak. and fall time are unfiltered response calculated as RMS of rise and fall time. 4AnnexA4 [5] 5Annex A6 [5] 6AnnexA7 [5]
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receiver electrical output, if any lane has an optical power greater than -18 dBm, should not be squelched, to allow sensitivity testing.



9.5. Optical Receptacle and Connector This section defines the optical receptacle and connector for the 1X link based on LC (LC@Lucent Technologies) and for the 4W12X link based on MPO (also known as MTP in the U.S. (MTP@USCONEC)). 9.5.1. 1X CONNECTOR-LC



InfiniBand 1X port is defined based on Duplex LC optical connector conforming to ANSI/TIA/ELA 604-10 (FOCIS lo), Fiber Optic Connector Intermateability Standard, Type "Lc". In addition it will comply with Fibre Channel Physical Interface (FC-PI), Revision 11.0. Figure 9.11 shows a duplex LC connector. InfiniBand defines orientation for the 1X-SX and 1X-LX fiber optic transceivers to follow the convention of Fig. 9.12. When looking into the



Fig. 9.11 Duplex LC Plug and SockeVReceptacle(Courtesy of Lucent Technology).



Fig. 9.12 1X-SX and 1X-LX Optical Receptacle Orientation Looking Into the Optical Port.
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Fiber Ribbon Cable



I



Optical Plug



Optical Receptacle



Fig. 9.13 MTP Optical Plug and Receptacle (Courtesy of USCONE€).



face plate, assuming keys are up, the transmitter is on the left and the receiver is on the right. To allow ease of distiction between single-mode and multimode, beige color designates multimode and blue designates single-mode.



9.5.2. 4X-SX CONNECTOR-SINGLEMPO A single 12 position MPO connector provides bi-directional full duplex optical connection with single mating action. The 4X-SX Optical Connector on each end of the Fiber Optic Cable consists of a female MPO plug conforming to IEC 1754-7-4 “PushPull MPO Female Plug Connector Interface”. The female MPO connector is similar to male MPO, except it has no alignment pins. Figure 9.13 shows outline drawing of a MTP (In the U.S. MPO connector is known as MTP@USCONEC) connector plug and receptacle with push-pull coupling mechanism. Each MPO connector hold a rectangular 6.4 mm by 2.5 mm MT ferrule. The MT ferrule in a male MPO connector holds two precision alignment pins with 0.7 mm diameter. The 4X-SX Optical Transceiverinterface is a male MPO receptacle. The male MPO receptacle having two alignment pins complies to IEC 1754-7-5 and to IEC 1754-7-3; in addition it conforms to Push/Pull MPO Adapter Interface standard. 4X-SX Optical Transceivers follow the TransmitIReceive convention showed in Fig. 9.14. When looking into the optical receptacle with key
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Fig. 9.14 Optical Receptacle Orientation Looking Into the Transceiver.



up, fibers are numbered from left to right as 0 through 11. The first 4 fiber positions from the left (fibers 0, 1,2,3) are the transmit optical lanes and the last 4 fibers from the left (fibers 8,9,10,11) are the receive lanes. Fibers 0, 1 , 2 , 3carry transmit Lanes 0, 1,2,3 signals respectively. Fibers 8,9,10, 11 carry receive Lanes 3, 2, 1, 0 signals respectively. The middle 4 fibers (fiber 4,5,6,7) may be physically present but do not carry IB signals.



-



9.5.3. 12X-SX CONNECTOR DUAL MPO



The 12X-SX link is defined based on dual MPO creating a full duplex bidirectional optical connection. The 12X-SX link optical connectors on each end of the cable consist of a two female MPO plug, conforming to IEC 1754-7-4 “Push/Pull Type MPO Female Plug Connector Interface.” Each MPO connector plug holds a rectangular 12 position MT ferrule. The 12X-SX optical port holds two male MPO receptacles, each with two fixed alignment pins conforming to IEC 1754-7-5 and IEC 1754-7-3 “PushPull MPO Adapter Interface” as shown in Fig. 9.15. The centercenter spacing of the two MPO connectors is 20.0 mm f 0 . 5 mm to allow development of the duplex plug. 12X-SX optical transceivers follow the TransmitReceive convention shown in Fig. 9.15. When looking into the optical receptacle with keys up, left receptacle carries the transmit signals and right receptacle carries the receive signals. The transmit receptacle fibers 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 carry transmit Lanes 0, 1, 2, 3,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 respectively.
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12X-SX Optical Receptacle Orientation Looking Into the Optical Port.
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The receive receptacle fibers 0, 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 10, 11 carry receive Lanes 11, 10,9, 8,7,6,5,4,3,2, 1 , O respectively.



9.6. Fiber Optic Cable Plant Specifications This section defines optical fiber cables specifications supporting 1X-SX, 1X-LX, 4X-SX, and 12X-SX varients.



9.6.1. OPTICAL FIBER SPECIFICATION IB optical cables comply with the fiber cable specifications of Table 9.12 for the respective variant. Single Mode Fiber (SMF) conforms to TIA/EIA492CAAA-98 “Dispersion-Unshifted Single-Mode Optical Fibers”. Multimode Fiber (MMF) 50/125 p m conforms to TIA/EIA-492AAAB-98 “Detail Specification for 50-pm Core DiameterA25-pm Cladding Diameter Class Ia Graded-Index Multimode Optical Fibers” or E C 60793-2 Type Ala. Multimode Fiber (MMF) 62.5/125 pm conforms to TIA/EIA492AAAA-A-97 “Detail Specification for 62.5-pm Core DiameterD25p m Cladding Diameter Class Ia Graded-Index Multimode Optical Fibers” or IEC 60793-2 Q p e Alb. The MMF modal bandwidth specified in Table 9.12 is with overfilled launch condition measured in accordance with TIA2.2.1 method TIA/EIA/ 455-204-FOTP204. IB optical system penalties are calculated based on overfilled launch condition, which are gives lower fiber bandwidth. The specificationunder reasonable conditions is conservative;in practice better link performance is expected. Optical passive loss for the cable plant must be verified by the methods of OFSTP-14A. Optical passive loss of a fiber optic cable is the sum of attenuation losses due to the fiber cable, connectors, and splices. 9.6.2. FIBER OPTIC CONNECTORS AND SPLICES



A fiber optic link may have one or more connectors and splices, provided the total passive loss conforms to the loss budget specified for each varient type. The loss of the fiber plant is verified by the methods of OFSTP-14A.The Optical Passive Loss of a Fiber Optic Cable is the sum of attenuation losses due to the fiber, connectors, and splices. A total loss budget of 1.5dB is assigned to optical connectors and splices.



Table 9.12 Optical Fiber Specifications ParameterdFiber core supported variant Conformance Nominal Fiber Specification Wavelength Fiber Cable Attenuation (Max) Conformance Nominal Fiber Specification Wavelength Modal Bandwidth with Overfilled Launch (Min) Zero Dispersion Wavelength ho Zero Dispersion Slope SO (Max)
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Fiber optic connectors and splices for all multimode variants (1X-SX, 4X-SX, 12X-SX)must meet a return loss of 20dB minimum as measured by the methods of FOTP-107 or equivalent. The single-mode 1X-LX variant must meet a return loss of 26dB minimum.
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Since the first edition of this chapter, the field of smart pixel technology has continued to make significant progress. This progress includes improvements to individual device performance, improvements to circuit performance, extensions to larger arrays, as well as applications to new areas. Over this period, a focus on vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL) technology has produced significant improvements in both individual device performance and array uniformity and performance. Furthermore, during this period, others outside of the smart pixel community have recognized the importance and potential of integrating electronic circuits with optoelectronic devices for a variety of application areas. The smart pixel community has also worked to expand to other non-traditional smart pixel applications including smart imaging systems, and applications based on digital signal processing. As a result of these two mutually supporting trends, the fields of Smart Photonics, Optoelectronic-VLSI,and ElectronicEnhanced Optics all have emerged, with support for progress in smart pixel technology. The fundamental concepts of smart pixel technology presented in the first edition of this chapter remain valid and therefore, this revision will primarily reflect the current state-of-the-art in devices, applications, and demonstrations. 352 FIBER OPTIC DATA COMMUN~CATION TECHNOLOGICALTRENDS AND ADVANCES 535.00
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10.1. Historical Perspective Optics has long held the promise of high-speed, high-throughput, parallel information processing and distribution. The focus of its early applications was on analog signal processing techniques such as the optical Fourier transform, matrix-matrix and matrix-vector processors, and correlators. During this period, optics was used almost exclusivelyfor front-end, pre-processing of wide-bandwidth, high-speed analog signals, which were subsequentlyprocessed using digital electronic techniques. Although work continues on special-purpose analog applications, much of the recent optics work has focused on semiconductor devices for logic, switching, and interconnection applications. Prior to 1980, optics research could generally be categorized as foundational with numerous basic device and proof-of-concept demonstrations that would potentially provide the framework for future optical system demonstrations. In the early 1980s, the focus of the community tended toward all-optical techniques. During this period, the community also began to collectively work on system-level demonstrations in an effort to gain acceptance and recognition in a predominantly electronics-based society. In 1984,B. K. Jenkins and colleagues at the University of Southern California demonstrated an optical masterlslave flip flop using holograms and imaging techniques [l]. In 1985, D. Psaltis and co-workers at the California Institute of Technology demonstrated an optical implementation of an artificial neural network [2]. In the late 1980s,the first digital optical computer, demonstrated by A. Huang and co-workers at AT&T Bell Laboratories [3], showed the potential for an optical architecture to implement the functionality necessary for computing functions. However, this was far from a fully programmable optical computer. Before long, it was recognized that all-optical processing was synonymous with special-purpose processing and therefore was limited in its applications. By the mid-l980s, the term photonics had been coined, reflecting the growing ties between electronics and optics. Continued advances in materials science and semiconductor growth techniques led to novel device structures that could be engineered at the atomic level. These new quantum structures provided optical-toelectronic conversion at the quantum level, which improved device efficiency and provided the potential for direct integration with classical semiconductor circuits. Since then, the field has grown considerably, primarily as the result of anumber of successful demonstrations of high-speed,
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high-throughput systems along with the commercialization of several other systems. Recently, the area of optical information processing has progressed to yet another level. Systems that incorporate smart pixel-based processing using hybrid technologies [4] are being employed to take advantage of the parallelism and throughput of optics and the general-purpose processing ability of very large-scale integration (VLSI) techniques. From about 1988 to the present, AT&T’s Bell Laboratorieshas demonstrated several generations of optical switching fabrics. System6 demonstrated a switching fabric capable of supporting 4096 optical inputs and 256 optical outputs, operating at a maximum rate of 450 Mbps [5]. AT&T’s most recent system demonstration, System7 produced an interconnection fabric with 512 optical inputs and 512 optical outputs with individual channels tested above 600 Mbps [6]. This most recent switching fabric demonstrated channel data rates on the order of a gigabit per second (lo9 bps) with nearly 1000 total system connections, yielding an aggregate throughput approaching 10l2bps. This smart pixel technology is also being successfully applied to applications such as optical neural networks [7],image processing techniques [8], and telecommunications applications [9,10,11]. The fundamental question at this point is, what are the prospects for furtherbreakthroughs in this technology and what role will smart pixel technology play in future optoelectronic and data communication applications? To address this question, we will begin by considering some of the early semiconductordevice development,which led to and continues to dominate a significant part of smart pixel technology.



10.2. Multiple Quantum Well Devices Nonlinear operations are fundamental to any processing, switching, or logic operations. Much of the early work in this area was motivated by the idea that perhaps optical devices could avoid some of the inherent speed limitations exhibited by electronic devices. During the early 1980s, this search for nonlinear optical devices coincided with a maturing of sophisticated compound semiconductor growth techniques and advances in material sciences. With improvements in growth techniques, researchers were able to engineer semiconductor devices at the atomic level, one atomic layer at a time, and were able to create novel optoelectronic devices such as the multiple quantum well device.
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Multiple quantum well (MQW) modulators consist of alternating thin layers of two semiconductor materials, the most studied to date being gallium arsenide (GaAs) and aluminum gallium arsenide (AIGaAs). The thin crystal layers are typically grown using advanced growth techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) or metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), which have the ability to grow these layers with atomic precision. The operation of these devices can best be understood by considering the effect of the layered semiconductor structure on the electrons and holes within the material. Using GaAs and AlGaAs as the material example, the bandgap energy of GaAs (1.424 eV) is lower than that of AlGaAs (1.773 eV) and as a result, the electrons and holes in the semiconductor material see a minimum energy in the GaAs “well” material and the AlGaAs material on either side therefore acts as a “barrier.” The semiconductor layers are so thin that the electron-hole pairs behave as “particles-in-a-box,”often described in elementary quantum mechanics. The resulting quantum confinement causes discrete energy levels of the electron-hole pairs. One important consequence of this energy discretization is that very strong exciton absorption peaks appear at the edges of these steps, even at room temperature.



10.2.1. THE QUANTUM CONFINED STARK EFFECT When an electric field is applied perpendicular to the layers, the electrons and holes move to lower energies, and the optical transition energy decreases, resulting in a shift in the wavelength of the absorption peak. This can be understood with the aid of the energy band diagrams shown in Fig. 10.1. Figure lO.l(a) shows the energy band diagram under conditions of no applied electric field. Here, the optical transition energy is represented by the length of the arrow. When an electric field is applied, the band diagram tilts as shown in Fig. lO.l(b), both the electrons and holes move to lower energies, and the optical transition energy decreases. Because photon energy is inversely proportional to wavelength, this decrease in optical energy corresponds to an increase or red-shift in the wavelength of the absorption peaks. This shifting of the absorption peaks with applied field is the underlying principle of the quantum confined Stark effect (QCSE) [12,13]. This is shown in the responsivity characteristics of Fig. 10.2.
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Fig. 10.1 Band diagram for GaAdAlGaAs MQW structure. (a) No applied electric field, and (b) with applied electric field.
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Fig. 10.2 Responsivity vs wavelength for specific applied electric fields.
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h/4 Mirror Fig. 10.3 Schematic diagram of a reflection-typeMQW modulator.



10.2.2. THE SELF ELECTROOPTIC EFFECT DEVICE Because a change in optical absorption at a specific wavelength can be affected by a change in the applied electric field, QCSE or electroabsorptive modulators can be produced. Here, optical intensity modulation is achieved using an external electric field applied to the modulator. In most instances to date, the structure used in these modulators is a PIN diode, where the quantum well layers are placed within the intrinsic region of the diode. The structure for a specific reflection-type MQW modulator called the self electrooptic effect device (SEED) [14] is shown inFig. 10.3.Here Pint is the incident optical power, Prefis the reflected or output optical power, Ip is the series current in the external electric circuit, which by Kirchoff's current law is the photocurrent generated by the MQW modulator, and V is the applied electric field across the MQW structure. A quarter-wave dielectric stack provides a high reflectivity mirror at the rear of the device. An important advantage of this type of structure is that the p-i-n diode is operated in a reverse bias configuration and therefore very low operating energies can be achieved while maintaining large electric fields across the quantum wells. This type of electroabsorption modulator has enjoyed a great deal of success and widespread use. Switching speeds of 33 psec have been experimentally demonstrated [ 151 although this does not appear to represent any fundamental limit. Input optical energies on the order of 1 pJ for a 10 p m x 10 p m device are typical of current device technology. Arrays as large as 64 x 32 have been used for optical logic and memory operations [16]. There are, however, some less-than-desirable characteristics of these types of electroabsorption modulators. Contrast ratios for SEED-type modulators are typically low, on the order of 4: 1. Also, since the operation of these
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modulators relies on the shift of narrow exciton absorption peaks, optimum performance requires an accurate and stable monochromatic source.



10.2.3. OTHER ELECTROABSORPTIONMODULATORS Another important class of electroabsorption modulator is the asymmetric Fabry-Perot modulator. Here, a partially reflecting mirror is grown on the front of the reflection-type electroabsorption modulator creating a FabryPerot 6talon around the MQW structure. The cavity produces an increase in the field strength at the Fabry-Perot wavelength, which produces larger shifts of the exciton absorption peaks than in a modulator without an 6talon. This particular modulator structure has gained considerable attention because of its lower insertion loss, higher contrast ratios, and lower operating voltages [17,18,19]. Although contrast ratios in excess of 1OO:l have been reported [20], the wavelength sensitivity in these electroabsorption modulators is even more pronounced than with SEED-type modulators.



10.2.4. F UNCTIONALJTY To first order, the MQW modulator can be modeled as a parallel plate capacitor while an analysis of the circuit results in a first-order differential equation. For a stable solution to exist, it can be shown that the change in responsivity with applied field must be positive, resulting in a mode of operation in which the absorption of the MQW modulator is directly proportional to the current in the electronicbias circuit. If a constant current source is used as the external bias circuit, optical level shifting [14] or noninterferometric optical subtraction [21]can be realized. For this mode of operation,the modulator is operated at a wavelength where the responsivity of the modulator increases with increasing applied voltage, shown by the dashed line at point A in Fig. 10.2. If, however, the modulator is operated at a wavelength such that the responsivity decreases with increasing applied voltage, such as point B in Fig. 10.2, the solution to the differential equation is unstable and the resulting functionality is bistability. To date, the majority of the applications using electroabsorption modulators have used the bistable switching functionality of the modulator. Applications such as optical logic [22], optical interconnection [23], and analog-to-digital conversion [24] have been demonstrated with this functionality. By integrating two MQW modulators in series, a symmetric SEED (S-SEED) [22] is formed. This device provides improved bistable characteristics, freedom from critical biasing issues characteristic of
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bistable devices, and additional features such as time-sequential gain [16]. A smaller number of researchers have investigated applications of the analog functionality including image processing [25] and laser power stabilization [26]. A good review of the analog functionality of SEEDScan be found in [27].



10.3. Smart Pixel Technology Although the advent of the MQW modulator provided an important component for optical switching and information processing systems, there remained a growing need for programmability and increased functionality. Smart pixels were the next step toward finding this flexibility. Until this point, individual optical devices provided enhanced capabilities but generally only with regard to a specific point process. Cascading optical devices to provide increased complexity and functionality was difficult and impractical due to fan-out and losses in the optical path. The concept of the smart pixel was to integrate both electronic processing and individual optical devices on a common chip to take advantage of the complexity of electronic processing circuits and the speed of optical devices. Arrays of these smart pixels would then bring with them the advantage of parallelism that optics could provide. 10.3.1. APPROACHES TO SMART PIXELS



There are anumber of different approaches to smart pixels, which generally differ in the way in which the electronic and optical devices are integrated. Monolithic integration, direct epitaxy, and hybrid integration are the three most common approaches in use today. While some consider direct epitaxy to be a subset of monolithic integration [28], the distinction between the fabrication of smart pixels by growth in a common semiconductormaterial and growth of compound semiconductors onto silicon presents sufficiently different challenges that we describe these here as different integration techniques.



10.3.1.1. Monolithic Integration Monolithic integration is a technique that allows both the electronics and the optical devices to be integrated in a common semiconductor material in a single growth process or by utilizing a re-growth technique. The material of choice in most cases is a compound semiconductor material such as
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gallium arsenide (GaAs), indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs), or indium phosphide (InP). Potentially, this approach would produce higher-speed smart pixels and may ultimately enable the manufacture of large arrays at lower cost than a hybrid integration approach. However, the simultaneous fabrication of both the electronic and optical circuits on the same substrate generally results in an overall system with less than optimum performance. There are generally two types of monolithically integrated smart pixels: ones that incorporate passive optical modulators and ones that incorporate active optical emitters. 10.3.1.1.1. Modulators



Probably the most studied monolithically integrated smart pixels to date are those that incorporate MQW-type optical modulators. Figure 10.4 shows a schematic of a SEED that has been monolithically integrated with a field effect transistor ( E T ) [29]. This particular device was one of the first attempts at smart pixel development using MQW modulators. In the experimental demonstration, a p-i-n photodetector and load resistor, a depletion mode GaAs-AlGaAs heterostructure FET (HFET) and self-biased HFET load, together with an output AlGaAs MQW optical modulator were monolithically integrated within a 50 p m x 50 p m area. Here, the FET provides electronic gain and also electronic control of the SEED modulator. Since this first demonstration, FET-SEED-type experiments have demonstrated 32 x 16 switching fabrics in which each pixel contained 25 FETs and 17 p-i-n diodes operating at switching speeds as high as 155 Mbps [ 5 ] . Detector/Modulator
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Fig. 10.4 Monolithic integration of Field Effect Transistor (FET) with a Self Electrooptic Effect Device (SEED).
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Fig. 10.5 Three stages of growing GaAs LEDs on GaAs VLSI circuitry. (a) Customdesigned GaAs VLSI chip with dielectric growth window and Source/Drain (S/D) implant, (b) Single-crystal material grows in the dielectric window and polycrystaline material deposits on the overglass and bond pads, (c) Planarizing polycrystalline etch, current confining mesa etch, S&N4chemical vapor deposition, and AuZn-Au-ohmic contact evaporation, completes the process.



10.3.I . 1.2. Emitters



The second type of monolithically integrated smart pixel integrates active emitters such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) or laser diodes with electronic circuitry. One such project integrates LEDs, optical FET (OPFET) photodetectors, metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetectors, and GaAs MESFET electronics in a common 0.6 p m GaAs process [30,31]. Figure 10.5 shows the three stages of integrating GaAs LEDs with GaAs VLSI circuitry using a re-growth technique. Here, GaAs-based heterostructures are epitaxially grown on fully metalized commercial VLSI GaAs MESFET integrated circuits. LED-based structures are generally power-inefficient devices requiring high drive current and producing low optical output power. The broad angular distribution of the emitted light also introduces optical cross-talk in
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Fig. 10.6 Schematic cross-section showing the monolithic integration of a VCSEL, an MSM photodetector, and a MESFET.



densely packed arrays of devices. However, the advantage of using LED structures is that they are generally simpler to fabricate and are less susceptible to thermal variations than laser diodes. Surface-emitting lasers have also been monolithically integrated to form smart pixels [32]. Most of this work to date has focused on a specific type of surface emitting laser called the vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL). Figure 10.6 shows one specific demonstration of the monolithic integration of a VCSEL with a metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) photodetector and several metal semiconductor field-effect transistors (MESFETs) [33]. In this demonstration, the MSM photodetector and MESFET layers were deposited using MBE while the highly doped InGaP etch-stop layer, the GaAs buffer layer, and the VCSEL layers were deposited using MOCVD. The VCSEL layers contain a C-doped top distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), a Si-doped bottom DBR, and an active layer consisting of quantum wells. The total thickness of the VCSEL layer is approximately 8 pm. Here, input light is detected by the MSM and amplified by the MESFET, which then controls the current through the VCSEL, thus modulating the output light. Functionality of both NOR- and OR-type operation with optical gain and a 3 dB bandwidth of 220 MHz was demonstrated. The operating wavelength in this particular demonstration was 860 nm. Some of the advantages of VCSELs are inherent single longitudinal mode operation and small divergence angle. However, historically, VCSELs have suffered from high series resistance and threshold voltage and
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nonuniformity in the VCSEL characteristics across arrays of devices. The high series resistance limits the optical output power, the temperature range for continuous wave (CW) operation, and the overall power efficiency of the laser. VCSELs with output optical power of 1 mW, threshold current of 2 d,series resistance of 22 Q, and power efficiency of 5% have The nonuniformity in the VCSEL characteristics is been demonstrated [34]. typically manifest in variations in output power and threshold and currently remains a significant problem for smart pixel arrays. 10.3.1.1.3. Observations



Although this integration approach promises improved performance, there are some limitations to its use. These limitations stem from two distinct issues: simultaneous optimization of both the optical devices and the electronic circuitry and a general lack of maturity of compound semiconductor technology. The optimization techniques used for the electronic circuitry which provides the increased functionality to the smart pixel are, in most cases, not the same as the optimization techniques required to produce high-quality optical devices. As a result, trade-offs must be made that ultimately reduce some performance metric associated with the overall smart pixel system. If a re-growth-type process is used, then additional processing complexity is also introduced. The second issue, technology maturity, is associated with the differences in the technological maturity of silicon processes compared to those of compound semiconductors. Mainstream silicon has enjoyed considerable success over the past several decades and, as a result, has benefited tremendously in terms of technology advancement and development. Compound semiconductors, however, have been used primarily for special-purpose, typically high-frequency applications and therefore the entire technology infrastructure is not as well developed. As a result, the tools necessary for designing, modeling, and fabricating compound semiconductor devices are not as well-developed as those used for silicon devices. Taken together, these two issues severely limit the usefulness of monolithic integration as a viable integration approach for smart pixel technology. 10.3.1.2. Direct Epitaxy Direct epitaxy of compound semiconductors onto silicon is another approach to the integration of smart pixels. Here the compound semiconductor devices are directly grown onto the silicon crystal substrate. Because a
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significant amount of recent research has focused on the use of optical interconnects to alleviate some of the input and output bottlenecks associated with high-performance siliconintegrated circuits,this integration technique appears to be a natural match. The principal limitation of this integration approach is a result of the large lattice mismatch between the silicon and compound semiconductor materials; approximately 4% for GaAs grown on silicon. In order to overcome this mismatch, a high-quality buffer layer is typically grown between the compound semiconductor and the silicon substrate. This buffer layer usually takes the form of a strained-layer superlattice, which provides an intermediate lattice constant between that of the compound semiconductor and the silicon substrate for crystallinebonding. Figure 10.7 shows the structure of a GaAs-AlGaAs multiple quantum well reflection modulator grown directly on a silicon substrate using direct epitaxy techniques [35]. Here, a 1000 82 n+ GaAs buffer layer is grown atop an n+ silicon substrate. After the entire growth process, etching is used to fabricate the optical devices. In this particular demonstration, the etching process produced cracks in the strained-layer superlattice,common in this approach. Although these cracks did not limit device perfomance, they did limit the overall usable device area.
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Fig. 10.7 Structure of GaAs-AlGaAs multiple quantum well reflection modulator grown on silicon substrate using direct epitaxy techniques.
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To date, integration of optoelectronic devices with electronic circuitry using direct epitaxy has focused on growing passive optical devices such as MQW modulators on silicon. The difficulty associated with active emitter integration using this approach can be attributed to differences in the thermal expansion coefficients of the two dissimilar materials. For GaAs and silicon, this difference in thermal expansion coefficientsis 50%. Active optical emitters that generate large amounts of heat are therefore problematic for this integration approach. Even with passive optical devices, the large differences in the thermal expansion coefficients can result in a potentially unstable bond between the two dissimilar materials. Catastrophic failure of these devices typically occurs at this interface as a result: of stress, strain, and sheer of the crystalline material. Reduction of on-chip heat generation is therefore an important consideration in the design of smart pixel architectures using this integration technique. Another problem associated with direct epitaxy is that the integrated circuit must be subjected to temperatures as high as 850°C during the compound semiconductor growth. This exposure to high temperatures can cause degradation to some or all of the transistors in the silicon circuitry. Also, the metalization of the integrated circuit must be performed after the growth of the compound semiconductor because aluminum, which is the standard metal used in silicon, degrades at such high temperatures. 10.3.1.3. Hybrid Integration Hybrid integration is the third approach to developing smart pixels. Here the optical devices are grown separately from the silicon electronic circuitry. Then in a subsequent processing step, the optical devices are bonded to the silicon circuitry using a variety of bonding techniques. These include flip-chip bonding, epitaxial lift-off and subsequent contact bonding, and the creation of a physical cavity atop the silicon circuitry and flowing-in optical material such as liquid crystal material. Using this third approach, both the optical devices and the electronic circuits can be independently optimized resulting in an overall optimization of the smart pixel system. In contrast to the direct epitaxy approach, hybridization allows the silicon circuitry to be fully fabricated before attaching the optical devices and therefore, no high temperature exposure of the silicon is incurred in the process. In the following sections, we will consider the three most popular hybrid integration techniques: flip-chip bonding, epitaxial lift-off, and liquid crystal on silicon.
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10.3.1.3.1. Flip-Chip Bonding In this integration approach, bonding pads are incorporated into both the compound semiconductor optical devices as well as the silicon circuitry and then, in a subsequent processing step, associated pads are brought into contact and a mechanical solder bond is effected. In some of the earlier approaches [36,37,38,39] to flip-chip bonding, gold-gold or goldsemiconductor bonds were employed. These types of bonds require a hightemperature anneal, which again can be detrimental to the silicon circuitry. In more recent flip-chip approaches [40,41], both the p and n contacts are attached to the silicon, eliminating the need for the high-temperature anneal. Because the optical devices are inverted during the flip-chip bonding process, the substrate must be either transparent to the optical radiation or removed during a subsequent substrate removal step to allow access to the optical devices. As with monolithic integration, both passive modulators and active emitters can be integrated using this approach.



10.3.1.3.2. Modulators Figure 10.8 shows one particular example of hybrid integration in which a SEED MQW modulator is flip-chip bonded to complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) silicon circuitry [40]. In this approach, a three-step hybridization process is employed. First, the MQW modulator is fabricated
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Fig. 10.8 Hybrid Integration: Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) Self Electrooptic Effect Device (SEED).
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and gold and gold-germanium-gold contacts are deposited. Subsequently, indium contacts are deposited on the existing contacts, completing the MQW contact. The silicon circuitry is then patterned with aluminum contacts of the same size and spacing as those on the MQW modulators and finally, indium is deposited on the aluminum contacts. The modulator and silicon contacts are then aligned and heated to 200"C, causing the indium from each contact to melt and fuse. In the second step, epoxy is flowed between the samples, providing additional mechanical support. Finally, the GaAs substrate is removed using a chemical etch and an antireflection coating is applied to complete the hybridization. CMOS-SEED technology has demonstrated tremendous potential for use in smart pixel applications. Early devices demonstrated superb heat sinking capability and ohmic contact, cycling from 30°C to 100°C with no degradation in device performance [40]. Later, research focused on device yield and demonstrated 32 x 32 arrays of MQW modulators flip-chip bonded to silicon CMOS circuitry with greater than 95% device yield [41]. In the first demonstration of this technology to smart pixels, an 8 x 8 array of CMOS-SEED switching nodes demonstrated 250 Mbps operation [42]. More recently, circuits with 4096 optical detectors, 256 optical modulators, 140,000 FETs operating beyond 400 Mbps have been demonstrated [43]. The majority of the previously mentioned smart pixels operate at 850 nm. Other similar hybrid smart pixel arrays have also been demonstrated operating at 1.6 pm [44]. We will discuss wavelength selection as a design consideration in Section 10.4. Another important point is that this technique is not limited exclusively to silicon CMOS but could be used just as effectively with other silicon circuit families such as emitter coupled logic (ECL), bipolar, and bipolar CMOS. 10.3.1.3.3. Emitters



Active emitters are the alternative to passive modulators when considering hybrid integration of smart pixels. These emitters come in the form of either LEDs or laser diodes. The majority of the work on active emitters has focused on VCSEL emitters for parallel processing and interconnect applications. Some of the advantages attributable to VCSELs are inherent single longitudinal mode operation, small divergence angle, low threshold current, and the capability of high bit-rate modulation. The out-ofplane geometry provided by these devices is particularly advantageous for smart pixel applications. One-dimensional arrays of 64 x 1 individually
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addressed VCSELs [45] and two-dimensional arrays of 7 x 20 VCSELs [46] have been demonstrated. In [47], an eight-element section of an 8 x 8 array of VCSELs has experimentally demonstrated 622 Mbps operation showing the potential for high-speed operation. VCSELs are finding applications in conventional duplex transceivers and single devices and small arrays are being used for intramachine bus applications. The use of VCSELs in smart pixel systems can also simplify the overall optical system because the laser source is integrated within the system. While research focused on ultra-low threshold VCSELs continues, the majority of VCSELs currently available require threshold currents in the range of 100 p A to 1 mA with threshold voltages from 1.5 V to 2.0 V. When operating at high speeds, this bias power represents only a portion of the total operating power that results from the dynamc power dissipation of the VCSEL and the driver circuitry. When arrays of VCSELs are integrated on-chip, significant static power dissipation can result when the lasers are biased above threshold. One operational method to minimizing the power consumption of VCSELs is to operate them in a pulsed mode rather than continuous wave (CW) mode. Heat dissipation and nonuniformity of the output characteristics remain a concern with the application of these emitters to smart pixel applications. Also, since many VCSEL integration demonstrations to date have integrated contiguous arrays that include the substrate, the silicon circuitry underlying the VCSEL array is completely covered and not available for detector integration. As a result, detectors must be integrated with the VCSELs if detectors are to be included in the smart pixel architecture. These challenges continue to be active areas of research within the VCSEL community. 10.3.1.3.4. Epitaxial Lif-Off



A slightly different approach to hybrid integration of smart pixels is that of epitaxial lift-off [48,49]. Here thin compound semiconductor optical devices are grown separately from the silicon circuitry, removed from a sacrificial growth substrate using a technique called epitaxial lift-off (ELO) and then bonded to the CMOS silicon circuitry using either Van der Waals (contact) bonding or adhesion layers between the host and EL0 epitaxial layer. A more recent approach enables the alignment and selective deposition of both individual and arrays of devices onto a host substrate and also allows the devices to be processed on both top and bottom of the epitaxial sample [so].
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Fig. 10.9 Hybrid integration using the epitaxial lift-off technique.



This improved approach to the original EL0 process, which uses a transparent polyimide transfer diaphragm, is illustrated in the seven-stepprocess shown in Fig. 10.9 [51]. The as-grown material, with the epitaxial layers of interest atop the sacrificial etch layer, is shown as step 1. First, any contacts or coatings that are desired are applied to the as-grown material and individual devices are defined through standard mesa etching techniques. Next, the sample is coated with a black-wax handling layer by either melting or spray coating the wax onto the material. The sample is then immersed into a selectiveetch solution,which etches away the sacrificial layer and separates the epitaxial layers from the growth substrate. In steps 5 and 6, the thin film devices, embedded in the back wax, are contact bonded to a transparent diaphragm and the black wax is removed to reveal the thin-film devices.
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To transfer and bond these thin-film devices to the host substrate, the transparent diaphragm is inverted so that the devices face the host substrate. The thin-film devices are visually aligned and then a pressure probe is applied to transfer individual, subarray, or the entire array of devices to the host substrate. High-quality thin-film devices have been successfully fabricated using this process. Thin-film devices as large as 2 cm x 4 cm and film thickness ranging from 200 A [52] to 4.5 p m [53] have been reported. To date, thin-film devices made of AlGaAs, InGaAsP, CdTe, and CdS have been integrated with host substrates that include silicon, lithium niobate, and various types of polymers. One of the advantages of this type of hybrid integration technique is that since the thin-film devices are inverted from the growth structure, both top and bottom of the epitaxial sample are available for processing. This is an important feature when considering three-dimensional interconnect applications such as in [53]. One of the limitations of this approach is that, to date, the process of transferring the thin-film devices to the host substrate has been labor intensive. However, recently, thin-film detector arrays as large as 64 x 64 have been demonstrated [54], opening the possibility of integrating large, homogeneous arrays of thin-film devices into smart pixel applications. 10.3.1.3.5. Liquid Crystal on Silicon



Techniques other than compound semiconductor-on-silicon are also being explored for smart pixel applications. Liquid crystal on silicon (LCOS) is another hybrid integration technique that has demonstrated tremendous potential for smart pixel applications. In this approach, a cover glass that has been coated with a transparent conducting material is placed on top of the silicon circuitry, separated either by spacers or the natural contour of the processed circuitry to create a physical cavity. The liquid crystal material is then flowed into the cavity and placed in direct contact with the silicon circuitry. An electric field is created between the glass electrode and metal pads, which are fabricated on the silicon chip, defining individual pixels at the locations of the metal pads. The metal pads also provide a highreflectivity mirror from which the optical signal is reflected. Modulation of the electric field results in a modulation of the polarization, the intensity, or the phase of the illumination incident on the pixel. Liquid crystal materials have previously found numerous applications in the area of projection display systems and are particularly attractive for
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smart pixels because of their large birefringence, low voltage operation, and their ease of fabrication for large arrays. Liquid crystals most commonly used for optoelectronic applications have elongated molecules that are shaped like tiny rods. The directional alignment of these rods varies from completely random in the liquid phase to almost completely ordered in the solid phase. When a liquid crystal is heated, usually above 100°C, the molecules are randomly oriented and the material is isotropic. As the material cools, the molecules orient themselves, predominately in one direction. There are three types of liquid crystals: nematic, smectic, and cholesteric. In nematic liquid crystals, the molecules tend to be oriented parallel but their positions are random. In smectic liquid crystals, the molecules are again parallel, but their centers are stacked in parallel layers within which they have random positions. Cholesteric liquid crystals are a distorted form of the nematic liquid crystal in which the molecular orientation undergoes a helical rotation about a central axis. In the early 1970s, Meyer [55]recognized that smectic liquid crystals exhibited ferroelectricity, a permanent dipole moment that can be switched by an externally applied electric field. As a result, the polarization vector of light propagating through a ferroelectric liquid crystal material can be altered by applying an electric field to the liquid crystal. Optoelectronic applications using these types of liquid crystals take advantage of the material’s large birefringence, An. W i c a l values for An range between 0.l and 0.2. With this large birefringence, a controllable half-wave plate can be fabricated. A n-phase shift between the ordinary and extraordinary waves of light propagating through the liquid crystal material results if the thickness of the material d is set at d = Ao/(2An), where ho is the wavelength of light in a vacuum. For A0 = 0.632 p m and An = 0.15, d = 2 p m requiring a very thin layer of liquid crystal material to produce a half-wave plate. Binary phase modulation is accomplished by using an input polarizer oriented along the bisector of the two maximum switching states and an output polarizer oriented perpendicular to the input polarizer. Analog phase modulators can be made directly using nematic liquid crystals because the birefringence of these devices is directly voltage controlled. Today ferroelectric liquid crystals are used almost exclusively for LCOS smart pixels. Figure 10.10 shows a cross-sectional schematic of the construction of one type of LCOS smart pixel. Here, an optically flat glass plate is coated with a thin transparent conducting electrode such as indium tin oxide (ITO) and is then placed on top of a conventional silicon integrated circuit. A cavity is then created between the glass and the processed silicon circuitry.
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Fig. 10.10 Cross-sectional diagram of liquid crystal on silicon structure.



Either polyball spacers are epoxy-bonded to the processed silicon CMOS circuitry or the natural contourproduced by the multi-layered silicon growth process forms the cavity. An alignment layer of obliquely evaporated silicon monoxide or rubbed polyvinyl alcohol is deposited onto the ITO. This alignment layer makes contact with the liquid crystal material and induces spatial alignment of the liquid crystal molecules. Metalized pad structures are fabricated during the silicon fabrication step and serve as highly reflective electrode mirrors. These metalized pads define the smart pixel modulators. In operation, a polarized optical beam is imaged through the liquid crystal material onto the electrode mirror. When an electrical field is applied between the IT0 and the electrode mirror, the state of the liquid crystal is modulated, thereby modulating the polarization of the optical beam as it reflects from the electrode mirror. In the case of a photodetector, the liquid crystal material is not dynamically modulated, therefore the incident beam is simply absorbed by the detector. An important issue that must be considered when designing LCOS smart pixels is dc balancing of the external applied electric field. Ionic impurities in the liquid crystal material can cause a performance degradation if measures are not taken. Under the influence of an electric field, these ions drift and accumulate at the interface between the alignment layer and the liquid crystal material, causing a reduction of the total effective field. If the field is subsequently removed, these ions generate an electric field of the opposite polarity, which could cause the liquid crystal to switch to the opposite state. DC balancing is an active design measure in which this reverse field buildup is eliminated by driving the device with an ac signal, actively cycling the device between states to ensure the net field equals zero. This dc balancing
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requirement necessitates serious consideration during the design phase of any system application of LCOS smart pixels. Smart pixel arrays that use LCOS integration have found applications in many different areas, including optoelectronic neural networks [56], image processing [57], interconnects [58], and competitive learning and adaptive holographic interconnections [59]. An excellent review of LCOS technology can be found in [60]. Additional research continues into the application of LCOS smart pixel technology [61,621. 10.3.1.3.6.



Other Approaches to Hybrid Integration



A relatively new class of hybrid integration technique is known as wafer fusion [63,64,65,66]. This approach is applied at the wafer level before the photonic devices are processed. This hybrid integration technique involves fusing two wafers with different lattice constants under high pressure and elevated temperature. To date, this technique has been applied to longwavelength VCSELs and photodetectors primarily for telecommunication applications. This technique also holds promise for smart pixel fabrication. Another hybrid integration approach that is employed as a prefabrication technique is called polyimide bonding [67,68]. Here, multiple III-V substrates are bonded to a processed silicon wafer using a polyimide layer. Epitaxial layers are grown on the III-V chips before bonding and the processing of the photonic devices is completed after bonding to the processed silicon wafer. 10.3.2. PERFORMANCE METRICS



In order to characterize and compare the performance of different types of smart pixels, standard performance metrics must be developed. Numerous methodologies exist by which the performance of smart pixel technology can be characterized and evaluated. In this section, we consider two performance metrics that have been used by others [69] in the community: aggregate capacity of the smart pixel array and complexity of the individual smart pixel. 10.3.2.1. Aggregate Capacity Aggregate capacity is a measure of the total information-handling capability of the smart pixel array. It combines the individual channel data rate with the total number of channels in the array to produce an aggregate
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Fig. 10.11 Aggregate capacity of several representative smart pixel demonstrations. The year of the demonstration and the reference are also shown. Channel data rates are maximum channel data rates experimentally demonstrated.



information carrying capacity. Figure 10.11 shows a number of smart pixel demonstrations plotted as a function of channel data rate and array connectivity. This listing of demonstrations is not meant to be all-inclusive but instead attempts to represent the trend in smart pixel aggregate capacity. Notice also in Fig. 10.11the terabit aggregate capacity regime -aggregate capacity in excess of 10l2bps.



10.3.2.2.



Complexity



The underlying concept of smart pixels is to provide increased functionality and programmability to arrays of optical devices. One measure of this level of functionality and programmability deals with the number of transistors associated with each individual smart pixel. Higher transistor counts indicates more processing capability per smart pixel and therefore more functionality. Figure 10.12 shows a number of smart pixel demonstrations plotted as a function of individual channel data rate and number of transistors per smart pixel. Conspicuously absent from this plot are the S-SEED demonstrations previously plotted in Fig. 10.11. The reason for this purposeful omission is that the S-SEEDSdo not meet the standard definition of smart pixels in that they have no additional transistors or drive electronics to provide increased flexibility, functionality, or programmability.
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One can deduce the current level of smart pixel complexity as well as identify the smart pixel technology capable of supporting a specific application by first considering the number of transistors necessary for some simple operations. A simple CMOS inverter requires 2 transistors, and two-input CMOS NOR and NAND gates each require 4 transistors to provide this functionality. A two-input Exclusive-OR gate requires 8 transistors and an And-or-Invert (AOI) full-adder requires 24 transistors. A wide-range transconductance amplifier that produces a smooth sigmoidal function for thresholding requires 12 transistors.



10.4.



Design Considerations



Smart pixel design considerations depend largely on the specific application and fabrication technology. Because smart pixels cover a wide range of applications and approaches, this section will not attempt to present an allinclusive set of design considerations. Instead, some of the more universal constraints that apply to current technologies will be discussed.
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Table 10.1 Silicon ComplementaryMetal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) Roadmap Technology Characteristics ~



Year offirst DRAM shipment Minimum feature size (pm)



1995 1998 2001 2004 2007 2010 0.35 0.25 0.18 0.13 0.10 0.07



Number of Chip VOs



Chip-to-package(pads) high-performance 900 1350 2000 2600 3600 4800 Number of Package Pinsmalls Microprocessorlcontsoller



512



ASIC (high-performance) Package cost (centslpin)



750 1100 1700 2200 3000 4000 1.4 1.3 1.1 1.0 0.9 0.8



512



512



512



800 1024



Chip Frequency (MHz)



On-chip clock, costJperfonnance On-chip clock, high-performance Chip-to-boardspeed, high-performance Chip Size (mm2) DRAM



150 200 300 450 150 200



300 600 250



400



500



625



800 1000 1100 300 375 475



190 280 420 640 960 1400 300 360 430 520 620 660 750 900 1100 1400



Microprocessor ASIC



250 450



Maximum Number Wiring Levels (logic) On-chip



4-5



5



5-6



6



6-7



7-8



10.4.1. SILICON TECHNOLOGY ROADMAP Because the majority of smart pixel technology relies heavily on silicon electronics, it is essential to consider projections for mainstream silicon technology when considering future capabilities for smart pixels. Selected excerpts from the 1994Semiconductor Industry Association National Technology R o a d m p for Semiconductors [78] are provided in Table 10.1.The reductions in feature size and improvements in clock speed and chip size will have a profound impact on the information-processing capability of silicon-based smart pixels. If we consider a pixel of constant physical area, as the process feature size decreases, the number of devices per pixel will nearly double every three years. This translates directly to increased smart pixel processing and functionality.
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10.4.2. WAVELENGTHSELECTION Wavelength selection is an important consideration in any optical system design. Applications often dictate a specific wavelength such as in longhaul optical fiber systems where dispersion-shifted fibers are used and the preferred wavelength is 1.55 pm. Similarly, applications using mainstream compound semiconductors, such as GaAs and AlGaAs, operate at wavelengths near 850 nm. Optical spot size is a key consideration in smart pixel system design. Because spot size is proportional to wavelength, shorter wavelength light will allow for smaller detectors and higher density smart pixels. As a result, shorter wavelengths may be more attractive for nearterm smart pixel applications that are based on high-density arrays and free-space optical inputs. Pixel area can be decreased even further by utilizing GaN devices that operate around 400 nm, potentially reducing the diffraction-limited spot size by nearly a factor of four in comparison to 1.55 p m sources. In [79], optical-to-optical modulation using a MQW modulator and a p-i-n photodiode was experimentally demonstrated. Here, digital optical information modulated on a carrier of 632.8 nm was translated to a wavelength of 850 nm. This class of optical-to-optical conversion could also be applied to telecommunication wavelengths such as 1.3 p m or 1.55 pm and would allow the actual processing system to operate at 850 nm, providing higher density smart pixel arrays. A major advantage of using longer wavelengths for three-dimensional memory and optical interconnect applications is that silicon is transparent to light above approximately 1.0 pm. Vertical interconnections using 1.3-pm light have been demonstrated by emitting light from the bottom wafer through an upper silicon wafer to detectors on the top surface [53]. In this demonstration, thin film InGaAsP/InP-based emitters and detectors were bonded to the respective silicon substrates using an EL0 intergation process to allow operation at the longer wavelength. Despite decreasing transistor feature size, the minimum dimensions of an individual smart pixel will be constrained by the size of the optical input and output devices. If the input is an array of light beams from an image, a diffractive optical element, or a spatial light modulator, each pixel must have the ability to detect and process the incoming information. The required photoreceptor will be much larger than the minimum feature size of the electronic circuits in order to accommodate the diffractionlimited spot size of the opticalinput. Currently,GaAs metal-semiconductormetal (MSM) detectors and silicon photodetectors operate efficiently in the
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700-900 nm range. Low and intermediate growth temperature MSM devices that detect in the 850-nm range are also capable of very fast response times. Linewidth is another important specification closely related to wavelength selection. Most passive modulators to date are based on MQW technology and, as a result, rely on the shift of narrow exciton peaks. These modulators require narrow linewidths for optimum device performance, which requires a stable, single-frequency source. In constrast, ferroelectric liquid crystals in conjunction with VLSI offers the designer some flexibility in wavelength selection.



10.4.3. ZNDZVZDUAL DEVZCE SPEED



A typical smart pixel architecture includes an input optical device and circuitry capable of receiving optical information, an electronic processing circuit, and output driver circuitry and optical output device. The input may be from an off-chip source or an on-chip emitter such as a VCSEL or LED. The output may be an emitter or modulator driven by the processing circuit. When considering operating speed, each element in the smart pixel system contributes to the overall performance. Many different types of devices are capable of converting the optical input into an electronic signal. Monolithic integration using compound semiconductors allows for MSM detectors at the front end of the smart pixels. These devices can be fabricated to operate at very high speeds with a wide range of efficiencies. Typically, however, process adjustments necessary to fabricate acceptable electronic devices will result in less-than-optimal detectors in a monolithic process. Specifically,conventional silicon CMOS fabrication processes are far from optimalfor photodetector fabrication, resulting in CMOS detectors that are slow and inefficient in comparison with GaAs devices. However, the designer still must decide between slower, more highly efficient silicon phototransistors and faster, less efficient photodiodes. Liquid crystal on silicon systems are slowed by the requirement for these silicon photoreceptor devices as well as the switching speed of the liquid crystal material itself. Smart pixels using LCOS technology typically operate with microsecond switching speeds. Bandwidth will often be limited by voltage or current amplifier circuits that serve as an interface between the detector and the processing circuit. Gain must usually be sacrificed to obtain higher speed amplifiers. Wider bandwidth amplifiers may be obtained by cascading a series of high-speed
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stages, each having lower gain. Similar constraints apply to the smart pixel output circuit and optical device. Tradeoffsbetween gain, speed, and power must be carefully balanced when selecting the output emitter and designing the necessary driver circuit. On-chip power consumption and heat removal are other important considerations in the selection of the output optical device. Active emitters produce more on-chip heat than passive modulators, which derive their optical energy from off-chip sources. Currently, offchip heat removal techniques can be managed more easily at the system level. Finally, the processing circuitry is unique to each smart pixel application. Bandwidth is a function of the number of devices necessary to satisfy the required functionality. As anticipated improvements in silicon and compound semiconductor processing become reality, the electronic processing circuits will be capable of progressively higher bandwidths, placing more emphasis on the limitations of the input and output circuits. 10.4.4. ARRAY SIZE



One of the fundamental reasons for the developmentof smart pixel technology is that large arrays of optical devices provide the mechanism to leverage the advantages associated with optics. To date, 1024 x 1024 arrays of SEED modulators and 256 x 256 arrays of LCOS devices have been demonstrated. Even larger arrays are necessary for high-capacity telecommunications switching fabrics and massively parallel image processing applications. As array sizes increase, smart pixels will experience the challenges associated with high-density circuits. These constraints include power dissipation, yield, alignment, and addressing. Monolithic integration and LCOS processes may offer better yields due to relaxed requirements for electrical continuity at the bonding points and spatial alignment of massive numbers of contacts. Although LCOS is not a monolithic process, alignment issues are minimized as a result of the fabrication of reflective electrodes as part of the normal silicon fabrication process [go]. Hybrid integration has the advantage of well-established, on-chip addressing techniques routinely used in CMOS for large device arrays. A prime consideration in array size is the size of each pixel. The diffraction limited spot size of incident light determines the size of the photoreceptor within a pixel and the pitch of the array or pixel spacing. Reduction of optical cross-talk in high-density arrays may drive the system designer to consider using a VCSEL or laser input instead of LEDs. The large
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divergence angle of LEDs limits the potential role of this device in highdensity smart pixel applications. Resonant cavity-enhanced (RCE) LEDs have improved linewidth and divergence [81], and can serve as an alternative to VCSELs when conditions permit.



10.4.5. SYSTEM INTEGRATION ISSUES System integration issues are numerous and often specific to the selected architecture. Once the fabrication process has been determined, the designer must evaluate the type of optical input (VCSEL, laser diode, RCE LED, or LED) and the input medium (free space, fiber, light modulator, or diffractiveh-efractiveelement). The input photoreceptor is selected simultaneously with amplifier requirements while considering associated tradeoffs in noise, gain, speed, and overall bandwidth. Processing circuitry requires interfacing with both the input and output circuits through buffers, impedance matching amplifiers, or transconductance circuits. Output circuit considerations are similar to input requirements in terms of gain-speed, gain-bandwidth, and noise-resistance tradeoffs. A compatible output device and output driver are required for systems having optical outputs. The overall system must then be evaluated for speedhandwidth, power consumption and dissipation, power supply, and current limits. Finally, different approaches to packaging and testing are available to the designer of smart pixel systems. Pixel arrays may be packaged on a single integrated circuit chip using monolithic or hybrid processing, designed as individual elements for use on either a standard optical bench or a custom bench such as slotted plate technology, or integrated into a threedimensional system using technologies such as multi-chip modules [82]. In the latter case, implementation alternatives include the use of diffractive, refractive, or reflective optical components in conjunction with microlens and/or macrolens hardware [83]. If the system architecture relies on monochromaticity,then the system designed is forced to use laser sources, either on- or off-chip. Because packaging and testing can have a major impact on system performance [84] and cost, these two requirements are normally a part of the original system design. Optomechanical considerations are also important to consider in the context of system design. As the array size of smart pixels continues to grow, the susceptibility of the system to vibration and misalignment increases. As a result, smart pixel system designers have recently focused on improvements to the optomechanical system in an attempt to minimize these effects [85].
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10.4.6. VLSI CIRCUIT DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS



Hybrid integration on silicon takes advantage of the maturity of CMOS fabrication processes and VLSI technology in general. As a result of smaller feature sizes, complex smart pixel circuitry will require less physical area, but be susceptibleto photon-induced charge transfer between devices. This phenomena occurs when optical energy, intended for a detector or modulator, falls instead on the surrounding electronic circuitry and creates charge carriers that are directly injected into the circuitry. Physical limitations on optical beam diameter require emphasis on controlling cross-talk within and between pixels. Metal shielding, guard rings, and other isolation procedures must be carefully considered and incorporated into the electronic circuit design. With improvements in processing techniques also comes an increase in the number of metalization layers available to the silicon circuit designer. Hybrid, direct epitaxy, and LCOS processes, however, can be negatively affected by the addition of these metalization layers. Additional processing steps may be required to ensure adequateplanarizationof the silicon surface prior to the integration of the optical devices. This additional processing potentially adds to the complexity of bonding GaAs circuits to silicon or adding a liquid crystallayer to the chip surface. These additionalprocessing steps could potentially add to the rising costs associated with re-tooling plants to meet expectations of the silicon roadmap.



10.4.7. SUMMARY Table 10.2 summarizes some of the design considerations discussed in this section. This table in not meant to be all-inclusive, but instead, is meant to provide a quick-reference for system designers considering the use of smart pixel technology.



10.5. Applications Applications of smart pixels to date have focused primarily on digital applications with a heavy emphasis toward addressing electronic interconnection limitations. These applications span from backplane interconnects, which support printed circuit board (PCB)-to-PCB communications, to high-speed, wide-bandwidth switching and routing for telecommunication applications. Some work has also been done in the area of signal and
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image processing applications requiring massive parallelism such as neural networks and image halftoning. In this section, we introduce several representative applications of smart pixel technology, including backplane interconnects, high-speed switching and routing, digital image halftoning, and analog-to-digital ( A D )conversion.



10.5.1. OPTICAL INTERCONNECTIONS When considering interconnection issues, one can broadly categorize the different potential architecturesto be interconnected in a hierarchical fashion from the highest to lowest levels as: machine-to-machine, processorto-processor, board-to-board, chip-to-chip, and finally intrachip interconnections. Optical techniques have already been successfully applied to machine-to-machine interconnections in the form of optical fiber communication links. Recently, considerable research has been directed toward bringing optics to the next lower levels of processor-to-processor, boardto-board, and chip-to-chip communications. There exist several fundamental reasons for this interest in optics as an interconnect technology [861. First, optical interconnects offer freedom from mutual coupling not afforded by electrical interconnects. This particular advantage becomes increasingly significant with increased bandwidth because the mutual coupling associated with electrical connections is proportional to the frequency of the signal propagating on the line. Increased routing flexibility is another advantage of optical interconnections. Electrical interconnectpaths cannot cross and are constrained to reside close to a ground plane. In contrast, optical interconnections can be routed through one another and are not constrained to be physically located in the vicinity of a ground plane. Another potential advantage is freedom from capacitive loading effects. With electrical interconnects, this comes in the form of line-charging where, as the interconnect line becomes longer, an increased number of electrons is employed to charge the capacitance of the line. No such line-charging effects are present with optical interconnects. Finally, at the quantum level there exists the potential advantage of impedance transfomation that matches the high impedances of small devices to the low impedances associated with electromagnetic field propagation [871. This impedance matching results in more energy-efficientcommunications using optical interconnects for all except the shortest intrachip interconnects. Smart pixel technology provides additional advantages in terms of interconnect applications. Much of the work on interconnects at the
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board-to-board and chip-to-chip level is focused on reducing communication bottlenecks associated with high-performance processing systems, which are predominately silicon-based. The majority of smart pixels rely on silicon technology for increased functionality and programmability, so optical interconnect applications of smart pixels provide a unique opportunity for producing compact systems with large aggregate input and output capacity. Another attractive feature is that most smart pixel interconnect architectures employ optical input and output that is normal to the surface of the chip, allowing two-dimensional mays of interconnections to be formed and thereby increasingthe potential throughput of the interconnect system.



10.5.1.1. Backplane Interconnections Future digital systems such as asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) switching systems and massively parallel processing systems will require large PCB-to-PCB connectivity to support the large aggregate throughput demands being placed on such system. Projections from the Semiconductor Industry Association indicate that by the year 2001, silicon CMOS feature size will be on the order of 0.18 pm, transistor density will be 13 million transistors per 360 mm2, and on-chip clock rates will be approaching 600 MHz with off-chip rates in excess of 250 MHz. These requirements provide the motivation to use photonics-based approaches to backplane designs, which overcome issues such as ground-bounce, cross-talk, and reflections that result in signal distortion when using parallel electrical approaches at these frequencies. One approach to solving the interconnection problem created by such high-performance systems is to exploit the temporal and spatial bandwidth of optical interconnections. At the system backplane, free-space optical technology can be employed, which supports a large number of digital optical communication channels, each of which is comprised of simple optical connections between arrays of smart pixel devices on successive PCBs. This type of optical backplane can potentially provide in excess of lo3high-performance connections while the electroniccircuitry associated with each smart pixel can provide the intelligence necessary to provide reconfigurable interconnections. One recent approach to building such a free-space optical backplane, which implementsaHypelpZune [88]based ATM switching fabric,is shown in Fig. 10.13 [69]. Here, electronic PCBs connect to a rigid backplane, which contains both electrical and free-spaceoptical interconnection channels. The HyperChaaneZ is comprised of several smart pixel arrays which
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Electronic Connectors Fig. 10.13 Example of the application of smart pixel technology to backplane interconnects.



provide high-speed backplane interconnections to and from the individual PCBs. The smart pixels in this application integrate SEED modulators with CMOS silicon circuitry using the hybrid, flip-chip bonding approach. Arrays of differential reflection-mode MQW modulators and detectors are used as a method of improving noise immunity and overcoming the lowcontrast ratio limitation of the SEED modulators. The proximity of the optoelectronic devices with the CMOS circuitry allows decisions on the incoming optical data to be made local to the optical inputs and outputs and results in parallel whole-word processing and reduced requirements for driving long capacitive traces on the chip [89]. A photomicrograph of a buffered Hyperplane CMOS-SEED smart pixel is shown in Fig. 10.14. The core of this smart pixel array contains individual smart pixels organized into node channels. Control logic provides arbitration of data flow into and out of ATM cell queues, while each of three queues buffer an entire ATM cell. A queue-addressing block places segments of the ATM cell into the queue at the appropriate location. An output multiplexer controls which of the three queues writes output data to the electrical pinouts of the chip.
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Fig. 10.14 Buffered Hyperplane CMOS-SEED Smart Pixel Array.



The physical size of this particular smart pixel chip is 2mm x 2mm. The electronic circuitry was designed using an 0.8 p m CMOS silicon process and provided a total transistor count in excess of 20,000 transistors with approximately 60 transistors per smart pixel. A 10 x 20 array of GaAs/AlGaAs SEED modulators was subsequently flip-chip bonded onto the processed silicon circuitry. The MQW modulator array provided the potential for up to 200 optical inputs or outputs, each of which had an optical window size of 18 p m x 18 pm. The functionality of this smart pixel array to include packet injection, address recognition, packet extraction, and transparency was experimentally verified to 10 Mbps. A detailed system analysis predicts scalability to 2060 interconnections for a 1 cm x 1 cm chip area at a backplane clockrate of 125 MHz. This provides a maximum aggregate optical throughput of 4.5 Gbps which is sufficient to provide four users each with a 622 Mbps SONET STS-12 link [89].
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The natural extension to this approach is to replace all of the electrical interconnections on the backplane with these high-speed HyperChanneZs and to add additional capability by incorporating fiber interfaces at other locations on the individual PCBs. 10.5.1.2.



High-speed Switching and Routing



As the demand for telecommunication switching capabilities continues to grow, the need for switching fabrics capable of switching large bandwidths of data becomes increasingly important. Examples of applications that are currently pushing the limits of electronic switching technology include ATM and video switching fabrics, pattern recognition and image processing systems, and high-performance computing systems. To meet the demands of these and future digital electronic systems, system designers are turning to optical interconnects to provide a potential solution to these massive interconnect applications. Since about 1988, researchers at AT&T Bell Laboratories have been investigating the use of optical interconnects in high-speed switching applications. Figure 10.15 shows a representative block diagram of a switching fabric based on smart pixel technology [73]. AT&T Bell Laboratories has enjoyed tremendous success with various high-speed switching fabrics based on the SEED technology. Early



Electronic Control



Fig. 10.15 Example of a high-speed switching fabric that incorporates electronic input and output buffers, electronic control, and smart pixels.
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demonstrations incorporated individual SEEDS and S-SEEDS in basic switching and logic demonstrations. In 1993, their first smart pixel switching demonstration used monolithically integrated FET-SEED technology. The most recent advances use hybrid integration and the CMOS-SEED technology. Table 10.3 provides an overview of AT&T Bell Laboratories free-space photonic switching system demonstrations [go] to date and describes some of the technical details of each. These demonstrations have clearly led the community in the development of massively parallel interconnect and switching systems, custom optomechanical hardware, novel packaging and heat removal techniques, and other contributions critical to the successful evolution of a new technology such as smart pixels. These free-space photonic switching demonstrations proved that large arrays of SEED-based switching fabrics could be fabricated with high yield, excellent uniformity, and high-speed individual channel performance. Since the first edition of this chapter, demonstrations of these types have been limited. Instead, focus has shifted to improvements to transmitter and receiver circuit performance including higher speed operation, improved noise immunity of the receivers, and reductions in power consumption and circuit size. In an attempt to provide higher efficiency interfaces between the optical devices and the electronic digital-processing elements, new optical receiver designs have been investigated. Clocked-sense-amplifier-basedoptical receivers are synchronous optical receivers that provide the potential for low-power, compact digital amplification. In [91], receivers of this type experimentally demonstrated operation in excess of 750 Mbps within a layout area of 44 pm x 22 pm with a bias-dependent estimated power dissipation of 1 to 2 mW. A two-beam transimpedance smart pixel optical receiver using a CMOS-SEED design demonstrated 1 Gbps performance within the same physical layout area [92]. Both of the receiver circuits used in these demonstrations were designed in a 0.8-pm CMOS foundry process. Recently, an integrated CMOS photoreceiver designed in a 0.35-pm production CMOS process demonstrated 1Gbps operation with an average input power of -6 dBm and 1.5 mW of dissipated power [93]. Others have demonstrated similar 1 Gbps performance in a monolithically integrated silicon NMOS optical receiver [94]. These demonstrations clearly show the potential for high-speed operation of integrated receiver circuitry in smart pixel designs. Other groups have also investigated novel optoelectronic routing architectures [95], approaches for optoelectronic interconnections of smart pixel arrays [96,97], and other smart pixel-based switching architectures.



TdZe 10.3 AT&T Bell LaboratoriesFree-Space Photonic Switching System Demonstrations.tSystem7 figures are Goals. To Date, the System7 Smart Pixel has Demonstrated 625 Mbps Operation with 1024 Differential Optid Inputs and 1024Differential Optical Outputs System parameters
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Other groups are investigatingthe implementation of digital signal-processing algorithms in smart pixel technology. Several groups are applying these techniques to image processing applications [98,99], optoelectronic Field Programmable Gate Arrays [100,101], advanced imaging systems [102,103] and artificial retinal prosthesis [104]. 10.5.2. SIGNAL PROCESSING



A significantly smaller subset of the smart pixel community is focusing on analog or mixed signal applications of smart pixels for signal or image processing. In the following sections, we introduce two specific applications of smart pixel technology to a mixed technology implementation of error diffusion coding: digital image halftoning and oversampled analogto-digital (A/D)conversion. 10.5.2.1.



Digital Image Halftoning



Digital image halftoning is an important class of A/Dconversion within the context of image processing. Halftoning can be thought of as an image compression technique whereby a continuous-tone, gray-scale image is printed or displayed using only binary-valued pixels. Error diffusion is one method of achieving digital halftoning in which the error associated with a nonlinear quantization process is diffused within a local region and subsequent filtering methods employed in an effort to improve some performance metric such as signal-to-noise ratio. Classical error diffusion [105, 1061 is a one-dimensional, serial technique in which the algorithm raster scans the image from upper-left to lower-right and, as a result, introduces visual artifacts directly attributable to the halftoning algorithm itself. Artificial neural networks and their application to image halftoning have received considerable attention lately [107,1081.This popularity lies in their ability to minimize a particular metric associated with a highly nonlinear system of equations. Specifically, the problem of creating a halftoned image can be cast in terms of a nonlinear quadratic optimizationproblem where the performance metric to be minimized is the difference between the original and the halftoned images. Figure 10.16 shows the error diffusion architecture and an electronic implementation of a four-neuron error diffusion-type neural network. Here the individual neurons are represented as amplifiers (standard andinverting)
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Quantizer



hi4 Fig. 10.16 (a) Bo-dimensional error diffusion architecture, (b) Four-neuron electronic implementation.



and the synapses by the physical connections between the input and output of the amplifiers. Resistors are typically used to make these connections. The energy function of this error diffusion neural network can be described by



+



E ( x , y ) = yTAy - 2yTAx X ~ A = X [B(y - x)lTIB(y - x)], w w error



error



where y E { -1 , l ) is a vector of quantized states with one element per pixel, A = (I+ W)-', W is derived from the original error diffusion filter weights through the relationship W ( i ,j ) = - w [ ( j - i) div N , ( j - i) mod N ] and A = BTB.From this equation it is clear that as the neural network converges and the energy function is minimized, so too is the error between the output halftoned image and the input gray-scale image. Figure 10.17 (a) and (b) show 348 x 348 halftoned images of the Cadet Chapel at West Point using pixel-by-pixel thresholding and this error diffusion neural network, respectively. Recently, a smart pixel approach to digital image halftoning has been investigated [7,109,110]. The smart pixel implementation provides the advantage that all pixel quantization decisions are computed in parallel and therefore the error diffusion process becomes two-dimensional and symmetric. Visual artifacts attributable to the halftoning algorithm are eliminated and overall halftoned image quality is significantlyimproved. Also, the inherent parallelism associated with optical processing reduces the computational requirements while decreasing the total convergence time of the halftoning process. Over the past several years, research efforts have been focused on designing, characterizing, and
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Fig. 10.17 Halftoned images of the Cadet Chapel at West Point. (a) using pixel-by-pixel thresholding, and (b) using an error diffusion neural network.



incrementally improving a smart pixel implementation of the error diffusion neural network based on a specific hybrid integration technique. In this research, SEED MQW modulators are flip-chip bonded to CMOS VLSI silicon circuitry to create the CMOS-SEED smart pixel. 10.5.2.1.1. 5 x 5 CMOS-SEED Smart Pixel Array



The following summarizes results of two consecutive generations of CMOS-SEED smart pixel arrays. The first generation CMOS-SEED array consisted of a 10 x 10 array of SEED MQW modulators integrated with 0.8-pm CMOS silicon circuitry while the second generation integrated an identical SEED array with 0.5-pm CMOS silicon circuitry. The focus of both of these designs was to demonstrate the usefulness of smart pixel technology to this specific analog neural application. Although optical weighting and interconnections are clearly the preferred method of achieving the necessary neural interconnections, neither of these designs incorporated this approach. Instead, electronic weighting and interconnections were incorporated in the design with analysis focused on optimizing the specific performance of the analog neural circuitry and the receiver and driver circuitry for the optical input and output signals, respectively. In a parallel effort, diffractive optical weighting and interconnections have been designed and experimentally characterized for a future smart pixel architecture [111,112].
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10.5.2.1.2. First-Generation CMOS-SEED



The functionality necessary to implement the error diffusionneural network consists of a one-bit quantizer, two differencing nodes, and the interconnection and weighting of the error diffusion filter. Figure 10.18 shows the first-generation circuitry for a single neuron of the error diffusion neural network using the CMOS-SEED smart pixel technology. All state variables in each circuit are represented as currents. Beginning in the upper left of the circuit and then proceeding in a clockwise direction, the input optical signal incident on the SEED is continuous in intensity and represents the individual analog pixel intensity. The input SEED at each neuron converts the optical signal to a photocurrent and subsequently, current mirrors are used to buffer the input. The width-to-length ratio of the metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFETs) determine the current gain used to amplify the photocurrent. The first circuit produces two output signals: +Zu, which represents the state variable u(m,n ) as the n) input to the quantizer, and -Zu, which represents the statevariable -u (m, as the input to the feedback differencing node. The function of the quantizer is to provide a smooth, continuous thresholding function for the neuron producing the output signal ZOUt,which corresponds to the state variable y(m,n). This second electronic circuit is a modified wide-range transconductance amplifier that produces a hyperbolic tangent sigmoidal function when operated in the sub-threshold regime. Additional transistors are included in the modification to provide input current to output current functionality. the state variable y(m,n),produces The third circuit takes as its input lout, a replica of the original signal, and drives an output optical SEED. In this case, the output optical signal is a binary quantity represented as the presence or absence of light. Here, the photoemission process is electroluminescence, which results from the SEED being forward-biased. The last circuit at the bottom of the schematic implements the error weighting and distribution function of the error diffusion filter. The weighting is implemented by again scaling the width-to-length ratio of the MOSFETs to achieve the desired weighting coefficients. The neuron-to-neuron interconnections are accomplished using the four metalization layers of the 0.8-pm silicon CMOS process. The difficultyencountered using this weighting and interconnect approach was that we were forced to constrain the size of the diffusion kernel to a 5 x 5 array because of the physical extent of the circuitry necessary to implement this functionality. Even with this reduced filter kernel, the weighting and interconnect circuitry consumed over 75%
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Fig. 10.19 Photomicrograph of a smart pixel implementation of a 5 x 5 error diffusion neural network for digital image halftoning.



of the total silicon area. As a result, a smaller filter with a 5 x 5 region of support was designed and these coefficients were used in the smart pixel architecture. The five unique coefficients in this filter are shown at the bottom of the error diffusion circuitry along with the number of additional replications necessary to implement the 5 x 5 filter. Figure 10.19 shows a photomicrograph of a 5 x 5 error diffusion neural network that was fabricated using CMOS-SEED smart pixels. The CMOS circuitry was produced using an 0.8-pm silicon process and the SEED modulators were subsequently flip-chip bonded to silicon circuitry using the same integration process described in Section 10.3.1.3.1. This smart pixel implementation resulted in a system with approximately 90 transistors per smart pixel and a total transistor count of almost 1800. A total of 50 optical input /output channels is provided in this implementation. Figure 10.20 shows a photomicrograph of a single neuron of the 5 x 5 neural network. The rectangular features are the MQW modulators while the silicon circuits are visible between and beneath the modulators. The MQW modulators are approximately 70 p m x 30 p m and have optical windows that are 18 p m x 18 pm.
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Fig. 10.20 Photomicrograph of a single neuron of the 5 x 5 error diffusion neural network.



Experimental testing of this first-generation smart pixel array confirmed electrical functionality of the quantizer operation as well as the replication features of the current mirrors within the architecture. Electroluminescence of the SEED modulators has also been verified and characterized. These experimental results demonstrated the importance of transistor matching within the wide-range transconductance amplifier and the error weighting circuitry. The results from this first-generation design and characterization were incorporated into the second-generation design in an effort to improve individual circuit operation and, as a result, improve overall network performance.



10.5.2.1.3.



Second-Generation CMOS-SEED



In the design of the second-generation CMOS-SEED smart pixel, we concentrated on improving the performance of the neural circuitry. Specifically, we improved the error weighting circuitry and the quantizer performance. We also attempted to accurately model the operation of each of the functional elements as well as the total nonlinear network performance using PSpice simulation tools. The same 5 x 5 array size and functionality of one-bit quantization, subtraction, neuron-to-neuron weighting and
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interconnection, and optical input and output were retained. The electronic circuitry for the error diffusion neural network was implemented this time in 0.5-pm silicon CMOS technology. Figure 10.21 shows the circuitry associated with a single neuron of this second-generation error diffusion neural network. The one-bit quantizer is again implemented using a modified wide-range transconductance amplifier [1131operated in the sub-thresholdregime. The slope of this sigmoidal function was carefully designed by matching MOSFET transistors to meet the convergencecriteria and the nonlinear dynamics of the error diffusion neural network. The error weighting circuitry at the bottom represents only the largest weight (11.02%) with interconnects to its four local neighbors (IOud- 1 , ~ ) . Again, all state variables are represented as currents. The error weighting and distribution circuitry for the 5 x 5 array was again implemented in silicon circuitry, matching individual and stage-to-stage MOSFET transistors. Bi-directional error currents were implemented to provide the circuitry and the network with fully symmetric performance. The specificimprovementsto the second-generationcircuitry include improving stage-to-stage isolation by tying the drain and source of selected transistors together, as seen with transistors M19 and M20 in the schematic. This configuration places a constraint on the common node, which helped isolate adjoining stages. This was particularly important to accurate circuit operation because the design of the wide-range transconductance amplifier required small feature size transistors compared to the input buffer and error weighting circuitry. In the circuit layout, we also changed several of the transistors in the wide-range transconductance amplifier to ensure that small width-to-length ratios were used in an effort to minimize channel length modulation effects. The SEED driver circuit was redesigned to provide additional isolation between the large currents used to forward bias the SEED and the balance of the sensitive neural circuitry. Finally, the transistor characteristics were accurately matched throughout the network using extracted transistor data from a previous 0.5-pm foundry run. The central neuron of this new smart pixel array consists of approximately 160 transistors while the complete 5 x 5 array accounts for over 3600 transistors, a nearly two-fold increase in the total transistor count over our first-generation design. The central neuron is interconnected to the surrounding 24 neurons in the 5 x 5 array using the same fixed interconnect and weighting scheme as in the first-generation realization. PSpice simulations of the complete 5 x 5 nonlinear dynamical neural network were performed using transistor parameters extracted from a previous 0.5 p m
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Fig. 10.22 Dynamic performance characterization of the 5 x 5 error diffusion neural network to a stepped linear input.



MOSIS foundry. Figure 10.22 shows the PSpice simulation for the performance of the complete 5 x 5 array to a linear input signal. As the input signal is linearly increased over the input dynamic range, the number of neurons in the on-state increases from 0 to 25, representing the analog input level at any given time interval as the ratio of the number of neurons in the on-state to those in the ofl-state. The non-uniform rate of increase in the number of neurons in the on-state is predictable and is a result of the artificially small network size. Figure 10.23 shows an expanded segment of Fig. 10.22, which provides an analysis of the transient behavior of the network. These simulations predict individual neuron switching speeds of less than l p s , demonstrating the capability for real-time digital image halftoning. Individual component functionality was experimentally characterized and dynamic operation of the full 5 x 5 neural array was also experimentally characterized. Dynamic stimulus of single and multiple neurons was conducted and demonstrated correct error diffusion and network operation. Figure 10.24 shows CCD images of the operational 5 x 5 CMOS-SEED smart pixel array. Figure 10.24(a) shows the fully-functioning array while
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Fig. 10.23 Transient analysis of 5 x 5 network performance.
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Fig. 10.24 CCD images of the 5 x 5 CMOS-SEED may (a) fully-operationalarray and (b) under 50% gray scale illumination.



Fig. 10.24(b) shows the 5 x 5 CMOS-SEED neural array under 50% grayscale input. Here 50% of the SEED modulators are shown to be in the on-state. Both the PSpice simulations and the experimental results demonstrate that this approach to a smart pixel implementation of the error diffusion
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neural network provides sufficient accuracy for the digital halftoning application. The individual neuron switching speeds also demonstrate the capability for this smart pixel hardware implementation to provide realtime halftoning of video images. Partitioning of large images for parallel computation and compatibility with smart pixel hardware has also been an active area of research recently [114,1151.



10.5.2.2. Analog-to-Digital Conversion Because the majority of signals encountered in nature are continuous in both time and amplitude, the A/Dinterface is generally considered to be the most critical part of any overall signal acquisition and processing system. Because of the difficulty in achieving high-resolution and high-speed A/D converters, this A/Dinterface has been and continues to be a barrier to the realization of high-speed, high-throughput systems. Recently, there has been renewed interest in new and innovative approaches to A/Dconversion, with a significant emphasis on photonic approaches that provide high-speed clocking, broadband sampling, reduced mutual interference of signals, and compatibility with existing photonicbased systems. A more complete description of photonic A/D conversion advantages and approaches can be found in [ 1161. Most of the efforts involving smart pixel technology have focused on the use of oversampling A/Dconverters such as A X - or X A-modulators and error diffusion modulators. Here we will provide a brief overview of these applications of smart pixel technology. Within the electronicA/Dconverter community,temporal oversampling and spectral noise shaping have become common practice in high-fidelity audio applications. Oversampling AX- or C A-modulators [117,118] are routinely used to provide resolution in excess of 16-bits at audio-frequency bandwidths. Here, a low-resolution quantizer is embedded in a feedback architecture in an effort to reduce the quantization noise through spectral noise shaping. A large error associated with a single sample is diffused over many subsequent samples and then linear filtering techniques are applied to remove the spectrally shaped noise, thereby improving the overall signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the converter. In the temporal oversampling approach, the output data sequence is subsequently processed by a digital postprocessor, which consists of a low-pass filter and decimation circuitry. The final output is a high-resolution multi-bit digital word, which accurately approximates the analog input sample. Although not normally
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Fig. 10.25 Block diagram of an oversampled A/D converter consisting of a recursive error diffusion modulator and a digital postprocessor.



used in high-speed applications, oversampling converters have been shown to be tolerant to nonidealities in components, imperfections in sampling, and even broadband noise. Figure 10.25 shows the block diagram for one realization of an oversampled A/Dconverter using a recursive error diffusion modulator and a digital postprocessor. In this architecture, the error introduced by the quantizer is physically computed and temporally redistributed to subsequent samples according to the feedback filter H(z) in an effort to influence future quantization decisions. An analysis of this process in the frequency domain shows that the quantization error is spectrally shaped and redistributed to frequencies above the Nyquist frequency of the original sampled signal and then subsequently removed by low-pass filtering and decimation provided by the digital postprocessor. The improvement in the performance of an oversampled A/D converter over that of a conventionalNyquist-rate converter can be seen by examining the SQNR. The maximum SQNR for both a Nyquist rate A/D converter and an oversampled A/D converter can be quantitatively described by



SQNR,,(b) = 3.22b-1 and respectively. Here, b is the number of bits resolution, N represents the order of the modulator defined as the order of the feedback filter, and M is the oversampling ratio that is the ratio of the sampling frequency to the Nyquist frequency of the sampled signal. Second- and third-order modulators are common practice in the audio industry, providing in excess of 16 bits of resolution at audio frequency bandwidths.
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Fig. 10.26 Circuitdiagram for a smart pixel implementationof a first-ordererrordiffusion modulator based on an ELO-type smart pixel architecture.



In an effort to extend the advantages of oversampled A/D conversion beyond audio frequency bandwidths, optoelectronic implementations have been investigated [24]. In this demonstration, discrete MQW modulators were used to provide the functionality necessary to implement a first-order oversampled modulator. Recently, extensions to this development have included smart pixel technology. Figure 10.26 shows the circuitry necessary to implement a first-order error diffusion modulator using an ELO-type smart pixel technology. Here, the intensity of the optical input represents the continuous amplitude signal to be A/D converted. The numbers represent electrical pin-outs on the final integrated circuit chip. A silicon photodetector converts the light intensity to a photocurrent x(nT), which is then buffered and amplified by the first set of current mirrors. The feedforward section provides a scaled replica of the state variable u(nT) for use in the quantizer differencing node and as the input to the comparator. The comparator provides the one-bit quantization necessary for A D conversion, producing the output state variable y(nT). The driver circuitry provides the necessary current gain to drive the active emitter, which in this demonstration is a resonant cavity-enhanced (RCE) LED. The delay circuit is driven by a two-phase, non-overlapping clock and provides a one-bit delay for the first-order modulator. The summation node circuitry provides voltage-to-current conversion for the feedback state variable y(nT).
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The RCE LEDs [119] provide several distinct advantages over conventional LEDs. The RCE LED is fabricated by placing the gain structure of a conventional LED into a Fabry-Perot cavity. The resonant cavity enhances the LED output spectrum, reducing the linewidth and providing increased directionality in the output. RCE LED's therefore offer a compromise between conventional LEDs and VCSELs. These active emitters can also be fabricated as thin-film structures and are therefore ideal candidates for ELO-type hybrid integration in smart pixel applications. Recently, RCE thin-film AlGaAs/GaAs/AlGaAs LEDs with metal mirrors experimentally demonstrated turn-on voltages of 1.3 volts, linewidths of 10.4 nm, dispersion half-angles of 23.7", and stable output over more than 1700 hours of operation [ 1191. Figure 10.27 shows a photomicrograph of a smart pixel implementation of a first-order error diffusion modulator. The electronic circuitry was fabricated using a 2.0-pm CMOS process and was integrated with thin-film RCE LEDs using the hybrid E L 0 approach described previously in Section 10.3.1.3.2. Two RCE LEDs and associated drivers are prominently visible in the center of the picture. The concept of optoelectronic A C-modulation has also been investigated by others for applications in smart focal plane arrays and enhanced



Fig. 10.27 Photomicrograph of an ELO-type smart pixel implementation of a first-order error diffusion modulator.
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imaging arrays [120,121]. In these demonstations, 2-D arrays of AXmodulators are used to provide front-end A/D conversion in imaging applications. 10.5.2.2.1. Distributed Photonic A D Conversion Recently, the concept of error diffusion, which is a fully equivalent, alternative form of AX -modulation, has been extended to a 2-D symmetric error diffusion neural network for application to photonic A/Dconversion [122,123,124]. This new approach to photonic A D conversion leverages the 2-D nature of an optical architecture to extend the concept of spectral noise shaping to include both temporal and spatial error diffusion. While the concept of spatial oversampling for spectral noise shaping has been previously considered [125], this is the first to provide a methodology for interconnect weight design and to extend this concept to 2-D and photonics applications. This approach uses a mode-locked laser to generate the optical sampling pulses, an electrooptically driven interferometer to modulate the electronic analog signal onto the optical pulses, and a 2-D smart pixel hardware implementation of a distributed error diffusion neural network. In this approach, the input signal is first sampled at a rate higher than that required by the Nyquist criterion and then presented spatially as the input to a 2-D error diffusion neural network consisting of M x N neurons, each representing a pixel in the image space. The neural network processes the input image, producing an M x N pixel binary output image, referred to as a halftoned image. The data contained in the resulting 2-D halftoned image can be thought of as the 2-D corollary to the output data sequence from the A X -modulator. In the ideal case, with a constant grayscale input image in which each pixel value is g, the sample average across the output binary image equals g. Upon convergence, the neural network minimizes an energy function representing the frequency-weighted squared error between the input analog image and the output halftoned image. Decimation and low-pass filtering techniques, common to temporal oversampling A/D converters, subsequently process the M x N pixel output binary image using high-speed digital electronic circuitry to obtain the desired highresolution Nyquist-rate A/D conversion. By employing a 2-D smart pixel neural approach, each pixel constitutes a simple oversampling modulator that is interconnected to all other pixels in the array, thereby producing a distributed A/D architecture. Each quantizer within the network is embedded in a fully connected, distributed mesh feedback loop, which spectrally shapes the overall quantization noise. This spectral noise shaping diffuses
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individual quantizererrors across the array, thereby improving overall S N R performance and significantlyreducing the effects of component mismatch typically associated with parallel or channelized A/Dapproaches. In the 2-D error diffusion neural network, the effect of quantizer threshold mismatch can be analytically characterized as a modification to the neural network energy function



E = (y - x ) ~ A ( Y - X)



+ E ~ A - -~ E2cT(y - x),



where x is a vector of input samples, y is a vector of quantized output values, A is a matrix describing the neural interconnect weighting and distribution, and E is a vector containing the threshold mismatch of the array. The first term is the original energy function of the error diffusion neural network while the last two terms are contributions from threshold mismatch. By design A-' 5 l and A-' has high-pass spectral characteristics that spectrally shape contributions from the mismatch to higher frequencies. In an effort to assess the potential performance of this new approach to distributed A/D conversion, a simulation model of the error diffusion neural network was developed and the 2-D output halftone data sequence was evaluated using classical spectral estimation techniques. Several different 2-D error diffusion filters were tested to verify the relationship between the spectral characteristics of the filter and the resulting noise shaping of the output halftone. Threshold and interconnect weight mismatch were modeled in a Monte Carlo style simulation. Threshold mismatch of &12% and interconnect weight mismatch of f8% for a 7 x 7 interconnect weight matrix resulted in less than 0.5 dB reduction in SNR. Figure 10.28 shows a 3-D perspective plot of the power spectrum of the quantized output data from the error diffusion network using a 2-D input sinusoidalimagedescribedbyx = 0.5 0.5 sin(2stfi/mi) sin(2nfz/ni), i = 1 , 2 , 3 . . . N where N = 256 and f1 = fz = 2. The inset shows the frequency response of the interconnect weights that constitute the error diffusion filter. The noise shaping of the output power spectrum corresponds, as predicted, to the frequency response of the error diffusion filter. Approximately 23 dE3 of low-frequency noise suppression is achieved with this filter, resulting in an SNR of 5 1.4 dB.Other, more aggressive filters have also been designed, which resulted in excess of 40 dB of low-frequency noise suppression resulting in an SNR in excess of 70 dB. The smart pixel hardware implementation for this distributed approach to A/D conversion is identical to that described previously for the digital image halftoning application. The difference between the two hardware
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realizations is that this A D application requires digital postprocessor functionality. Because this is a deterministic mapping, matrix-vector techniques can be applied as either hidden-layers in the error diffusion neural network or in an FPGA implementation that will integrate directly with the smart pixel chip.



10.6. Future Trends and Directions Although smart pixels are fairly young in terms of technological maturity, they have received tremendous focus and have emerged as a potential solution to many interconnection and massively parallel processing challenges. Individual smart pixel device development has been replaced by system demonstrations and architectural development. At a recent conference dedicated to smart pixel technology [ 1261, a majority of the papers were dedicated to issues such as opticalpower budget, efficientarchitectural designs, optimization of smart pixel receivers, and system demonstrations. Each of these topics relates to engineering issues reflecting a maturing of the basic technology. As both silicon and compound semiconductor processing techniques mature, so too will smart pixel devices. Larger arrays of optical devices will provide increased aggregate capacity while smaller feature sizes will lead to higher density electronic circuits which, in turn, will provide increased complexity. Systems that provide aggregate capacity in excess of lo1*bps can now be envisioned. Video-on-demand is one application that could immediately use this capability. The various integration techniques available with smart pixels provide the potential to integrate multi-spectral detectors on a common processing substrate. Large-scale and multi-spectral imagery applications in both the defense and commercial sectors could leverage some of the features of smart pixel technology. Another potential area of application includes human perception and visualization. Portable smart pixel displays that project images the size of the human retina could provide processed information better suited to the reception and processing of the human brain. An interesting extension to the smart pixels discussed here is that of programmable smart pixels. Some recent work on field-programmable smart pixels [ 127,1281 demonstrated the capability to dynamically program the electronic circuitry and therefore change the functionality of the smart pixel system. Although restricted to digital electronic circuitry, this approach to smart pixels holds promise for quickly reprogrammable interconnections for circuit switching and telecommunication applications.
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Another technologyarea closely related to and which could have a significant impact on future smart pixel applications is that of microelectromechanical (MEM) device technology. Here, miromachining and nanofabrication techniques are used to create submicron mechanical devices in silicon and compound semiconductor materials. Optical applications of MEMs which would complementand extend the applicationsof smart pixel technology include mechanically tunable VCSELs [129], optical scanning mirrors [130], and tunable optical filters [131]. Other uses include microsensors and microactuators that could potentially be integrated on a c o m o n substrate with the smart pixels providing the capability for mechanical and optical sensing, processing, and mechanical actuating from the same integrated device. The integration of electronics with optics has produced hybrid devices fully capable of leveraging the advantages of each individual technology and providing total system performancewell beyond the capability of either individual technology. This technology could provide solutions to many of the electrical interconnection problems currently facing many high-speed optoelectronic data communication, telecommunication, and signal and image-processing applications.
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Due to the explosive growth in the demand for network bandwidth, devices and subsystems that can support gigabit and multigigabit throughput have become increasingly important. In this chapter, we review several emerging technologies for fiber optical data communication. In particular, we focus on the technologies for wavelength division multiplexing (WDM), as it is the most important technique in advancing the communication bandwidth for the next-generation broadband networks.



11.1. Introduction Due to the explosive growth of the number of the Internet users and the world wide web sites, there has been a significant increase in the demand for the network bandwidth. It has been estimated by the Internet Geography project at UC Berkeley that there were a total of more than 29 million Internet domains by the end of March 2001. These web sites have spawned many academic and commercial applications such as digital library, distance learning, electronic commerce (B2C and B2B), cybermall, on-demand streaming video/audio, and Napster-like music/file-sharing applications. Consequently, the network congestion is aggravated at both the backbone and regional levels. As of May 2001, most of the interconnections between Internet routers at the backbone level operated by AT&T, Worldcom, and Sprint have been 422 FIBER OPTIC DATA COMMUNICATION: TECHNOJBGICAL TRENDS AND ADVANCES $35.00
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implemented in OC-48 (2.4 Gbps). As the internet traffic doubles every 90 to 180 days, the network infrastructurewill have serious difficulty keeping up with the growth of the traffic even though there was a temporary excess in capacity during 2001. Needless to say, future Internet applications such as collaborative computing, peer-to-peer music/video/file sharing, digital library and distance learning will create even more pressure on the transmission and switching capabilities of the system as more bandwidth-hungry information (graphics, images and video) will be distributed electronically. Therefore, it is natural to expect that the backbone of the future Internet will be based on faster data rate such as OC-192 or beyond and employ some form of optical switching to alleviate the bandwidth problem. As a matter of fact, many carriers have already been in the middle of upgrading these trunk-level capacity to OC-192c (10 Gbps) or even OC-768 (40 Gbps). Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) over Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) and Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MF'LS) have already been adopted as the primary transport mechanism for carrying broadband traffic for the future. Currently, the broadband traffic is carried on singlemode fiber between major switching hubs for data rates up to OC-48 (2.5 Gb/s). However, the speed of each fiber cannot be increased indefinitely. When the bandwidth required is more than can be supported by a single OC-48 connection, additional multiplexing techniques have to be incorporated in order to advance the link capacity. Currently, as the technology for OC- 192 becomes mature, significant research has been devoted for developing OC-768 (40 Gbps) transmission: Electronic Time Division Multiplexing (ETDM)in which four OC-192 channels are time multiplexed together into a single OC-768 channel electronically. In contrast, Optical Eme Division Multiplexing (OTDM) multiplexes four OC- 192 channels using optical means. In this chapter, we will survey a number of promising technologies for fiber optic data communications. The goal is to investigate the potentials and limitations of each technology. The organization of the rest of this chapter is as follows: Section 11.2 describes the architecture of all-optical networks including both broadcast-and-select networks and wavelength routed networks. The device aspects of tunable transmitters and tunable receivers for WDM networks are discussed in Section 11.3 and 11.4, respectively. Section 11.5 describes the optical amplifiers, which is by far the most important technology for increasing the distance between data regeneration so far. Wavelength (de)multiplexer technologies are described in Section 11.6, while wavelength router technologies are discussed in
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Section 11.7. Section 11.8 discusses the wavelength converters, and this chapter is briefly summarized in Section 11.9.



11.2. Architecture of All-Optical Network 11.2.1. BROADCAST-AND-SELECT NETWORKS A broadcast-and-select network consists of nodes interconnected to each other via a star coupler, as shown in Fig. 11.1. An optical fiber link, called the star carries signals from each node to the star. The star combines the signals from all the nodes and distributes the resulting optical signal equally among all its outputs. Another optical fiber link carries the combined signal from an output of the star to each node. Examples of such networks are Lambdanet [l]and Rainbow [2].
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Fig. 11.1 A broadcast-and-select network.
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11.2.2. WAVELENGTH-ROUTEDNETWORKS



A wavelength-routed network is shown in Fig. 11.2. The network consists of static or reconfigurablewavelength routers interconnected by fiber links. Static routers provide a fixed, non-reconfigurablerouting pattern. A reconfigurable router on the other hand allows the routing pattern to be changed dynamically. These routers provide static or reconfigurable lightpaths between end-nodes. A lightpath is a connection consisting of a path in the network between the two nodes and a wavelength assigned on the path. Endnodes are attached to the wavelength routers. One or more controllers that perform the network management functions are attached to the end node(s).
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11.2.3. A BRIEF WDMMDM4 HISTORY The first field test of a WDM system by the British Telecom in Europe dated back to 1991. This test was based on a 5-node, 3-wavelength OC-12 (622 Mb/s) ring around London with a total distance of 89 km. The ESPRIT program, funded by the European government since 1991, is a consortium funding multiple programs including OLTVES on optical interconnects and severalWDM-related efforts. The RACE project, which is a joint university corporate program, has also included demonstrations of multiwavelength transport network (MWTN). Since 1995, ACTS (Advanced Communications Technologies and Services), which includes a total of 13 projects, startedbuilding a trans-European Information Infrastructure based on ATM and developing Metropolitan Optical Network (METON). In Japan, NTT is building a 16-channel photonic transport network with over 320 Gb/s throughput. In the United States, AWADARPA has funded a series of WDM/WDMA activities between 1991 and 1996: AON (All-Optical Network) consortium, which includes AT&T, DEC, and MTT, focused on developing architectures and technologies that can support point-to-point or point-to-multipoint high-speed circuit-switched multigigabits-per-second digital or analog sessions. ONTC (Optical Network Technology Consortium) which includes Bellcore, Columbia University, focused on scalable multiwavelength multihop optical network. MONET (Multiple wavelength Optical Network), which is a consortium including Bell Labs, Bellcore, and three regional Bells, is chartered to develop WDM testbeds and come up with commercial applications for the technology. Since 1995, there are many commercially available WDM and DWDM systems. These systems are described in more detailed in Chapter 5: Optical Wavelength Division Multiplexing for Data Communication Networks.



11.3. Tunable Transmitter The tunable transmitter is used to select the correct wavelength for data transmission. As opposed to a fixed-tuned transmitter, the wavelength of a tunable transmitter can be selected by an externally controlled electrical signal.
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Fig. 11.3 Structure of an external cavity laser.



Currently, wavelength tuning can be achieved by one of following mechanisms: External cavity tunable lasers: A typical external cavity tunable laser, as shown in Fig. 11.3, includes a frequency selective component in conjunction with a Fabry-Perot laser diode with one facet coated with antireflection coating. The frequency selective component can be a diffraction grating or any tunable filter whose transmission or reflection characteristics can be controlled externally. This structure usually enjoys wide tuning range but suffers slow tuning time when a mechanical tunable structure is employed. Alternatively, an electrooptic tunable can be employed to provide faster tuning time but narrower tuning range. Two-section tunable Distributed Bragg Reflector (DBR) tunable laser diodes: In a two-section device, as shown in Fig. 11.4, separate electrodes carry separate injection current: One is for the active area while the other one is for controlling the index seen by the Bragg mirror. This type of device usually has a small continuous tuning range.,For example, the tuning range of the device reported in [3] is limited to -5.8 nm (720 GHz at 1.55 pm). Three-section DBR tunable Laser Diodes: The major drawback of the two-section DBR device is the big gap in the available tuning range. This problem can be solved by adding a phase-shifl section. With this additional section, the phase of the wave incident on the Bragg mirror section can be varied and matched, thus avoiding the gap of the tuning range.
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(b)



Fig. 11.4 Structure of a (a) two-section (b) three-section laser diode.



One- or two-dimensional laser diode array [4], or a multichannel grating cavity laser [ 5 ] : allowing only a few signaling channels. In another extreme, the wavelengths covering the range of interests can be reached by individual lasers in a one-dimensional or a two-dimensional laser array [4] with each lasing element emitting at a different wavelength. Single-dimensional laser array, with each lasing element emitting at single transverse and longitudinal mode, can be fabricated. One possible scheme of single-mode operation can
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be achieved by means of short cavity (with high reflectivity coatings) where the neighboring cavity modes from the lasing modes are far from the peak gain. Different emission wavelengths can be achieved by tailoring the cavity length of each array element. For the two-dimensional laser array such as the vertical surface-emitting laser array, each array element emits at a different wavelength by tailoring the length of the cavity [4]. It is possible to turn on more than one laser at any given time in both of these approaches. Heat dissipation, however, might limit the number of lasers that can be turned on. The coupling of the laser emission from the one-dimensional or twodimensional laser into a single fiber or waveguide can be achieved with gratings or computer-generated holographic coupler. Coupling of four wavelengths from a vertical surface-emitting laser array has been demonstrated recently. Holographic coupling has also been demonstrated to couple over 100 wavelengths with 2% of coupling efficiency. Due to the cross-talk and the limited bandwidth of the electronic switch, an external modulator might be required to modulate the laser beam for higher bit rate. The light signals can be modulated by either using a directional coupler type modulator, a Mach-Zehnder type modulator [7], or a quantum well modulator [8]. The operation of these devices is required to be wavelength independent over the entire tuning range of the tunable transmitter.



11.4. %able Receiver The tunable receiver is used to select the correct wavelength for data reception. As opposed to a fixed-tuned receiver the wavelength of a tunable receiver can be selected by an externally controlled electrical signal. Ideally, each tunable receiver needs a tuning range that covers the entire transmission bandwidth with high resolution and can be tuned from any channel to any other channel within a short period of time. Tunable receiver structures that have been investigated include: Single-Cavity Fabry-Perot Interferometer: The simplest form of a tunable filter is a tunable Fabry-Perot interferometer, which consists of a movable mirror to form a tunable resonant cavity.
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The electric field at the output side of the FP filter in the frequency domain is given by



where HFp is the frequency domain transfer function given by T



(11.2)



where R are the power transmission coefficient and the power reflection coefficient of the filter, respectively. The parameter f c is the center frequency of the filter. The parameter FSR is thefree spectral range at which the transmission peaks are repeated and can be defined as FSR = c/2pL, where L is the FP cavity length and p is the refractive index of the medium bounded by the FP cavity mirror. The 3 dB transmission bandwidth FWHM (full width ut half maximum) of the FP filter is related to FSR and F by FWHM=



FSR F '



~



(11.3)



where the reflectivityjinesse F of the FP filter is defined as (11.4)



Based on this principle, both fiber Fabry-Perot (as shown in Fig. 11.5) and liquid crystal Fabry-Perot tunable filters have been



Piezo



Piezo Fig. 11.5 Structure of a fiber Fabry-Perot tunable filter.
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(b) Fig. 11.6 (a) Single-stage (b) Multi-stage Mach-Zehnder tunable filter.



realized. The tuning time of these devices is usually on the order of milliseconds because of the use of electromechanical devices. Cascaded Multiple Fabry-Perot Filters [36]: The resolution of Fabry-Perot filters can be increased by cascading multiple Fabry-Perot filters by using either vernier or coarse-fine principle. Cascaded Mach-Zehnder tunable filter [37]: The structure of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is shown in Fig. 11.6(a). The light is first split by a 3 dB coupler at the input, then goes through two branches with a phase shift difference and is then combined by another 3 dB coupler. The path length difference between two arms causes constructive and destructive interference depending on the input wavelength, resulting in a wavelength selective device. To tune each Mach-Zehnder, it is only necessary to vary the differential path length by h / 2 . Successive Mach-Zehnder filters can be cascaded together, as shown in Fig. 11.6(b). In order to tune to a specific channel, filters with different periodic ranges will have to be centered at the same location. This can be accomplished by tuning the differential path length of the individual filter.
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Fig. 11.7 Structure of optoelectronic tunable filter using grating demultiplexer and photodetector array.



Acoustooptic tunable filter [37]: The structure of an acoustooptic tunable filter based on surface-acoustic-wave (SAW) principle is shown in Fig. 11.8. The incoming beam goes through a polarization splitter, separating the horizontally polarized beam from the vertically polarized beam. Both of these beams travel down the waveguide with a grating established by the surface acoustic wave generated by a transducer. The resonant structure established by the grating rotates the polarization of the selected wavelength while leaving the other wavelength unchanged. Another polarization beam splitter at the output collects the signals with rotated polarization to output 1 while the rest is passed to output 2. Switchable grating [ 5 ] :The monolithic grating spectrometer is a planar waveguide device where the grating and the input/output waveguide channels are integrated as shown in Fig. 11.7. A polarization independent, 78 channel (channel separation of 1 nm)
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Fig. 11.8 Structure of a grating demultiplexer.



device has recently been demonstrated with cross-talk 5 -20 dB [5]. For a 256-channel system, the detector array can be grouped into 64 groups with 4 detector array elements in each bar from which a preamplifier is connected to [9]. The power for the MSM detectors is provided by a 2-bit control as shown. The outputs from the preamplifiers are controlled by gates through a 3-bit control such that every 8 outputs from the gates are fed into a postamplifier. The outputs from the postamplifiers are further controlled by another 3-bit controller. In this way, any channel from the 256 channels can be selected. The switching speed could be very fast, mostly due to the power-up time required by the MSM detectors (the total capacitance that needs to be driven is -100 fF x 64).



11.5. Optical Amplifier In order to achieve all-optical metropolitadwide area networks (MAN/ WAN), optical amplification is required to compensate for various losses such as fiber attenuation, coupling and splitting loss in the star couplers, as well as coupling loss in the wavelength routers. Both rare-earth-ion-doped fiber amplifiers [ 10, 111 and semiconductor-laser amplifiers can be used to provide amplification of the optical signals. 11.5.1. SEMICONDUCTOR OPTICAL.AMPLIFIER



A semiconductor amplifier is basically a laser diode that operates below lasing threshold. Two basic types of semiconductor amplifier can be distinguished: Fabry-Perot amplifiers ( P A ) and traveling wave amplifiers (TWA). In FPA structures, two cleaved facets act as partial reflective
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mirrors that form a Fabry-Perot cavity. The natural reflectivity for airsemiconductor facets is 32%,but can be modified through a wide range by using antireflection coating or high-reflection coating. FPA is less desirable in many applications because of the nonuniform gain across the spectrum. TWA has the same structure as FPA except that antireflection coating is applied to both facets to minimize internal feedback. The maximum available signal gain of both the FPA and the TWA is limited by gain saturation. The TWA gain G, as a function of the input power Pin= P,,,/G, is given by the following equation: (11.5) where Go is the maximum amplifier gain, corresponding to the single pass gain in the absence of input light. It is easy to observe that G, monotonically decreases to 1 as the input signal power increases, resulting in the gain saturation effect. Cross-talk occurs when multiple optical signals or channels are amplified simultaneously. Under this circumstance, the signal gain for one channel is affected by the intensity levels of other channels as a result of the gain saturation. This effect depends on the carrier lifetime, which is on the order of 1 ns. Therefore, cross-talk among different channels is most pronounced when the data rate is comparable to the reciprocal of the carrier lifetime. Another limit to the amplifier gain is due to the amplifier spontaneous emission (ASE). The amplification of spontaneous emission is triggered by the spontaneous recombination of electrons and holes in the amplifier medium. This noise beats with the signal at the photodetector, causing signal-spontaneous beat noise and spontaneous-spontaneousbeat noise.



11.5.2. DOPED-FIBER AMPLIFIER When optical fibers are doped with rare-earth ions such as erbium, neodymium, or praseodymium, the loss spectrum of the fiber can be drastically modified. During the absorption process, the photons from the opticalpump at wavelength A, are absorbed by the outer orbital electrons of the rare-earth ions and these electrons are raised to higher energy levels. The de-excitation of these high-energy levels to the ground state might occur either radiatively or nonradiatively. If there is an intermediate level, additional de-excitation can be stimulated by the signal photon, providing that the bandgap between
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counterpropagating



Fig. 11.9 A typical doped-fiber amplifier systemwith either copropagationpump or counterpropagation pump.



the intermediate state and the ground state corresponds to the energy of the signal photons. The result would be an amplification of the optical signal at wavelength A,. The main difference between doped-fiber amplifier and semiconductor amplifiers is that the amplifier gain of the doped-fiber amplifier is provided by means of optical pumping as opposed to electrical pumping. Figure 11.9 shows a typical fiber amplifier system. Currently, the most popular doped-fiber amplifiers are based on erbiumdoping. Similar to semiconductor amplifier, the gain of erbium-doped fiber amplifieralso saturates. However, the cross-talk effect is much reduced thanks to the long fluorescence lifetime.



11.5.3. GAZN EQUALIZATZON The gain spectra of these optical amplifiers are non-flat over the fiber transmission windows at 1.3 and 1.55 pm, resulting in non-uniform amplification of the signals. Together with the near-far effect resulting from optical signals originating from various nodes at locations separated by large distances, there exists a wide dynamic range among various signals arriving at the receivers. The best dynamic range of lightwave receivers with high sensitivity reported thus far is limited to less than -20 dB at 2.4 Gbps [12] and less than -30 dB at 1 Gbps [13]. In addition, the signal with high average optical power saturates the gain of the optical amplifiers placed along the path of propagation. This limits the available gain for the remaining wavelength channels. Thus, signal power equalization among different wavelength channels is required. Most of the existing studies on gain equalization have been focused on either statically or dynamically equalizing the non flat gain spectra of the optical amplifiers, but without addressing the near-far effect. For static gain equalization, schemes including grating embedded in the Er3+
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fiber amplifier [lo], cooling the amplifiers to low temperatures [14], or a notch filter [15, 16, 171 were proposed previously to flatten the gain spectra. An algorithm is proposed to adjust the optical signal power at different transmitters to achieve equalization [181. In [191, gain equalization is achieved by placing a set of attenuators in the arms of the back-to-back grating multiplexers to compensate for nonflat gain spectra of the fiber amplifier. For dynamic gain equalization, a two-stage fiber amplifier with offset gain peaks was proposed in [20] to equalize the optical signal power among differentWDM channels by adjusting the pump power. This scheme, however, has a very limited equalized bandwidth of -2.5 nm. Dynamic gain equalization can also be achieved through controlling the transmission spectra of tunable optical filters. Using this scheme, a 3-stage (for 29 WDM channels) [21] and 6-stage (for 100 WDM channels) [22] Er3+-dopedfiber amplifier system with equalized gain spectra were demonstrated using a multi-stage Mach-Zehnder Interferometric filter. Acoustooptic tunable filter has also been used to equalizegain spectra for a very wide transmission window [23]. The combination of these schemes can, in principle, solve the near-far problem in the networks.



11.6. Wavelength Multiplexer/Demultiplexer Wavelength multiplexers and demultiplexers are the essential components for constructing any wavelength routers. They can also be used for building tunable receivers and transmitters as described in the previous sections. Two types of wavelength multiplexers/demultiplexersare most widely used: grating demultiplexers and phase arrays. Figure 11.10 shows an etched-grating demultiplexer with N output waveguides and its cross-sectional view, respectively. The reflective grating



Fig. 11.10 Structure of a grating demultiplexer.
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Fig. 11.11 Structure of phase array wavelength demultiplexer.



uses the Rowland Circle configuration in which the grating lies along a circle while the focal line lies along a circle of half the diameter. Phase array wavelength multiplexer/demultiplexershave been shown to be the superior WDM demultiplexers for systems with a small number of channels. A phase array demultiplexer consists of a dispersive waveguide array connected to input and output waveguides through two radiative couplers as shown in Fig. 11.11. Light from an input waveguide diverging in the fist star coupler is collected by the array waveguides, which are designed in such a way that the opticalpath length differencebetween adjacent waveguides equals an integer multiple of the central design wavelength of the demultiplexer.This results in the phase and intensity distribution of the collected light being reproduced at the start of the second star coupler, causing the light to converge and focus on the receiver plane. Due to the path length difference, the reproduced phase front will tilt with varying wavelength, thus sweeping the focal spot across different output waveguides.



11.7. Wavelength Router Wavelength routing for all-optical networks using WDMA has received increasing attention recently [U, 25,26,27]. In a wavelength-routing network, wavelength-selective elements are used to route different wavelengths to their corresponding destinations. Compared to a network using only star couplers, a network with wavelength routing capability can avoid
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Fig. 11.12 Structure. of a static wavelength router.



the splitting loss incurred by the broadcasting nature of a star coupler [28]. Furthermore, the same wavelength can be used simultaneously on different links of the same network and reduce the total number of required wavelengths [MI. The routing mechanism in a wavelength router can either be static, in which the wavelengths are routed using a fixed configuration [29],or dynamic, in which the wavelength paths can be reconfigured [30]. The common feature of these multi-port devices is that different wavelengths from each individual input port are spatially resolved and permuted before they are recombined with wavelengths from other input ports. These wavelength routers, however, have imperfections and nonideal filtering characteristics which give rise to signal distortion and cross-talk. Figure 11.12 shows the structure of a static wavelength router that consists of K optical demultiplexers and multiplexers. Each input fiber to an optical demultiplexer is assumed to contain up to M different wavelengths where it4 5 K.However, we only consider the case where M IK.The optical demultiplexer spatially separates the incoming wavelengths into M paths. Each of these paths is then combined at an optical multiplexer with the outputs from the other M - 1 optical demultiplexers.
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The wavelength routing configurationin Fig. 11.12 is fixed permanently. The optical data at wavelength hi entering the "i demultiplexer exit at the [ ( j - i) mod MI* output of that demultiplexer. That output is connected to the i* input ofthe [ ( j - i) mod^]" multiplexer. Because of the imperfections and nonideal filtering characteristics of the optical multiplexers and demultiplexers, cross-talk occurs in the wavelength routers. On the demultiplexer side, each output contains both the signals from the desired wavelength and that from the other M - 1 cross-talk wavelengths. From reciprocity, both the desired wavelength and the crosstalk signals exit at the output on the multiplexer side. Thus, each wavelength at every multiplexer contains M - 1 cross-talk signals originating from all demultiplexers. Cross-talk phenomena in wavelength routers have previously been studied [31, 32, 33, 341. It was shown in [31] that the maximum allowable cross-talk in each grating (grating as optical demultiplexers and multiplexers in the wavelength router) is -15 dB in an all-optical network with moderate size (say 20 wavelengths and 10 routers in cascade). The results are based on using a 1-dB power penalty criterion and only considering the power addition effect of the cross-talk. Cross-talk can also arise from beating between the data signal and the leakage signal (from imperfect filtering) at the same output channel. The beating of these uncorrelated signals converts the phase noise of the laser sources into the amplitude noise and corrupts the received signals [35] when the linewidths of the laser sources are smaller than the electrical bandwidth of the receiver. Coherent beating, in which the data signal beats with itself, can occur as a result of the beatings among the signals from multiple paths or loops caused by the leakage in the wavelength routers in the system. It was shown in [33] that the component cross-talk has to be less than -20, -30, and -40 dB in order to achieve satisfactory performance for a system consisting of a single, ten and hundred leakage sources, respectively. Figure 11.13 shows the structure of a dynamic wavelength-routing device. This device consists of a total of N optical demultiplexers and N optical multiplexers. Each of the input fibers to an optical demultiplexer contains M different wavelengths. The optical demultiplexer spatially separates the incoming wavelengths into M paths. Each of these paths passes through a photonic switch before they are combined with the outputs from the other A4 - 1 optical switches. When the cross-talk of the optical multiplexer/demultiplexer/switch is considered, each wavelength channel at each input optical demux can reach any of the output optical mux via M different paths.
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Fig. 11.13 Structure of a dynamic wavelength router.



11.8. Wavelength Converter The network capacity of WDM networks is determined by the number of independent lightpaths. One way to increase the number of nodes that can be supported by network is to use wavelength router to enable spatial reuse of the wavelengths, as described in the previous section. The second method is to convert signals from one wavelength to another. Wavelength conversion also allows distributing the network control and management into smaller subnetworks and allows flexible wavelength assignments within the subnetworks. There are three basic mechanisms for wavelength conversion: 1. Optoelectronic Conversion: The most straightforward mechanism for wavelength conversion is to convert each individual wavelength to electronical signals, and then retransmit by lasers at the appropriate wavelength. A nonblocking crosspoint switch can be embedded within the O E and E/O conversion such that any wavelength can be converted to any other wavelength (as shown in
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Fig. 11.14 (a) Structureof an optoelectronicwavelength converterusing electronic crosspoint switch. @) Structure of an optoelectronic wavelength converter using tunable laser.



Fig. 11.14(a)). Alternatively, a tunable laser can be used instead of a fixed tuned laser to achieve the same wavelength conversion capability (as shown in Fig. 11.14@)).This mechanism only requires mature technology. The protocol transparency is completely lost if full data regeneration (which includes retiming, reshaping, and reclocking) is performed within the wavelength converter. On the other hand, limited transparency can be achieved by incorporating only analog amplification in the conversion process. In this case, other information associated with the signals including phase, frequency, and analog amplitude is still lost.
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2. Optical Gating Wavelength Conversion: This type of wavelength converter, as shown in Fig. 11.15, accepts an input signal at wavelength hl which contains the information and a cw probe signal at wavelength hz. The probe signal, which is at the target wavelength, is then modulated by the input signal through one of the following mechanisms: Saturable absorber: In this mechanism, the input signal saturates the absorption and allows the probe beam to transmit. Due to carrier recombinations, the bandwidth is usually limited to less than 1 GHz. Cross-gain modulation: The gain of a semiconductor optical amplifier saturates as the optical level increases. Therefore, it is possible to modulate the amplifier gain with an input signal, and encode the gain modulation on a separate cw probe signal. Cross-phase modulation: Optical signals traveling through semiconductor optical amplifiers undergo a relatively large phase modulation compared to the gain modulation. The cross-phase modulation effect is utilized in an interferometer configuration such as in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The interferometric nature of the device converts this phase modulation to an amplitude modulation in the probe signal. The interferometer can operate in two different modes, a noninverting mode where an increase in input signal power causes a decrease in probe power, and an inverting mode where an increase in input signal power causes a decrease in probe power.
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3. Wave-Mixing Wavelength Conversion: Wavelength mixing, such as three-wave and four-wave mixing, arises from nonlinear optical response when more than one wave is present. The phase and frequency of the generated waves are linear combinations of the interacting waves. This is the only method that preserves both phase and frequency information of the input signals, and is thus completely transparent. It is also the only method that can simultaneously convert multiple frequencies. Furthermore, it has the potential to accommodate signals at extremely high bit rates. Wave-mixing mechanisms can occur in either passive waveguides or semiconductor optical amplifiers.



11.9. Summary In this chapter, we have surveyed a number of promising technologies for fiber-optic data communication systems. In particular, we have focused on technologies that can support gigabit all-optical WDM networks. Although most of these technologies are still far from being mature, they nevertheless hold the promise of dramatically improvingthe network capacity of existing fiber optical networks.
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12.1. Customer Requirements -Trends The manufacturing challenges faced by optoelectronics components and systems are the direct effect of the technology challenges posed, which are in turn the indirect result of customer needs and expectations. These needs include performance (principally data rate and distance), reliability, service, and price.



12.1.1. PERFORMANCE With the increasing speeds of hardware, such as microprocessors, and the increasing expectations of the users to include realistic video and user friendlinessin the software or information communicated comes a need for increasing data rates on the interconnects from, to, and within the system. Some have called this the need to “feed the beast” with increasing supplies of its favorite “food” -data. The need for higher data rates is driven by the increasing data rates required by applications that incorporate video or multimedia in general and the global sharing of information, including video conferencing, in which information in graphs, figures, spreadsheets, or other forms needs to be shared in real time. This trend for higher data rates is not expected to end -as the higher data rates are achieved, increasing expectations for 447 FIBER OPTIC DATA COMMUNICATION TECHNOLQGICAL TRENDS AND ADVANCES $35.00
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better resolution, more interactiveness, and new capabilities not previously exploited because of system bottlenecks will drive new requirements for higher data rates. The trade-off in how to achieve the data rates will be based on the cost advantages and limitations of various approaches.



12.1.2. REUABIUTY Historically, optoelectronics applications have required high reliability primarily due to the early adoption of optoelectronics for telecommunications applications. Any expectation that data communication applications will involve lower reliability requirements and expectations will likely be shortlived. There are several reasons for this, including the rising expectations of customers in general and business customers in particular. However, the ovemding trend will be the merging of data communications, telecommunications, and entertainment. With the possible use of optoelectronics close to the home, the need for reliability can relate to “lifetime” uses, much as the telephone is now. Although it would be nice to believe that products will be driven toward increased reliability by the need for customer satisfaction and altruism, it may well prove that the avoidance of deep-pocket lawsuits will be an even greater driving force.



12.1.3. D E W E R Y The trend toward higher expectations will also include service in general, with on-time delivery as a subset. Customers increasingly expect promises to be kept. Companies that meet their delivery promises are rewarded with further business. A possible strategy for achieving high expectations for service is illustrated in Fig. 12.1.



12.1.4. PRICE Finally “the bottom line is the bottom line.” Assuming that the component or system meets the performance and reliability requirements, the customer will generally purchase the least expensive product.
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Fig. 12.1 Six CT service expcctations.
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12.2. Manufacturing Requirements -Trends The performance, reliability, delivery, and price expectations of the customers drive technology and manufacturing challenges. The manufacturing challenges involve anticipatingand developing manufacturing strategies to deal with these customer requirements.



12.2.1. PERFORMANCE The data communicationcustomers’ rising expectationsfor performance here defined as a high data rate, paired with a low error rate -will need to be met by combinations of system parameters, as illustrated in Figs. 4.2a and 4.2b in Vol. 1Chapter 4. Most of these system parameters involve tight requirements and tradeoffs, which pose challenges to the manufacturing sites. Some of the key performance parameters from Figs. 4.2a and 4.2b are listed in Table 12.1, in which the parameters are separated into the separate components of the block diagram, as shown in Fig. 12.2, reproduced from Fig. 4.1 of Vol. 1 Chapter 4.



a



b



Fig. 12.2 Block diagrams of serial and parallel optoelectronic data communication systems.
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12.2.1.1. Performance: Statistical Process Control, Reduction of Variability, Test, and Evaluation In Vol. 1 Fig. 4.2, the customer requirements are related to the performance parameters. Each of these performance parameters needs to be placed under statistical process control (SPC). SPC involves: Control charts Appropriate control limits Corrective actions based on out-of-control condition Preventative actions Anticipation of potential problems Poka Yoke/mistake proofing Feedback and control mechanisms within automated equipment Reduction of variability Control charting involves determining the natural variation of the performance parameter and developing control limits based on this natural variation. The control charts detect if the process varies beyond the natural variation so that appropriate corrective actions can be executed. These corrective actions avoid sending marginal product to the customer and correct the problem that caused the “out of control” condition. If the natural variation of some performance parameters exceeds the limits that are acceptable to the customers (specification limits), then design and process development efforts are required to reduce the variability. Although control charting is an effective feedback system, it has been argued that control charting of the performance parameters is “after the fact”: The product that is measured is an output of the process that needs to be controlled. It has been argued that it would be much preferred to control the inputs to the process that needs to be controlled rather than the output. ( S . Shingo, Zero quality control: Source inspection and the PokaYoke system). Poka Yoke, or mistake proofing, involves anticipating and preventing the possibility of an out-of-control situation by methods such as Checks and double checks prior to processing Assistance to the operator Source inspections



Table 12.1 Key Component Performance Parameters Related to System Performance Requirements Ransrnit/ Receive IC
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Fig. 12.3 Overview of optical link manufacturing process.



Source inspections detect nascent problems on the inputs and process motions or steps of the processing equipment and correct them, warn the operator, or shut down the processing before the product is affected. The overall manufacturing process for an optoelectronic system is illustrated in Fig. 12.3. Within the integrated circuit (IC) processing areas, the controls for the ICs would be consistent with the requirements for other high-frequency integrated circuits, which would presumably be manufactured on the same processes. Nonetheless, for the sake of completeness, some of those requirements are listed below: Complementary Metal Oxide Semiconductor Effective gate length, including photolithography and etch at the gate polysilicon definition step and the critical dimension measurements after develop and after etch Threshold voltages, both n and p channels Gate oxide thickness, in that it affects the transconductance, the threshold voltages, and reliability Capacitances, such as from gate to drain and drain to substrate/well
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Isolation, especially radio frequency (RF) isolation, for the phaselocked loop (PLL) at higher frequencies Bipolar Current gain (beta) and the correlated V g Capacitances, especially collector-base capacitance base resistance Isolation, especially RF isolation, for the PLL at higher frequencies. For all integrated circuits, the metal lines pose performance issues, contributing parasitic capacitances, inductances, and perhaps even act as undesired antennas. Note that a quarter wavelength at 1 GHz is about the length of some of the longer metal lines on larger ICs. Within the assembly areas, the controls on die bonding, wire bonding, and molding operations would be required to prevent shorts and opens. For optoelectronics, tighter controls are required for all the parasitic inductances and capacitances associated with the packaging, especially the leads. The lead lengths should be minimized: Ideally, leads should be eliminated altogether. Within the optoelectronic assembly area, the controls include the standard controls implemented for standard integrated circuits and new controls to meet the tolerances for good coupling between the light-emitting device and the packaging or between the photodetector and the packaging. This may require active alignment, which could use a feedback mechanism involving sensing the light output from the light-emitting device through the package to ensure that the alignment requirements are met. Although an active alignment system can be placed under controls that detect and prevent errors (Poka Yoke or mistake-proofing mechanisms), it can be an expensive system to implement. Alternatively, passive alignment systems use the individual mechanical tolerances, determined by the manufacturing capabilities inherent in each of the components and piece parts as well as the assembly process. These tolerances determine where the light-emitting and light-detecting devices can be placed in the package and ensure that these tolerances are met during the assembly process without requiring activation during the assembly process. Passive alignment, if feasible, would be expected to have cost and cycle time benefits compared to active alignment of the light-emitting and photodetector devices during the assemblyhlignrnent process. Within the module assembly area, controls are required in the manufacture of the substrate (whether printed circuit or multichip module (MCM) substrate) and during the final assembly. The substrate manufacturing will
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generally require controls on the drilling (placement and diameter of holes), lamination (epoxy curing), photolithography, and etch processing. Final assembly will require controls on the insertion or placement of the components and on the solder joining process, including time, temperature, and ambient.



12.2.1.2. Meeting Customer Requirements: Design for Reliability, and Reliability Testing Data communication customers will increasingly require high levels of reliability, here defined as the need to have the parts continue to meet the performance requirements over time. This requires that reliability be designed in and built in to every component, as illustrated in Fig. 12.4. Although designing and building in reliability is critical, customer satisfaction will require that testing of the integrated circuits also ensures reliability. Because most reliability testing, historically, has involved destructive testing, which can only be performed on a sample of the parts, this reliability testing will necessarily involve some innovative testing, such as the use of acceleration of known reliability degradation mechanisms. In integrated circuits, current is an acceleration factor for electromigration and contact integrity, voltage for dielectric integrity, and temperature for several mechanisms: low temperatures for hot carrier effects and high temperatures for corrosion. Some of the reliability degradation mechanisms
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Fig. 12.4 Reliability requirements for optoelectronic systems, branched to individual component reliabilities.
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Table 12.2 Laser Diode Reliability Mechanisms, Related to Acceleration Factors and Possible Test Structures to Ensure Reliability Is Built In ~~



Laser diode mechanism



Crystal defect migration Dark line/area propagation Point defect formation Contact integrity Die bond integrity Corrosion Electromigration Optical waveguiding Stress- or thermal-induced change in refractive index of 111-V material Facet defect migration (not important for VCELs) Facet erosion
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Current, temperature Optical power, stress (packaging stress) Current, temperature
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for laser diodes are illustrated in Table 12.2 along with acceleration factors and some possible test structures for those reliability mechanisms.



12.2.1.3. Meeting Customer Requirements: Delivery, Optimizing On-TimeDelivery, and Leadcycle Time Figure 12.1 summarized customer service expectations. Service means many things, including the on-time delivery of quality products, providing the application support that the customers expect, and keeping the customer informed of progress in resolving issues that the customer expects to see resolved. The immediate expectation is that the customer will receive reliable, high-quality products delivered on time. On-time delivery of optical links means meeting the customer’s requirements on the quantity delivered and when it is delivered. A related issue is the lead time -how long of a delay the customers must experience in receiving product after placing an order. Often, the lead time is not an issue: the customer may place an order for product that is not needed immediately. At other times, the delay in receiving the optical links could result in lost sales for the customer.
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The overall delivery issue, then, involves three issues: optimizing the percentage of the product that is delivered on time, minimizing the lead time, and minimizing the inventory. The latter, inventory, is primarily a financial trade-off. The customers would not mind if the supplier kept a great deal of excess inventory available, as safety stock, and responded immediately to orders placed by shipping from this safety stock- as long as the customers do not experience higher prices as a result. Unfortunately, holding product in inventory can be expensive and generally has a substantial impact on the bottom line. The percentage on-time delivery can be optimized in the overall manufacturing flow by treating it as the product of several probabilities: Pr(0TD) = Pr(sufficent amount) x Pr(sufficient lead time). (12.1) The probability that a sufficient amount of product, optoelectronic links, are produced to meet the customers’ orders is obtained by determining the material that must be started, allowing for the yields of each of the components of the optoelectronic link, and ensuring that there is sufficient capacity available in the manufacturing line, described by Pr(sufficient amount) = Pr(sufficient capacity) x Pr(sufficient material started) x Pr(sufficient cumulative yield). (12.2) The probability that sufficientcapacity exists, Pr(sufficientcapacity), is a matter of balancing the capacity developmentand expansion with the orders expected. Because anticipation of future orders is an inexact science, this can be a difficult issue, which is explored further under Section 12.2.2.1. However, once the capacity is established and capacity expansions are planned andknown, the key to Pr(sufficientcapacity) is in order acceptance: Treating each order accepted as a promise that must be kept, for integrity reasons if not for customer satisfaction, allows the capacity to be matched to the orders. Accepting orders greater than maximum capacity, or accepting additionalorders once all the capacity has been allocated, results in unpleasant and diversivetrade-off issues on the level of “which customers are more important to us.” From these perspectives, the probability that sufficientcapacity exists is treated as a digital, 0 or 100% probability, that can reach 100% if sufficient integrity is maintained in the order-acceptance process. The probability that sufficient material is started, Pr(sufficient material started), also encompasses the allowance for upsides in the demand from the customers. Generally, customers must project future sales when placing
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orders: This is an inexact science at best, and the customers will often underestimate or overestimatethe sales. If the customers overestimatesales, the suppliers or the customer can keep the excess inventory, incurring a financial cost but the customer is generally satisfied. If the customers have underestimated sales, the customers are disappointing their customers and losing potential sales. If the supplier provides sufficient product to meet the actual orders received but insufficient to meet the upside, the supplier may be on strong legal grounds, but the customer is still losing out. If the financial impact is not overwhelming, it might be preferable for the supplier to allow for some upside in the orders, allowing the potential to “delight the customer” by supplying the additional product in the happy case that the customers’ sales exceed expectations: A delighted customer experiencing vigorous sales is a very favorable condition indeed! Within the overall manufacturing flow, each of the steps has an associated yield-process, probe, assembly, and final test yields in the case of integrated circuit processing. Each of these yields follows a type of nonnormal distribution referred to as a beta distribution, which is a basic statistical distribution that is limited to the range of &loo%. The beta distribution for MOS integrated circuits is illustrated in Fig. 12.5. By determining the cumulative yield distribution associated with each of the components of the manufacturing flow illustrated in Fig. 12.3, the appropriate amount of material can be started through each of the processes to meet the delivery requirements in terms of quantity. A spreadsheet incorporating the statistical distributions of yield and cycle time can be used to determine the amount of material to be started and, when it IOAWb
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Fig. 12.5 Beta distributions for yields of MOS integrated circuits.
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needs to be started, to ensure on-time delivery (perhaps with 95% confidence) (Fig. 12.6). From Eq. (12.l), the final probability associated with meeting on-time delivery requirements is the probability that the parts will be delivered to the customer when promised, Pr(sufficient lead time). Each of the steps in Fig. 12.3 has a cycle time associated with it. Cycle times tend to follow another nonnormal distribution, called a gamma distribution, which is obtained when there is a minimum but no maximum: The cycle time for IC processing, for example, has a minimum theoretical cycle time including all the sequentialtimes that wafers need to spend in furnaces, photolithographic and etch equipment, and so on. However, the cycle time for individual lots can exceed the theoretical cycle time, such that there is no maximum -the distribution is bounded by minimum theoretical cycle time and infinity. An example of a cycle time gamma distribution is shown in Fig. 12.7. The overall cycle time is a complex combination of the cycle times for each of the component processes illustratedin Fig. 12.3.Because the manufacturing cycle time is one of the trade-offs involved in the decision making to allow for the manufacturing challenges in optoelectronic systems, it may be best to generate a hypothetical example of the overall cycle time for a hypothetical optoelectronic link. Although the example used here is not a real example, it will illustrate the process of optimizing cycle time and on-time delivery relative to the inventory and other associated costs for various alternative manufacturing strategies. The nested histograms of cycle times displayed in Fig. 12.8each have the same horizontal axis -cycle time in days. Proceedings from left to right in the manufacturing flow, the cycle time distributions are for the labeled steps, in each case inclusive of the cycle times of the preceding steps of the flow. In other words, the cycle time distribution displayed as a histogram for connectorization would be the entire cycle time experienced at that step, including the cycle time for fiber processing and for cablingkheathing. Figure 12.9illustratesthe lead time and inventory trade-offs considering the overall fabrication and shipping of a complete link as a whole system. With no inventory, the total lead time is at its maximum, but the inventory cost is naturally at a minimum. In this situation, the total lead time is also called the “visible horizon lead time.” The visible horizon is the planning horizon -how far in advance the manufacturing company must plan starts. The manufacturer can quote a lead time substantially less than this total lead time to customers if the company is willing to start the processing early, in anticipation of orders.
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Fig. 12.7 Gamma model for cycle time, in which the average cycle time is 50 min, the standard deviation is 10 min, and the minimum theoretical cycle time is 20 min.



Fig. 12.8 Cycle time distributionsassociatedwith the manufacturingof an optoelectronic link.
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Fig. 12.9 Inventory cost and lead time trade-offs associated with manufacturing an optoelectronic link.



The manufacturing company can reduce this visible horizon lead time by storing inventory (perhaps called “safety stock”) for critical, longer cycle time processes. In Fig. 12.8, the progression in adding inventory is in the order of maximum favorable impact on lead time; that is, the cycle time in the longest step of the critical path (or “rate determining step,” for those with a more chemical bent) is reduced using inventory. The lead time is reduced, and the inventory cost increases. Because the jumps are rather sharp in places, the manufacturing company that constructs such a diagram can easily see reasonable trade-offs: In this example, the manufacturing company may be willing to store all integrated circuits in finished goods inventory but use just-in-time techniques for the remainder of the items required for manufacturing the optoelectronic link.



12.2.1.4. Meeting Customer Requirements: Price and Cost Trade-offs Optoelectronic data communication systems can be expected to be continuously under strong price pressure. Data communication systems will not only experience the learning curve expectations associated with computer systems, in general, and the price pressure from competitors but also experience price pressures from competing solutions, such as cable or other “copper wire” electronic solutions. The learning curve expectations associated with computer systems in general, which can be expected to be applied to the associated data communication systems, have historically been what is called a “70%learning curve.”This means that, for every doubling of cumulativevolume shipped to customers, the price is expected to drop by 30% (Fig. 12.10); alternatively,
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Fig. 12.10 Learning curve, with 70%historical expectations: reduction of price expected for increasing cumulative volume.



the price expected at any cumulative volume is New price expectation = (previous price) x .7 A (Ln (new cum. volume/previous cum. volume)/Ln(2)) (12.3) The competitive pressures that will influence pricing of optoelectronic systems come not only from competing optoelectronic manufacturers and solutions but also from nonoptoelectric technologies. Cable and other copper wire-based solutions can be expected to put competitive pressure on optoelectronic solutions. Fortunately for optoelectronic solutions, cable and copper wire solutions can be expected to encounter barriers that hinder high-speed operation, such as capacitative and inductive coupling that impacts noise immunity, as well as legal requirements such as electromagnetic interference. However, optoelectronic solutions will compete with cable and copper wire solutions at lower speeds. Also, it may be wise to consider the possibility that innovations in cable and wire solutions will surmount the high-speed barriers. The competitive pressures and customer expectations influencing pricing will need to be addressed by minimizing the manufacturing costs associated with optoelectronic data communication systems. These include materials, direct and indirect labor, equipment and other fixed asset costs or depreciation, utilities, chemicals, and other consumables. The materials, chemicals, and other consumables are considered variable costs: They increase directly with volume. Equipment, building, and
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Fig. 12.11 Manufacturing cost per unit.



similar asset costs (or depreciation) are considered fixed costs; They will not vary with the volume of product sold. Direct and indirect labor and utilities generally will behave as if they have both a fixed and a variable cost component. This is because running a manufacturing line requires a minimal level of personnel and utilities, such as electricalpower, regardless of the volume of product; however, more people and power consumption will be needed for increasing volume. The cost per unit behaves as shown in Fig. 12.11; the volume impact can be quite substantial, particularly for semiconductor processing portions of the flow such as manufacture of integrated circuits, laser diodes, and photodetectors. In fact, it would be expected that the volume impact is dominant: The greater the volume of optoelectronic systems sold, the lower the cost due to the allocation of fixed costs over a larger number of products sold. It would be very fortunate if this cost reduction with increasing volume met or exceeded the customers’ expectations of lower prices, as perhaps represented by the aforementioned 70% learning curve. The manufacturing costs can be addressed by optimizing the factors associated with the total cost. Optimizing the fixed-cost impact means maximizing the volume -to a point. If the factory is planned and set up in a modular fashion, it may be that the volume impact is totally benevolent. In many cases, however, there are natural break points in volume: The factory can be effectively run at a certain percentage of maximum available capacity, perhaps approximately 85%. Increasing beyond this percentage utilization may involve cycle time impacts that cause customer dissatisfaction that will impact future sales. Increasing beyond this point may
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involve purchase of additional fixed assets. In some cases, the purchase of additional equipment may more than offset the cost reduction expected from increased volume of sales. This would be especially true if the capacity increase requires the construction of an additional factory. Hence, the up-front planning of the factory may be critical in allowing the increase in capacity in a controlled, perhaps modular, manner. Optimization of direct and indirect labor costs involves trade-offs of labor rates versus location and automation. For example, labor costs in various countries may be lower, but the impact on cycle time may offset this: The most desirable cycle time would likely be achieved if all the factories are essentially co-located. Also, building manufacturing sites in countries with lower labor rates can involve other risks, such as political instability that can impact production or even lead to the loss of the factory, and the potential that the presence of the factory in the country will result in dissemination of intellectual knowledge that will ultimately lead to the creation of a competitor. Reduction in material costs often involves negotiation with suppliers or process optimization that reduces the amount of wasted material. Reduction in material costs by using less material than required for quality and reliability is very unwise. Another means of reducing material costs can be by using newer technologies to miniaturize components -for example, using a new integrated circuit process with smaller geometries to increase the potential die per wafer, minimizing the cost per die (where a die is an unpackaged integrated circuit). In this case, the miniaturization generally improves performance because the device performance/speed of operation generally increases an integrated circuit geometries are reduced. Reduction in utilities, chemicals, and other consumable costs is also largely a matter of negotiation with suppliers and process optimization that minimizes waste. In summary, a cost reduction plan should be developed in order to meet the customers’ expectations of price reductions with increased volumes. This cost reduction plan should include such items as maximizing utilization of the factories, process optimization, negotiation with suppliers, minimization of waste, and miniaturization of components. The projected cost savings should be calculated, with the results (if believable) prioritized in order of maximum favorable impact, allowing for negative side effects as risk factors. The cost savings plan should be highly visible, and people should be assigned direct responsibility to see that the cost reduction plan is successfully executed.
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12.2.2. CHALLENGES



12.2.2.1.



“Chicken and Egg” Syndrome



One key issue, which is especially relevant in emerging technologies, is the timing and risk of the investment in the technology. This issue can be called the chicken and the egg syndrome. Customers do not want to commit to using an emerging technology without some assurance that it will be fully supported in a manufacturing sense. In the case of optoelectronic communications equipment, the customer would be extremely uncomfortable to have its product success be dependent on the production of something for which there is no factory. On the other hand, the supplier does not want to commit to putting the emerging technology into production without having a customer that is committed to using the technology. What often follows is a seemingly endless cycle that delays the implementation of the new technology -the supplier trying to get customers to commit to the new producthechnology without a factory, and the customers showing interest but backing off gently when pressed for a commitment. There appear to be three ways to resolve this chicken and egg syndrome:



1. A brave customer can commit, despite the risk 2. A brave supplier can commit and build the factory without a committed customer 3. The customer and supplier can share the risk build the factory under a financial agreement that spreads the risk between the customer and supplier 4. An external agent can assume the risk for both parties -perhaps a venture capitalist, a government agency, or a potential partner of the supplier.



12.2.2.2. Diversity of Technologies The technologies involved in optical fiber for communications are very diverse, as illustrated by Table 12.3. The diversity of technologies generally results in using different manufacturing facilities for the different processing and assembly manufacturing involved in developing a complete fiber optics system. The integrated circuits may be manufactured in semiconductor “wafer fab” lines in the
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Table 12.3 Technologies Involved in Optoelectronics for Data Communications Technology



Mechanical engineering Polymer chemistry



Example in optoelectronics



Digital electronics Analog electronics Materials science optics



FiberAaser alignment Laser package/ waveguide Multiplexer IC Receiver IC Laser diode Photodiode, waveguide



Thermodynamics



Laser diode packaging



Manufacturing step



Last step Laser assembly IC manufacturing IC manufacturing Laser manufacturing Photodiode manufacturing Waveguide manufacturing Laser assembly



United States, the lasers may be manufactured in Japan, the assembly of the components may be accomplishedin Asia, and the fiber itself may be drawn, sheathed, and connectorized in three different locations around the globe. The implications of the diversity of manufacturing locations include effects on cycle time, quality, and cost. Although some of the trade-offs are obvious, the issue of colocation of the key steps of manufacturing, or even the entire manufacturing process, needs to be explored up-front.



12.2.2.3.



Colocation?



The most capital-intensiveparts of the overall manufacturingprocess are the IC processing, followed by the laser diode processing, the photodiode processing, and the fiber processing. Complete colocation would therefore require building the new manufacturing near an existing wafer fabrication facility or else building an entirely new set of manufacturing facilities, including wafer fabrication, in the selected colocation site. Due to the very high capital costs of building a new wafer fabrication area (or several areas, if the prucesses for laser drivers, receivers, and multiplexers are not compatible), the former alternative seems more reasonable if colocation is desired. The benefits of colocation can include measurable improvements, such as total cycle time, and less tangible improvements in areas such as communication between the parties involved and speed in resolving problems.
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The benefits of colocation on cycle time can be estimated from the example used earlier. Without colocation, the cycle time includes the time to prepare the wafers, die, components, fibers, or similar item for shipping, the time required for transportation, and the time to unpack the components. For manufacturing sites within the same continent, this cycle time would be on the order of a few days -within the process flow for an optoelectronic data communication system illustratedin Figs. 12.8 and 12.9, the total cycle impact would be approximately 1 to 3 weeks, or approximately a 10-30% reduction. The cycle time impact on the customer would be minimized by setting up storage facilities at the outgoing or the incoming manufacturing sites'or both. The components must sit in storage until needed -this has minimal effect on cycle time, but affects costs through the costs of space and people to control this inventory. Colocation also improves communication, which translates into more rapid detection and resolution of problems and improved yield and reliability. It also improves the development time of new generations of optoelectronic products and minimizes the unused, unsold inventory of components that may be rendered obsolete by the next generation of product. Effectively, the colocation decision is a cost decision: If the labor costs in a geographically separate facility are significantly lower than the costs of maintaining and expediting inventories of components, or if the capital costs for building a manufacturing facility for some components are prohibitive so that the components should be purchased from an outside supplier in a distant location, then colocation may not be feasible. Generally, colocation may make sense at some level in the overall manufacturing flow but not for the complete manufacture of the system. For example, semiconductor manufacturing facilities are extremely capital intensive, whereas assembly facilities are much less capital intensive. Consequently, it may make sense to obtain semiconductor devices such as integrated circuits from a vendor -and similarly purchase the laser and photodetector devices and the fiber -setting up storage facilities for these components, but colocating the facilities for assembling the module as well as the optoelectronic interfaces and enclosures. 12.2.2.4.



Integration



Integration seems to be the natural direction of electronics. The historical trend of electronic components has been from discrete devices (e.g., diodes and transistors) to small-scale integration (SSI; e.g., simple gates), to
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medium-scale integration (MSI; e.g., arithmetic logic unit), to large-scale integration, (e.g., microprocessor), to very large-scale integration (e.g., microcomputer chip). However, the path toward increasing scales of integration and complexity has always been aligned with the directions of increased speed of operation and decreased cost. In fact, these latter two directions seem to be the driving force behind integration of circuitry. In digital systems, the alignment of cost, speed, and complexity derives from shrinking geometries due to improved manufacturing processes, especially photolithography and etch processing. Smaller geometry MOS transistors perform at higher speed owing to the shorter distance from source to drain that must be transversed by the charge carriers as well as reduced parasitic capacitances with the smaller transistors. Lower cost is achieved by the smaller devices taking up less area on the wafer (commonly referred to as "real estate") so that more integrated circuits can be produced on the same-size wafer. This lower cost is complicated by the costs for equipment capable of resolving the small geometries, resulting in higher wafer costs, the trend to larger wafers, and the minimum die size set by the requirements of assembly (pad sizes and number of pads that must be wire bonded). Smaller geometry devices also increase the level of complexity or integration that can be achieved. More devices can be integrated in the same area, allowing more functions to be integrated and eliminating the requirement to package some of the integrated circuits that were previously separate. The reduction in package count can reduce the total cost to the customer for populating the boards. Although the directions of reduced cost, increased speed, and increased complexity are aligned very well in the fully digital applications, the directions are not so clearly aligned in the mixed-signal world associated with data communication. Mixed-signal applications, in which there are both analog and digital functions, impose additional requirements on the semiconductor technology. On the receive side of a data communication system, the transimpedance and postamplifier functions are analog functions, the clock recovery function generally involves a phase-locked loop, a feedback circuit that in turn involves the analog function of a voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO), the digital function of a frequency divider (generally based on digital
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flip flops), and phase detector, and the analog function of an operational amplifier or charge pump to convert the digital signal from the phase detector into a voltage to control the VCO frequency. An analog function such as a transimpedance amplifier requires high noise immunity and high transconductance. The necessity of handling a range of signals, dependent on the distance the light has travelled through the fiber or other medium, imposes requirements on noisehtray signal immunity that conflict with the need to handle an increasing number of signals on the same chip as the integration is increased. The MOS transistors that have been so effective for digital applications experience difficulties in achieving these noise immunity and transconductance requirements. Integration of these functions may require a bipolar or BiCMOS process with excellent isolation -a more complex and expensive process compared to standard CMOS processes. An alternative integration path is to integrate the transimpedance amplifier with the photodetector. This has the advantage of minimizing the parasitic inductances and capacitance experienced by the signal as it is conducted from the photodetector to the transimpedance amplifier, allowing higher frequency performance. The analog functions, including the transimpedance amplifier, the postamplifier, the VCO, and the charge pump or operational amplifier, also require passive elements such as capacitors, varactors, and inductors. These passive elements need high impedance per unit area and generally high Q values (where Q can be thought of as the ratio of how much the passive inductor behaves as an ideal inductor to how much it act as a capacitor and resistor). The optimization of these passive elements adds to the process complexity and, therefore, to the cost. However, there may be a performance advantage of integrating passive elements -the requirement to go off-chip to connect to external capacitors and inductors adds the parasitic capacitances and inductances of bond wires, for example, into the total capacitance and inductance of the passive element. These parasitic capacitances and inductances generally degrade the effective Q of the passive element. The added complexity required to integrate mixed-signal functions will generally increase the wafer cost, and the integration of multiple functions handling multiple signals may degrade the performance. As a consequence, the trend toward higher levels of integration is not as straightforward as it is in the digital arena.
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The impact of integration on cycle time is also less favorable than might be thought. The integrated circuits are produced in parallel; therefore, the effective cycle time is approximately the same as the cycle time of the longest integrated circuit process. Integrating the functions onto one complex integrated circuit process would either keep the cycle time the same or possibly increase the cycle time, if the complex, mixed-signal integrated circuit process requires significantly more cycle time.



12.2.2.5. Assembly of Components Assembly processes are involved in at least two stages of the overall manufacturing flow for optoelectronic systems. The individual components, such as integrated circuits, are assembled into packages, such as small outline integrated circuit or quad flat pack, and then the packaged components are assembled into a module such as a printed circuit board. The purposes of the integrated circuit packages are to protect the integrated circuits and to facilitatethe handling and attachment of the integrated circuits to the printed circuit boards. For optoelectronic systems, however, the packaging of integrated circuits actually has some detrimental side effects on cycle time, performance, and cost. The cycle time required to assemble integrated circuits into packages is in series with the integrated circuit process time, adding to the total cycle time. This cycle time impact is generally on the order of a few days; however, because the package assembly sites are often in different countries (in order to minimize the associated labor costs), the cycle time impact may be on the order of a few weeks, allowing for transportation and customs inspections requirements. The integrated circuit packages add parasitic capacitances, resistances, and inductances that impact high-frequency performance. Although these parasitic properties can be modeled, the Q of the capacitances and inductances may be such that the performance requirement of low jitter may be impacted by the phase noise of the PLL due to the parasitics, and the signal detection and low bit error rate may be impacted by the noise generated by the parasitic, low Q capacitances and inductances. The signal may be further degraded at high frequencies if, for example, the bond wires act as quarter-wavelength antennas. Naturally, the assembly of integrated circuits into packages involves costs-at the SSI and even the MSI levels, these costs can dominate the costs of the complete integrated circuit, despite the high capital costs associated with wafer processing.
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A reasonable manufacturing trend, therefore, might be to eliminate the packaging of the integrated circuits from the total manufacturing flow. The cost, cycle time, and performance advantages of this direction are obvious from the previous discussion; however, there are three issues raised by this elimination of unnecessary steps: the impact on handling and attachment during module assembly, the protection of the integrated circuits (now in die or wafer form rather than packaged form), and the thoroughness of testing of the integrated circuits. The elimination of packaging of integrated circuits changes the module assembly from the simple process of attaching packaged parts onto a printed circuit board to a process that includes die attach and wire bonding or solder bumping of integrated circuits in die form. This migration is effectively a change from printed circuit boards to MCMs. The MCM process can be considered a hybrid of the printed circuit board process and the integrated circuit packaging process: Die are attached to the MCM substrate rather than to the leadframe of an integrated circuit package, and the bond pads of the integrated circuits are wire bonded or soldered (solder bump) to the MCM connections rather than wire bonded to the leads of the integrated circuit package. The die are protected in the MCM assembly operation much as they would be in the integrated circuit package assembly operation. The testing requirements in wafer form, however, are more intense: Whereas packaged integrated circuits can be tested in wafer form and packaged form, with the more difficult tests perhaps being accomplished on packaged integrated circuits, the MCM approach requires that all testing be in wafer form, prior to MCM assembly, in order to minimize the costs. Yield loss after MCM assembly increases costs to include the costs of all other components assembled onto the MCM as well as the MCM assembly itself. Thorough testing in wafer form of DC and functional requirements, and some or all AC performance, is referred to as the known good die (KGD) approach. Testing AC performance at high frequency in wafer form may involve some challenges -contacting the pads in wafer form sufficiently well for RF and AC measurements, without damaging the pads, is very difficult. The KGD approach may also involve efforts to avoid reliability problems by testing the integrated circuits in wafer form at high voltages, currents, and/or temperatures. If, as expected, the MCM costs follow a respectable learning curve, the advantages of improvedperformance, reduced cycle time, and the improved costs by the elimination of process steps (the packaging of components such
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as integrated circuits) make the MCM approach very attractive and perhaps the preferred path.



12.2.2.6. Flexibility There is often a trade-off between flexibility and cost in manufacturing. Flexibility refers to both flexibility in the production volume and flexibility in the product manufactured. Generally, low cost can best be achieved by constant, high-volume manufacturing of a standard product. The manufacturing process itself can be optimized for this standard process, and equipment can be purchased and optimized for the standard process. Deviations from this low-cost ideal include variations in the volume and variations in this standard process. Variations in the volume affect total cost and unit cost as shown in Fig. 12.12. In Fig. 12.12 (right), the total manufacturing cost is depicted. The fixed costs, which include depreciation expenses for the equipment and the manufacturing facility, correspond to the y-intercepts for cases A-C. The variable costs, which include materials used in the manufacturing process, correspond to the slopes. In Fig. 12.12
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Fig. 12.12 (a), Total cost of manufacturing; (b), unit costs of manufacturing.
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(left), the manufacturing cost per unit, which affects the price that the customer can be quoted while maintaining profitability (a worthy goal!), is depicted. Note that in Fig. 12.12 (left), the cost per unit rapidly increases at low volumes in case A, corresponding to the case of high fixed costs. From the analysis of the cost impact of volume, the flexibility in production volume is constrained by upper and lower limits. The lower limit is set by the price acceptable to the customers, the profitability acceptable to the manufacturer, and the cost determined by a manufacturing cost per unit curve derived in Fig. 12.12(left). The key determinant of the flatness of the cost per unit curve is the fixed costs -minimizing these fixed costs, therefore, is critical to flexibility. The upper limit is set by some natural break points in volume, as mentioned earlier: The factory can be effectively run at a certain percentage of maximum available capacity, perhaps approximately 85%. Increasing beyond this percentage utilization may involve cycle time impacts or the purchase of additional fixed assets. Flexibility in terms of flexibility in the product manufactured involves the versatility of the manufacturing line both in running several different product types simultaneously and in terms of introducing new products, or product evolutions, into manufacturing. This flexibility also involves cost, primarily in terms of equipment and movement of material through the process but also in terms of planning and controlling the manufacturing process to minimize errors associated with the additional complexity introduced by maintaining multiple process flows. 12.2.2.6.1.



“Job Shop” vs Flow Assembly Line



A manufacturing area that essentially runs only one product, efficiently, is often referred to as a “flow shop,” whereas a manufacturing area that deals with a variety of products, each treated as a custom product, is often referred to as a job shop. These two extremes will generally have different manufacturing approaches, reflected most obviously in the factory layout. A manufacturing area can be considered to consist of a material flow and an information flow. For any individual product type, the material flow can be drawn as a flowchart indicating the movement of material from workstation to workstation (a workstation generally being associated with each piece of equipment used in the process), with queues availablebetween workstations. In a flow shop, the layout of the manufacturing area will generally reflect the materialflowchart in a cellular or modular layout. Equipment will be laid out to ease the movement of material between workstations in the sequence
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indicated by the flowchart. A simple example for an optoelectronic system is illustrated in Fig. 12.13. A modular layout that reflects the flowchart shortens the cycle time by minimizing the delay in moving material from workstation to workstation and by allowing operators at each workstation to readily see and respond to cycle time problems such as excessively large queues or equipment downtime at the next process. The flow layout also minimizes errors due to skipped processes and miscommunication between operators at adjacent work stations. The advantages of modular layout include Reduced material handling Reduced setup time Reduced in-process inventory Reduced need for expediting Improved operator expertise Improved communication, therefore human interactions The disadvantages include Reduced shop flexibility Possible reduced machine utilization Possible increased cycle times



In a job shop, the layout of the manufacturing area will often be a functional layout in which similar equipment or types of manufacturing processes are grouped together. Because the sequence of manufacturing operations varies from product to product type, the factory layout may concentrate on minimizing equipment downtime and maximizing equipment utilization and operator expertise in a particular type of equipment rather than reflecting the varying flowcharts. As simple example of this for an optoelectronic system is illustrated in Fig. 12.14. For either job shops or flow shops, the movement of material between workstations can be accomplished by several means, including manual or automatic transport systems. 12.2.2.6.2. Allowance for Product Evolution



The modular layout is optimal for one particular product type and the layout is derived from the material flowchart for one particular product. If all the products and anticipated new products will have this same flow, then the modular layout is clearly the preferred choice.
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If several products and newer products are expected to differ from the material flowchart, the modular layout may experience problems. It is important to note that products that have material flowchartsthat are nearly the same may actually involve worse problems than products with much different flowcharts because the very slight differences are likely to be missed by operators used to performing routine tasks the same way virtually every time. The functional layout is not tied to any particular material flow-all flows are simply variations in which the material is transported between the groupings of similar equipment after each step in the process flow is completed. Although the functional layout may appear to be the most flexible manufacturing layout, the cycle time and communication issues make this less than optimal, even for meeting the flexible needs associated with process evolution. Instead, the optimal layout for a flexible optoelectronic manufacturing line is most likely a variation of the hybrid layout, in which some equipment is arranged in a modular layout (Fig. 12.13) and some equipment in a functional layout (Fig. 12.14). The intention is to anticipate the product evolution through development of a product road map, study the product road map to determine the portions of the material flow that will be common to all product types, and determine the portions of the material flow that will involve variations in the flowchart. The modular layout will be determined by the commonalities of all the flows, whereas the functional layout will reflect the steps in the material flow that will vary.



12.3. Manufacturing Alternatives 12.3.1. AUTOMATION/ROBOTICS Automation can be applied to the manufacture of optoelectronic systems in several areas: automating the process operations at individual workstations such as attachment of the die to the package or MCM module, automating the transport of material between workstations, and automating the information flow (planning, control, and information gathering at each of the workstations). Automation can provide advantages in terms of minimized cycle time (in terms of the expected cycle time or the variability of cycle time), minimized variability of processing, and perhaps reduced cost in complex
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labor-intensive operations. For example, the alignment of photonic devices such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs), or photodetectors to the fiber (either directly or indirectly through a lens or waveguide) can be a complex operation for an operator, whether the alignment is passive or active. In the ideal situation, the entire manufacturing process would be automated. The information flow would plan and control the transport of the optoelectronic system from workstation to workstation, initiate the downloading of information to the workstation on the processing needed, provide for error prevention through the application of Poka Yoke (mistake proofing) approaches, initiate the processing of the material, provide feedback through the process consistent with error prevention, and initiate the uploading of information from the workstation regarding the processing or information on the results at a test operation. Finally, the information flow would initiate the transport of the material to the next workstation. After the last process is completed, the complete optoelectronic system would be transported to a staging area for delivery to the customer, with the information on the performance and processing readily available to the customer.



12.3.2. DESIGN FOR MANUFACTURABILITY In designing an optoelectronic system for manufacturability, the first goal is to ensure that the processing variability does not impact meeting the customers’ specifications. The second goal is to make the processing as simple as possible while still achieving the first goal. Ensuring that the processing variability does not impact meeting the customers’ requirements involves a combination of modeling and statistics: determining which processing variables affect which customer specifications, monitoring and obtaining measures of the variance of the relevant processing variables, obtaining an equation or simulation for the relationship between the processing variables and the specifications, and using this relationship combined with the variance of the processing variables to predict the impact of processing variables on the customers’ requirements. 12.3.3. DESIGN FOR ASSEMBLY To achieve the second goal, making the processing as simple as possible, the approach is to keep the first goal, achieving specifications allowing for process variability, and additionally determine the simplest assembly
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flow with the least amount of unique parts of processes. Achieving a simple assembly process for an optoelectronic system would involve the following: 1. Minimize the number of parts. This could be achieved by integrating the ICs where appropriate; for example, the parallel-to-serial conversion, clock generation, and laser or LED driver could be integrated into one integrated circuit on an appropriate high-frequency semiconductor process (small geometry CMOS or BiCMOS, for example). On the receive side, the photodiode and transimpedance amplifier could be integrated into one part (perhaps in G a s ) and the post- or limiting amplifier, serial-to-parallel conversion, and clock recovery and decision circuitry on another integrated circuit (again in small geometry CMOS or BiCMOS). Integrating the passive components onto the ICs where possible, or otherwise minimizing the number of separately packaged passive or discrete components through system design or use of multiple passive elements packaged together could also help. 2. Maximize automatic or self-alignment and similar part handling. If possible, the alignment of the optical elements, lasers and photodiodes, should be a passive alignment. The optical elements can have alignment pins, notches, or other features molded in so that they can be automatically aligned with the complementary alignment structures on the module. 3. Minimize the number of separate attachment/fastening/connection processes. The attachment of integrated circuits, optical elements, and passive and discrete components could be performed by robotic pick-and-place operations followed by a combined solder attachment heat cycle. Alternatively, in some MCM schemes, the integrated circuits can be processed to have solder bumps so that the pick-and-place operation is performed on the die upside down. A combined heat treatment performs the solder attachment, which is a combined die attachment and electrical connection to each of the pads. The MCM schemes effectively eliminate one set of assembly processes -the wire bonding operations associated with integrated circuit packaging.
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12.3.4. FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURZNG APPROACHES The “spine” approach shows promise for flexible manufacturing. The spine approach organizes the material flow and the information flow in a parallel fashion, analogous in some ways to the human spine, or to some topologies in information networking. The spine is a linear axis, the main route of material movement, with branches for individual operations. The storage for materials and finished goods is also placed in the spine. Material handling equipment, such as conveyors or automated guided vehicle systems, can be incorporated into the spine. The material handling equipment can be interfaced with automatic identification equipment, such as bar code reader systems, that can ensure appropriate movement of the materials and prevent errors. The automatic identification equipment can also be interfaced with a network communication system along the spine, which controls the movement of materials and obtains information on the procesesing of the equipment. The modular nature of the spine flow is consistent with the cellular or modular flow discussed earlier and organizes the associated information flow of planning, control, and data acquisition along the spine. The modular nature allows for flexibilityin the system and simplifiesaddition of modules to the spine for process evolution. Figure 12.15 shows an exampleof a spine approach adapted for optoelectronic systems.



12.3.5. DESIGN FOR TOTAL PRODUCT COST Obviously there is a good deal of overlap between the design of a product and its manufacturing cost. This often-neglected area can be a source of significantcost reductions in a well-controlledmanufacturing environment. The concept that strategic product design and manufacturing is the key to increased hardware profitability (or reduced cost as a percentage of revenue) is sometimes known as Design for Total Product Cost (DTPC). There are seven major elements that can be influenced in a product design to impact final cost, as follows: Development Expense: this represents the total development investment in people, test equipment, prototypes, etc. Manufacturing Cost: this represents the cost to manage procurement of parts, inventory, system assembly and test, and shipping costs.
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Parts Cost: the sum of all bill of material components used in a design. Ongoing inventory management cost: the cost to maintain and manage an inventory, as compared with procuring parts for inventory stocking. Obsolescence and scrap cost: this can be written off as a tax expense and lowers inventory, but also lowers gross profit margin. Supply chain costs: this cost is variable over time. It costs less if parts can be moved quickly through the supply chain; thus a more complex supply chain that is slower will cost more. This includes shipping and distribution expenses for raw material or assemblies from suppliers and delivery of some final product to the end customer. Serviceability and Warranty: this represents the cost associates with installing products (parts and labor) and maintaining them during the specified warranty period.



These elements are often managed as part of the Gross Profit equation, namely, Revenue minus Cost of Goods Sold (COGS) equals Gross Profit (GP). Subtractingcosts for Sales, Distribution, Development Expense (this includes basic research), Interest, and other miscellaneous expenses yields
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Pre-Tax Income. Further subtracting taxes yields the Net Profit. In this expression, the COGS is composed of Parts Cost, Manufacturing Cost, Serviceability and Warranty Cost, Obsolescence and Scrap, and a portion of the Supply Chain Cost (usually called the Product Cost Apportionment or PCA). Lower total cost enables manufacturers to price their products more competitively, which should drive additional market share and growth. Inventory is not an explicit part of the gross profit equation, but it follows that faster inventory turnover will lower the COGS. For example, Parts Cost is tracked as the price of parts when they are purchased, not what they cost the day they are assembled into a product; since the cost of most parts trends downward over time, it is advantageous to turn parts inventory quickly to take advantage of lower costs. Furthermore, lower inventory tends to accompany lower manufacturing, service, and obsolescence costs. Note that if we attempt to minimize parts cost only without regard for other factors, design changes will likely increase cost in other areas; the result can be a net decrease in the gross profit margins. Also note that design for manufacturability implies that the product design will incorporate as many common building blocks as possible early in the manufacturing process, with customized design steps being configurable late in the manufacturing process. This is also called “design for postponement” -product designs that give manufacturing the ability to postpone assembly of specialized parts until the final step in the manufacturing process. To reduce both parts and manufacturing cost, it is desirable to move from a buildto-order model into a more standardized process in which sub-assemblies are purchased from suppliers rather than components, and final authorized assembly is done by strategically placed fulfillment centers. This will also reduce system assembly time, although it implies a fundamentally different approach to manufacturing; suppliers now become your manufacturers. This often implies using industry standard preferred parts where possible (when it does not compromise performance). Common parts also reduces the product variability, meaning it’s possible to reduce safety stock (components or assemblies held as inventory to cover all possible order configurations). Once again, suppliers can play a role if they agree to hold inventory; their cost will be reflected as increased parts cost. In this way, lower inventory requirements also influence parts costs. Because inventory tends to follow the 80/20 rule (80% of inventory is tied up in orderable features, 20% in base functional parts), reducing the number of features to those that are absolutely necessary or provide obvious product differentiation can significantly lower inventory. This is also related to supply
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chain cost; in general, supply chain cost can be reduced by reducing unique part numbers, implementing more commonly stockableparts or subassemblies, using more industry standard parts (which in principle are easier to obtain with shorter lead times, and easier to dispose of if excess inventory is purchased), and by design for postponement (this helps the supply chain to remain flexible and responsive to a customer’s changing needs at lower cost). Taken together, these inter-related parts of the total cost picture can be managed to improve hardware design profit margins in any business, including manufacturing of fiber optic systems.



Appendix A: Measurement Conversion Tables



English-to-MetricConversion Table English unit Inches (in.) Inches (in.) Feet (ft) Miles (mi) Fahrenheit (F) Pounds ob)



Multiplied by



Equals metric unit



2.54 25.4 0.305 1.61 (“F - 32) x 0.556



Centimeters (cm) Millimeters (mm) Meters (m) Kilometers (lun) Celsius (C) Newtons (N)



4.45



Metric-to-EnglishConversion Table Metnc una Centimeters (cm) Millimeters (mm) Meters (m) Kilometers (km) Celsius (C) Newtons (N)



Multiplied by



Equals English unit



0.39 0.039 3.28 0.621 (“C x 1.8) 32 0.225



Inches (in.) Inches (in.) Feet (ft) Miles (mi) Fahrenheit (F) Pounds (lb)



+
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. Appendixes Absolute Temperature Conversion



+



Kelvin (K) = Celsius 273.15 Celsius = Kelvin - 273.15



Area Conversion 1 square meter = 10.76 square feet = 1550 square centimeters 1 square kilometer = 0.3861 square miles



Metric Prefixes yotta = 1024 Zetta = lo2' Exa = 10l8 Peta = i0l5 Tera = 10l2 Giga = lo9 Mega= lo6 =io = 103 Hecto = lo2 Deca= 10' Deci = 10-1 Centi = Milli = Micro = N ~ = O 10-9 Pic0 = Femto = Atto = Zepto = Yotto = 10-24
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Appendix B: Physical Constants



Speed of light = c = 2.99 792 458 x lo8 d s Boltzmann constant = k = 1.3801 x J/K = 8.620 x eV/K Planck’s constant = h = 6.6262 x J/S Stephan-Boltzmann constant = Q = 5.6697 x W/m2/K4 Charge of an electron = 1.6 x C Permittivity of free space = 8.849 x F/m Permeability of free space = 1.257 x Wm Impedance of free space = 120 E ohms = 377 ohms Electron volt = 1.602 x J
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Appendix C: Index of Professional Organizations



AIP, American Institute of Physics ANSI, American National Standards Institute A P S , American Physical Society ASTM, American Society for Test and Measurement CCITT, International TelecommunicationsStandards Body (see ITU) CDRH, U.S. Center for Devices and Radiological Health DARPA, Defense Advanced Research Projects Association (also referred to as ARPA) EIA, Electronics Industry Association FCA, Fibre Channel Association FDA, U.S. Food and Drug Administration HSPN, High Speed Plastic Network Consortium IEC, International Electrotechnical Commission IEEE, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers IETF, Internet Engineering Task Force IrDA, Infrared Datacom Association ISO, International Standards Organization ITU, International TelecommunicationsUnion (formerly CCI") N B S , National Bureau of Standards NFPA, National Fire Protection Association NIST, National Institute of Standards and Technology OIDA, Optoelectronics Industry Development Association 489 FIBER OPTIC DATA COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGICALTRENDS AND ADVANCES $35.00
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OSA, Optical Society of America OSHA, U.S. Occupational Health and Safety Administration PTT, Postal, Telephone, and Telegraph Authority SI, System International (International System of Units) SIA, Semiconductor Industry Association SPIE, Society of Photooptic Instrumentation Engineers TIA, Telecommunications Industry Association UL, Underwriters Laboratories



Appendix D: OS1 Model



Layers command languages



data interchange file transfer



systems management



virtual terminal



distributed database



security



directory



logical connection establishment data syntax mapping



Presentation



encryption End-to-End Controls 4 and 6



of service



topology -------------



Data Link Control 2



media accBss control ......................



Physical 1



Interfacesto transmission media for: leased and switched lines, LANs, ISDN,



The wineglass of layered functions.
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Appendix E: Network Standards and Documents



The IEEE defines a common path control (802.1) and data link layer (802.2) for all the following LAN standards; although FDDI is handled by ANSI, it is also intended to fall under the logical link control of IEEE 802.2 (the relevant IS0 standard is 8802-2). IEEE LAN Standards 802.3-code sense multiple access/collision detection (CSMNCD) also known as Ethernet. A variant of this is Fast Ethernet (100BaseX). 802.32 is the emerging gigabit Ethernet standard. IEEE 802.3ae is the proposed 10 Gbit/s Ethernet standard. 802.4-Token bus (TJ3) 802.5-Token ring (TR) 802.6-Metropolitan area network (MAN) [also sometimes called switched multimegabit data service (SMDS) to which it is related] 802.9-Integrated services digital network (ISDN) to LAN interconnect 802.11-Wireless services up to 5 Mb/s 802.12-100VG AnyLAN~tandard 802.14-100BaseX (version of Fast Ethernet) 492 FIBER OPTIC DATA COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS AND ADVANCES $35.00
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ANSI Standards Fast Ethernet: ANSI X3.166 FDDI: ANSI X3.263 Fiber distributed data interface (FDDI): ANSI X3T9.5 (the relevant I S 0 standards are IS 9314/1 2 and DIS 9314/3) Physical layer (PHY) Physical media dependent (PMD) Media access control (MAC) Station management (SMT) Because the FDDI specification is defined at the physical and data link layers, additional specifications have been approved by ANSI subcommittees to allow for FDDI over single-mode fiber (SMF-PMD), FDDI over copper wire or CDDI, and FDDI over low-cost optics (LC FDDI). A time-division multiplexing approach known as FDDI-11 has also been considered. Serial byte command code set architecture (SBCON): ANSI standard X3T11/95-469 (rev.2.2., 1996); follows IBM’s enterprise systems connectivity (ESCON) standard as defined in IBM documents SA23-0394 and SA22-7202 (IBM Corporation, Mechanicsburg, PA) Fibre channel standard (FCS) ANSI X3.230-1994 rev. 4.3, physical and signaling protocol (FC-PH) ANSI X3.272-199x rev. 4.5 (June 1995) Fibre Channel arbitrated loop (FC-AL) High-performance parallel interface (HIPPI) ANSI X3.183-mechanical, electrical, and signaling protocol (PH) ANSI X3.210-framing protocol (FP) ANSI X3.218-encapsulation of I S 0 8802-2 (IEEE 802.2) logical link protocol (LE) ANSI X3.222-physical switch control (SC) Serial HIPPI has not been sanctioned as a standard, although various products are available. HIPPI 6400 is currently under development. Synchronous optical network (SONET): originally proposed by
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Bellcore and later standardizedby ANSI and ITU (formerly CCITT) as ITU-TrecommendationsG.707, G.708, and G.709. Other standards Asynchronous transfer mode ( A m ) : controlled by the ATM Forum



Appendix F: Data Network Rates



The “fundamental rate” of 64 kb/s derives from taking a 4-kHz voice signal (telecom), sampling into 8-bit wide bytes (32 kb/s), and doubling to allow for a full-duplex channel (64 kb/s). In other words, this is the minimum data rate required to reproduce a two-way voice conversation over a telephone line. All of the subsequent data rates are standardized as multiples of this basic rate. DSO T 1 = DS1 DSlC T2 = DS2 T3 = DS3 DS4



64 kb/s 1.544 Mb/s 3.152 Mb/s 6.312 Mb/s 44.736 Mb/s 274.176 Mb/s



24 x 48 x 96 x 672 x 4032 x



DSO DSO DSO DSO DSO



?.ate: fran-ag i t overhead accounts for the bit rates not being exact mu tiples of DSO). STS/OC is the SONET physical layer ANSI standard. STS refers to the electrical signals and OC (optical carrier) to the optical equivalents. Synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH) is the worldwide standard defined by C C m (now known as ITU, the International TelecommunicationsUnion); formerly known as synchronous transport mode (STM). Sometimes the 495 FIBER O m C DATA COMMUNICATION TEcHN0LoG1cALTRENDS AND ADVANCES $35.00
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notation STS-XC is used, where X is the number (1,3, etc.) and C denotes the frame is concatinated from smaller frames. For example, three STS-1 frames at 5 1.84 Mb/s each can be combined to form one STS-3C frame at 155.52Mb/s. Outside the United States, SDH may be called plesiochronous digital hierarchy (PDH). Note that OC and STS channels are normalized to a data rate of 51.84 Mbit/s, while the equivalent SDH specifications are normalized to 155.52 Mbit/s. STS-1 and OC-1 STS-3 and OC-3 STS-9 and OC-9 STS-12 and OC-12 STS-18 and OC-18 STS-24 and OC-24 STS-36 and OC-36 STS-48 and OC-48 STS-192 and OC-192 STS-256 and OC-256 STS-768 and OC-768 STS-3072 and 0C-3072 STS-12288 and OC-12288



5 1.840 Mb/s 155.52 Mb/s 466.56 Mb/s 622.08 Mb/s 933.12 Mb/s 1244.16 Mb/s 1866.24 Mb/s 2488.32 Mb/s 9953.28 Mb/s 13271.04Mb/s 39813.12 Mb/s 159252.48 Mb/s 639009.92 Mb/s



same as STM-1 same as STM-4 same as STM-8 same as STM-16 same as STM-64 same as STM-86 same as STM-256 same as STM-1024 same as STM-4096



Higher speed services aggregate low-speed channels by time division multiplexing; for example, OC-192 can be implemented as four OC-48 data streams. Note that although STS (synchronous transport signal) is analogous to STM (synchronous transport mode) there are some important differences. The lirst recognized STM is STM-1, which is eqivalent to STS-3. Similarly, not all STS rates have a corresponding STM rate. The frames for STS and STM are both set up in a matrix (270 columns of 9 bytes each) but in STM frames the regenerator section overhead (RSOH) is located in the lirst 9 bytes of the top 3 rows. The fourth STM row of 9 bytes is occupied by the administrative unit (AU) pointer, which operates in a manner similar to the H1 and H2 bytes of the SONET line overhead (LOH). The 9 bytes of STM frame in rows 5 through 9 is the multiplex section overhead (MSOH) and is similar to the SONET LOH. In SONET we defined virtual tributaries (VT), while SDH defines virtual containers (VC), but they basically work the same way. A VT or VC holds individual
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E l or other circuit data. VCs are contained in tributary unit groups (TUG) instead of SONET’s VT groups (VTG). VCs are defined as follows: DS-2 E3hlS-3 DS-1 El



vc-2 VC-3 vc-11 vc-12



Also note that while there are many references to 10 Gbit/s networking in new standards, the exact data rates may vary. As this book goes to press, proposed standards for 10Gigabit Ethernet and Fibre Channel are not yet finalized. The Ethernet standard has proposed two data rates, approximately 9.953 Gbit/s (compatible with OC-192) and 10.3125 Gbit/s. Fibre Channel has proposed a data rate of approximately 10.7 Gbit/s. There is also ongoing discussion regarding standards compatible with 40 Gbit/s data rates (OC-768). The approach used in Europe and elsewhere: EO El E2 E3 E4



64Kb/s 2.048Mbh 8.448 Mb/s 34.364Mbh 139.264Mbh



4 Els 16 Els 64Els



Thus, we have the following equivalencesfor SONET and SDH hierarchies: SONET signal



SONET capacity



STS-1,OC-1 STS-3,OC-3 STS-12,OC-12 STS-48,OC-48



28 DSls or 1 DS3 84 DS 1s or 3 DS3s 336 DSls or 12 DS3s 1344 DSls or 48 DS3s 5376 DSls or 192 DS3s 21504 DSlS or 768 DS3s



STS-192,OC-192 STS-768,0(3-768



SDH signal STM-0 STM-1 STM-4 STM-16 STM-64 STM-256



SDH capacity 21 Els 63 Els or 1E4 252 Els or 4 E4s 1008 Els or 16 Ms 4032 Els or 64 E4s 16128Els or 256 E4s
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For completeness, the SONET interface classifications for different applications are summarized in the table below. Recently, a new 300-meter Very Short Reach (VSR) interface based on parallel optics for OC-192 data rates has been defined as well (see Optical Internetworking Forum document OIF2000.044.4or contact the OIF for details). Industry standard network protocols are summarized in the tables below: Short Intermediate reach reach Distance



Long reach



12



15



15



40



1,310



1,310



1,550



SR SR



IR-1



IR-2



IR- 1 IR-1 IR- 1 IR- 1



IR-2 IR-2



Verylong reach 60



60



120



160



160



1,310 1,550 1,550



1,310



1,550



1,550



LR-1 LR-1



LR-2



LR-3



VR-1



VR-2



VR-3



LR-2



LR-3



VR-1



VR-2



VR-3



LR-1 LR-1 LR-1



LR-2



LR-3



VR-1



VR-2



VR-3



LR-2 LR-2



LR-3 LR-3



VR-1 VR-1



VR-2 VR-2



VR-3 VR-3



0 Wavelength



(m) oc-1 OC-3 oc-12



SR



OC-48



SR



OC-192



SR



IR-2 IR-2



Common Fiber Optic Attachment Options (without repeaters or channel extenders) Channel



Fiber



Fiber Maximum Link Connector Bit rate bandwidth dktunce loss



ESCON (SBCON)



SM



SC duplex



ESCON duplex or MT-RT ESCON MM 50.0 duplex or MT-RJ micron Sysplex MM ESCON 62.5 duplex or Timer E'JWCLO micron MTRJ ESCON MM 50.0 duplex or micron MTRJ SC duplex FICON/ SM Fibre or LC Channel LX duplex FICON LX MM wMCP SC duplex 62.5 or LC micron duplex MM 62.5 micron



20km



14dB



500MHz-km 800 MHz-km



2km 3km



8dB



200Mb/s



800MHZ-km



2km



8dB



8Mbk



5OOMHZ-km or more



3km



8dB



8Mbh



500MHz-km or more



2km



8dB



10 km



7dB



200Mbls



N/A



200Mbls



1.06 Gb/s N/A



1.06 Gb/s 500 MHz-km 550meters



5dB
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Common Fiber Optic Attachment Options (without repeaters or channel extenders) (continued) Channel Fiber



FICON/ Fibre Channel



Connector Bit rate



Fiber Maximum Link bandwidth distance loss



MM wMCP 50.0 micron MM 50.0 * micron



SC duplex or LC duplex SC duplex or LC duplex



1.06 Gb/s



400 MHz-km



550 meters



5 dB



1.06 Gb/s



500 MHz-km



500 meters



3.85 dB



MM 62.5 * micron



SC duplex or LC duplex SC duplex or LC duplex SC duplex or LC duplex SC duplex or LC duplex SC duplex or LC duplex SC duplex or LC duplex



1.06 Gb/s



160 MHz-km



250 meters



2.76 dB



1.06 Gbls



200 MHz-km



300 meters



3 dB



2.1 Gb/s



500 MHz-km



300 meters



2.1 Gb/s



160 MHz-km



120 meters



2.1 Gb/s



200 MHz-km



150 meters



sx



MM 62.5 * micron MM 50.0 * micron



MM 62.5 * micron MM 62.5 * micron



1.06 Gbls N/A compatibility mode



lOkm(20km 7dB on special request)



2.1 Gb/s Per mode l.MGb/s



N/A



lOkm(2Okm 7dB on special request) 550meters 5dB



MM 50.0 * Discontinued May 98 SM SC duplex



531 Mbls



5OOMHZ-h* 1 km



155 Mb/s



N/A



MM 50 micron



1551Mb/~ 5OOMHz-km



SM Parallel Sysplex coupling linksHiPerSM Links



MM WMCP 50.0 micron



oc-31 ATM 155



LC duplex



SC duplex or L€ duplex SC duplex



SC duplex



5OOMHz-km



20 km



8dB*



15 dB



2km (continued)



500
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Common Fiber Optic Attachment Options (without repeaters or channel extenders) (continued) Channel



oc-la ATM622



FDDI



Fiber MM 62.5 micron MM * 50 micron MM * 62.5 micron MM Somicron MM 62.5 micron MM * 50 micm MM* 62.5 micron MM 62.5 micron



MM 50 micm



MM 62.5 micron MM 50 micron Ethernet MM* 50 micron 10Base-F MM * 62.5 micron 10Base-F MM * 50 m i c m 100Base-SX MM* 62.5 micron 10OBase-SX Fast MM Ethernet 50 micron 100Base-F



Token



Ring *



Connector Bit rate



Fiber Maximum bandwidth distance



SC duplex



155Mb/s



5OOMHz-km 2km



SC duplex



155 Mb/s



500 MHz-km 1 km



SC duplex



155Mb/s



160MHz-km l k m



SC duplex



622Mb/s



500MHz-km 500m



SC duplex



622Mbls



500MHz-km 500111



SC duplex



622Mb/s



500MHz-km 300m



SC duplex



622Mb/s



16OMHz-km 300m



125 5ooMHz-km 2km Media Mbit/s Access overhead Connector reduces to (MAC) or SC duplex 10OMbls 125 5ooMHz-km 2km MAC or Mbit/s SC duplex overhead reduces to 100 Mb/s 16Mbit/s 16OMHz-km 2km SC duplex SC duplex



16Mbit/s



5OOMHz-km l k m



SC duplex



10Mbitk



5OOMHz-km l k m



SC duplex



lOMbit/s



16OMHz-km 2km



SC duplex



lOOMbit/s



500MHz-km 300m



SC duplex



lOOMbit/s



16OMHz-km 300m



SC duplex



lOOMbit/s



5OOMHz-km 2km



Link loss 11 dB



9dB



9dB
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Common Fiber Optic Attachment Options (without repeaters or channel extenders) (continued) Channel



Fiber MM



62.5 micron 100Base-F Gigabit SM Ethernet lO00BaseLX



Fiber Connector B a rate bandwidth 500MHz-h



Maximum Link distance loss



SC duplex



100 Mbit/s



2km



SC duplex



1.25 Gb/s N/A



5km



4.6 dB



SC duplex



1.25 Gb/s 160 MHz-km 200MHzrkm



220 meters 275meters



2.6 dB



SC duplex



1.25 Gbls 500 MHz-lm3



550 meters



2.4 dB



SC duplex



1.25 Gb/s 500 MHz-km * 550 meters



3.6 dB *



SC duplex



1.25 Gb/s 500 MHz-km



2.4 dB



IEEE 802.32



MM * 62.5 micron 1OOOBaseSX M M w/MCP 62.5 micron IOOOBaseLX MM * 50.0 micron 1OOOBaseSX MM wMCP 50.0 micron 1000BaseLX



550 meters



*



Notes:



* Indicates channels that use short wavelength (850 nm) optics; all link budgets and fiber bandwidths should be measured at this wavelength.



* SBCON is the non-lBM trademarked name of the ANSI industry standard for ESCON. * All industry standardlinks (ESCON/SBCON, ATM, FDDI,Gigabit Ethernet) follow published industry standards.



* * * *



*



* L



Minimum fiber bandwidthrequirementto achievethe distances listed is applicablefor multimode (MM) fiber only. There is no minimum bandwidth requirement for single mode (SM) fiber. Bit rates given below may not correspondto effective channel data rate in a given application due to protocol werheads and other factors. SC duplex connectors are keyed per the ANSI Fiber Channel Standard specifications. MCP denotes mode conditioningpatch cable, which is q u i d to operate some links over MM fiber. As light signals mverse a fiber optic cable, the signal loses some of its stlength (decibels (dB)is the metric used to the length of the fiber, the number of measure light lass). The significantfactors that contributeto light loss a: splices, and the number of connections.All links are rated for a maximum light loss budget (i.e., the sum of the applicablelight loss budget factors must be less than the maximum light loss budget) and a maximum distance (i.e., exceeding the maximum distance will cause undetectabledata integrity exposures). Another factor that limits distance is jirter. but this is typically not a problem at these distances. Unless noted, all links are long wavelength (1300nm) and the link loss budgets and fiber bandwidths should be measured at this wavelength. For planning purposes, the following worse case values can be used to estimate the total fiberlinkloss. Contactthe fibervendor or usemeasuredvalues whenavailableforaparticularlinkconfiguration: Link loss at 1300 nm = 0.50 d B h Link loss per splice = 0.15 dBlsplice (not dependent on wavelength) Link loss per connection = 0.50 &/connection (not dependent on wavelength) HiPerLinks am also known as Coupling Facility (CF) or Inter System Channel (ISC) links. All links may be extendedusing channel extenders,repeaters. or wavelength multiplexers. Wavelengthmultiplexing links typically measure link loss at 1550 nm wavelength, typical loss is 0.3 dB/km.
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Common Ethernet Standards



Max. distance (m) Data rate



Standard Ethernet



IEEE



(Mbit/s)



lOBaseT



802.3i



10



lOBaseFL



802.3j



10



lOBaseFB



802.3j



10



10BaseFP



802.3j



10



Fast lOOBaseTX 802.3~ 100 Ethernet 100BaseFX 802.311



100



100BaseT4



802.3~ 100



100BaseT2



802.3~ 100



Gigabit lO00BaseLX 802.32 Ethernet



1,000



lOOOBaseLX 802.32



1,000



100OBaseLX 802.32



1,000



1OOOBaseSX 802.32



1.000



lOOOBaseLX 802.32



1,000



100OBaseCX 802.32



1,000



lOOOBaseT



802.3ab 1,000



Medium 2 pair 100 ohm Cat 3 UTP copper Optical fiber Pair Optical fiber Pair Optical fiber pair 2 pair 100 ohm Cat 5 UTP copper Optical fiber Pair 4 pair 100 ohm Cat 3 UTP copper 2 pair 100 ohm Cat 3 UTP copper 62.5 micron multimode fiber 50 micron multimode fiber Singlemode fiber 62.5 micron multimode fiber 50 micron multimode fiber Shielded balanced copper jumpers 4 pair 100 ohn Cat 4 UPT copper



1/2 Full duplex duplex 100



100



2,000 


100



412 2,000 100



100



100



316



550



316



550



316 5,000 275



275



316



550



25



25



100



100
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Proposed 10 Gigabit Ethernet Standard (IEEE 802.3ae) Draft Objectives (final draft target 2002) Fiber type



distance



2km SM 10 km SM 40 km SM MM (all types of 65 meters (very short reach, VSR) fiber, including new fibers such as 50 micron/ 2000 M H Z - k m ) MM installed (62.5 micron, 300 meters (very short reach, VSR) 160/500 MHz-km at 850/1300 nm)



Physical layer 1300 nm serial 1300 nm serial 1550 nm serial 850 nm serial ** (preferred) 1300 nm WWDM 850 nm CWDM 1300 nm WWDM * (preferred) 850 nm CWDM 850 nm serial



* Does not require new fiber installation to reach 300 meters distance, and is the preferred, minimal solution for this service class.



** Reaches 65 meters on installed fiber, and up to 300 meters over new MM fiber. Note: previous guidelines calling for 100meters over installed MM fiber and 300 meters over MM fiber (including new fiber types) were revised December2000.



Transmit and Receive Levels of Common Fiber Optic Protocols Protocol type ESCON/SBCON MM and ETWCLO MM ESCON/SBCON SM



I/O Spec. TX: -15 to -20.5 Rx: -14 to -29 TX:-3 to -8



Rx: -3 to -28 FICON LX SM (MM via MCP) FICON SX MM



TX:-4 to -8.5



ATM 155 MM (OC-3)



TX: -14 to -19 RX: -14 to -30 TX:-8 to -15 Rx: -8 to -32.5 TX:-14 to -19 F W -14 to -31.8 (continued)



ATM 155 SM (OC-3)



FDDI MM



Rx: -3 to -22 TX: -4 to -9.5 RX: -3 to -17
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lkansmit and Receive Levels of Common Fiber Optic Protocols (continued) Protocol type Gigabit Ethernet LX SM (MM via MCP)



I/O Spec. TX: -14 to -20



RX:-17 to -31 Gigabit Ethernet SX MM (850 nm) HiPerLinks (ISC coupling links, IBM Parallel Sysplex, 1.06 Gbit/s compatibility mode) HiPerLinks (ISC coupling links, IBM Parallel Sysplex, 2.1 Gbit/s peer mode)



TX: -4 to -10 RX:-17 to -31 TX: -3 to -1 1 RX:-3 to -20 Tx:-3 to -9 RX: -3 to -20



Appendix G: Other Datacom Developments



Because the field of fiber optic data communicationis expanding so rapidly, inevitably new technologies and applications will emerge while this book is being prepared for print. In addition, there will be some recent developments that have not been incorporated into the previous chapters. This appendix is an attempt to address these changes by including a partial list of related datacom devices and standards for reference purposes and to include brief descriptions of several emerging datacom technologies that the reader may encounter in the literature (product names and terminology used in this appendix may be copyrighted by the companies that developed them).



Free-Space Optical Links Recent advances have made free-space optical data links practical in conditions when the weather is not a factor in attenuating the signal. Although bit to error rates are typically on the order of at 155 Mb/s, this is adequate for some applications such as voice and video transmission; recent experiments have shown that error rates as low as 10-l2 can be obtained at 200 Mb/s using ESCON protocols on free-space optical links. Some examples of this technology and its applications include the following: AstroTerraCorp. currently offers the TerraLink system, a tripod-mounted line-of-sight communication link with an 8-in. telescope aperture capable of 155 Mb/s transmission over 8 km in clear weather. 505 FIBER O m C DATA COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGICAL TRENDS AND ADVANCES



$35.00
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ThermoTrex Corp. in cooperation with SDL Inc. and funded by the Ballistic Missile Defense Organization, has demonstrated 1.2 Gb/s fieespace communication over 150 km. This technology may form the basis of an aircraft-to-aircraft communications system and is scheduled to fly aboard the Space Technology Research Vehicle in 1998 to demonstrate communications among satellites. Portable free-space laser communications are being developed by companies such as Leica Technologies, which has demonstrated a prototype binocular communications system for military applications at 100 kb/s over 3-5 km.



Optical Connectors Older connector types, including the optical SMA connector, DIN,and LightRay MPX (a 2- to 1Zelement multifiber connector incompatiblewith the MTPMPO) still resist being replaced and may be found in some installations. Many other legacy connectors continue to be used in large quantities, including the SC and ST connectors (recall that the ST was developed and trademarked by AT&T over 15 years ago). As new connector options emerge, many types of parallel or multifiber connectors have been proposed, most of which are mutually incompatible. For example, the MTP connector and its variations (MPO or MPX) do not mate with the SMC connector used on the Paroli parallel optical transceivers, yet both are being deployed as part of HIPPI 6400 installations. Recently, there has been increased interest in HlPPI 6400 for technical computing applications. Formerly known as SuperHIPPI and now known officially as Gigabyte System Network (GSN, a trademark of the High Performance Networking Forum), the physical layer of this protocol is now available as a draft standard (ANSI NC ITS T11.1 PH draft 2.6, dated December 2000, ISO/IEC reference number 11518-10) or online at www.hippi.org. This link provides a two-way, 12-channel-wideparallel interface running at 6400 Mbit/s (an increase from the standard HIPPI link rate of 800 Mbit/s). The link layer uses a fixed size 32-byte packet, 4B/5B encoding, and creditbased flow control, while the physical layer options include parallel copper (to 40 meters) or parallel optics (several hundred meters to 1 km). Optical backplane connectors are likewise not yet standardized, and may include variants such as the MAC-I1 (an improved version of the original 1Zfiber AT&T MAC connector) or the mini-MAC (a Bellcore approved version based on the MT ferrule). There have been various proposals for
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stacking multiple MT ferrules in a single connector; for example, a stack of 6 MTs forming a 72-fiber connector has been developed by LoDan West Corporation, and multichannel optical transceivers capable of utilizing this capacity in a full duplex 320 Gbit/s link were demonstrated at a recent Optical Fiber Conference (OFC). Research efforts continue to push the limits of stacked one-dimensional and two-dimensional connectors; an example is the 144-fiber“super-MT” developed by the POINT consortium between Amp, Allied Signal, Honeywell, and University of Columbia. Other examples include the 4 x 12 element Diamond MF multiple fiber connector.



Plastic Optical Fiber At the Optical Fiber Conference 1997 in Dallas, Texas, plastic fiber applications were demonstrated for 155-MbATM and 100Mb/s Ethernet LANs. This technology was developed by the High Speed Plastic Network Consortium (HSPN), a DARPA-fundedventure consisting of Boeing, CEL, Boston Optical Fiber, Honeywell, Packard Hughes, and Lucent. Graded-indexplastic fiber made from materials such as PMMA now offers bandwidth > 3 Gb/s to 100 m and may be an alternative media for premises wiring. HSPN has submitted a proposal to the Optoelectronics Micro Networks OMNET program to continue development of plastic fibers. Although some manufacturers have presented data indicating that plastic fiber will be unable to meet industry standard TIA/EIA-568A at 100 m, a number of companies are already developing plastic fiber applications. Some companies currently marketing plastic fiber or componentsincluding the following: Amp Inc. offers plastic fiber connectors and components for airplanes and automobiles. CEL (California Eastern Laboratories), a distributor for NEC Japan, offers the HiSpot transceiver with a visible red LED over step-index plastic fiber at 155 Mb/s using an F07 connector; applications include Fast Ethernet, ATM, and IEEE 1394 (Firewire). Spec Trans Specialty Optics (distributor for Toray Industries of Japan) offers 200-pm step-index fiber; they have proposed to the ATM Forum a standard for 200-pm hard clad silica at 155 Mb/s, 100 m and plastic fiber for 50 Mb/s, 50 m.
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Transceivers Although discussion over the next generation of Fibre Channel continues, some companies are now offering an alternative, the gigabit interface connector (GBIC). This is a gigabit module that offers the convenienceof being able to unplug a copper interface and replace it with an optical interface at a later time for increased distance and bandwidth. It features a parallel rather than a serial interface; the copper and optical modules plug into the same electrical connection point, which includes a pair of rails to guide the modules during plugging. Found mainly in workstation applications, the GBIC is available from several sources including IBM Rochester, Minnesota. Low-cost bidirectional transceivers for fiber in the loop and similar applications (fiber to the curb or home) are also being developed. For example, a recent device reported by Amp in collaboration with Lasertron, Digital Optics C o p , GTE Labs, BroadBand Technologies, and the University of Colorado offers a connectorized, single-modebidirectional transceiverwith a source, modulator, and detector integrated into a single package. Each module includes an InP diode laser, silicon CMOS modulator/demodulator electronics, a PIN photodiode, an integrated beam splitter, and a built-in SC for fermle-based fiber attachment. The beam splitter is used for bidirectional transmission at 1.55-pm wavelength and reception at 1.3-pm wavelength. Data rates up to 1.2 Gb/s is at 1.3 p m and a burst mode, 50 Mb/s receiver at 1.55 pm, are available in a package measuring 85 x 17 x 10mm. There are a number of trends in the future development of datacom transceiver technology. Among these is the migration to lower power supply voltages, following the trend of digital logic circuits. Most digital logic has migrated from 5 to 3.3 V and is on a path toward 2.5-Voperation; optical transceivers are emerging that will be able to operate at 1 Gb/s speeds using a single 3.3-V power supply, although many sources will remain at 5 V for some time, especially VCSELs. Although the telecommunications market continues to have distinct requirements from the datacommunications market, there is certainly some merging of requirements between these two areas as well. The telecom market is currently driving development of analog optical links for cable television applications, including bidirectional wavelength multiplexed links that transmit in one direction at 1300 nm and in the other at 1550 nm. This is achieved by incorporating some form of optical beam splitter in the transceiver package. Many of these devices incorporate optical fiber pigtails rather than connectorized transceiver assemblies. Packaging is
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another evolving area; existing datacom industry standards, such as the 1 x 9 pin serial transceiver or 2 x 9 pin transceiver with integrated clock recovery, may give way to surface-mount technology in the near future. In the telecom industry, the standard optical transceiver package has been the dual in-line pin (DIP) package (14 pins and two rows); recent developments in the so-called mini-DIP (8 pins and two rows) may develop into a new packaging standard for the industry. Finally, integrated optoelectronic integrated circuits are advancing to the point where they may replace the standard TO can and ball lens assembly for optical device packaging and alignment in the next 5 years. VCSELs hold a great deal of promise as low-cost optical sources for data communications, especially for optical array interconnections. Research continues on VCSELs that can operate at long wavelengths (1300 nm); although some devices have been demonstrated under laboratory conditions, the technology is probably several years away from commercial applications. Parallel optical transceivers will face new challenges in the area of laser safety. Although many parallel transceivers will be able to meet U.S. class 1 safety standards, it is more difficult to meet the international class 1 limits specified by IEC 825. One possible alternative is international certification as a class 3A product, which would require a warning label on the transceiver; it is unclear whether the IEC will allow short-wavelength lasers to hold this classification or whether the market will accept such products instead of class 1 sources.



Acronyms 2R 3R



retimeheshape retimeheshapehegenerate



AAL AC ACK ACTS



ATM adaptation layer alternating current acknowledgment advanced communication technologies and services analog to digital Assoc. FranSaise de NORmalisation (IS0 member) American Institute of Physics American National Standards American National Standards Institute add or invert all-optical network auto power control avalanche photodiode application programmer interface American Physical Society antireflective address resolution protocol Advanced Research Project Agency Advanced Strategic Computing Initiative American Standard Code for Information Interchange (developed by ANSI) amplified spontaneous emission application specific integrated circuit American Society for Test and Measurement asynchronous transfer mode A m address resolution protocol another useless acronym (from Preface to the SecondEdition) array waveguide grating



m



AFNOR AIP ANS ANSI A01 AON APC APD API APS AR AlUJ AFWA ASCI ASCII



ASE ASIC



ASTM ATM ATMARP AUA AWG
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Acronyms



BD BER BGA BGP BH BiCMOS BIP BIS B-ISDN bids BLIP BLM BLSR BNR BOL BPS BSI BSY BTW BUS BWPSR c4 CAD CAM CATV C-band CBD CBGA CBR CCD CCGA CCITT



ccw



solid bore inner diameter bjt error rate ball grid array border gateway protocol buried heterostructure bi-junction transistor/complementary metal oxide semiconductor bit interleaved parity Bureau of Indian Standards broadband integrated services digital network bits per second background limited in performance ball-limiting metallurgy bidirectional line switched ring Bell Northern Research beginning of lifetime bytes per second British Standards Institute control code for busy, as definedby the ANSI Fibre Channel Standard behind the wall broadcast and unknown server bi-directional path-switched rings controlled collapse chip connection computer-aided design computer-aided kufacturing community antenna television (cable TV) conventional wavelength band used in wavelength multiplexing (1520-1 570 nm) connector body dimension ceramic ball grid array constant bit rate charge-coupled devices ceramic column grid array Consultative Committee for International Telephone and Telegraph (International Telecommunications Standard Body) -now ITU channel control words



Acronyms



CD CDL CDMA CDR CDRH CE mark CECC CEL CENELEC



CFR CICSI CIP CLEC CLEI CLI CLO CLP CML CMOS CMU CNS COB COGS COSE CPR CPU CRC CRC



cs



CSMNCD CSP



CTE CVD



cw



CWDM CYTOP
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compact disc converged data link code-division multiple access clock and data recovery U.S. Center for Devices and Radiological Health Communaute Europeene mark CENELEC Electronic Components Committee California Eastern Laboratories Cornit66 Europkn de Normalisation ELECtrotechnique or ‘European committee for electrotechnical standardization’ Center for Devices and Radiological Health Building Premises Wiring Standard Body carrier-induced phase modulation competitive local exchange carrier (local telephone service) common language equipment identification (Bellcore) common line interface control link oscillator cell loss priority bit current-mode logic complementary metal oxide semiconductor Carnegie Mellon University Chinese National Standards chip on board cost of goods sold Committee on Optical Science & Engineering coupled power range central processing unit clock recovery circuit cyclic redundancy check convergence sublayer carrier sense multiple access/with collision detection channeled substrate planar coefficient of thermal expansion chemical vapor deposition continuous wave coarse wavelength-divisionmultiplexing (aka. wide-WDM) a transparent fluorpolymer
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Acronyms



DA DARPA DAS DASD DBR DBR DC DCD DCF DCN DDM DDOA DE DEC DEMUX DFB DH DHHS DIN DIP DJ DLL DM DMD DMM DP DRAM DS DSF DSL DSO DSP DTPC DUT DVD DWDM



destination address Defense Advanced Research Projects Association (see also ARPA) dual-attach station direct access storage device diffraction Bragg reflector distributed Bragg reflector direct current duty cycle distortion, also data carrier detect (modems) dispersion compressing fiber data communications network directional division multiplexing dysprosium-doped optical amplifier diethyl (as in diethylzinc-DEZn) Digital Equipment Corporation demultiplexer distributed feedback double heterojunctioddouble heterostructure Department of Health Services in the IEC Deutsches Institut fur Normung, (the German Institute for Standardization) or Data Input dual in-line package deterministic jitter delay locked loop dimethyl (as in dimethylzinc-DMZn) differential mode delay digital multimeter data processing dynamic random access memory Dansk Standardiseringsrad dispersion-shifted fiber digital subscriber line digital sampling oscilloscope digital signal processing design for total product cost device under test digital video disk dense wavelength division multiplexers



Acronyms
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ETDM ETR ETSI



end of bad packet (delimiter for Infiniband data packets) European Community echo frame frames using the ECHO protocol European Commission Host Organization emitter-coupled logic erbium-doped fiber amplifier edge-emitting semiconductor laser diode (also ELED) end face angle end of good packet (delimiter for Infiniband data packets) hybrid mode where electric field is largest in transverse direction environmental impact assessments Electronics Industry Association Electronics Industry Association Electronics Industry Associatioflelecommunications Industry Association emulate local area network edge-emitting semiconductor laser diode (also EELD) epitaxial liftoff etched-mesa buried heterostructure electromagnetic compatibility electromagnetic interference Electronic Numeric Integrator and Computer end of frame end of lifetime everything over SONET Enterprise system (IBM) connection electrostatic discharge European Strategic Program for Research in Information Technology electronic time division multiplexing external timing reference European Telecommunication Standards Institute



FBG FBS FC FC



fiber Bragg grating fiber beam spot fibre channel frame control



EBP EC ECF ECH ECHO ECL EDFA EELD EFA EGP EH EIA EIA standard EIA EIA/TIA ELAN ELED EL0 EMBH EMC EM1 ENIAC EOF EOL EOS ESCON ESD ESPRIT
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FC FC FCA FC-AL FCC FCE FCS FCSI FCV



FD FDA



FDDI FDMA FET FF mCON FIFO FIG



FIT FJ



FLP flops FO FOCIS FOTP F-Port



FP FPA FPGA FQC FRPE FSAN FSR FTC FTS FlTC FTTH FTTO



Acronyms



connector-threadedfasteners flip chip, a manufacturing chip bonding procedure Fibre Channel Association Fibre Channel arbitrated loop Federal CommunicationsCommission fenulelcore eccentricity Fibre Channel Standard Fibre Channel Standard Initiative Fibre Channel Converted/FICONconversion vehicle ferrule diameter Food and Drug Administration fiber-distributed data interface frequency division multiple access field effect transistor ferrule float Fibre Channel Connection or Fiber Connection first in, first out fiber image guides failures in time Fiber-Jack fast link pulse floating point operation performed per second fiber optic fiber optic connector intermatability standard fiber optic test procedures fabricport, as defined by the ANSI Fibre Channel Standard Fabry-Perot Fabry Perot amplifier field-programmablegate array Fiber Quick Connect (feature in the IBM Glabal Services structured cable offering) flame-retardant polyethylene full service access network free spectral range fiber quick connect fiber transport services fiber-to-the-curve fiber-to-the-home fiber-to-the-office



Acronyms



FWHM FWM



full width at half maximum four wave mixing



GBE or GbE GBIC GDPS GFC GHz GI GLC GOSS



Gigabit Ethernet gigabit interface connector geographically dispersed Parallel Sysplex generic flow control gigahertz graded index Gigalink Card State Committee of the Russian Federation for Standardization Metrology and Certification gross profit graded index glass reinforced plastic gigabit serial network (also known as HIPPI 6400) group velocity dispersion



GP GRIN GRP GSN GVD
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HIPPI HMC HOCF HOEIC HPC HPCF HR HSPN



home area network horizontal cross-connect hybrid mode where magnetic field is largest in transverse direction header error correction heterostructure field effect transistor high bitrate ATM termination and switching (a part of the EC RACE program) high-performance parallel interface hardware management console hard polymer clad (glass) fiber hybrid optoelectronic integrated circuit high-perfonnance computing hard poloymer clad fiber highly reflective High Speed Plastic Network Consortium



IB IBM IC IC



InfiniBand International Business Machines integrated circuit intermediate cross-connect



HAN HC HE HEC HFET HIBlTS
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Acronyms



IrDA IRED ISC IS1 IS0 ISP IT IT0 ITS ITU IVD IXC



International Conference on Computer Communications identification International Electrotechnical Commission Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers Internet Engineering Task Force imaging fiber bundles Information Handling Services inner lead bond incumbent local exchange carrier (local telephone service) interim local management interface inverse ATM address resolution protocol input/output Institute for Optical Data Communication internet protocol intelligent physical protocol integrated photonic transport (inband) infrared reflow Infrared Datacom Association infrared emitting diode intersystem channel gigabit links intersymbol interference International Organization for Standardization internet service provider information technology indium tin oxide Institute for Telecommunication Sciences International Telecommunications Union inside vapor deposition interexchange carrier (long distance telephone service)



JEDEC JIS JSA



Japanese-based telecoddatacom standards Japanese Industrial Standards Japanese Standards Association



KGD



known good die



LAN LANE L-band



local area network local area network emulation long wavelength band used in wavelength multiplexing (1560-1610 nm) late counter



ICCC ID IEC IEEE IETF



IFB IHS



ILB ILEC ILMI InATMARP I/O IODC



IP IPI IPT



IR



LC



Acronyms



LC LCOS LCT LD LEAF LEC LECID LED LES LIA LIS LLC LOH LOS LP LPE LSZH LUNI LVD LVDS LX



“Lucent Connector” liquid crystal on silicon link confidence test laser diode large effective area fiber LAN emulation client LEC (LAN emulation client) identifier light-emitting diode LAN emulation server Laser Institute of America logical IP subnet logic link control line overhead loss of signal linear polarized mode liquid phase epitaxy low smoke zero halogen cable LANE user-network interface low-voltage directive low-voltage differential signal long-wavelength (1300 nm) transmitter



MAC MAN MBE MBGA MC MCM MCP MCVD MDF MDI MEM MESFET METON MFD Mn3 MIC MI1 MIMD



media access control metropolitan area network molecular beam epitaxy metal ball grid array main cross-connect multichip module mode conditioning patch cables modified chemical vapor deposition main distribution facility mediurn-dependent interfaces microelectromechanical metal semiconductor field effect transistor metropolitan optical network modal field diameter management information base media-interface connector media-independent interface multiple-instruction multiple data stream
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Acronyms



MuX Mz



methodology for jitter specification multi-mode multi-mode fiber metal organic chemical vapor deposition multiple wavelength optical network metal oxide semiconductor MOS implementation system maximum permissible exposure multi-protocol label switching multi-protocol lambda switching trade name for multifiber optical connector using a 12 fiber interface; also known as MPX trade name for multifiber optical connector using a 12 fiber interface; also known as MPO multiquantum well multi-standard multi-source agreements medium-scale integration metal-semiconductor-metal multi-fiber termination multi-fiber terminated push-on connector multi-termination RJ-45 latch (a type of optical connector) multi-fiber RJ-45 latched connector multi-termination unibody multiplexer Mach-Zehnder



NA NAND NAS NBS NC NC&M NEBS NEC NEP NEXT NFPA NGI NGIO



numerical aperture not and (logic gate) network attached storage National Bureau of Standards (now NIST) narrowcast network control and management network equipment building system National Electric Code noise equivalent power near end cross-talk National Fire Protection Agency next-generation Internet next-generation input/output



MJS MM



MMF MOCVD MONET MOS MOSIS MPE MPLS MPLmS MPO MPX MQW MS MSA MSI MSM MT MTP MT-RJ MT-RT



Mu



Acronyms



NIC NIF NIST NIU NLOG NMOS NMS NOR N-Port NPN NRC NRZ NSPE NTIA NTT NUMA NZDSF OA OADM OAMP OCI OCI OCLD OCM ODC ODSI OE



o/E/o OFB OFC OFN OFNP OFNR OFSTP OIDA OIF OIIC
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network interface card neighbor information frame National Institute of Standards & Technology network interface units non-linear optical gate negative-channel metal oxide semiconductor network management system not or (logic gate) nodal port, as defined by the ANSI Fibre Channel Standard negative-positive-negative National Research Council nonreturn to zero National Society of Professional Engineers National Telecommunicationand Information Administration Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation non-uniform memory architecture non-zero dispersion shifted fiber optical amplifiers optical add drop multiplexer operations, administration, maintenance, and provisioning (sometimes OAM&P) optical channel interface optical chip interconnect optical channel laser detector optical channel manager optical data center Optical Domain Service Interconnect coalition optoelectronic optical/electrical/optical ordered fiber bundles optical fiber control system optical fiber nonplendnonriserhonconductive optical fiber nonconductive plenum listing optical fiber nonconductive riser listing optical fiber system test procedure Optoelectron Industry Development Association Optical Internetworking Forum optically interconnected integrated circuits
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Acronyms



oxc



optical interconnections for VLSI and electronic systems (a part of the EC ESPRIT program) optical label switching optical loss test set optical modulation amplitude office of management and budget operational management committee optical micro-network optical multiplexing modules Osterreisches Normungistitut (Austrian Standards Institute) Optical Network Technology Consortium optical field effect transistor open system adapter optical subassembly, also called the coupling unit Optical Society of America Occupational Safety & Health Administration open systems interconnection optical signal optical signal-to-noise ratio open shortest path first optical time division multiplexer optical time domain reflectometer optical transfer function optical transport network output average output outside vapor deposition optical crossbar switches optical cross connects



PA PA PANDA PAROL1 PBGA PBX PC PC PCA



preamble pointing angle polarization maintaining and absorption reducing fiber parallel optical link plastic ball grid array private branch exchange personal computer polycarbonate-a thermoplastic compound product cost apportionment



OLIVES OLS OLTS OMA OMB OMC OMNET OMX ON ONTC OPFET OSA OSA OSA OSHA



os1



OSIG OSNR OSPF OTDM OTDR OTF OTN OUT OUTB OVD OXBS



Acronyms



PCB PCI PCM PCVD PD PDF PDG PDL PECL PECVD PF PGA PHY PIN PLCC PLL PLOU PLS PMD PMD PMF PMF PMI PMMA PMT POF POI POINT PON POP POTS PPL PPRC PR PRBS PSTN PT PTT PVC PVL



printed circuit board peripheral component interconnect physical connection management plasma-assisted chemical vapor deposition photodiode probability density function polarization dependent gain polarization dependent loss postamplifier emitter-coupled logic unit plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition perfluorinated pin-grid arrays physical layer of OS1 model positive-intrinsic-negative plastic leaded chip carrier phase-lock loop physical layer overhead unit primary link station physical medium-dependent sublayer polarization mode dispersion parameter management frame polarization maintaining fiber physical media-independent sublayer polymethylmethacrylate-a thermoplastic compound photomultiplier tube plastic optical fiber parallel optical interconnects polymer optical interconnect technology passive optical network post office protocol plain old telephone system phase locked loop peer-to-peer remote copy plug repeatability pseudo-random binary sequence packet-switched telephone network payload type local telecom authority polyvinyl chloride (a plastic) parallel vixel link
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Acronym



QCSE QE QFP QOS



quantum confined Stark effect quantum efficiency quad flat pack quality of service



RACE RAID RARP RC RCDD RCE RCLED RECAP



Research in Advanced Communications for Europe redundant m a y of inexpensive disks reverse address resolution protocol resistor capacitor registered communication distribution designers resonant-cavity enhanced resonant-cavity light-emitting diode resonant-cavity enhanced photodetector radio frequency radio frequency interference reflection high-energy electron diffraction reactive ion etching reflection-induced intensity noise reduced instruction set computing random jitter control code for reject, as defined by the ANSI Fibre Channel Standard repeater media access control root mean square receiver optical subassembly regenerator section overhead receiver



Fw



RFI =ED



RIE RIN RISC RJ RJT RMAC RMS ROSA RSOH



Rx SA SA SAGCM SAGM SAM SAM SAN



SAR SAS SASO



source address Standards Association of Australia separate absorption, grading, charge sheet and multiplication structure separate absorption grading and multiplication separate absorption and multiplication layers sub-assembly misalignment storage area network segmentation and reassembly sublayer single attach station Saudi Arabian Standards Organization



Acronyms



S-band SBCCS SBCON SBS SBS SC connector SC-DC SCI SC-QC SCSI SD SD SDH SDM SDO SEAL SEED SET1 SFF SFP SFS SI SIA SIC SIF SIMD SiOB SIPAC SIS



SJ SL



SLA SL-APDs SM SMC SMD
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short wavelength band used in wavelength multiplexing (1450-1510 nm) single byte command code set single byte command code sets connection architecture source beam spot stimulated Brillouin scattering subscriber connector (spring latch fasteners) subscriber connector, dual-connect ferrule scalable coherent interface subscriber connector, quad-connect ferrule small computer system interface shroud dimension start delimiter synchronous digital hierarchy space division multiplexing standards developing organizations simple and efficient adaptation layer self electrooptic effect devices search for extraterrestrial intelligence small form factor small form factor pluggable Suomen Standardisoimislitto Informaatiopalvelu (Finland Standards Information) System International (International System of Units) Semiconductor Industry Alliance Standard Industrial Classification status information frame single instruction-stream, multiple data-stream silicon optical bench (non-hermetic) Siemens Packaging System Standardiseringkommisiionen I Sverige (Swedish Standards Commission) sinusoidaljitter superlattice secure level agreement superlattice avalanche photodiodes single mode surface mount component surface-mount device
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Acronyms



sx



switched megabit data services single-mode fiber shared memory processor station management frames surface-mount technique Sanwa multi-termination unibody simple network management protocol signal-to-noise ratio Standards Association of New Zealand start of frame small officehome office small outline packages with J leads Synchronous Optical NEIItyork shelf processor statistical process control synchronous payload envelope standardised packaging and interconnect for inter- and intra-board optical connections (a part of the EC ESPRTT program) Society of Photooptic Instrumentation Engineers signal-to-quantum-noise ratio single quantum well static random access memory sub-rate multiplexing stimulated Raman scattering serial storage architecture storage system architecture symmetric self electrooptic effect devices small-scale integration storage service provider subscriber termination shielded twisted pair synchronous transport signal sparse WDM surface wave filter short-wavelength (850 nm) transmitter



TAB TAB



tape access bonding tape automated bonding



SMDS SMF SMP SMT SMT SMU SNMP SNR SNZ SOF SOH0 SOJ



SONET SP SPC SPE SPIBOC



SPIE SQNR SQW SRAM SRM SRS SSA SSA S-SEED SSI SSP ST connector



STP STS SWDM S W



Acronyms



TAXI TBGA TC TCM TCP/IP TDFAs TDMA TE mode



TE TERKS THC THT THz TIA TIA TM mode TM TO TOSA



TP TRT TRX TTI TTL l-TRT



TUG TWA



Tx TZA UDP UHV



UI UL



transparent asynchronous transceiverheceiver interface Tape ball grid array transmission convergence sublayer time compression multiplexing transmission control protocolhternet protocol thulium doped fiber amplifiers (to be used in the wavelength range of 1450-1510 nm) time-division multiple access transverse electric (electric field normal to direction of propogation) triethyl (as in triethylgallium-TEGa) trade name of a data base used by Telcordia (formerly Bell Labs) to track inventory and depreciation on telecommunications hardware through-hole component token holding timer terahertz Telecommunications Industry Association trans-impedance amplifier (also TZA) transverse magnetic (magnetic field normal to direction of propogation) trimethyl (as in trymethylgallium-TMGa) transistor outline transmitter optical subassembly twisted pair token rotation timer transceiver time to installation transistor-transistor logic target token rotation time tributary unit groups traveling wave amplifier transmitter trans-impedance amplifier (also TIA) user datagram protocol ultra-high vacuum unit interval Underwriters Laboratories
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Acronyms



ULP UNI USNC UTP



upper-level protocol user-network interface United States National Committee unshielded twisted pair ultra-violet



VAD VBR



VLIW VLSI VPI VPN VPR VT VTG



vapor axial deposition variable bit rate virtual circuit virtual channel connection virtual channel identifier voltage-controlled oscillator vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers Verband Deutscher Electrotechniker (Association of German Electrical Engineers) Vereins Deutscher Ingenierure (German Standards) trade name of a small form factor optical connector developed by 3M Corporation with an RJ-45 latch very long instruction word very large-scale integration virtual path identifier virtual private network vapor phase reflow virtual tributary virtual tributary group



WAN WDM WWSM



wide area network wavelength-division multiplexing wide spectrum WDM



XDF XGP XRC



extended distance feature Multi-Gigabit Ethernet pluggable cross plug range extended remote copy



ZBLAN



fluorozirconate



uv



vc vcc VCI



vco VCSELs VDE VDI VF-45



XPR



Some useful acronym searches on the World Wide Web The One Look Dictionary www.onelook.com Stammtisch Beau Fleuve Acronyms http://www.plexoft.com/SBF/(Best accessed through The One Look Dictionary) Acronym Finder http://www.acronymfinder.com/



Glossary 1M



a laser safety classification



absorption



the loss of light when passing through every material, due to conversion to other energy forms, such as heat. a light filter tuned by acoustic (sound) waves. This is accomplished using polarizers and an acoustic diffraction grating, which creates a resonant structure that rotates the polarization. the area in a semiconductor that either absorbs or emits radiation. a measure of the total information-handlingcapability of a smart pixel array. It combines the individual channel data rate with the total number of channels in the array to produce an aggregate information carrying capacity. the connection of optical components to maximize signal transmitted. part of an ESCON connector into which the ferrules are inserted, assuring accurate alignment. the process of heating and slowly cooling a material. This makes glass and metal stabilize their optical, thermal, and electric properties, and can reverse lattice damage from doping to semiconductors. overall structure of a computer system, including the relationshipbetween internal and externalcomponents. a form of data transmission where the time that each character, or block of characters, starts is arbitrary. Asynchronous data has a start bit and a stop bit, since there is no regular time interval between transmissions, and no common clock reference across the system. the decrease in signal strength caused by absorption and scattering. The power or amplitude loss is often measured in dB.



acoustooptic tunable filter



active region aggregate capacity



alignment alignment sleeve annealing



architecture asynchronous



attenuation
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Auger nonradiative recombination avalanche photodiodes



backbone network backplane back-reflections band gap



bandwidth



baud



beacon process



when an electron and hole recombine, and then pass excess energy and momentum into another electron or hole. This process does not generate any additional radiation. photodiodes where the primary carriers, electrod holes pairs created by the incident photon, are accelerated through a voltage, and then collide with neutral atoms, creating more secondary carriers. These secondary carriers may accelerate and create new carriers. This process, known as photomultiplication, can multiply the signal by up to two orders of magnitude.



a primary conduit for traffic that is often both coming from, and going to,other networks. circuit board with sockets to connect other cards, especially communication channels. reflections back to the laser from devices in its path. the energy difference between the top of the valence band and the bottom of the conduction band of a solid. The size of the band gap will determine whether a photon will eject a valence electron from a semiconductor. the range of frequencies over which a fiber optic medium or device can transmit data. This range, expressed in hertz, is the difference between the highest and the lowest frequencies for optical filter elements. For MM fibers, the range is expressed as a product of the bandwidth and distance, in MHz-km. the signaling speed, as measured by the maximum number of times per second that the state of the signal can change. Often a “signal event” is simply the transmission of a bit. Baud rate is measured in sec-l. a token ring process that signals all remaining stations that a significant problem has occurred, and provides restorative support. Like a string of signal fires, the beacon signal is passed from neighbor to neighbor on the ring.



Glossary



beating



bias voltage biasing



bit bit error rate



bit synchronization Bragg reflector breakdown voltage Brillouin scattering broadcast-andselect network bulkhead splice, splice bushing burn-in burst mode switching networks bus bus topology butt coupling
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when superimposing waves of different frequencies, beating occurs when the maximum amplitude of these waves match up. Coherent beating occurs when the data signal beats with itself out of phase, and can cause cross-talk. the voltage applied when biasing. (See biasing) applying a voltage or a current across a junction detector. This changes the mode of the detector, which can affect properties such as the noise and speed. (See photoconductive and photovoltaic mode) either 0 or 1, the smallest unit of digital comunications. the probability of a transmitted bit error. It is calculated by the ratio of incorrectly transmitted bits to total transmitted bits. when a receiver is delivering retimed serial data at the required BER. (See distributed Bragg reflector) the bias voltage in an avalanche photodiode where the current gain begins to approach infinity. In other words, the bias voltage when an avalanche photodiode is no longer responding to incident photons. the scattering of photons (light) by acoustic phonons (sound waves). A special case of Raman scattering. a network that has several nodes connected in a star topology. (See topology) a unit that allows two cables with unlike connectors to mate. the powering of a product before field operation, to test it and stabilize its characteristics. an approach that minimizes latency by transmitting large amounts of data in a short time over the network. (See optical bus) (See topology) a mechanical splice between a fiber and a device. This technique is done with the signal on, and the fiber secured into position when measured signal is maximized. (See splice)
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butterfly package byte



(See dual-in-line pin package) eight bits, numbered 0 to 7. (See octet)



cable jacket



the outer material that surrounds and protects the optical fibers in a cable. passive communications elements, such as fiber, connectors and splices, located between the transmitter and receiver. the comparison to a standard or a specification. Also to set a device to match a specification. a single communications path or the signal sent over that path. any transient response greater than 0.5 volts, ingoing between the signal detect negative level to assert its level, and of any duration that can be sensed by the channel logic. when it is hard to find someone to take the first risk on a new technology, which delays its implementation. For example, when customers don’t want to commit to using an emerging technology without some assurance that it will be fully supported by manufacturing, and suppliers don’t want to commit to putting emerging technology into production without having a customer who is committed to using it. a pulsed signal whose frequency lowers during the pulse. (See liquid crystals)



cable plant



calibration channel chatter



“chicken and egg” syndrome



Chirp cholestericliquid crystals chopping



chromatic dispersion cladding cleaving



when an optical signal is varied through use of a mechanical or electrical “chopper” to block the signal at a certain times. (See lock-in amplifier) (See dispersion) the material of low refractive index used to cover an optical fiber, which reflects escaping light back into the core, as well as strengthens the fiber. to split with a sharp instrument along the natural division in the crystal lattice.
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client



clock generation/ multiplication clock recovery coherent beating correlators



costs of goods sold



coupled power range coupling cross-plug range



cross-talk cutoff wavelength daisy chain



dark current data dependent jitter data rate
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a computer or program that can download data or request a service over the network from the server. (See server) synchronizing a terminal’s internal clock to the received bit stream. reconstructing the order of operations after serial/ parallel conversion. (See beating) a device that detects signal from noise by computing correlation functions, which is similar to transforms. the sum of parts cost, manufacturing cost, serviceability and warranty cost, obsolescence and scrap and a portion of the supply chain cost. (See parts cost, manufacturing cost, supply chain cost) the allowable difference between the minimum and maximum allowed power. connecting two fibers or the connector between two fibers. the difference between the measured lowest power and highest power for matings between multiple connectors and the same transceiver. the leaking of or interference between signal in two nearby pixels, wires, or fibers. the wavelength for which the normalized power becomes linear to within 0. l &. a bus wiring scheme where devices are connected to each other in sequence (device A is wired to device B is wired to device C, etc.), like a chain of daisies. (See topology: bus) the current measured from a detector when no signal is present. (See jitter) short for data transfer rate, the speed devices transmit digital information. Units include bits per second, but are more likely to be in the range of megabits
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de-adjustment decoding detectivity



deterministic jitter (DJ) development expense device dielectric mirror



differential mode delay diffraction



directional dispersion



dispersionflattened fiber dispersive self-phase modulation



distortion



per second (Mbit/s), or even gigabits per second (Gbith) in the field of fiber optics. the variation of the coupled power after several matings with the same connector. (See encoding/decoding) the reciprocal of the noise equivalent power (NEP). This can be a more intuitive figure of merit, because it is larger for more sensitive detectors. (See jitter) the total development investment in people, test equipment, prototypes, etc. any machine or component that attaches to a computer. a multilayer mirror that is an alternative to a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) in semiconductor laser manufacture. delay variation caused by differences in group velocity among the different propagation modes of an optical fiber. when a wave passes through an edge or an opening, secondary wave patterns are formed that interfere with the primary wave. This can be used to create diffraction gratings, which work similarly to prisms. division multiplexing. (See multiplexer) the distortion of a pulse due to different propogation speeds. Can be chromatic, which is caused by the wavelength dependence of the index of refraction, or intermodal, caused by the different paths traveled by the different modes. specialty optical fiber whose cross-section is designed to minimize dispersion over a broad range of input wavelengths. nonlinear property of an optical fiber, in which the light passing through the fiber induces a change in the refractive index of the core, and chromatic dispersion causes either an up-chirp or down-chup in the optical frequency. the change in a signal’s waveform shape.



Glossary



distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)



distribution panel divergence



doping double-clad optical amplifier down-chirp dual homing architecture dual hubbed rings



dual-in line pin package, butterfly package duplex duty cycle



duty cycle distortion (DCD) dynamic range



effective sensing area electrooptic transducer
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a mirror used in the manufacture of semiconductor lasers and photodetectors. It is made from multiple layers of semiconductorsthat have a band gap in the wavelength of interest. a central panel from which a signal is routed to points of use. (See patch panel) the bending of light rays away from each other,for example the spreading of a laser beam with increased distance. adding an impurity to a semiconductor. an optical fiber amplifier in which the pump light is delivered via an outer coating on the same fiber that performs the amplification. a linear decrease in frequency over time. a type of network with two hubs that fail over to each other in the event of a disaster at either location. (See toPologY) variation on a hubbed ring architecture in which all traffic flows through not one but two hub sites in a network. (See topology) a cavity package for a semiconductorlaser that is wire bonded and then the plastic is molded around the body and leads of the package. a communications line that lets you send and receive data at the same time. the pulse duration times the pulse repetition frequency. In other words, the percentage of time an intermittent signal is on. the ratio of the average pulse width of a bit to the mean of twice the unit interval. (See unit interval) the ratio of the largest detectable signal to the smallest detectable signal, such as the receiver saturation charge to the detection limit (also known as linear dynamic range). (See active area)



a device that converts an electric signal to an optical signal and vice versa. An example of this is the photocell and laser in a transceiver. (See transducer)
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emulation encoding/ decoding



end node epitaxy



etalon etched mesa extinction ratio



eye diagram



fabric, switched network



Fabry-Perot resonance



the use of program to simulate another program or a piece of hardware. encoding is the process of putting information into a digital format that can be transmitted using communications channels. Decoding is reversing the process at the end of transmission. a node that does not provide routing, only end user applications. method of growing crystal layer on a substrate with an identical lattice, which maintains the continuous crystal structure. Styles include molecular beam epitaxy, vapor phase epitaxy, etc. an optical device with two reflective mirrors facing each other to form a cavity. a flat raised area on an electronic device, created during the photolithography process. the ratio of the power level of the logic ‘1’ signal to the power of the logic ‘0’signal. It indicates how well available laser power is being converted to modulation or signal power. an overlay of many transmitted responses on an oscilloscope, to determine the overall quality of the transmitter or receiver. The relative separation between the two logic levels is seen by the opening of the eye. Rise and fall times can be measured off the diagram. Jitter can be determined by constructing a histogram of the crossing point. a FCS network in which all of the station management functions are controlled at the switching point, rather than by each node. This approach removes the need for complex switching algorithms at each node. The telephone system, where the dialer supplies the phone number, can be used as an analogy. resonance that occurs when waves constructively interfere. Fabry-Perot resonance occurs in a cavity surrounded by mirrors. Semiconductor lasers, such as VCSELs, take advantage of Fabry-Perot resonance to stimulate emission in their active region.



Glossary



facet passivation



Fast Ethernet Fermi level



ferrule



fiber optic link fiber ribbon Fibre Channel Connection (FICON)



field installable connectors



flicker noise flip chip mounting flip flop flow shop footprint



frame
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growing a thin oxide layer over the semiconductor (for datacom the EELD) facet, to limit environmental exposure and natural oxidation. A LAN running at speeds up to 100 MBd. (See LAN) the maximum energy of the electrons in a solid, which determines the availability of free electrons. If the Fermi level is in the conduction (top) band, the material is a conductor (metal). If the Fermi level is in the valence (lower) band, the material is an insulator. If the Fermi level is between the conduction and the valence band, the material is a semiconductor. a cylindrical tube containing the fiber end that fits within high tolerance into the flange of the transceiver port. the transmitter, receiver, and fiber optic cable used to transmit data. multifiber cables and connectors. an I/O interface standard that mainframe computers use to connect to storage devices. This standard is eight times faster than the previous fiber optics standard, ESCON, due to a combination of new architecture and faster link rates. (See architecture) optical connectors that can be installed on-site at a customer location, as opposed to factory installed connectors that can only be attached at an authorized manufacturing center. noise with a l / f spectrum, which occurs when materials are inhomogeneous. a semiconductorsubstrate in which all of the terminals are grown on one side of the substrate. It is then flipped over for bonding onto a matching substrate. a device that has two output states, and is switched by means of an external signal. a manufacturing area that makes only one product. the amount of desk or floor space used by a component. 1. In the SONET transmission format, a 125 microsecond frame contains 6480 bit periods, or 810 octets (bytes), that contain layers of information. These layers include the overhead, or instructions
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frame errors frequency agile frequency chuping frozen process



fusion splice gain GGP fiber



Gigabit Ethernet (GW Gigalink card graded index fiber gross profit group velocity



hermetic seal heterostructure Hill gratings



between computers, and the voice or audio channel. SONET can be used to support telephony. 2. A technique used by web pages to divide the screen into multiple windows. errors from missing or corrupted frames, as defined by the ANSI Fibre Channel Standard. capable of being easily adjusted over a range of operating frequencies. inducing either an up-chup or down-chupin an optical signal. (See up-chirp and down-chirp) a process where, if there are major changes of equipment, process parameters, agents or even parts, apartial or total requalification of the process must be performed. (See splice) amplification. In a photodetector, the number of electron-hole pairs generated per incident photon. a specialty optical fiber, proprietary to 3M Corporation, which is more resistant to mechanical fractures when bent; used in optical connectors such as the VF-45. a standard for high-speed Ethernet, that can be used in backbone environments to interconnect multiple lower speed internets. (See backbone network) a laser-based transceiver card that runs at approximately 1 Gb/s and works as a transponder. a fiber with a refractive index that varies with radial distance from the center. revenue minus cost of goods sold (COGS). the transmission velocity of a wave packet, which is made of many photons with different frequencies and phase velocities. a seal that air and fluids cannot pass through. a semiconductor layered structure, with lattice matched crystals grown over each other. the first types of in-fiber Bragg diffraction gratings, named after the researcher who discovered them.



Glossary



homologation hubbed ring



hybrid integration



image halftoning Infiniband



intelligent optical network intermodal dispersion intersymbol interference intrinsic jitter
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confirming that a product follows the rules of each country in which it is used. optical network architecture in which all data traffic flows through a single common location or hub. (See toPologY) a technique of developing smart pixels where optical devices are grown separately from the silicon electronic circuitry, and then are bonded together. (See smart pixels) an image compression technique whereby a continuous-tone, gray-scale image is printed or displayed using only binary-valued pixels. an architecture standard for a high-speed link between servers and network devices. It will initially run at 0.3 GB/sec, but eventually scale as high as 6.0 GB/sec. It is expected to replace peripheral component interconnect (PCI). (See architecture) optical network that also controls higher level switching and routing functions above the physical layer.



(See dispersion) the distortion by a limited bandwidth medium on a sequence of symbols which causes adjacent symbols to interfere with each other. without impurities. The error in ideal timing of a threshold crossing event. The CCITT defines jitter as short-term variations of the significant instants (rising or falling edges) of a digital signal from their ideal position in time. Jitter can be both deterministic and random. Lowfrequency jitter can be tracked by the clock recovery circuit, and does not directly affect the timing allocations within a bit cell. Other jitter will affect the timing. Data-dependent jitter, a type of deterministic jitter (DJ), includes intersymbol interference (ISI). DJ may also include duty cycle distortion (DCD),
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job shop jumper cable



junction capacitance lambertian



latency



lattice-matched



launch reference cable layer



layered architecture legacy product



sinusoidaljitter, and other non-Gaussianjitter. Random jitter (RJ) can be defined as the peak-to-peak value of the bit error rate (BER) of lo-", or approximately 14 times the standard deviation of the Gaussian jitter distribution. (See intersymbol interference, duty cycle distortion, bit error rate) a manufacturing area that deals with a variety of products, each treated as a custom product. an optical cable that provides a physical attachment between two devices or between a device and a distribution panel. In this way it is different from trunk cables. the capacitance formed at the pn junction of a photodiode. scatteringthat obeys Lambert's cosine law -the flux per unit solid angle leaving a surfacein any direction is proportional to the cosine of the angle between that direction and the normal to the surface. Matt (not shiny) surfaces tend to be lambertian scatterers. the delay in time between sending a signal from one end of connection to the receipt of it at the other end. when growing a crystal layer on a substrate, the junction is lattice-matched if new material's crystal structure fits with the substrate's structure. a known good test cable used in loss testing. a program that interacts only with the programs around it. When a communications program is designed in layers, such as OSI, each layer takes care of a specific function, all of which have to occur in a certain order for communication to work. (See layered architecture) a modular way of designing computer hardware or software to allow changes in one layer not to affect the others. a product an organization has already invested in, or has currently installed. New technology must be compatible with legacy products.



Glossary



line state



linearity range link



link budget link-level errors



link loss analysis liquid crystals, nematic, smectic, and cholesteric



local area network (LAN) lock-in amplifier



long wavelength
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a continuous stream of a certain symbol(s) sent by the transmitter that, upon receipt by another station, uniquely identifies the state of the communication line. For example, Q for quiet or H for halt. the range of incident radiant flux over which the signal output is a linear function of the input. the fiber optic connection between two stations, including the transmitter, receiver, and cable, as well as any other items in the system, such as repeaters. range of acceptable link losses. errors detected at lower level of granularity than frames, as defined by the ANSI Fibre Channel Standard. a calculation of all the losses (attenuation) on a link. a material that has some crystalline properties and some liquid properties. In optics these materials usually have elongated molecules that are rod shaped. If they are oriented randomly they have different optical properties than when they are aligned. Nematic liquid crystals tend to have the rods oriented parallel but their positions are random. Cholesteric liquid crystals are a subcategory of nematic, in which the molecular orientation undergoes a helical rotation about the central axis. Smectic liquid crystals have a permanent dipole moment that can be switched by an externally applied electric field. This gives them many photonics applications, such as smart pixel arrays. a network limited to about 1 km radius. a device used to limit noise by encoding input data with a known modulation, made by chopping the signal. The amplifier “knows” from this reference signal when the signal to be detected is on and when it is off. This allows the detector to low-pass filter the data, which narrows the bandwidth of the detector, making it more precise. (See chopper) approximately 1300 nm (1270-1320) or approximately 1550 nm.
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loopback testing



loss machine capability macro-bending losses manufacturing cost margin mastedslave mechanical splice meshed rings metrology metropolitan area network (MAN) micro-bending losses mini-zip mode mixing mode partition noise



mode scrambled launch



looping a signal back across a section of the network to see if it works properly. If a transceiver passes a unit loopback test, but fails a network loopback test, the problem is in the cables, not the transceiver. attenuation of optical signal. the statistical safety for processes performed by a tool or a machine. losses due to nanometer size deviations in the fiber. the cost to manage procurement of parts, inventory, system assembly and test, and shipping costs. the amount of loss, beyond the link budget amount, that can be tolerated in a link. an architecture where one device (the master) controls other devices (the slaves). (See splice) network topology in which any node may be connected to any other node. (See topology) the science of measurement. interconnected LANs with a radius of less than 80km (50 miles). losses due to visible bends in the fiber. a type of zipcord fiber cable with a smaller outer diameter than standard zipcord. the changing of the modal power distribution following a splice. within a laser diode, the power distribution between different longitudinal modes will vary between pulses. Each mode is delayed by a different amount due to the chromatic dispersion and group velocity dispersion in the fiber, which causes pulse distortion. (See distortion, dispersion, and group velocity) a type of optical coupling into a multimode fiber or waveguide that attempts to uniformly excite all modes in the target waveguide or fiber.



Glossary



modulate/ demodulate monolithic arrays



Monte Carlo simulation



multimode fiber multiplexer



narrowcast (NC) nematic liquid crystals neural networks
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modulation is when one wave (the carrier) is changed by another wave (the signal). Demodulation is restoring the initial wave. a technique of simultaneous fabrication of electronic and optical circuits on the same substrate, to produce high-speed smart pixels. (See smart pixels) any type of statistical simulation that accounts for the probability of various events. This technique is useful when dealing with non-Gaussian probability distributions. An example is the probability of absorption and scattering of photons traveling through a medium. a type of fiber in which light can travel in several independent paths. a device that combines several signals over the same line. Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) sends several signals at different wavelengths. Directional division multiplexing (DDM) combines the laser diode and photodiode using a coupler. Time compression multiplexing is similar to DDM, when a diode is in the transmission mode and the other in the receiving mode (“ping-pong transmission”). Space division multiplexing (SDM) requires two fibers-one for upstream transmission, and one for downstream transmission. Time-division multiplexing (TDM) transmits more than one signal at the same time by varying the pulse duration, pulse amplitude, pulse position, and pulse code, to create a composite pulse train. to direct a program to a specific, well-defined audience. (See liquid crystals) a system of programs and data structures that simulates the brain. They use a large number of simple processors in parallel, each with local memory. The neural network is “trained” by feeding it data and rules about relationships between the data.
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noise equivalent power (NEP) noise floor numerical aperture (NA)



Nyquist frequency octet ongoing inventory management cost opened rings



optical bus



optical bypass optical interface optical internetworking optical power optical seam overshoot packet switching paradigm parallel optical



links



the flux in watts necessary to give an output signal equal to the root mean square noise output of a detector. the amount of noise self-generated by a device. The NA defines the light-gathering ability of a fiber, or an optical system. The numerical aperture is equal to the sine of the maximum acceptance angle of a fiber. the highest frequency that can be reproduced when a signal is digitized at a given sample rate. In theory, the Nyquist frequency is half of the sampling rate. eight bits in a row. Also known as a byte. the cost to maintain and manage an inventory, as compared with procuring parts for inventory stocking. network topology in which a ring has been opened at one point and turned into a linear network with adddrop of channels at any point. (See topology) a facility for transferring data between several fiberconnected devices located between two end points, when only one device can transmit at a time. an optical switch that diverts traffic around a given location. where the optical fiber meets the optical transceiver. allows Ip switching layer to operate at the same line rate as a DWDM network, typically using an OC48c connection. the time rate of flow of radiant energy of a signal, expressed in watts. part of a network that does not allow passthrough of traffic meant for other nodes. waveform excursions above the normal level. protocols where data is encoded into packets, which travel independently to a destination where they are decoded. a model, example or pattern. links that transform parallel electrical bit streams directly into parallel optical bit streams. Possible
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parts cost passivation layer patch panel



phase-locked loop



phase velocity phasor formalism photoconductive



photoconductor



photolithography photomicrograph photonics photoresist implant mask
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mechanisms include transceivers made from VCSELs and array detectors sending data through fiber ribbon. (See VCSEL and fiber ribbon) the sum of all bill of material components used in a design. to coat a semiconductorwith an oxide layer, to reduce contamination by making the surface less reactive. a hardware unit that is used as a switchboard, to connect within a LAN, and to outside for connection to the internet or a WAN. a circuit containing an oscillator whose output phase locks onto and tracks the phase of a reference signal. The circuit detects any phase difference between the two signals and generates a correction voltage that is applied to the oscillator to adjust its phase. This circuit can be used to generate and multiply the clock signal. (See clock generatiodmultiplication) the speed of a wave, as determined by a surface of constant phase. apolar method of displaying complex (real and imaginary) quantities. the mode of a reverse-biased detector. This reduces the capacitance of the detector, and thus increases the speed of response of the diode. It is the preferred mode for pulsed signals. a non-junction type semiconductor detector where incident photons produce free charge carriers, which change the electrical conductivity of the material. Lead sulfide and lead selenide are examples of this type of detector, as well as most MSMs. a process for imprinting a circuit on a semiconductor by photographing the image onto a photosensitive substrate, and etching away the background. a photograph of an object that is magnified more than 10 times its size. the study of photon devices and systems. used in photolithography to cover parts of a photosensitive medium when imprinting a circuit on a semiconductor.
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photovoltaic



pigtail



PIN (or p-i-n) photodiode



plenum-rated cable plug repeatability point-to-point transmission polarized connector polarized light



preamplifier private mode process window processor



the mode of a junction unbiased detector. Since l/f noise increases with bias, this type of operation has better NEP at low frequencies. a short fiber permanently fixed on a component, used for connecting the component to the fiber optic system. a diode made by sandwiching p-type (doped with impurities so the majority of carriers as holes), iintrinsic (undoped), and n-type (doped with impurities so the majority of carriers as electrons) semiconductor layers. Photons absorbed in the intrinsic region create electron-hole pairs that are then separated by an electric field, thus generating an electric current in a load circuit. cable that can be used in a duct work system (plenum) which has smoke-retardant properties. the variation in coupled power for multiple connections between the same components. carrying a signal between two endpoints without branching to other points. a connector that can only plug in one position, so that it is aligned properly. light whose waves vibrate along a single plane, rather than randomly. There are several polarization modes such as TE, where the electric field is in the direction of propagation, and TM, where the magnetic field is in the direction of propagation. a low-noise amplifier designed to be located very close to the source of weak signals. Often the first stage of amplification. when a port or repeater receives only packets addressed to the attached node. Also known as normal mode. a defined variation of process parameters that characterize equipment and production used in series production. the part of a computer that interprets and executes instructions. Is sometimes used to mean microprocessor or central processing unit (CPU), depending on context.
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product cost apportionment (PCA) or supply chain costs promiscuous mode protocol



pump laser diode



quantum confined Stark effect



quantum efficiency (QE) quantum well
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shipping and distribution expenses for raw material and assemblies from suppliers and delivery of some final product to the end customer. when a port or repeater forwards all packets, not only those addressed to the attached node. the procedure used to control the orderly exchange of information between stations on a data link, network, or system. There are several standards, in code set; such as ASCII, transmission mode; asynchronous or synchronous, and non-data exchanges; such as contract, control, failure detection, etc. a short wavelength (typically 900 nm range) laser used to provide a pump input or gain in an optical fiber amplifier. a mechanism for changing the optical absorption of a quantum well by applying an electric field. Because of this effect quantum wells are used in optical modulators. the ratio of the number of basic signal elements produced by detector (usually photoelectrons) to the number of incident photons. a heterostructure with sufficiently thin layers that quantum effects begin to affect the movement of electrons. This can increase the strength of electrooptical interactions by confining the carriers to small regions.



a floor made of panels that can be removed for easy access to the wiring and plumbing below. scattering off phonons (quanta of vibration). A speRaman scattering cial case is Brillouin scattering, which is when an acoustic phonon (sound wave) is involved. random jitter (W) (See jitter) the ratio of the speed of light in a vacuum to the speed refractive index of light in a material at a given wavelength. insures that there is sufficient optical power for a regeneration signal to reach its destination. raised floor
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repeater



reshaping resonant cavity photodetectors response time responsivity retiming ring topology ringing roadmap



run length



running disparity



saturation scalability Schottky-barrier photodiodes



a device placed in a data link to a m p l e and reshape the signal in mid-transmission, which increases the distance it can travel. removes pulse distortion caused by dispersion. a photodetector made by placing a photodiode into a Fabry-Perot (FP) cavity to enhance the signal magnitude. the time it takes a detector’s output to rise when subjected to a constant signal. the ratio of the detector output to the radiation input. It is usually expressed as a function of wavelength. restores a timing reference to a signal to removejitter and improve clocWdata recovery (See topology) waveform overshoot and oscillations. (See overshoot) a long-range projection for the future of a type of product, for example, “The National Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors.” the number of consecutive identical bits, such as the number of 1’s or 0’s in a row, in the transmitted signal. The pattern 0 10111 100 has a run length of four. the difference between the number of 1’s and 0’s in a character, which is often tracked as a special parameter in network management software. when the detector begins to form less signal output for the same increase of input flux. the ability to add power and capability to an existing system without significant expense or overhead. a variation on the PIN photodiode where the top layer of semiconductor material has been eliminated in favor of a reverse biased, metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) contact. This results in faster operation, but lower signal. The advantage of this approach is improved quantum efficiency, because there is no recombination of carriers in the surface layer before they can diffuse to either the ohmic contacts or the depletion region. (See PIN photodiode)



Glossary



scintillation serialized deserializer server



serviceability short wavelength Shot noise shunt resistance signal-to-noise ratio simplex single-mode fiber skew



slope efficiency smart pixel array



smectic liquid crystals space division multiplexing splice bushing splice loss
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rapid changes in the irradiance of a laser beam. a serializer is a device that converts parallel digital information into serial. A deserializer converts it back. a central computer where data is deposited, and can be accessed over the network by other computers, known as clients. the ease in which a product can be serviced and inspected. 780-850 nm. noise made by the random variations in the number and speed of the electrons from an emitter. the resistance of a silicon photodiode when not biased. the ratio of the detector signal to the background noise. a one-way communications line, which cannot both send and receive data. fiber where the light can only propagate through one path. the tendency for parallel signals to reach an interface at different times. The skew for a copper cable is 2-nanosecond bit periods over 20 m, while for fiber ribbons it is under 10 picoseconds/m. the differential quantum efficiency of the laser combined with the losses of the optical coupling. an m a y of optical devices (either detectors, modulators, or transmitters) which are directly connected to logic circuits. By integrating both electronic processing and individual optical devices on a common chip, one may take advantage of the complexity of the electronic processing circuits and the speed of the optical devices. (See liquid crystals) (See multiplexer)



(See bulkhead splice) the loss in optical power due to splicing cables.
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splices



spoofing



spun fiber



star topology Stark effect



statistical process control storage area network ( S A N ) strain relief



striping Strowger switch



substrate



to join together two pieces at their ends to form a single one. When applying to optical cable, to form a permanent joint between two cables, or a cable andbreak a port. There are two basic types of splice, mechanical splices and fusion splices. Mechanical splices place the two fiber ends in a receptacle that holds them close together, usually with epoxy. Fusion splices align the fibers and then heat them sufficiently to fuse the two ends together. sending acknowledgments of data transfer before data is actually received at its destination; usually done to artificially reduce latency in a network. a manufacturing process in which the fiber is rotated during the drawing process in an effort to remove polarization dependence. (See topology) the splitting of spectral lines due to an incident electric field. The quantum confined Stark effect is a special case of that. It uses an electric field to wavelength modulate sensitivity of quantum well detectors. (See quantum confined Stark effect) the use of statistical techniques to analyze, monitor, and control a process. Quality is often monitored in this way. a high-speed network, or section of an enterprisenetwork, of storage devices, for access by local area networks (LAN) and wide area networks (WAN). a design feature that relieves the pressure on a connector, which could otherwise cause it to crack or unplug. simultaneously allowing data transfer through multiple ports. developed in the late 1800s, this early telecommunications switch replaced human switchboard operators by automatically making phone connections using electrical signals on the phone line. the base layer of support material on which crystals are grown. Products grown on substrates include semiconductor detectors and integrated circuits. A silicon wafer is an example of a substrate.



Glossary



supply chain costs surface wave filter switched base mode



switched network synchronous



thermal noise



time compression multiplexing time division multiplexing timing reference, trigger TO can token topology
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(See product cost apportionment [PCA]) a surface acoustic wave (SAW) phase filter often used to generate and multiply the clock signal. (See clock generation/multiplication) operating mode of the IBM 2029 Fiber SaverDWDM device, in which unprotected channels are passed through a dual fiber optical switch that protects availability in the case of a fiber cut only, not in the case of equipment failure. (See fabric). a systemis synchronousif it can send and receive data at the same time, using a common timing signal. Since there is regular time interval between transmissions, there is no need for a start or stop bit on the message. noise caused by randomness in carriers generation and recombination due to thermal excitation in a conductor; it results in fluctuations in the detector’s internal resistance, or in any resistance in series with the detector. Also known as Johnson or Nyquist noise. (See multiplexer)



(See multiplexer) signals used by the oscilloscopeto start the waveform sweep. metal packaging in the form of transistor outline for semiconductor lasers. a frame with control information, which grants a network device the right to transmit. the physical layout of a network. The three most common topologies are bus, star, and ring. In a bus topology all devices are connected to acentral cable. (See optical bus and backbone) In a ring topology in which the terminals are connected serially pointto-point in an unbroken circle. In a star topology
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transceiver transducer transimpedance amplifier



transponder



trigger troubleshooting trunk fiber



two beam holographic exposure



all devices are connected to a central hub, which copies the signal to all the devices. a package combining a transmitter and a receiver. a device that converts energy from one form to another. (See electrooptic transducer) an operation amplifier and variable feedback resistance connected between the input and output of the amplifier. They are used to amplify low photodiode signals, and provide high dynamic range, good sensitivity and bandwidth. a receiver/transmitter that can reply to an incoming signal. Passive transponders allow devices to idenobjects, such as credit card magnetic strips. Active transponders can change their output signal, such as radio transmitter receivers. Satellitesystems use transponders to uplink signal from the earth, amplify it, convert it to a different frequency, and return it to the earth. (See timing reference) a systematic method to find the reason for a problem. a fiber between two switching centers or distribution points. a technique used to fabricate gratings using an expanded laser beam that is divided by a beamsplitter and then recombined, creating an interference pattern. This pattern is transferred photolithographically onto the surface of a semiconductor substrate.



up-chirp



sound waves at a frequency too high for humans to hear. These waves can be used to excite metals used in wire bonding, or to clean items before placing them in vacuum. waveform excursions below the normal level. the shortest nominal time between signal transition. The reciprocal of baud, it has units of seconds. a linear increase in frequency over time.



vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSEL)



a semiconductor laser made from a bottom distributed Bragg reflector (DBR), an active region, and a top DBR.



ultrasonic



undershoot unit interval (UI)
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virtual tributary



a SONET format with lower bandwidth requirements, to allow services like a DS1 or T1 signal to be carried on a SONET path without remultiplexing the voice channels.



wafer



a flat round piece of silicon that is used as a substrate on which to manufacture integrated circuits. (See multiplexer)



wavelengthdivision multiplexing wavelengthrouted networks



wide area network (WAN) wire bond word zipcord



a network with severalrouters which choose the light path of the signal in the network by its wavelength. This architecture is being developed for all-optical networking, and has WDM applications. a network that is physically larger than a LAN, with more users. connecting wires to devices. four contiguous bytes. a type of optical fiber consisting of two unibody cables connected in the middle by a thin, flexible outer coating.
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